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MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM - 2001 ANNUAL REPORT 
EXECUTrvES~RY 

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) awarded the Mongolia Judicial Reform Project 
(JRP) to the National Center for State Courts (NCSC) on January 26, 200 I. The project proposal 
responded to the priorities defmed by the Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs and is designed to assist 
in the implementation of the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongolia, a plan developed by 
Mongolian stakeholders in 1999-2000, and passed by Parliament in 2000. 

The project team of three Americans arrived in Mongolia in March and April, and the office was opened 
by the end of April. In those first six weeks, staff met with more than 45 key stakeholders in the judicial 
system to learn more about current needs and develop the first year workplan. The workplan was 
submitted to USAID in May, along with the first year procurement plan and Performance Monitoring 
Plan (PMP). The workplan was presented to Mongolian stakeholders at a conference in late June. After 
some negotiations, USAID and the Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs (MoJHA) signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to govern the JRP. 

During the summer months, staff conducted baseline assessments and reviews of legislation, to determine 
current needs and identify opportunities and priorities for improvement. The baseline assessments 
included informal meetings, focus groups, and a legal sector survey, and provided the JRP with 
information to fme tune the program. A public opinion survey was conducted in November, providing 
!be fmal elements for !be 200 I baseline data. The PMP was revised, substituting less relevant indicators 
with questions from the legal sector survey and court statistics that provide better information about 
project progress in achieving the goals. 

The justice system in Mongolia faces significant challenges - chronic underfunding, traditionally 
centralized decision-making and power structures, and limited mechanisms to demonstrate accountability 
and transparency. The six priOrity tasks selected for the first year aim at addressing these challenges. 
They focus on strengthening national-level court administration, improving case management in the 
courts, supporting a process for qualifying legal professionals, establishing sustainable Continuing Legal 
Education systems, supporting the development of a National Legal Training Center, and strengthening 
ethics among the legal profession. 

As the program progressed, changing circumstances required that some activities be added and others 
dropped or postponed. While these are described in the body of the report, one important addition was the 
provision of comments on the draft Criminal Procedures Code. The tasks undertaken, the subsequent 
accomplishments, and the direction for 2002 are summarized below. 

Priority Task 1: Court Administration 

Activities in 200 I focused on needs assessments, reviews of legislation, policies, and procedures, 
providing recommendations for improving judicial selection and evaluation, judicial budgeting, the 
structure and functionality of the General Council of Courts (GCC), conducting a workshop on workload 
projections, and procurement for the GCC. 

Three technical assistance reports were submitted to the MoJHA. In addition to suggesting processes and 
procedures that increase efficiencies, these reports aim to change the relationship between the Executive 
and Judicial branches of government by providing measures that increase judicial independence and 
support greater internal and external accountability. In 2002, JRP staff will work with relevant actors in 
the judicial system to develop a consensus for how these recommendations can be implemented. 
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The equipment provided to the GCC will help it to better manage human resources in the court system, 
conduct audits of local courts, develop budgets and manage facilities. Strengthening the GCC's capacity 
increases efficiency and accountability of the court system. The equipment will also assist in making 
laws and other legal materials more available to the courts . 

The JRP will build on these accomplishments in 2002. Using the technical assistance report on the 
structure and functionality of the GCC as a guide, staff will work to build consensus for the appropriate 
model for the GCC. The JRP will work to strengthen local-level court administration focusing on 
communication between the GCC and individual courts, procurement, and procedures manual and 
training. The JRP will contribute to workload projections by helping to create better data collection 
methods and facilitate reporting of that data in a GCC Annual Report. 

Priority Task 2: Case management. 

Activities in 200 I focused on providing recommendations to enhance caseflow management, improving 
caseflow and records management in the Capital City Court, assessing the automated software provided 
by GTZ in six District Courts, and limited procurement. 

JRP-funded equipment and structural improvements in the Capital City Court, an appellate court that 
handles approximately half of all appeals in the country, provided for automation to better manage case 
files and records, thereby increasing efficiency and transparency. The assessment of the few automated 
courts revealed that judges were not making use of all functions in the software, particularly the feature 
that provides for random case assignment. JRP recommendations to address these problems will 
contribute to greater transparency and accountability. 

In 2002, the JRP will focus on improved case management, expanded information dissemination, and 
better court proceedings. Activities include the establishment of links between prosecutors' offices and 
pilot courts to enhance caseflow management throughout the system and facilitate information access and 
exchange, procurement of court recording equipment for pilot courts and development of better 
procedures, and promoting judicial independence. 

Priority Task 3: QualifYing Exam. 

As the JRP team arrived in Ulaanbaatar, developing a qualifying exam was a top priority for the Ministry. 
The approach initially envisioned by the Ministry lacked transparency and had the potential to disqualify 
enough professionals to paralyze the legal system. The JRP's efforts in 200 I focused on providing 
alternatives to the Ministry. Working with other donor organizations, the JRP developed the outline for a 
workable bar examination system that ensures an effective approach to testing and qualifying legal 
professionals, which was ultimately accepted by the Ministry. 

The JRP anticipates supporting the effort in 2002 by providing technical assistance to develop the 
qualifying exam and assist with the establishment of a Council to govern the process. The JRP will 
support training for examinees using a Training of Trainers approach. Testing is expected to begin in 
2003. 

Priority Task 4: Continuing Legal Education. 

The JRP plan for this component recognized that several donors were directly involved in providing 
training to the legal profession in Mongolia, particularly to judges. Plans for a comprehensive, sustainable 
Continuing Legal Education (CLE) system were not in place. The JRP consequently took a multi
pronged approach that would begin the conceptual planning for a CLE system and undertake a series of 
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activities to fill existing gaps in the availability of legal resource materials and training on specific 
subjects. The accomplishments are noted below. 

A Rule of Law Newsletter, developed by the JRP, provides highlights of activities being undertaken by 
justice system actors in Mongolia. This well received newsletter is a much-valued mechanism for 
information exchange and assists in identifYing areas of duplication and opportunities for cooperation 
between donors and Mongolian institutions. 

English language training for 48 judicial sector professionals has improved their ability to conduct legal 
research, thereby widening the scope of information available on other judicial systems. Supervisors 
report that the students' productivity and abilities have increased and the JRP has observed that the 
research materials it provides no longer require translation, reducing costs and saving time. 

Training on adversarial skills for two groups of prosecutors, judges, and advocates increased awareness of 
the advantages of adversarial proceedings and may have prevented code drafters from eliminating their 
use from the existing Criminal and Civil Procedure Codes. One judge changed how she conducts trials as 
a result of the training. 

The JRP increased the availability of Mongolian-language resource materials by developing much-needed 
manuals for existing training courses, and publishing the second volume of Supreme Court 
Interpretations. Proceeds from the sale of Volume II will [mance Volume III, potentially making it 
Mongolia's first self-sustaining legal publication project. In addition, a JRP website is being created to 
provide access to information. 

In 2002 the JRP will continue and expand its efforts to enhance the capacity of legal professionals so that 
judges, advocates and prosecutors are able to exercise independent, informed, and professional judgment 
in their work. Donor coordination, particularly with GTZ and Soros, will continue as an important means 
to achieving these goals. 

Priority Task 5: National Legal Training Center. 

During 2001, the Government of Mongolia and the World Bank reached agreement on the development 
of a National Legal Training Center to provide ongoing training to legal professionals. All JRP training 
activities are designed to become part of a national center when it is eventually established. The JRP's 
contribution in this effort focused primarily on advice to the World Bank teams that have been deployed 
to Mongolia to develop this project. 

The JRP has been concerned about duplication with its activities, and the management structure for the 
Center. Communication between USAID, the World Bank and the JRP revealed that the World Bank 
proposal did not duplicate JRP activities, and the Deputy Minister requested that World Bank funds not 
duplicate activities the JRP is undertaking, effectively giving JRP a lead role. While reviewing a draft 
docmnent describing the Center's management structure, the JRP offered suggestions that would greatly 
expand membership on its governing board beyond the executive branch, and increase input from 
judiciary, prosecutors and advocates. 

These kinds of activities - support through advice and cooperation - will continue in 2002 as part of the 
JRP's efforts to strengthen continuing legal education. 
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Priority Task 6: Ethics. 

When the team arrived in April 2001, the GCC had decided to develop a new ethics code for the 
judiciary, simultaneously with government efforts to defme appropriate ethical standards for government 
officials. The JRP agreed to provide technical assistance. JRP staff reviewed and prepared comments on 
the draft ethics code, and collected international materials and commentary . 

At its November meeting, the GCC endorsed the JRP draft judicial code combining recommendations 
from the JRP and the American Bar Association (rejecting more modest recommendations submitted by 
the Ministry) and asked the Deputy Minister of Justice to incorporate it into a new draft. The revisions 
will increase the requirements for judicial disqualification and disclosure, and reduce ex parte 
conversations. Extensive comments will serve to educate the judiciary (and the public) about the 
application of the new rules . 

These changes should result in greater accountability and improved public perception of the courts. In 
2002, JRP will assist with developing consensus for implementing the new code, drafting revisions to the 
Law on the Courts, and establishing an effective enforcement mechanism. 

Special Opportunity: Legal Commentary. 

Originally, it was not envisioned that the JRP would provide drafting assistance on the major codes under 
discussion in Parliament in 200 I. After learning that provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code reflected 
little change from the socialist era, JRP staff sought the opportunity to recommend more democratic 
regulations. Working on a tight deadline, the JRP provided comments that illuminated problems in 
judicial review of arrest decisions, standards for arrest, and the right ofthe defendant and attorney to 
appear before a judge. The recommendations played a useful role in framing the debate within the legal 
standing committee and in the content of the final law. The ensuing discussion also created a record that 
will be useful when the Supreme Court issues an official interpretation. 

As a result of these and other comments provided on legislation before Parliament, JRP has expanded this 
work into a priority task for 2002. Activities in 2002 will focus on ensuring that the existing legal codes 
and their implementing regulations support due process and human rights, do not conflict with each other, 
are appropriate to the resource limitations facing Mongolia, and support efficient and sustainable 
processes. 
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MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM - 2001 ANNUAL REPORT 

A. BACKGROUND 

In January 2001, USAID awarded the National Center for State Courts (NCSC) a five-year, $10 million 
Cooperative Agreement to implement the Mongolia Judicial Reform Program (JRP). This program builds 
on the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongolia developed in 1999-2000 through extensive 
consultations with Mongolian stakeholders in the judicial system. The Strategic Plan was adopted by the 
Parliament in May 2000 and was endorsed by the new govermnent following the June 2000 elections, a 
tribute to its broad-based political support. 

The objective of the JRP is to assist the Mongolian judicial sector institutions in becoming more efficient, 
more effective, and more capable of adhering to the rule of law. In order to achieve this objective the 
following results are targeted: 

• Intermediate Result 1: Court administration and case management capacity strengthened. 
IR 1.1: Capacity of the General Council of the Courts (GCC) strengthened. 
IR 1.2: A sustainable case tracking and management system established. 
m 1.3: Court system information technology needs analyzed. 
IR 1.4: Responsibilities and jurisdictions of courts/agencies clarified and rationalized. 

• Intermediate Resnlt 2: A legal training center, providing continuing education for legal 
professionals, designed, developed and made operational. 

• Intermediate Result 3: An effective standardized qualifYing system (which all lawyers will be 
required to pass before they are permitted to practice law) developed and made operational. 

• Intermediate Result 4: Revised ethical standards for legal professionals developed, adopted, and 
enforced. 

• Intermediate Result 5: Access to the Mongolian justice system broadened and improved. 
IR 5.1: Alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, including small claims courts and 
criminal process alternatives, designed and implemented. 
IR 5.2: Procedures, informational materials, and training materials developed to promote 
adoption of the adversarial principle in Mongolian courts. 
IR 5.3: Capacity of legal clinics expanded. 

• Intermediate Result 6: Law school standards raised. 
• Intermediate Result 7: fudependence of the judiciary strengthened. 

The Mongolian Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs (MoJHA) identified 6 priority tasks that address 
futermediate Results (IRs) 1-4 above as being particularly urgent needs of the justice sector. These 
priorities, and their relationship to the IRs, to the illustrative activities specified for the IRs, and the 
Mongolian Action Plan are: 

• Court management and administration (Action Plan section E2, IR 1 - activity 1 and parts of 
activity 2) 

• Case management (Action Plan section El, IR 1- activity 1) 
• Review of the organization, structure, jurisdiction, and responsibilities of all courts and other 

justice system components (Action Plan sections F 1, F4, IR 1 - activity 6) 
• Training and continuing education oflegal professionals (Action Plan section C2, IR - activity 4) 
• Establishment of a professional Bar system (Action Plan section C3, IR 1 - activity 5) 
• Ethics for the legal profession (Action Plan section 02 [03], IR2 - activity 1) 
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Further consultation with USAID, the MoJHA, and other judicial system stakeholders led to the 
establishment of the following priority tasks for 200 I: 

I. Strengthening national· level court administration capabilities at the General Council of Courts 
(GCC); 

2. Developing a comprehensive manual case management system in two U1aanbaatar courts, 
including the Capital City Court, and exploring enhancements to the automated GTZ and Soros 
courts to accommodate a streamlined case management system for the courts with linkages to the 
prosecutor's office; 

3. Assistance for the development and administration of a qualifying exam for all legal professionals 
in Mongolia; 

4. Developing capacities to build a continuing legal education system for the judiciary and other 
legal professionals, including the development of solid curricula and the expansion of a pool of 
highly qualified trainers and some English language training; 

5. Initial planning support for the establishment of a National Legal Training Center; and 
6. Assistance to advance ethics for the legal profession. 

As the year progressed, some elements did not develop as anticipated and additional elements were 
added. In particular, the JRP became briefly but intensively involved in legal reform as it reviewed a 
number of draft codes, particularly the Criminal and Civil Procedures Codes. Comments pertaining to 
these laws are discussed with relevant priority tasks. An additional section on legal commentary 
discusses JRP contributions on the Criminal Procedures Code. 

There are significant constraints to achieving these JRP objectives. One key constraint is the Mongolian 
Government's lack of commitment to adequately fund the judicial sector. Judges' salaries are insufficient 
to support a family, and salaries have been paid more than a month late several times in 2001. The 
inability of courts to afford basic supplies. such as paper and ink jets, has constrained the JRP's ability to 
introduce automation, which could significantly reduce manual workloads and increase transparency. 
The JRP has begun a process of teaching modem budgeting practices, including workload studies, so that 
existing resources can be allocated more rationally and well documented requests for budget increases can 
be presented to the Ministry of Finance and Parliament. Without funding increases, corruption, opacity 
and inefficiency will continue to plague the Mongolian Courts. 

Of the various institutions within the judicial sector, the MoJHA is the JRP's most dynamic counterpart. 
It originates and implements more ideas for reform than most other government bodies, and ha's a talented 
and motivated staff. Ministry leadership also demonstrated a desire to control the judicial sector and the 
JRP in ways that present obstacles to judicial reform. JRP's recommendations on judicial budgeting, 
judicial selection, and reforming the structure of the GCC aim at reducing executive authority in these 
areas, but will require assiduous consensus building and careful diplomacy to come to fruition. 

B. OVERALL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

1. Project launch 

With the bid awarded at the end of January 2001, NCSC fmalized contracts with the proposed staff and 
recruited replacements when necessary. NCSC signed contracts with Robert La Mont as the Chief of 
Party, Herbert Bowman as the Legal Training Specialist, and Charles Ferrell as the Court Administration 
and Technology Specialist. Kim Mahling Clark was recruited to serve as Project Manager. 
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An introductory meeting was held in early March to review the project's goals and objectives prior to the 
team's deployment. Michael Miklaucic from the Office of Democracy and Governance also participated 
in this meeting and provided the background on USAID's involvement in the judicial sector in Mongolia. 

By mid March, Mr. La Mont and Ms. Mahling Clark arrived in Mongolia, followed by Mr. Ferrell at the 
end of March and Mr. Bowman in early April. In the fIrst six weeks on the ground, the team held more 
than 45 meetings with judicial sector stakeholders, including the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs, 
the Prosecutor General, the Secretary General of the General Council of Courts (GCC), the Chief Justice 
of the Supreme Court, the Chief Justice of the Capital City Court, the Chair of the Legal Affairs Standing 
Committee in Parliament, and others. The team also held meetings with USAID and other donor 
organizations active in the judicial sector, including the Gennan Technical Cooperation Agency (GTZ), 
Soros Foundation, the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the World Bank, and the Hanns-Seidel 
Foundation (HSS). 

During this time, the NCSC renovated the office offered in the MoJHA building, registered with the 
government as a representative office of an American non-profIt organization, obtained offIce equipment, 
and interviewed and hired local staff, including program coordinators, an accountant, a receptionist and a 
driver. In late April, the JRP organized an Open House for representatives of Mongolian judicial system 
and donor representatives. Additional staff were added in subsequent months, and in July, the NCSC 
opened a second offIce in a nearby building because the fIrst site was too small. The offIce currently 
employs 10 Mongolians full-time. 

2. Work plan development and dissemination 

The team's introductory meetings provided a basis for developing the fITst year work plan. Through 
meetings with Mongolian stakeholders, staff detennined fITst year priorities, and spent the month of April 
working out the details for what could be accomplished and when, and how it would advance the project's 
objectives. This workplan (Appendix A) was submitted to USAID and approved in May. 

In late June, the JRP organized a one-day conference, "First Year Implementation of the Strategic Plan for 
the Justice System of Mongolia," for key stakeholders and donors active in the justice sector. The goal of 
the conference was to enhance understanding of the JRP's fITst year workplan and develop a cooperative 
environment for the implementation of the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongolia, the 
document that serves as a reference point for JRP activities. At the conference, staff disseminated a 
shortened and translated version of the approved TITSt year workplan and solicited comments and 
discussion from the audience. The conference clarifIed what the JRP would and would not be working 
on, and invited collaboration from other donors. During the discussion, key players in the judicial system 
expressed support for the JRP and recognized how its work relates to the Strategic Plan, creating much 
needed support for the changes that the JRP will advocate. The conference report is included as 
AppendixB. 

3. Memorandum o/Understanding 

In late August, USAID, the MoJHA, and the NCSC reached agreement on a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) to govern the JRP. Signed by USAID and the MoJHA, the MOU creates a 
Coordinating Board consisting of representatives of the MoJHA, the GCC, the Supreme Court, the 
General Prosecutor's OffIce (GPO), USAID and NCSC. The Coordinating Board will advise on the 
preparation of annual workplans and the implementation of the project, and USAID will approve 
workplans in agreement with the MoJHA. 
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Reaching agreement on the MOU required careful negotiation. The MoJHA's fIrst draft showed a 
preference for placing all authority to direct and monitor NCSC activities with a small Coordinating 
Board consisting of a representative each from the MoJHA, GCC, Supreme Court, GPO, and USAID. 
The mechanism for approval of workplans was not specified, but could have been understood to be by 
majority vote or consensus. Either approach would have diluted USAID's authority and would be in 
violation of US AID rules and regulations as well as the Cooperative Agreement between USAID and 
NCSC. NCSC proposed to expand the Coordinating Board to include other key stakeholders and give the 
board an advisory role, which was unacceptable to the MoJHA. A compromise was found that gives the 
Coordinating Board broad opportunities for input without going beyond the legal boundaries of the 
Cooperative Agreement between USAID and NCSC. The Coordinating Board met for the fIrst time in 
November 200 I to discuss and support the second year workplan. 

4. Performance Monitoring 

After initial start-up activities had been completed, staff began the task of developing baseline 
information, needs assessments, and contributing to the Performance Monitoring Plan (PMP). The Legal 
Training Expert and the Court Administration and Technology Expert condncted fIeld trips to different 
Aimags (Darhan, Selenge, Tuv, Khovsgal, Bulgan and Orkhan) and courts in Ulaanbaatar to assess the 
state of judicial administration and training programs. They collaborated on assessments that identifIed 
the training, technical assistance, and resource needs of judges and court administrators. 

As part of this effort, the JRP collaborated with the MoJHA to administer a questiormaire to judges, 
prosecutors, and advocates around the country. The purpose of the legal sector survey was to identify 
respondents' needs for training, information and other technical assistance to operate efficiently and 
effectively in a democratic court system that supports a free market economy, to assess how respondents 
perceive courts operations in relation to fundamental democratic values, and determine respondents' 
perceptions of the skills of judges, prosecutors, advocates and other court staff. 

The survey was administered to 1,438 participants, but the report focuses on judges, prosecutors and 
advocates. Of these 543 respondents, 42 percent are judges, 36 percent are prosecutors, and 22 percent 
are advocates. This represents 54 percent of all prosecutors and 87 percent of all judges. The number of 
advocates participating in this survey was low due to the focus on justice sector staff. The survey results 
provide valuable information about the areas where key judicial system participants require technical 
assistance and training and their perception of court operations and judicial system capabilities. This 
latter information provides baseline data for the PMP. The survey results are included as Appendix C. 

The JRP also assisted the MoJHA in conducting its own assessment of judges, court staff and other legal 
professionals operating in the court inquiring about their perception of professionalism and ethical 
behavior. This assessment instrument was designed by the JRP to replace an inquisitorial, Soviet-style 
questionnaire. 

Working closely with the survey research fIrm Sant Maral, the JRP then designed and conducted a public 
opinion survey to ascertain public perception of the judicial system. The survey sought information on 
the general public's confidence in different institutions in Mongolian society, respondents' views on how 
courts handle different kinds of cases, personal involvement in the courts and resulting experiences, views 
and knowledge of the courts, sources of information generally and specifically on the courts, views on 
how well the courts perform certain tasks (e.g. protecting citizens' rights), the costs associated with going 
to court, and perceptions of favoritism or corruption in the courts. The questionnaire largely reflects 
indicators of judicial sector quality as expressed in trial court standards used in the United States. The use 
of this instrument, with a few adaptations to the Mongolian situation, allows for interpretation of the 
results in a comparative perspective. Since courts are rated low in many countries, including the United 
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States, this comparative information will assist in placing the results into perspective. The cost of this 
survey was shared with the Gobi Initiative, another USAID-funded project that needed to field a public 
opinion survey as part of its performance monitoring. 

The PMP was first revised and submitted in May 200 I with the first year workplan, with a total of 28 
indicators. Roughly half of the indicators report on the program's progress at the macro level, and are 
used in USAID's annual reporting procedures. The other half reports on the program's progress at the 
micro level. As the program progressed during the year, it became clear that several indicators showed 
little relevance to measuring program achievement. Instead the data collected through the legal sector 
survey included quantitative information that, over time, would be more indicative of positive change. As 
staffbegan preparing the December baseline data submission, 10 indicators were dropped or replaced 
with information from this assessment. The revised PMP contains 30 indicators. The revised PMP, with 
2001 data, is included as Appendix D. 

5. Donor Coordination 

As in many other countries, donor coordination of judicial strengthening activities in Mongolia has been a 
challenge. For example, millions of dollars have gone into training programs for judges since the 
democratic transition began in the early 1990s. However, no comprehensive sustainable approach has 
been developed and, with the current results do not appear to justify the amounts spent. Donor 
organizations supported USAID's effort to develop a Strategic Plan for the Justice Sector so that 
Mongolian stakeholders could establish global priorities and donors could coordinate their assistance 
around these priorities. 

The donor organizations that have allocated the most resources for the judicial sector are the GTZ, Soros 
Foundation, and the ADB. The World Bank is becoming a bigger player with the expected provision of a 
$5 million loan to build a National Legal Training Center and conduct other activities. The Hanns-Seidel 
Foundation (HSS) is also influential, though it has fewer resources. JRP staff members have established 
productive working relationships with all of these programs. 

The JRP created a monthly Rule of Law Newsletter and Calendar of Activities to improve donor 
coordination and exchange information about ongoing activities throughout the judicial sector. 
Mongolian courts, prosecutors' offices, the MoJHA, donor organizations, and others provide information 
on a monthly basis on the activities they are undertaking. Publishing the information keeps everyone 
informed of what is going on regarding training, technical assistance, and upcoming events. The 
Mongolian stakeholders appreciate having this information. The JRP is informed about others' activities, 
and uses this information to shape its activities and reduce duplication of efforts. In addition, the more 
proactive Aimag courts have begun to contribute information on their training activities, and giving them 
an opportunity to share may encourage other courts to follow suit. 

Other steps taken involved an agreement between the JRP and GTZ to closely coordinate their activities 
for 2002, in judicial training, case management software development and a pilot project that links the 
courts and prosecutor's office in one Airnag. Joint or closely coordinated activities will contribute to the 
JRP's cost-share goals. JRP has also encouraged Soros Foundation to continue funding the Judicial 
Retraining Center (JRC), in conjunction with JRP and GTZ training activities. In addition, the British 
High Commissioner agreed to coordinate the Embassy's small legal assistance program with the JRP, and 
staff worked with the Japanese Embassy to prepare for and then brief the Japanese Justice Ministry's visit 
to Mongolia and review its assessment report for future justice sector funding. 

In addition, JRP staff cultivated contacts with other organizations as a part of a comprehensive outreach 
effort. JRP staff members routinely meet and collaborate with other USAID-funded organizations and 
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Mongolian organizations. The Chief of Party and other members of the JRP team also met frequently 
throughout 200 I with most of the organizations that visited Mongolia temporarily to work in this sector. 
The JRP attended all of the significant conferences given by donors and the important agencies of the 
judicial sector as well as the Ikh Hural, (Parliament), the Human Rights Commission and others. 

C. TASK-SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES 

Priority Task 1: Court Administration 

Objective: Develop an effective and functional national-level court administrative office by enhancing 
the operations of the General Council of Courts (GCC). 

Initially, the JRP estimated that much time would be spent much time to develop a legislative basis for the 
GCC with would provide it with sufficient powers to perform the tasks of providing administrative and 
material support to courts throughout Mongolia. The initial assessment revealed that the GCC, on paper, 
has many of the powers it needs, but is starved for resources and personnel. In addition, there are 
significant misallocations of scarce resources provided to the court system. 

The JRP has provided limited equipment to make better use of personnel through increased automation 
and, at the request of the Deputy Minister of Justice, has made recommendations on judicial budgeting 
and selection and conducted a workshop on projecting court workloads. The purpose of the latter is to 
help the judiciary, through the GCC, to better allocate resources and demonstrate to the other branches of 
government the legitimate need for funding. Better use of existing resources has already resulted from 
these efforts. 

Needs Assessment. Upon arriving in April, the Court Administration and Technology Specialist and 
others met with judges and court staff from different courts and the leaders and staff of the GCC to 
identify areas most in need of technical assistance, ascertain baseline information, and develop a 
workplan for the first year. 

As mentioned above, a survey to assess judicial sector needs for technical assistance and training was 
conducted. The results, combined with information from focus groups, identified training and technical 
assistance needs and provided baseline information. Participants reported that their most pressing needs 
are in training on new laws and technology, equipment to do their jobs, better conditions to perform their 
work, and fmancial independence. 

In addition to interviewing GCC staff in Ulaanbaatar, JRP staff conducted several combined assessments 
and focus groups. These included a field assessment in Darhan and Selenge in early June; a field 
assessment in Tuv in July; participation in a conference of judges and court personnel from five different 
Aimags in Erdenet in mid July; and a daylong session with the Capital City Court staff in late October. 

When asked about the GCC and how it might be improved, court staff and judges responded that funding 
was a priority and a requirement for the courts to operate effectively. The courts receive insufficient 
operating funds from the national government. Concerns were raised with regard to these courts being 
able to sustain a technical environment given the limited amount of operating expense funds provided by 
the GCC. 

When discussing judicial accountability and independence, participants had a mixed reaction to providing 
the public with statistical reports on workload and performance. Some judges understood the importance 
of accountability, whereas others were less enthusiastic that any scrutiny of their performance could 
become public. Every judge associated judicial independence with fmancial and material resources, 
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stemming from the Soviet era when apartments and other material resources were provided. Judges 
generally do not think of independence in terms of the ability to make a decision without internal or 
external influence . 

Review of existing policies, procedures, and legislation. During the summer, staff conducted an 
assessment of the GCC and reviewed court administration models from other countries. The existing law 
on the courts, different proposals to amend this law, and current procedures and operations in the GCC 
and individual courts were examined. Staff in Washington researched court administration in other 
countries, with an emphasis on Europe. Western European countries present a variety of models for court 
administration, particularly through examination of the different reforms that have taken place. This 
comparative information was summarized in a set of charts comparing the different bodies' 
responsibilities in the selected countries. 

Using the review of existing policies, procedures, and legislation, as well as the information collected on 
judicial governance in other countries, the JRP prepared a report on the structure and functionality of the 
GCC, submitted to the Deputy Minister of Justice in November. The report provides an overview of the 
GCC, similar councils in the United States (California and Utah), and select European Countries, both 
Western and Eastern. The report (Appendix E) assesses the strengths and weaknesses of the GCC and its 
ability to function as the national-level policy and administrative council for the Mongolian court system, 
and provides recommendations for strengthening the GCC. Once translated, the report will be distributed 
to members of the General Council of Courts, Parliament, the Supreme Court, the Chief Judges of the 
Aimag and Capital City Courts, and members of the Cabinet of Mongolia. 

The report makes several recommendations: The GCC's membership should be expanded to include other 
representatives from the Executive Branch, academia, and the Advocates' Association. The GCC's 
overburdened staff should be enlarged. The GCC should concentrate on system-wide court 
administration policy. The GCC should develop a strategic plan for the court system, in order to 
demonstrate its needs and requirements to external audiences (e.g. Parliament and the public at large). 
The GCC should develop the basic elements needed to improve the infrastructure of the court system, and 
be provided the resources need to achieve those improvements. The Ministry of Justice and Home 
Affairs should consider rotating the chairmanship of the GCC to reduce permanent executive branch 
control of the Council. 

These recommendations aim to change the relationship between the Executive and Judicial branches of 
government by providing measures that increase judicial independence and accountability. Some of these 
changes require changes to the laws that guide the GCC, while other changes can be achieved through 
policy and procedure revisions. In 2002, JRP staffwill work with relevant actors in the judicial system to 
develop a consensus for how the GCC should be structured and a strategy for achieving these reforms. 
Already, the draft Law on the Courts, to be discussed in the Spring 2002 Session, incorporates some 
suggestions from the JRP. The MoJHA has proposed expanding GCC membership to include, among 
others, the Ministry of Finance. This is a positive step, given the Finance Ministry's significant role in 
budget development and allocation (see below for more information). Expansion of the GCC could also 
allow it to establish committees to provide oversight in specific areas. 

Recommendations on Judicial Selection and Evaluation. Stemming from ongoing work to review the 
Law on the Courts and develop court administration models, Deputy Minister of Justice Munh-Orgil 
requested in early August a review of judicial selection procedures and evaluation criteria. The Law on 
the Courts currently gives the GCC and a commission that it appoints a large role in judicial selection. 
The Arlington office researched and provided sample judicial applications and criteria, along with 
existing guidelines for judicial selection commissions that the field office adapted to the Mongolian 
context. The document submitted in September (Appendix F) includes proposals for establishing a 
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judicial selection commission, revamping criteria for evaluating candidates' qualifications, and improving 
the selection process. As part of this, the JRP drafted a revised judicial application process and a system 
for selecting and appointing judges to the trial and appellate courts. Specifically, this defmes who can 
apply, how they will be considered, and their presentation to the President for ultimate appointment. 

Staff met with the head of the GCC and the Deputy Minister of Justice to discuss the proposed revisions. 
Recommendations for a candidate questionnaire and means to evaluate their writing skills were accepted 
into a new regulation to be promulgated by the GCC, which should increase transparency and merit 
selection in the short-term. The process will be based on more objective testing and fixed criteria, as 
opposed to the current emphasis on recommendations and subjective evaluation. Tests will be developed 
in advance by outside experts and answers will be made available after the tests, improving accountability 
in the process. Sitting judges will be evaluated in part on the quality of their written opinions, currently a 
weak point in the judicial process. As such, they will have an incentive to improve their skills in this 
area, which will increase transparency of court processes. 

Recommendations on Judicial Budgeting. At the request of Deputy Minister of Justice, the JRP 
prepared a report on judicial budgeting (Appendix G), submitted in September. The paper recommends 
giving the judiciary greater control over its own budget and fmancial affairs, but requiring a higher level 
of accountability to Parliament and the public in general. 

Along these lines, there are several specific recommendations. The judicial budget should be submitted 
directly to the Parliament, and the Ministry of Finance should have no authority to reduce the courts' 
budget. The GeC should have the authority to allocate funds across line items and programs without 
prior approval of the Ministry of Finance. The GCC should develop and adopt performance standards 
that Parliament can use to evaluate the success of judiciary programs implemented by the courts and 
fmanced by Parliament. Parliament should involve the GCC in determining the costs of proposed 
legislation affecting the court system. The Gee should inform the public and the Parliament about key 
issues facing the judiciary. Funding increases and court initiatives should be tied directly to a strategic 
plan for the courts. Justifications and monitoring mechanisms must be included to measure the progress 
and success of these initiatives. 

These recommendations, as a group, change the relationship between the Judicial and Executive branches 

-

-

-

of government on budgeting matters. If accepted and implemented - a JRP priority for 2002 - they will 10;" 

represent a significant step toward greater judicial accountability and independence. The report was also 
provided to the International Monetary Fund office in Mongolia because of its considerable influence in 
the budgetary process. The JRP is translating the report and will disseminate it to a wide array of 
stakeholders. 

Workload Projections. At the request of the Deputy Minister of Justice, the JRP organized in 
September a workshop, "Projecting Staffmg Needs in the Justice Sector," for representatives of the 
MoffiA, the GCC, the Supreme Court, other courts, the GPO, and the Ministry of Finance. Leading the 
workshop was Dr. Gramckow, who has conducted several weighted caseload studies for prosecutors' 
offices and courts in different jurisdictions in the United States. USAID donated the workshop venue. 

The focus of the presentation (Appendix H) and subsequent discussion was to introduce the broad range 
of concepts and methods applied for workload projections in the United States and other countries. 
Various concepts and methods have been developed in the United States to project the number of judges, 
prosecutors, and lawyers that are needed in justice sector agencies. Similar approaches are used in several 
European countries. The benefit of reliable projections is that they allow government and judicial 
officials to better predict staffing and related resource needs. The information developed provides a solid 
basis for staff allocation and focusing resources and training funds based on needs. This not only reduces 
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misallocation of scarce resources but also provides solid information to justifY budget requests to the 
legislature and the public at large. The discussiou introduced how to develop the databases and capacity 
to estimate staff resource needs, the need for this type of information, the different approaches used, and 
how these methods might be applied in Mongolia. Since the best methods for workload assessments are 
also the most involved, require access to good data, and time and effort, they may not be applicable for 
the Mongolian situation at the current time. 

The workshop provided the participants with an opportunity to explore the different concepts and engage 
in a brief workload assessment exercise that increased their understanding of the information that has to 
be collected and the significant effort involved. At the end of the session, an initial Action Plan was 
developed. All participants agreed that there was a dire need to develop better information about 
workloads. The result of the action planning activity was that the main organizations responsible for data 
and budget development for the courts and prosecutors' offices would work with the JRP to begin a 
workload assessment in the following year. The research center of the Supreme Court and the GCC 
would both seek to include a workload study in their next year's Strategic Plan. The Prosecutor General 
agreed to be part of this effort if the JRP could provide the substantive information and technical 
assistance needed. The Supreme Court's Strategic Plan for 2002 includes efforts to begin a workload 
assessment. The issues of including this effort in the GCC's annual plan are to be discussed at its next 
meeting. The GPO is ready to assess the availability of the data needed once the JRP provides the details. 

The next step is for the JRP to provide and outline of the data to be collected or developed by each of the 
Mongolian entities and begin the process of designing initial data collection instruments. The data 
availability and data collection requirements will be discussed at a workshop next spring that will be 
designed to initiate a pilot study to be conducted in early summer 2002. 

Procuremeut. In order to enable the GCC to better fulfill its function as a national-level administrative 
office, the JRP purchased computer and basic office equipment for the GCC. This included three 
personal computers (PCs), one laser printer, one CD writer, two Universal Power System (UPS) units, 
and one photocopier. The CD writer will enable them to save larger amounts of text to a CD, while the 
UPS units will protect the equipment from power surges. The equipment was delivered and installed in 
the first week of July. In December, the JRP provided five additional PCs and a Local Area Network 
(LAN) server for the GCC. The equipment will be used in managing human resources, conducting audits 
oflocal courts, developing budgets and managing facilities. Strengthening the GCC's capacity increases 
efficiency and accountability of the courts. The JRP will assess in greater detail the impact of this 
procurement in 2002. 

Priority Task 2: Case Management 

Objective: Assist the MoJHA, GCC and local-level courts in developing a sustainable case management 
system that supports efficient case processing and provides greater accountability and 
transparency. 

The JRP initially assumed that, like many countries, Mongolia suffered from a backlog of cases and 
inadequate case management systems. Improving the automated case management system seemed to be a 
logical place to start to remedy such problems. An analysis of the statistics and visits to the courts 
confirmed that Mongolia does not suffer from a backlog of cases at the trial court level and that the 
manual case management system is well developed. However, current case management practices lack 
transparency and accountability. Since the GTZ had developed software to automate case management 
that would increase transparency and accountability the JRP cooperated with the GTZ to provide enough 
equipment to pilot courts to test the ability of these .systems to increase transparency and accountability. 
In particular, the JRP has sought ways to make random case assignment mandatory. The automation has 
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so far shown good signs of increasing transparency, and recommendations on the draft laws allow for 
mandatory random assignment. This limited automation will also increase the ability of the courts to 
collect accurate processing data, increasing accountability. Increased transparency and random 
assignment are expected to reduce the opportunity for corruption and increase public confidence in the 
justice system. 

Caseflow management report. At the request of the Deputy Minister of Justice, the JRP prepared and 
submitted in September a report that assesses the problems in caseflow management and provides 
recommendations for addressing those problems (Appendix I). The problems identified include: limited 
training of advocates in the process of examining and questioning evidence and witnesses, lack of an 
expanded set of Rules a/Evidence for all case types, insufficient training of judges in court procedure, ex
parte conversations between the judge and parties in a case, insufficient training of judges and staff in 
recording interim events, and insufficient statistical reporting. 

To resolve these issues, the JRP recommends improved records management and better data collection to 
allow for the generation of interim reports on continuances and delays. For the courts that operate with 
manual case management systems, there are two alternatives to collect this data: either retain the current 
procedures and develop reporting forms for the judges to complete and submit to the chief judge for data 
entry or change the procedures to include a central filing clerk who receives all pleadings and motions 

-
-

who logs the data and then forwards to the assigned judge. Either of the two aforementioned procedures _ 
will require commitment from the judges in each court. Larger courts will require more technology to 
collect and use the data. For the courts that operate with an automated system, these elernents can be 
designed into the software, but clerks and judges will need to change how they collect this information. 
Ideally these should be integrated into the statistics required by the Supreme Court because the 
information currently collected provides insufficient information on judicial workload. 

Improving the caseflow management reporting system through better data collection will provide a wealth 
of information on caseloads for individual judges, courts, and the court system as a whole. Improving 
data collection and rendering it public will increase accountability within the judicial system and 
accountability to external audiences, such as the Parliament, the Executive, and the public at large. 

Improving caseflow and records management. In the Capital City Court, the JRP focused on improved 
case and records management, and started with a thorough assessment. The largest court in Mongolia, 
Capital City Court hears approximately half of all appellate cases in the country, provides budgetary and 
administrative supervision to the District Courts under its jurisdiction, and hears serious felony cases as a 
court of first instance. Staff met with Chief Judge Batgerel on numerous occasions to get more 
information on their equipment and structnral needs, and the case management system currently in use. 

In particular, the CCC was using four different registers to keep track of its caseload. Individual judges 
kept case files and were often the only ones who knew the status of a case. Files were in the hands of 
judges, so clerks were unable to provide basic information to litigants on the status of their case. The 
records room was also chaotic, making it difficult to track down information. To resolve these problems, 
the JRP provided computer and office equipment, upgrades to the archival room, and limited training and 
technical assistance, described in greater detail below. 

JRP staff reviewed the staffmg pattern in the Court and determined the appropriate number ofPCs for the 
staff: six for the law clerks, four for the administrative assistants, five for the court administrative office, 
three for decision clerks, and two for the chief judge and his secretary. The physical layout of the court 
on two floors requires two servers, seven printers, one copy machine, and five CD read/write drives. A 
Request for Bids (RFB) was prepared and issued in August, with the equipment procured and installed in 
September. As long as the judges hand write each and every deCision, order or notice, case processing 
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will not reflect much, if any, improvement. The use of standardized templates that can be edited on-line 
provides consistency and faimess because cases with general same facts and issues are treated equally. 
As such, the JRP provided in December each judge with a PC so that they can generate decisions and use 
templates of orders and notices to facilitate case processing. This required 18 PCs, one server and two 
printers. 

JRP also provided a public information terminal that allows any member of the public to check the 
progress of any case without having to speak with the judge, thereby reducing the potential for improper 
contact and the opportunity to "bury" improper decisions. The JRP will examine the use of the database 
and public information terminal in 2002 to determine its actual impact. 

The Capital City Court submitted a report to the JRP, indicating the following results: 

• Judges have reduced the amount of time it takes to write decisions, rulings, resolutions, 

• 

• 

• 

judgments, protests and replies to citizen complaints. They also use the computers to write 
reports, studies and prepare trial notices. 
Courtroom secretaries use the computers to enter 21 registers into the database, advertise trials 
weekly, and write monthly, quarterly, and annual reports. 
By maintaining the different registers electronically, the archive room can fmd cases more 
quickly and thus serve citizens, organizations, and businesses faster. 
Litigants can inquire about the status of their cases at the front desk, and no longer need to 
circulate throughout the building looking for a judge. 

• With a copier, all courts and judges now receive recommendations, instructions, and orders issued 
by the courts. 

• Registers of the assets and working capital, budget accounts, and relevant supplemental accounts 
have all been entered into the computers, making it possible for timely inventories and account 
settlement. 

• All judges now have access to laws electronically. 
• Judges and employees have been given a chance to learn how to use the equipment. 
• Registers allow for immediate control over case adjudication and administrative tasks. 

The report concluded by noting that the computers have been helpful in decreasing the daily workload of 
all judges and employees, improving document record keeping, reducing and eliminating numerous 
registers and paperwork, and allowing citizens to obtain information on case status and adjudication. The 
JRP will explore these issues in greater detail with the Capital City Court, specifically by making an 
effort to quantify the improvements in efficiency through a user survey. 

In addition to providing equipment, the JRP also worked with the Court to improve its records 
management practices. It found an archival room that was unorganized and in need of basic shelving to 
make case files more accessible. JRP remedied the record retrieval problem very inexpensively with steel 
shelving that allows case files to be stored with the numbered bindings visible. Some upgrades took place 
in October, and the work is to be completed in early 2002. 

On a technical level, the JRP determined that the manual case management practices that for the most part 
are standardized nationwide are essentially adequate in supporting timely case disposition. The proposal 
had assumed significant a case backlog, but the team concluded that most cases are adjudicated within the 
time period proscribed by law, 45 days for civil cases and 30 days for criminal cases. Nonetheless, the 
Court Administration and Technology Specialist and Chief Judge Batgerel realized that the statistical 
reporting could be improved, so the Chief Judge asked the JRP to provide examples of additional 
statistical reports that would facilitate case monitoring. These basic reports reflect the age of pending 
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cases, time from filing to disposition and age of decisions from date of trial. In November, the Court 
worked with the local fInn that GTZ had hired to improve their case management software to develop 
these reports, an important cost -share contribution. 

These steps should produce greater transparency, accountability, and effIciency. Case delays will be 
immediately apparent to anyone who reviews the record. Likewise, rulings will become public 
knowledge. Chief judges will be able to monitor more closely the perfonnance of the judges in their 
court. Improper influence in delaying a case or making a ruling without notice or a proper hearing will be 
more diffIcult to hide. Improved internal accountability could also lead to improved public perceptions, 
an element of JRP's 2002 workplan. 

Assessment of GTZ automated courts. The JRP indicated in its workplan for 200 I that it would review 
operations in the Songino-Khairkhan District Court, a court that received hardware and case management 
software from the GTZ. This review was instead expanded to include the fIve other automated District 
Courts (Chingeltei, Bayangol, Bayanzurkh, Khan Uul, and Sukhbaatar) to make the assessments more 
comprehensive and identify all problems and successes. The Court Administration and Technology 
Specialist also participated in joint assessments with GTZ in Dundgovi (June and September) to assess 
the impact of their case management software, another important cost-share contribution. 

It was concluded that the automated software for case management used in the six U1aanbaatar courts has 
the capabilities to reduce and enhance the day-to-day work of the courts and provide up-to-date 
management reports for the chief judges to monitor the flow of cases in their courts. Since late 1999 and 
early 2000, when GTZ and Soros implemented the system, only two of the original six chief judges 
remain in their positions and utilize the full capabilities of the system. The two courts that continue using 
the complete system are the Songino-Khairkhan and Khan Uul District Courts, though the Khan Uul 
Chief Judge was recently appointed to Supreme Court. In these courts, chief judges use the system to 
obtain immediate case status infonnation and generate court judgments and orders. 

Overall the GTZ system has the functionality and the capabilities to reduce the workload of the judges 
and staff and provide the necessary infonnation to promote openness and transparency in the respective 
courts that are using the full capabilities of the software. Although there are some arithmetic errors in the 
statistical reporting module, the system still provides a large amount of infonnation and reduces the time 
required to compile the quarterly statistical reports. In the new Judge 2001 system these errors in the 
statistical module have been corrected. 

In the four other courts that are not using all of the system components - automated judge assignment, 
statistical reporting, case management reporting - the problem appears to lie in educating the chief 
judges, none of whom were involved in the software development and implementation in 1999-2000. In 
these courts, the new chief judges fear losing control over case assignment if they use the GTZ software. 
They are also concerned that the arithmetic errors in the statistical reporting module will report false case 
statistics to the Supreme Court and they will consequently be subjected to disciplinary actions. The GTZ 
offered training to the new chief judges and explained the system's functionality and the usefuIness, but it 
is diffIcult to change the legal cultural and procedural mindset 0 f these judges fonn one of total personal 
control to one of openness and transparency by using an automated system. 

The JRP recommends that the GCC be involved to eliminate these problems. One possibility is to 
mandate that the system be utilized to its fullest capabilities, which the GCC and Minister of Justice could 
require by resolution. Any court that receives hardware or software, regardless of the donor, could be 
required to use all the features and case management and statistical reports. In addition, appropriate 
training has to be made available. 
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Procuremeut. In addition to the procurement in the Capital City Court, the JRP obtained UPS systems 
for six District Courts in Ulaanbaatar to protect their equipment from destructive power failures. The JRP 
agreed to provide each court with adequate UPS systems (38 total) because these are courts where JRP, 
Soros, and GTZ will cooperate next year. While not in the fIrst year procurement plan, the JRP obtained 
limited equipment for the GPO, Sukhbaatar District Court, Tuv Aimag Court, and Songino-Khairkhan 
District Court. The cost associated with this additional procurement is extremely modest, and advanced 
JRP goals in several areas, described below. 

Early on, the JPR concluded that equipment and hardware upgrades in the courts had outpaced the 
capabilities of the prosecutors' offices. For the courts to function efficiently, prosecutors need the 
minimal equipment to function effectivelY and not impede the operations of the courts. As such, a 
decision was made to outfIt the GPO with three PCs, one printer, one server and other items to expand its 
Local Area Network and improve the statistical reporting system for the collection and compilation of 
data from local prosecutors. Better data collection and reporting will improve accountability within the 
judicial system. 

In 1998, the GTZ and Soros Foundation provided computer equipment to the Sukhbaatar District Court, 
the fIrst court to receive any equipment, to run case tracking and management software. Power outages 
had permanently damaged three PCs and one printer beyond repair. Replacing this equipment enabled 
staff to enter case data and speed up case processing time by having better access to case information. 

To facilitate legal research in the adjudication of Cases, JRP provided a PC to Tuv Aimag, replacing one 
that had been moved to a different location. The GCC provided a technician to transfer fIles from the old 
system to the new system, and agreed to continue this practice for future procurement. The Tuv court will 
continue to use the latest case laws and codes. In addition, the MoJHA proposed that at anytime the JRP 
staff visits a court, it would provide a CD or Zip fIle of the latest laws and decisions to update the PCs in 
that court. 

To improve transparency and openness in the courts, the Songino-Khairkhan District Court agreed to 
install a PC and printer in the lobby of the courthouse that will allow the public to inquire about court 
cases. When the software changes are developed, the JRP staff will develop a methodology to track the 
number of inquiries and responses provided by the public access terminal. The Chief Judge has identified 
the processes to be used for the public inquiry terminal and contracted with a computer programmer to 
make some minor changes in the software to facilitate entering requests for information. In addition, the 
Chief Judge installed a PC in the civil and the criminal courtrooms to facilitate the issuance of court 
orders, decrees and judgments immediately or at the conclusion of a court procedure. The court will also 
use these PCs to record the minutes of each court procedure while the trial or procedure is in process. 

Legal Commentary. Staff unexpectedly became involved in fmalizing articles pertaining to case 
assignment in the draft Criminal and Civil Procedural Codes. Legal drafters were considering changes to 
the Civil Procedure Code that were in direct conflict with other laws and would have undermined efficient 
case management by the courts. Random assignment of cases would have been impossible under the 
proposed Civil Procedure Code and the means for assigning cases would have been inconsistent for civil, 
criminal, and administrative cases. JRP recommendations that allow for random case assignment were 
incorporated in the laws enacted this fall. Random case assignment is essential because it reduces the 
opportunities for cases to be assigned to judges who may be influenced to rule in favor of one of the 
parties to the case. The JRP wiIl continue to monitor the draft Law on the Courts this spring to ensure 
that changes pertaining to case assignment do not undermine or conflict with the changes incorporated in 
the Civil and Criminal Procedure Codes enacted this past fall. 
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Priority Task 3: QualifYing Exam 

Objective: Develop an effective Mongolian system to qualify lawyers. 

When the JRP team arrived in April 2001, the MoJHA stressed its intention to introduce legislation in the 
Fall Session that would require testing of all lawyers (judges, prosecutors, and those in private practice). 
Testing was to begin in 2002, leaving less than a year to develop a test and allow examinees time to 
prepare. The proposal had the potential to disrupt the legal system by instantly disqualifying an unknown 
percentage of judges, prosecutors and advocates, and had, not surprisingly, generated a great deal of 
controversy. While there was and is considerable support for testing as a mechanism to improve the 
quality of those who practice law, the MoJHA's approach would have been logistically difficult, ifnot 
impossible, to implement. 

While supportive of the concept, the JRP expressed strong reservations about the approach proposed. 
Repeated suggestions to modify the timetable were rebuffed, as were similar suggestions from those 
affiliated with the GTZ. The MoJHA did not acknowledge the controversial nature of its proposal and the 
daunting logistical task. 

The JRP overcame these obstacles by working closely with other donors to prepare an alternative 
proposal. Dr. Gramckow and Mr. Jupp Joachimski, a German prosecutor and principal consultant for the 
GTZ, outlined a more realistic process for developing a qualifying exam. JRP and GTZ agreed that the 
primary goal for increasing and testing professional capabilities is to not only impart and test knowledge 
of the law, but also professional skills and job-related capabilities. The ultimate goal for future training 
and testing should be to ensure that all lawyers operating in the courts are knowledgeable in their field of 
work and have basic skills and knowledge to quickly adjust to other specialty areas if assigned elsewhere. 

A July letter to Deputy Minister Munh-Orgil signed by the GTZ consultant, the HSS representative, and 
Dr. Gramckow gave recommendations for a general approach and the reasons why the timetable for 
implementing the exam was inadequate. The eight-page proposal contained the following elements: 

• First, the current state of legal professionals in Mongolia and the logistics required to mount the 
training suggest that a minimum of six months of training is required: three months in substantive 

.... 

-

... 

-

and procedural law and three months in job specific skills. .. 
• Second, while the qualifying exam is a necessary prerequisite to ensure the quality oflegal 

professionals, the type of exam to be conducted depends on its goal. Multiple choice tests can be 
quickly reviewed, require little interpretation of answers, and overall are the most transparent 
approach to take, but do not necessarily test substantive knowledge or skills. Essay type exams 
require highly trained graders, are more subjective in the grading process, and take more time to 
review. A mix of the two may offer the best course. A representative body oflegal professionals 
should make these decisions. 

• Third, passing the qualification exam should become a prerequisite for practicing law or 
becoming a judge or prosecutor, but the requirements for passing the exam should vary according 
to the candidate's assigned position. More stringent requirements for higher positions could serve 
as an incentive to do better on the exam. Candidates who fail the exam should have the 
opportunity to repeat. 

• Finally, neither phase should render the justice system in operational. As such, no more than 20 
percent of all legal professionals currently operating in the public sector should undergo the 
preparation and testing phase at any given time. As that pace, the retraining and testing of all 
legal professionals will require five years. 
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These combined efforts ultimately had positive results as the MoJHA significantly altered its approach. 
The MoJHA is now planning to introduce a draft law to the Spring 2002 session. The draft law currently 
in circulation adopts most of the JRP recommendations, including a gradual process that starts by 
examining new attorneys. Though the draft law has not been fmalized, the Ministry has requested JRP's 
assistance in developing the qualifying exam and study materials, and in preparing a core group of 
trainers, all of which are elements of the JRP's second year workplan. The training and first exams are 
currently anticipated for 2003. 

In the long-term, these qualifying exams wiJI ensure a higher quality of advocates, judges, and 
prosecutors, and have the potential to improve the public's perceptions of judges in particular. JRP will 
follow this issue closely to ensure that the fmal draft creates a workable and transparent system, but its 
efforts were critical in refocusing an attempted refonn that might otherwise have had disastrous results. 

Priority Task 4: Continuing Legal Education 

Objective: Assist the Mongolian government in developing a comprehensive Continuing Legal 
Education (CLE) system. 

When the JRP planned its activities, it recognized that several donors were directly involved in providing 
training, but that planning for a comprehensive, sustainable Continuing Legal Education (CLE) system 
was not taking place. The JRP proposal concentrated on curriculum development and other aspects 
needed to plan for and develop a CLE system for judges and all legal professionals. As the JRP worked 
with Mongolian institutions and other donors, it became apparent that the Mongolian institutions could 
not absorb immediate assistance in establishing a comprehensive CLE program because human resources 

. with sufficient experience to benefit from such assistance were scarce. The JRP decided that it would be 
best to participate in training by coordinating with the most effective donors and building the capacity of 
the Mongolian institutions to create a successful CLE system. In addition, a solid strategic planning 
process for this effort has to be undertaken. 

Donor Coordination. An important component of the JRP is donor coordination in the development of a 
comprehensive CLE system in Mongolia. When JRP began its investigation in 2001, it found an array of 
programs funded by different donors mid, while providing significant training assistance, did not 
prioritize by greatest training needs. Neither had there been an attempt to coordinate program activities. 
While many recognize that training for the legal profession is fragmented, few in the donor community or 
the Mongolian government have shown an inclination to coordinate training efforts. Each donor 
organization is guided by its own set of priorities and views the Mongolian training picture through its 
own individual lens. This reality makes coordination difficult, but not impossible, and obtainable only 
through great diplomacy. 

In the first weeks and months of the project, the JRP Legal Training Specialist and other staff met with 
representatives of the various donor organizations involved in training of legal professionals in Mongolia, 
namely Soros Foundation, GTZ, HSS, ADB, and the World Bank. Staff also met with representatives of 
the entities that are supported by donor funding, the Supreme Court's Judicial Retraining Center (JRC) 
and the Legal Retraining Center (LRC). Staff also met with the GPO, the MoJHA, law professors, 
lawyers and trainers of the various programs. The purpose of these meetings was to become familiar with 
the full range of training activities currently being conducted in Mongolia. The relationships that 
developed laid the groundwork for the donor coordination that has been achieved in the training field 
since then. 

One of the first activities undertaken was publication of a calendar of training activities. This calendar 
listed all of the training activities sponsored by donor organizations in upcoming weeks and months. 
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Donor organizations and Mongolian stakeholders alike were enthused about the calendar, and eager to 
have their activities listed. While helping to prevent scheduling conflicts and duplication between the 
different donor programs, the calendar has also conveyed the message that a great deal of training is going 
on without addressing the real needs of those receiving the training. 

This calendar quickly evolved into a broader Rule of Newsletter that lists activities being undertaken by 
different actors in the judicial system, whether Mongolian or foreign. Published on a monthly basis, the 
newsletter provides brief information on what each office or group is doing, or important information they 
have to convey. The newsletters have published information on activities and other items from the JRP, 
Tsets (Constitutional Court), Supreme Court, GCC, MoJHA, GPO, Court Decision Enforcement Agency, 
Police Academy, the Asia Foundation, HSS, UNDP, the Japanese International Cooperation Agency 
(JICA), Soros Foundation, LRC, JRC, Center for Legal Reform Support, Mongolian Crime Prevention 
Foundation, Mongolian Human Rights Center, Mongolian Women Lawyer's Association, and the 
National Center Against Violence. The newsletter is sent to 100+ organizations, including all courts in 
Mongolia and all organizations conducting legal training. English translations of the newsletter and 
calendar are included (Appendix J). 

The JRP has made significant progress in coordinating the donors active in the trainiilg field. In meeting 
with the LRC, staffleamed that the ADB will fund the program for another year and its training program 
and schedule will not change substantially. The LRC anticipates being folded into the National Legal 
Training Center in 2003, the result of an agreement between the ADB and the MoJHA. The LRC 
requested a projector to improve its training capacity, which the JRP anticipates providing in 2002 for 
future use in the National Legal Training Center, pending a written agreement between the MoJHA, LRC 
and JRP on ownership and custody of the equipment. 

After a series of progressively positive meetings, the JRP reached an agreement with GTZ to closely 
coordinate their judicial training activities in the year 2002. The GTZ intends to train every judge in 
Mongolia on the new changes to the Civil Code. The JRP, at the MoJHA's request, intends to train all of 
Mongolia's judges on the recent changes in the Criruinal Codes, as well as on the topics of Ethics and 
Advocacy. The JRP/GTZ coordinated program will conduct a series of regional trainings. All of the 
topics will be presented in a series of two-week training blocks. The first week will be dedicated to the 
teaching of the new Civil Code and will be taught by GTZ trainers. The second week will be dedicated to 
teaching the new Criruinal Codes, as well as Ethics and Advocacy, and will be taught by JRP trainers. 

In these meetings, JRP learned that Soros intends to withhold funding for the JRC in 2002. JRP, GTZ, 
and Soros began discussions for coordinating their respective training programs. This would be a 
program that would encourage the sharing of resources, eliminate redundancy and lay the foundation for 
building a truly integrated training program. The JRC also agreed to work with the GTZ and JRP to 
create a coordinated training plan for Soros' consideration. The three organizations envision creating a 
board of Mongolian judges to advise and eventually be responsible for the judicial training efforts. The 
coordination creates an opportunity for the JRC, a Mongolian NGO, to make sustainable use of the 
trainers, materials and experience of the donor organizations, JRP and GTZ. This will also strengthen the 
independence of the judiciary by giving it a voice and resources and experience to resist excessive control 
by the executive branch over judicial training when it is integrated into the National Legal Training 
Center program. 

If Soros agrees to continue funding, and if the JRP, GTZ and the JRC are able to coordinate and integrate 
their programs, this overall effort may represent the most extensive coordinated training effort in the 
former socialist states. 
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Assessment, Evaluation and Conceptnal Planning. In May, NCSC developed a surv.ey oflegal 
professionals that inquired about respondents' skills and training needs based on the type of cases they 
had been handling during the past year . 

As part of the initial training needs assessmeot, the Legal Training Specialist attended different trainings 
conducted by others to gauge their effectiveness and assess availability of training resources. He visited 
the JRC classroom in the Supreme Court building and observed a class on Corporation Law for judges 
from the Aimags. These judges were the last group being trained in a Soros-funded series that began last 
year. He observed the lack of written study materials. He attended a GTZ-fundedjudges training and 
observed that while it was very well structured and seemed to focus on core areas of the law, the 
participants had no real training materials to work with. In subsequent meetings, staff determined that the 
JRP could remedy the lack of solid training materials. 

In June, JRP staff traveled to Khovsgal, Bulgan and Orkhan Aimags where they met with judges, court 
personnel, prosecutors, and advocates, and observed a trial. Judges, lawyers and court personnel were 
interviewed extensively in all three Aimags to determine what they believed their training needs to be. 
They indicated that in the substantive law area, they had a great need to be trained in areas involving 
modern business practices and institutions, e.g. company law and banking law. They also expressed a 
need to be trained in new skills such as adversarial process advocacy and adjudication and opinion 
writing. The JRP concluded that the largest area of concern from the standpoint of reform is the relative 
lack of due process afforded to parties in both criminal and civil proceedings. 

Using the information gathered in these assessmeot and evaluations, staff began to write a concept paper 
for CLE in Mongolia. The paper summarizes the current approach, including the array of existing training 
programs and the strengths and weaknesses of each program, and proposes a method for developing a 
comprehensive system. The paper emphasizes that the training structure must be realistic, eocourage the 
developmeot oflegal institutions that will support a democratic form a governmeot and a free market 
economy, and be sustainable over the long-term with Mongolian resources. The draft will be provided to 
the Deputy Minister of Justice and theo circulated to relevant parties, both donors and Mongolians. The 
concept paper is intended to provoke a discussion of where to go from here. 

Training Activities. Through extensive initial meetings and observations the JRP has been able to 
ideotify obvious gaps in the existing training scheme. Some ofthe JRP's first year activities aimed to fill 
these gaps. The JRP planned for the following programs: a) English language training for selected legal 
professionals, b) adversarial skiIIs training, and c) prosecutor training. 

a. English language skills 

As described in the first year work plan, the JRP is funding English language training for Mongolian 
public sector officials working in the justice sector. The purpose is to eohance the capabilities of 
Mongolian legal professionals to assess foreign law and legal concepts. 

The JRP issued a RFB in September, to which four organizations responded. The bid submitted by Santis 
Language School (an Inlingua affiliate) was the most competitive with regard to cost and quality. As 
such, a contract was developed and executed with Santis. 

The MoJHA, GCC, GPO, Supreme Court, and Capital City Court provided 48 candidates to participate in 
this class. Classes began October I and will last for six months. Students are broken into five groups 
according to their skill levels. Classes are two hours in leogth, and take place Monday-Friday. Santis' 
evaluation of the fITst month of training was generally very positive particularly for the studeots' level of 
effort. The JRP Coordinating Board was unanimous in its view that skills had improved significantly and 
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students who were participating in the English-language training course were doing better research, and 
specifically requested that the course be repeated for an additional set of students. The JRP will conduct a 
more detailed evaluation after the course is completed. 

b. Adversarial skills training 

During the assessments, judges, prosecutors, advocates and lawyers of all levels expressed a desire for 
more information about the adversarial process. Although Mongolia law dictates that the adversarial 
process will be used in court hearings, it is rarely employed. Most judges and lawyers are not familiar 
with adversarial procedures. Their trial process remains strongly inquisitorial, the Mongolian form 
leaving much to be desired in the way of fairness and due process. The GPO feels that training in 
adversarial proceedings is a key area to pursue, since the Criminal Procedure Code clearly states that 
court proceedings should be adversarial, even though current practice is otherwise. Many of the members 
of the Mongolian judiciary also mentioned adversarial proceedings as an important focus for the JRP 
training efforts. 

Adversarial practices applicable within the Mongolian law are rarely if ever used and there is 
considerable disagreement among practitioners as to what the law permits. The training courses were 
designed as a way to introduce the practical benefits of adversarial and oral approaches in the courtroom, 
and prepare for a discussion of the benefits of adversarial procedures in the courtroom. 

The JRP held two adversarial skills training workshops in 200 I, the first on September 7 -9 and the second 
on November 7-9. The purpose of the workshops was to introduce and train, using interactive techniques, 
a select number of judges, prosecutors, and advocates on the use of adversarial principles in the courts . 

. Eight judges, eight prosecutors, and eight advocates participated in each seminar, with a number of 
observers attending the November seminar. Under the Civil Law system the judge relies primarily on the 
review of written documents submitted by the parties. During the hearing, the judge takes the lead in 
interviewing witnesses. This contrasts sharply with the common law system, where the judge is passive, 
most evidence is presented orally, and counsel have the primary responsibility for questioning the 
witnesses. 

Participants were introduced to American and Australian adversarial processes, as well as the current 
situation in Mongolia. Presentations were given by the JRP Training Specialist Herb Bowman, Susan 
O'Brien, an Australian lawyer and advisor the National Center Against Violence, and Zumberellkham, a 
Mongolian lecturer with the LRC. (Ms. O'Brien donated her tirne spent for preparation and the actual 
training.) The second and third day were devoted to mock trials that relied on adversarial principles, in 
which participants gave opening and closing statements and interviewed witnesses. The seminar 
concluded with a session in which the partiCipants offered their critique of the program. Participants also 
completed written evaluations. 

For the November seminar, the JRP sought to expand its impact by inviting select professionals from the 
legal sector to observe the program. Each day, 9-17 observers were present. More important than the 
number was their affiliation. Three members of the Ministry's legal drafting committee observed the first 
day. This was important because they were studying the possibility of revising sections of the procedural 
codes (both criminal and civil) to make the use of adversarial principles easier and more consistent with 

..... 

-

sections of the code that require an inquisitorial approach. Several teachers from other donor-funded ... 
legal training programs were present, including three from the LRC, who were also interested in the 
interactive techniques employed in the seminar. Others included an instructor in criminal procedure from 
the Law School at the National University of Mongolia, representatives of the Advocates' Association, ... 
the GPO, and the GCC Training Advisor, and representatives of the Open Debate Society. 
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... Both seminars were well received by participants, with the frrst seminar generating significant enthusiasm 
for the second. There were numerOus indicators of the program's success: 

• In their written evaluations, participants emphasized the mock exercises as being the most 
helpful. When asked what was the least helpful part of the seminar, the majority said there were 
none. Their recommendations for improving the course included making the handouts longer, 
developing and submitting proposals for the draft procedural codes, conducting more training 
after the laws have passed, and arranging a discussion on the implementation of adversarial 
principles among advocates, judges, and prosecutors. 

• The Chief Judge of the Chingeltei District Court asked to be included in the November training 
because of the good things she heard about the frrst training. Similarly, the Prosecutor General 
asked if more prosecutors could attend the second training. 

• After participating in the frrst training seminar, Saikhantsetseg, a judge from the Songino
Khairkhan District CoUrt, decided to use adversarial techniques in a trial. Instead of relying on 
police reports, she required witnesses to be present in the courtroom and interviewed by the 
defense counsel and the prosecution. After hearing their testimony, she concluded that the reports 
included errors of material fact, and relying on reports alone would have led her to wrong 
conclusions. As a result, she has begun to run her courtroom differently. She is encouraging the 
parties to participate more actively and has changed the layout of her courtroom to give the 
prosecution and defense equal standing, important because prosecutors historically have been the 
dominant players the judicial system. 

• An advocate and law professor at the Ulaanbaatar law school indicated she was impressed with 
what she had learned, concluded that Mongolia should pursue the use of adversarial principles in 
court proceedings, and shared the written materials with her colleagues. 

• Purevnyam, an Assistant to the President of the Association of Mongolian Advocates, stated that 
it is difficult to reconcile the provision in the current procedural codes that support the adversarial 
principles with those in the codes that support the use of inquisitorial methodology. He felt that it 
would be difficult for judges, prosecutors and advocates to vary significantly from the current 
practices until the codes are changed to give clearer guidance. Purevnyam was so affected by the 
frrst training that he wrote and published an article about what he had learned in the Daily News. 
one of the larger and most influential newspapers in Ulaanbaatar. The article was entitled, 
"Adversarial Proceedings, We Are On Our Way." 

• It was reported informally to JRP staff that the members of the legal drafting committees who had 
been advocating that adversarial principles be eliminated altogether from the procedural codes 
had changed their opinions after hearing about the workshop. 

Taking advantage of the momentum created, the JRP will endeavor to develop a training module for 
wider implementation. This module will most likely be in the form of the Advocacy Skills course 
planned as part of the GTZ/JRP coordinated training plan. 

c. Prosecutor training 

Staff met with the General Prosecutor and his staff on several occasions to identify essential training 
needs and develop a concept for systematic training. NCSC also met with the GTZ, which is currently 
sponsoring prosecutor training on very general areas of the law. These discussions led to an agreement to 
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identify training priorities and to work together to coordinate training activities. The GPO is currently 
creating a list of specialized areas of the law where it needs to develop its staff expertise, and the JRP has 
agreed to assist in the creation of training programs that will create this expertise. 

To assess prosecutors' needs, staff met with the Chingeltai Prosecutor, attended a criminal trial, and 
visited a crime lab to review how crime scene evidence is processed. One of the conclusions staff drew 
from these visits was that the effectiveness of Mongolian prosecutors would be greatly enhanced by the 
development of specialized knowledge and ability within the prosecutor's office. For example, there does 
not appear to be a program to develop special abilities within the prosecutor's office to understand and 
apply modern principles of forensic evidence. There does not appear to be any active effort on the part of 
the prosecutor's office to work with the police on developing forensic evidence collection and analysis 
abilities. 

On November l, staff met with the General Prosecutor to discuss a possible training agenda for 
prosecutors. The Prosecutor General was especially enthusiastic about training on domestic violence. He 
claimed that 40 percent of the cases the prosecutors handle are related to domestic violence, and 
designated two members of his staff to work with the JRP on this matter. The JRP is working with the 
National Center Against Violence to organize a training session in March 2002 for prosecutors on this 
subject. The session will feature a prosecutor from the San Diego District Attorney's office and will 
focus on how, over the past decade, the police and prosecutors made arresting and prosecuting domestic 
violence offenders a priority. 

Legal resource materials. Gaps also exist in the legal resource materials available to the justice sector. 
The JRP contributed to the development of/egal resource materials by focusing its attention in 200 I on 
the following areas: a) the creation of a JRP website, b) manuals for existing or anticipated training 
courses, and c) publishing Supreme Court Interpretations. 

a. Website development 

In discussions with other donor organizations, JRP staff concluded that creating a website and expanding 
Mongolian legal websites could contribute to the dissemination of Mongolian laws and legal information. 
The JRP website would include or link to current statutes, past and current and Supreme Court 
interpretations, and Mongolian langnage legal resource materials. Staff met with a web designer to 
develop the content and structure. 

JRP and Supreme Court staff met to review the database and search engine created by the Supreme 
Court's software developer to house opinions and interpretations. The Chief of Party met with the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court, who agreed to prepare Supreme Court Interpretations and certain case law 
for posting on a web site, if JRP would be willing to pay for hosting the site and provide some technical 
assistance. The JRP agreed to purchase a computer, scanner, and printer to facilitate website 
maintenance. This equipment will be delivered and installed after the JRP and the Supreme Court have 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that addresses the Supreme Court's responsibility in 
maintaining and updating the website. 

In addition, Development Alternatives Inc. (DAr) is working to develop a website in the Prime Ministers' 
Office that will house draft commercial laws and business-related legislation to facilitate public comment. 
The U.S. Embassy is also interested in this effort as it relates to keeping the American business 
community informed oflegislation in Mongolia. JRP, DAr, and the Embassy agreed to collaborate on the 
effort. JRP staff reviewed the new law on submission of draft laws and obtained copies of the related 
implementing regulations. The new law is an improvement, but does not provide enough detail on public 
comments. DAr and the Embassy will work on creating an implementing regulation that will require 
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publishing and posting on the Internet most laws and give a set length of time for public comment. DAr 
and JRP also developed plans to transfer translations of the draft codes from DAr to the JRP, for posting 
on the JRP website when the draft laws are enacted. This cooperation will increase the availability of 
laws in English. JRP is also contributing to the Embassy and DAI's efforts to ensure that there is a forum 
for public comment on all legislation presented to Parliament. JRP is working in close cooperation with 
the MoffiA to integrate the JRP website with the ones planed by the MoffiA and enable them to sustain it 
after the conclusion of the JRP. 

b. Training manuals 

JRP's analysis of existing GTZ, LRC, and JRC training programs indicated that courses were taught with 
very few, if any, training materials. Staff concluded that developing manuals for these courses was a 
quick way to contribute to and sustain existing training activities. GTZ, LRC and JRC leadership 
enthusiastically supported the idea and indicated their appreciation for JRP's contribution in this area. 

Staff selected two authors to write a contract law manual and two authors to write a company law manual, 
and signed the contracts in October. Three of authors teach for the LRC, GTZ, and JRC respectively, 
while the fourth is a well-known legal scholar who has published books in her field and teaches at the 
University level. The manuals are to be no more than 50 pages in length, and staff received the first draft 
of the company law manual at the end of November. It was longer in length than anticipated, and staff 
worked with the author to condense the material. The manuals will be printed using low-tech approaches 
to contribute to their long-run sustainability. 

c. Supreme Court Interpretations 

Enkchuluun of the LRC approached the JRP with a proposal to publish Supreme Court Interpretations. 
Mongolian law gives the Supreme Court the responsibility of issuing official interpretations of new laws, 
an important task because these interpretations often help to clarifY intent and meaning of the law. Even 
though it was not in the first year work plan, staff realized the project could be done at little cost or effort, 
was within JRP goals, and complemented the development of training materials and a website. Training 
that takes place with judges, prosecutors and advocates has to be based on the legal body of the country, 
of which Interpretations form a critical part. 

The JRP signed an agreement in October with the JRC to publish and distribute Volume II of Supreme 
Court Interpretations. The JRP paid a publishing firm to design the layout and print 1,000 copies, which 
was completed at the end of November. The agreement calls for the JRC to give 500 copies to a 
predetermined list of judges, prosecutors and government officials, which have been delivered. The 
remaining 500 are being sold to lawyers, law schools and law students. JRC will use the proceeds from 
these sales to publish Volume III. Within weeks, the LRC received more than 250 orders for purchases 
from entities such as the GPO, the Court Decision Enforcement Agency, the Advocates' Association, the 
State Investigative Department, the Police Department, the Law School at the National University of 
Mongolia, and two other private law schools. The JRP will consider printing additional copies if the first 
set sells out quickly. The effort has the potential to become a sustainable legal publication project. The 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court thanks USAID and the JRP in the acknowledgement, included as 
Appendix K. 

Priority Task 5: National Legal Training Center. 

Objective: Support the plarming and development of a National Legal Training Center. 
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The Government of Mongolia and the World Bank have agreed to the development of a National Legal 
Training Center to provide ongoing training to legal professionals. All JRP training activities are 
designed to become part of training to be conducted under the coordination of a National Legal Training 
Center when it is eventually established. 

Various activities in 2001 contributed to the development of the Training Center. In April, NCSC staff 
inspected and evaluated a building sought by the MoJHA to house the training center, but concluded it 
was not suitable for training and would be prohibitively expensive to renovate. Staff also cooperated with 
the World Bank in creating a plan for funding the construction of a building to eventually house the 
center. A different site was eventually secured. 

The World Bank fielded a technical team to Mongolia in November to develop its program to fund 
construction of the Training Center and other activities. Staff had several meetings with the World Bank 
team to discuss coordination of activities, especially the training center development and structure, 
Administrative Court training, Law School curriculum development and legal qualifying examination. 
Initially, JRP and USAID staff were concerned about duplication of activities, but worked out ways to 

-

.... 

ensure that the activities are complementary. The Deputy Minister requested that World Bank funds not \oj 

duplicate activities the JRP is undertaking, effectively giving JRP a lead role. 

Staff subsequently reviewed a draft document from the MoJHA describing the management structure of \;oJ 

the proposed Training Center. The concept calls for a center that is heavily dominated by the Ministry, 
with little or no input from judiciary, prosecutors or advocates. The JRP offered to draft a new document 
that would create a more open and democratic model, which was accepted. In a subsequent meeting, staff ... 
suggested that an Advisory Committee made up of representatives of the main stakeholders govern the 
Center. While each branch should be responsible for the training of its own people, the Advisory 
Committee would work together to share resources and look for ways to do joint training where 
appropriate. The other main management figure would be a Facility Manager. He would answer to the 
Ministry and be responsible for the maintenance of the facility as well as coordination of training 
schedules. In later conversations, the Deputy Minister verbally agreed to the JRP's suggestions. 

Priority Task 6: Ethics 

Objective: Assist the advancement of ethics for the legal profession. 

When the team arrived in April 2001, the GCC had decided to develop a new ethics code for the 
judiciary, simultaneously with government efforts to defme appropriate ethical standards for govemment 
officials. The JRP agreed to provide technical assistance to develop an enhanced ethics code in line with 
the Strategic Plan for the. Justice System of Mongolia. 

In April and May, JRP staff met with Mongolian counterparts to detennine the current ethics rules and 
how they are enforced. This entailed meetings with the MoJHA staff who had begun drafting the new 
ethics code. While the new draft drew heavily on the American model, a likely by-product of Supreme 
Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor's visit to Mongolia in 2000, the MoJHA was interested in other 
examples and having a broader discussion on the most appropriate model for Mongolia. 

JRP staff reviewed and prepared comments on the draft ethics code. To support this effort, Arlington 
staff collected examples of ethics codes from other post-socialist countries, model codes of conduct for 
lawyers and judges from the American Bar Association (ABA), and infonnation on disciplinary 
mechanisms at the state level in the United States. The NCSC also asked an ethics expert at the ABA 
office in Chicago to review the Ministry's draft code. In September, the JRP submitted a report to the 
GCC and the MoJHA (Appendix L) that provided comments on the Ministry's draft ethics code and 
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made, proposed alternatives, and recommended the creation a new enforcement mechanism. Mr. La 
Mont and Dr. Gramckow discussed implementation of the recommendations with the Deputy Minister of 
Justice in September. 

At its November meeting, the GCC endorsed the JRP draft judicial code combining ABA and JRP 
recommendations (rejecting more modest recommendations submitted by the Ministry) and asked the 
Deputy Minister of Justice to incorporate it into a new draft to be voted on at its next meeting. The new 
draft will increase the requirements for judicial disqualification, disclosure and reduce ex parte 
conversations. Extensive comments will serve to educate the judiciary (and the public) about the 
application of the new rules. 

These changes should create greater transparency in the courts, which should in tum result in greater 
accountability and improved public perception of the courts. In 2002, JRP will assist with developing 
consensus for implementing the new code and with drafting the changes to the Law on the Courts to 
establish effective enforcement mechanisms to advance judicial ethics. 

Special Opportunity: Legal Commentary 

The JRP had not intended to provide drafting assistance on the major legal codes being enacted in 2002, 
but became concerned about the content of the Criminal Procedure Code, as very little changed from the 
socialist-era code. While the decision to hold a suspect and determine the legality of an arrest had been 
transferred from the prosecutor to the judge, the change would be ineffective because neither the accused 
nor his lawyer had a right to appear before the judge, nor had a standard for arrest (e.g. probable cause) 
been clearly articulated. The new draft created a special category of judges to handle these hearings, 
which would further strain the judiciary's limited resources. 

The Chairman of the Legal Standing Committee expressed great interest in receiving the JRP's 
comments, but needed them within a week because of an already scheduled hearing. In two days, JRP 
developed recommendations on the most important points. The Legal Standing Committee used the 
recommendations to discuss the code provisions with Justice Minister Nyamdorj. 

JRP's comments on the Criminal Procedure Code were accepted in part. JRP recommended that a clearer 
standard for arrest be incorporated into the law. While there was some interest in this in Parliament, the 
Minister of Justice insisted that by reading certain sections together, the proper standard for a legal arrest 
could be determined. This view seems to have prevailed, so proper Supreme Court interpretation of the 
code may be needed to ensure that the standard is properly understood. The JRP recommended that the 
arrestee and his attorney have the right to appear before the judge determining the validity of his arrest. 
The law seems to have been amended to allow the attorney to be present. The rational for not giving the 
arrestee the right to be present is that the arrests may take place in the Soums, while the court is in the 
Aimag capital, and there would be insufficient time to transport the arrestee. This section may become an 
issue with respect to the requirement of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The 
draft also gave the judge only the right to order detention, but left it to the police or prosecutor to order 
lesser forms of restraint. The JRP recommended that the judge should have the sole authority to order 
any form of restraint after the hearing. It is not clear if this recommendation was incorporated in the fmal 
draft. The JRP's recommendation that special additional judges were not necessary for processing arrest 
warrants appears to have been accepted. Finally, the JRP recommended that the defendant be allowed to 
collect and present evidence on his own behalf, or at least that the court have the power to order that 
evidence desired by the defendant be collected. It does not appear that this recommendation was adopted. 
The JRP will assess the full impact of its recommendations to the Criminal Procedure Code when it is 
published in March 2002. 
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D. PRIORITIES FOR 2002 

The JRP began its efforts by focusing on baseline assessments and reviews of existing legislation, policies 
and procedures to determine current needs and identify areas for improvement. Based on these 
assessments and reviews, the JRP offered recommendations for change to its counterparts and initiated 
relevant activities. The JRP will build on this work in the second year of operations by working with its 
Mongolian counterparts to build a consensus around the recommendations offered in the first year and 
assist with their implementation. Activities initiated in the ftrst year will continue and expand in the 
second year. 

Considering the signiftcant challenges the current system faces, the JRP will continue to emphasize donor 
coordination and close cooperation with stakeholders in order to achieve sustainable changes. In the 
second year, the project will continue activities begun during the ftrst year and, in close coordination with 
the Coordination Board, start new activities to achieve the results desired. Work proposed for these 
priority tasks is summarized below. 

Priority Task 1: Develop and strengthen court management and administration at the national and 
local court level. 

The objective of this priority task is to strengthen the General Council of the Courts (GCC) in order to 
consolidate judicial policymaking within the judicial branch and ensure efftcient management of court 
information and operations. Building on the progress in the I!rst year, JRP will undertake several 
activities. First, the JRP will use the report on the structure and functionality of the GCC, as well as those 
on judicial budgeting and selection, to build consensus around the appropriate model for judicial 
governance in Mongolia. This will involve recommending changes to the Law on the Courts. The JRP 
will take key actors to visit judicial and prosecutor councils in the United States to help them understand 
their options. As with all NCSC study tours, the participants will develop an action plan for next steps in 
the process. Second, the JRP will implement various technologies to improve court administration, 
including relevant equipment procurement and the establishment of pilot communication and Internet 

-
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connections with select courts. Third, the JRP will develop and publish a procedures manual on court ~ 
administration, and conduct training with court staff using this manual. Finally, the JRP will continue its 
work on workload projections in the court by reviewing existing court statistics and helping to develop 
better data collection methods that will generate the needed data. Better data and better dissemination of 
this data, through an Annual Report, will increase transparency and accountability within the judicial 
system. 

Priority Task 2: Strengthen local case management systems and access to justice. 

The objective of this priority task is to improve efftciency, transparency and accountability in the courts 
through improved case management, expanded information dissemination, and better court proceedings. 
Several activities are contemplated for 2002. First, the JRP will establish Internet links between 
prosecutors' offtce and pilot courts that have adapted automated case management practices and 
otherwise revised their procedures. The purpose is to help Mongolians disseminate their own best 
practices, thereby creating and expanding communities of innovation. The JRP will subsequently develop 
a plan for implementation in other sites based on the experiences in the pilot courts. Second, the JRP will 
obtain court recording equipment for pilot courts and work with them to develop better procedures for 
creating an accurate and complete record of court proceedings. Finally, the JRP will work with key actors 
in the court system to promote judicial independence. This could entail workshops, recommendations to 
improve legal codes and procedures, training on judicial decision making and opinion writing, and 
promoting innovative judicial leadership. 
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Priority Task 3: Re-examine the jurisdiction of a II courts and relatedjustice system institutions. 

The objective of this priority task is to work with justice sector institutions to ensure that the existing 
legal codes and their implementing regulations support due process and human rights, do not conflict with 
each other, are appropriate to the resource limitations facing Mongolia, and are sustainable. First, the JRP 
will help clarifY the recently enacted Criminal and Civil Procedure Codes tlrrough amendments, 
interpretations or commentaries, provide assistance in projecting the structural, organizational, and 
fmancial impact of these new codes, and help devise implementing regulations. Second, the JRP will 
provide expertise on the draft Law on the Courts, and assist with its implementation onCe enacted. Third, 
the JRP will work with the research departments of the Supreme Court, the GCC, the GPO and the 
MoJHA to clarify their respective duties, making recommendations to eliminate duplication and improve 
overall efficiency. Fourth, the JRP will assess current sentencing practices to identifY discrepancies and 
their caUSeS. 

Priority Task 4: Develop a continuing education system for all legal professionals. 

The objective of this priority task is to build human capacity in all branches of the legal profession so that 
judges, advocates and prosecutors are able to exercise independent, informed, and professional judgment 
in their work. First, the JRP will continue its efforts to develop a Continuing Legal Education system. 
Second, it will continue to develop training courses and materials to address already identified needs. 
These include training nearly all the judges and prosecutors in Mongolia on the changes in the Criminal 
Code and Criminal Procedure Code as part of a cooperative effort with other donors; English language 
training for select public sector employees; expanding the pool of written legal resource materials; 
training on ethics and advocacy skills for judges, prosecutors and advocates; specialized training for 
prosecutors; and specialized training on adversarial and oral courtroom skills. Fourth, it will continue to 
assist in planning for the development of the National Legal Training Center. Fifth, it will develop and 
implement, through a subcontract with Pact, a public education program that will increase public 
awareness of the role and function of the court system in a democratic society. Donor coordination, 
particularly with GTZ and Soros, will continue as an important means to achieving these goals. 

Priority Task 5: Develop an effective Mongolian System to qualifY lawyers. 

The objective of this priority task is to ensure the competence and status of legal professionals to enable 
them to fulfill their independent roles in the justice system. If the law on the qualifYing exam ultimately 
enacted establishes a fair and transparent process, the JRP will support the effort by providing technical 
assistance to develop the qualifYing exam and assist with the establishment of a council to govern the 
process from design tlrrough implementation. The JRP will support training for legal professionals who 
will be required to take the exam using a Training of Trainers (TOT) approach. Testing is expected to 
begin in 2003. 

Priority Task 6: Enhance adherence to professional ethics among legal professionals. 

The objective of this priority task is to improve the ethical behavior of legal professionals to increase 
public confidence and gain support for their independence. First, the JRP will support the implementation 
of the new ethics code. Second, it will support the development of a Legal Ethics Enforcement Body and 
a Judicial Selection Commission tlrrough technical assistance and limited procurement of office 
equipment. Third, it will provide technical assistance on prosecution of judicial sector corruption. 
Fourth, it will conduct workshops on alternative ethics enforcement mechanisms. 
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS 
MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM 

Year 1 Workplan 

Project Period: Jan 26, 2001- Dec. 31. 2001 

A. YEAR ONE PROJECT OVERVIEW 

This year one workplan presents the tasks and activities the National Center for State 
Courts (NCSC) forsees to conduct under the Mongolian Judicial Refonn Program (JRP) 
during the first year project period. The current plan was developed after intensive 
meetings with the Deputy Minister of Justice, Munkh-Orgil, meetings with 
representatives of key stakeholder agencies and other foreign donors, and feedback from 
USAID/Mongolia. 

The following workplan projections as well as the accompanying procurement plan and 
budget estimates will be adjusted throughout the year as needed. 

Following the feedback from the MOJ and USAID, the project priorities identified for 
year one are: 

I. Strengthening National Level Court Administration Capabilities at the General 
Council of Courts (GCC); 

2. Developing a comprehensive manual case management system in two 
Ulaanbaatar courts, including the Capital City court, and exploring enhancements 
to the automated GTZ courts to accommodate a streamlined case management 
system for the courts with linkages to the prosecutor's office; 

3. Assistance for the development and administration of a qualifYing exam for all 
legal professionals in Mongolia; 

4. Developing capacities to build a systematic continued legal education system for 
the judiciary and other legal professionals, including the development of solid 
curricula and the expansion of a pool of highly qualified trainers and some 
English language training; 

5. Initial planning support for the establishment of a National Legal Training Center; 
and 

6. Assistance to advance ethics for the legal profession. 

These tasks address the Priority Tasks I, 2, 4, and 5 outlined in NCSC's proposal. As 
indicated below, these priority tasks focus primarily on USAID's IR I and 2. The 
remaining Priority Task 3 and 6 and activities proposed to be conducted under IR 3 and 4 
will either be addressed within the concept of the other tasks or will become more 
prominent in the following years. 

Considering the priority emphasis on building a solid manual case management system 
first before court automation can be enhanced, and the fact that the National Legal 
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Training Center will not be a reality for at least two years, the procurement needs for the 
first project year will be limited. 

The question of project guidance to be provided by an advisory board consisting of key 
judicial system representatives will be more specifically outlined in the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) between the MOJ, USAID and NCSC. After the MOU has been 
signed an advisory board (AB) meeting will be held to discuss the year one activities, 
come to a mutual agreement about the role of the AB, and responsibilities and 
commitments for each AB member. 

The start-up activities included a preparation meeting for the expatriate staff in San 
Francisco, office set-up supported by home office staff, introductory meetings between 
project staff and all key stakeholders and foreign donor representatives, and a very 
successful "Open house" after the office space at the MOJ was completed. Next, NCSC 
is planning to conduct a JRP Conference in June to outline year 1 of the implementation 
ofthe Strategic Plan. The purpose of this conference will be to present the JRP plans and 
to provide an opportunity for all key stakeholders and other donors to discuss their plans 
to implement the Strategic Plan for the Mongolian Justice System passed by parliament 
in 2000. 

The following section outlines the project activities projected as well as subcontractor 
involvement for the first year followed by a section describing project management plans, 
including staffing and staff development, coordination with other donors, monitoring and 
evaluation plans, and sustainability approaches. 

B. FIRST YEAR PRIORITY TASKS PLANS 

Priority Task 1: Develop and Strengthen Court Administration at the National 
Level and Local Levels of Courts. (IR 1., Activity 1- Strengthen Court 
Administration) 

Objective: Based on the Strategic Plan's Strategic Principle 3.4, Task 3.4.1, the goal of 
this priority task is to assist the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) in developing an effective and 
functional national level court administrative office by enhancing the operations of the 
General Council of Courts (GCC). 

Context 

The existence of a well functioning nationalleve1 agency charged with supporting the 
operations of the courts is essential to assure that all courts have equal access to support 
and that court operations throughout Mongolia are standardized. Such a national level 
agency has to be designed as support mechanism that enhances local court administration 
capacities, complimenting their administrative structures not replacing them. The GCC 
currently has responsibility for the financial and administrative well being of all the 
courts. In order to better serve all courts in Mongolia these responsibilities may have to 
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.. 
be revised to support training for court administrators and judges and to provide 
information and assistance to the judges and administrators particularly in the areas of 
budgeting, human resources management, and court administration in each Aimag. 

Opportunities and Constraints 

The fact that Court Administration in Mongolia is in its early development stages at both 
the national and local level of courts provides an opportunity to create a well functioning 
modem system of administrative support for all courts. Currently several entities such as 
the MOJ, the GCC, the Supreme Court, the General Prosecutors Office and Capital City 
Court have been delegated certain administrative responsibilities in supporting the 
Mongolian Courts. The GCC has the responsibility to provide administrative and 
financial support for the day-to-day operations of the courts. In order for the GCC to 
function as the national level court administration agency, the operations of the GCC 
must be enhanced to fully meet the many needs of the courts. The current distribution of 
responsibilities for administration of the courts to various agencies may also have to be 
reviewed. In order for the GCC to fulfill its responsibilities as the designated 
organization responsible for court administration steps need to be taken to increase the 
capabilities of the GCC's staff particularly in areas of budgeting and human resource 
development; to train court administrators in the Aimags; to enhance and expand the 
level of technology and software in the GCC to provide staff with the tools required to 
administer budgets and a personnel system. 

Planned Activities 

During the first project year, NCSC will concentrate on identifYing the most efficient 
structure for the GCC and establishing a sound infrastructure for the GCC staff. NCSC 
will collaborate closely with the GCC, MOJ, the Supreme Court and other agencies to 
identifY and address the issues that affect the ability of the GCC to function as the 
national level office responsible for administration of the courts. NCSC will assist in 
identifYing those areas that are priorities for technical assistance and training for the 
GCC. 

Task 1: Assess the needs of the courts in Mongoliafor administrative support 
(Months 1-2 after work-plan approval) 

NCSC, in close coordination with the GCC, will develop baseline information about the 
GCC's institutional accomplishments to date, identifY areas most in need of technical 
assistance (such as budget development, human resource management, improving access 
to laws and judicial decisions), and assess which form of support delivery by the GCC is 
the most efficient to reach all courts in Mongolia. 

This baseline information will be gathered through: 
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a. A survey of a representative sample of judges and court administrators to identify 
court needs for administrative support to be conducted in cooperation with the 
MOJ. 

b. Focus groups with judges and court administrators, one in Ulaanbaatar and 3 in 
selected Aimags. The purpose of these focus groups will be to review the survey 
results and develop more detailed information about the support needs and 
possible structures for support provision. 

Using this information and international best practices a model for a more efficient GCC 
will be developed to provide the appropriate national level administrative support to all 
courts in Mongolia without replacing those functions that can be carried more efficiently 
on the local court level. 

Task 2: Review the current capabilities and legal framework for the operations of the 
Gee (Months 3 after work-plan approval) 

In order to identify how the organization or operations of the GCC may be changed to 
better meet the needs ofthe courts, Ncse will work closely with the MOJ, GCC, the 
Supreme Court and other relevant agencies in assessing current capacities of the GCC 
and other organizations that provide administrative support to the courts as well as the 
legal framework that guides their operations. This will include: 

• Review of statutes, policies, and procedures that address court administration 
at the national and lower court levels 

• Review any proposed legislation affecting the administration of the courts by 
theGCC 

• Assess the impact of budgetary recommendations that affect the operations of 
the courts and the GCC 

• Collect and review policies and procedures of the GCC 
• Interview GCe staff 

This information will be developed into a report that outlines the current strengths and 
weaknesses of the GCC to address the needs of the courts in Mongolia as well as 
recommendations for organizational, policy, statute and rule changes to assist the MOJ, 
GCC, and other judicial officials to explore and review international best practices in 
court administration in light of these recommendations and move toward a consensus for 
adoption of court administration practices for Mongolia. 

Task 3: Develop priorities and an action plan to enhance the operations of the Gee 
(Month 4 after work-plan approval) 

Using the model GCC report and recommendations for changes to the current GCC 
operations, NCSe will work closely with the affected agencies in developing priorities 
and an action plan for implementing changes. This plan will address internal operations, 
priorities and initiatives to assist the courts, and enhanced methods for communication 
between the Gec and the courts. 
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Task 4: Implementation of Recommendations (Beginning in Month 4 after work-plan 
approval) 

Based on the action plan NCSC will assist the GCC in developing the needed support 
structures, including: 

• Defining the needed personnel structure 
• Clarifying GCC roles and responsibilities 
• Recommending various technologies to enhance the GCC's capabilities for 

budgeting, financial management, personnel management and professional 
ethics 

• Developing a curriculum and training program in Court Administration 
practices for training Aimag court administrators and staff 

In addition, based on already identified needs, NCSC will conduct a three-day workshop 
for staff of the GCC on budgeting, human resource management and professional ethics. 
Other representatives of key agencies involved in the same processes, including the 
General Prosecutors Office, Capital City Court, the Supreme Court, the Ministry of 
Justice, and the Ministry of Finance will be invited to attend. 

Partners 

The primary partners for this task are the MOJ, GCC, GSO, Capital City Court, the 
Mongolian Supreme Court, and the Prosecutor General's office all of which have major 
responsibilities for the administration of the courts. The NCSC will also work closely 
with the GTZ and the Soros Foundation in the areas of training to insure there is no 
duplication of courses. 

Anticipated Results (including indicators) 

The ultimate result of this priority task will be a well functioning national level structure 
for providing management and administration support to the courts in Mongolia. The 
GCC will be strengthened to better support the lower level courts administratively. The 
GCC staff will have the ability to train local court administrators and judges in court 
administration, budget and human resources management. Administrative procedures in 
the courts will be more unified. The GCC will have the capacity to collect information 
on the operations of the courts and justify budgetary requests for funding the Mongolian 
Court system. Resource allocations to the courts can be made in a fair and equitable 
manner based on individual court needs. 

Intermediate indicators will include (1) the capacity of the GCC will be strengthened; (2) 
responsibility for the administration of the courts clarified: (3) uniformity and 
standardization of administrative practices enhanced at the local court levels. 

Time Lines 
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The assessment and clarification of the different roles and responsibilities of the various 
providers of administrative support to the courts (MOJ, GCC, Supreme Court, General 
Prosecutors) will be finished by early summer which provides an opportunity to submit 
any needed adjustments to the legislation in the fall session of the Great Rural. NCSC 
will identify the needs of the GCC to build their capacities and resources to function as 
the national level court administrative office during the summer of 200 1. The budget, 
human resources management and professional ethics workshop will begin in late 
summer, early fall. Plans for future training of staff, implementation of technologies, and 
strengthening the organizational capacities of the GCC will be ready by the fall. The 
development of a training curriculum for the local administrators and judges and related 
training for Gee staff will occur after the recommendations report has been delivered. 

Priority Task 2: Strengthening and Development of a Case Management System. 
(IR 1- activity 2: Design and implementation of a case management information 
system) 

Objective: In support of Strategic Principle (SP) 1.7, Task 1.72, SP 3.4 Task 3.41, SP 
6.2 Tasks 6.2.2, 6.2.3, this component will assist the MOJ, Gee and local level courts in 
developing a sustainable case management system for the courts that supports the 
efficient processing of cases and provides a system of accountability and transparency. 

Context 

Good case management is not only a tool to increase the efficiency of the courts but to 
make the court process more transparent, reliable and predictable. The key elements of 
any well structured case management system include procedures that assure that the pace 
oflitigation, i.e. how long it takes for specified types of cases to be processed, is clearly 
established; the commitment of judges and administrators to process cases in a timely 
manner; the capability to continuously monitor the progress of each and every case to 
identify where problems with timely processing exist; modem case filing techniques, and 
efficient case records management. A well-developed case management system can be a 
manual system or an automated system for processing cases. First an efficient manual 
system for processing cases has to be in place that then can be transferred to a sustainable 
automated system. 

Opportunities and Constraints 

With few courts in Mongolia having access to computers and other technologies, and the 
limited resources available to sustain automated courts throughout the country, the 
development of a solid manual system to make their processes more efficient can make a 
Significant long-term contribution. At the same time, the opportunity to work closely 
with the current users of the GTZ software provides an ideal starting point to implement 
good case management practices with the support of sustainable technology. The GTZ 
and Soros have recently enhanced the software based on recommended changes to the 
system from the users. The GTZ and Soros will also expand the software to include a 
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module for the Prosecutor General's Office. This will allow a direct link from the 
prosecutors office to the courts that improves the coordination between them, eliminates 
the duplication of data entry, and potentially reduce case processing time . 

Planned Activities 

NCSC's strategy is to develop a well functioning manual system that later can be 
supported by automation. NCSC will first assist the Capital City Court in this process. 
Based on the outcome of this work, the system will be adjusted and replicated in the other 
non-automated courts in Ulaanbaatar. The experiences will be used in year 2 to make 
software adjustments for the automated courts in Ulaanbaator and continue replication in 
select non-automated courts in the Aimags. 

Task 1: Development of a Manual Case Management System and Priorities for the 
Implementation in the Capital City Court (Months 1-3 after work-plan approval) 

In order to assure that the changes to be introduced at the Capital City Court reflect the 
needs of all users, the affected parties have to be involved in the development process. 
Gaining the commitment and consensus of all interest groups is a critical first step in 
implementing court administration reform. After consultations with all parties affected 
and assessment of the court's operations, NCSC will conduct a two-day workshop for the 
judges and personnel, prosecutors, defense and private lawyers operating at the Capital 
City Court. Observers from other courts involved in the project at a later time will be 
invited to participate. A pre-workshop memorandum will be distributed to all 
participants one week in advance, presenting the results of the analysis conducted as well 
as the issues to be addressed at the workshop. Through a variety of presentations and 
discussion groups, the workshop will emphasize the importance of judicial leadership and 
the assertion of judicial control over cases (e.g., efficient scheduling, granting 
continuances in only the most exceptional circumstances, levying fines and other 
sanctions for the failure of attorneys to appear when scheduled), as well as the 
significance of an efficient and effective court system to Mongolia's economic 
development and democratization. The workshop will provide a forum for sharing· 
project specific information, discuss perceived and real processing problems, and reach a 
consensus for establishing case management system priorities, including timeline 
objectives for the disposition of various common types of cases. 

With these users NCSC will establish priorities for adjustments to the current procedures 
used and for later automation. The consensus reached at the workshop will be 
summarized in a report and distributed each participant. Similar workshops will be 
conducted at each of the courts involved later in the project. 

While a comprehensive case management system will involve automation of as many 
court processes as feasible, automation is not a necessary requisite for efficient court 
information management. A system to efficiently process, retrieve and track cases 
throughout the system does not require an automated system but may require some 
limited automation support if a high volume of cases has to be handled. 
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Task 2: Review the Songino-Khairkhan District Court Operations (Month 2-3 after 
work-plan approval) 

To assure that the new case management system can later be automated with little effort, 
NCSC, in concert with the GTZ and Soros, judges and staff, will review the current 
processes used in the automated court of the Songino-Khairkhan District and propose 
modifications required to facilitate the filing of cases, streamlining administrative 
procedures used by the court, consolidating paper-based case documents and records in a 
single file, and facilitating locating and retrieving the file. 

Task 3: Implement the Case management System in the Capital City Court (Month 4-7 
after work-plan approval) 

Using the workshop information NCSC will develop the design for the manual case 
management system to be implemented and conduct a training workshop for all judges 
and staff in the Capital City Court, together with local prosecutors, investigators, and 
private lawyers. The purpose of this workshop is to ensure that all parties understand the 
changes to be implemented, why they are needed, the responsibilities of each party, and 
how target results will be monitored and measured. A limited amount of equipment will 
be required to support this system as well as the improvement of their record-keeping 
processes. 

Task 4: Assessment of the case management system results and adjustments for 
replication in other courts (Month 5-7 after work-plan approval) 

Part of the Capital City Court implementation and Songino-Khairkhan District Court 
assessment will be the development of a mechanism to continuously track processing 
information from the courts to identifY if the new processes function as expected and 
provide the results desired and if adjustments need to be made to the software. The 
information gained from this continuous monitoring process will not only assist in 
optimizing the operations in this court but will provide useful information for the next 
implementation phases. 

Task 5: Court Management System replication at two non-automated courts in 
Ulaanbaatar (Month 8-12 after work-plan approval) 

Based on the experience of the Capital City Court, NCSC will identifY the resources and 
training needs to sustain the new operations and to expand the project to the two non
automated District Courts (Nalaikh, Baganuuz) in Ulaanbaatar. This information will 
also be used to develop a plan for long-term resource allocation and training needs for 
other courts throughout Mongolia. 

After the new processes have been operational for three months and monitoring 
information has been analyzed to make adjustments to the initial concept, the first 
replication phase will begin using the same approach as the one described for the first 
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court. As for the Capital City Court, these courts will require limited automation and 
improvement in their record-keeping practices. 

Task 6: Conduct a Detailed Examination of Current Operations in the Ulaanbaatar 
automated courts (Month 11 after work-plan approval) 

Using existing statistics from the automated Ulaanbaatar District Courts, and possibly the 
newly automated Mandalgovi court, NCSC will examine the processing of cases at each 
stage, from filing through disposition, using available aggregate statistics, samples of 
case records for representative types of cases (e.g., property crime, serious violent crime, 
personal injury, contract or other business dispute, and a common type of family case), 
interviews, and observations. Based on this review, the team will develop 
recommendations for timelines for the full disposition of cases in the automated courts by 
cases type as well as the percentage of cases that should be disposed at various points in 
the process (e.g., the time required to fully process 50%, 75%, and 95% of each type of 
case, as well as the proportions for completion of each key interim step). 

Task 7: Assess Software and Hardware Currently Used in the GTZ automated courts 
(Month 11 after work-plan approval) 

In order to identifY automation requirements and priorities for the implementation of a 
case management system in the automated replication courts, NCSC will review the 
existing software and hardware used in the Mongolian courts (GTZ funded and others). 
The assessment will use a multi-pronged approach, looking at seven factors for each 
system: 

• The ability to capture, store, and retrieve information on persons (e.g., litigants, 
witnesses, attorneys, and judges) to answer such questions as in which cases they are 
involved and where they can be reached 

• The ability to handle case information (e.g., whether or not the information can 
provide clear case histories and allow easy checks of case status); 

• The ability to handle time information, such as the elapsed time between processing 
stages (e.g. initial filing, preliminary hearings, trial), overall elapsed time, and when 
events should be scheduled; 

• The ability to handle financial information resulting from cases (e.g., fines, fees, and 
judgment orders); 

• The ability to produce management reports, including reports to monitor and assess 
timely case disposition and diversions. 

• The ability to maintain data security; 
• The ease with which the system can be used, maintained, and upgraded. 

One small but essential area NCSC will address is the availability of adequate Uniform 
Power Systems (UPS) to protect the value and utility of the computer hardware in these 
courts. Electrical surges can have a debilitating affect on computer equipment. One of 
the most cost effective areas NCSC can address is to ensure that the existing Servers and 
Personal Computers are protected from power surges. 
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The assessment will result in a report outlining the adequacy of existing systems and 
software to support the new case management system. 

Task 8: Develop a Court Management System Implementation Plan for the Automated 
Courts (Month 12 after work-plan approval) 

Based on the activities described above and engaging the court user groups, NCSC will 
begin to formulate a comprehensive implementation plan for the six other automated 
courts in Ulaanbaatar. 

These plans will specify for each court time standards for case processing; the precise 
procedural and technological changes that will be implemented (e.g., random assignment 
of cases, modern case filing, tracking, and record-keeping approaches; required staffing 
changes; steps required by project staff, judges, court staff, prosecutors, and other key 
actors to achieve the goals; a refined timeline (including training seminars); interim 
targets; and the methods for monitoring progress and results. In drafting the plans, the 
project team will ensure that procedures, and particularly the recommendations regarding 
hardware acquisition, though tailored for these courts can later be integrated into a 
national strategic plan to implement manual and automated case management systems. 
The plans may have to be designed for a multi-phase implementation to reflect resource 
needs and the time that may be needed to enact necessary legislative and administrative 
changes. 

Project staff will review the plans with the courts and other involved groups and 
incorporate their input into final documentation for submission to the MOl 

Partners 

The primary partners for these tasks are the MOJ, the GCC, the Capital City Court, the 
General Prosecutors Office, the GTZ and Soros, and key stakeholders operating in the 
Ulaanbaator and other GTZ court sites. 

Anticipated Results (including indicators) 

The results to be derived from this task will be the development and implementation of a 
case management system in the project courts that will enhance the processing of cases 
and provide a measurable standard for case processing to be used throughout Mongolia. 
The court processes will be more predictable and transparent. The public and litigants 
will have greater confidence in the court system that cases will be judged expeditiously. 
The judges and court staff will have better tools and mechanisms to monitor and process 
cases. 

By the end of the second project year at least one rural Aimag court, and all District 
Courts in Ulaanbaatar will apply the new case management system. They will be 
automated to some extent or their existing automated systems will be upgraded to 
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accommodate this system. This will provide a solid cadre of courts to interconnect with 
the GCC for administrative and management reporting purposes and to serve as models 
to coach other courts to implement similar changes. 

Intermediate Indicators will include (I) Strengthening of case management techniques 
and processes in the project courts; (2) A baseline of statistical information to monitor 
and assess the timelines in adjudicating cases and: (3) Technology needs for the courts 
have been assessed and evaluated. 

Time Line 

Initial assessments of the Capital City Court have begun as well as close coordination 
with the GTZ to determine the status of their software development timetable. The 
development of standardized procedures and better records management principles for 
the Capital City Court will begin later during the surnmer, followed by a 3 months 
implementation phase during which the first automated court operations will be assessed. 
Then, the manual case management system will be taken to the remaining non-automated 
courts in Ulaabaatar. Next Year, after assessment and analysis of these courts' needs and 
requirements, the new operations will be taken to the automated courts in Ulaanbaatar. 

Priority Task 4: Develop a System for Continuing Legal Education. (IR 1- activity 
4: Establish a standardized and continuing legal education system) 

Objective: To assist the Mongolian government in developing a comprehensive 
continued legal education system in support of Strategic Principles 6.5.1, 6.5.4, and 
6.5.10. 

Context 

Enhancing the capabilities of the legal profession in Mongolia is the key to assuring that 
the justice system is just and fair and supports a free market economy. In order to assure 
that judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys and private lawyers possess the skills needed, 
it is essential that a comprehensive system of continued education and qualification 
requirements is established. 

Opportunities and Constraints 

The strong desire of the World Bank to provide funding for building a modern training 
facility provides a unique opportunity to design a comprehensive system of continued 
legal education for all lawyers in Mongolia. The plarming for this facility is, however, 
only in the beginning stages. It is anticipated that the negotiations between the World 
Bank and the Mongolian government regarding the construction of the center will be 
completed in the winter of 2002. After an agreement is reached, funding will have to be 
allocated and it will take a significant amount oftime to construct and equip the building. 
In the meantime, the training of legal professionals will continue, training needs not 
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already covered have to be addressed, and a comprehensive system for continued legal 
educations has to be developed that assures the quality ofthe legal profession. 

Currently a number of donor organizations are supporting legal training in Mongolia, 
particularly for judges. NCSC will coordinate with other donors and Mongolian agencies 
to assure that efforts are not duplicated and that resources are shared. 

Planned Activities 

The development and administration ofthe requalification exam training outlined under 
Priority Task 5 will be a large undertaking and will account for some ofNCSC's first 
year training efforts. In addition, NCSC plans to: 

1. Assist in the development of a comprehensive continued legal education system. 
2. Provide support for existing judicial training programs particularly in curriculum 

development, training evaluation, and trainer development. 
3. Assist in planning for the development of a National Legal Training Center. 

The following sections describe the work to be conducted by NCSC in the first year: 

Task 1: Assist in the development of a comprehensive continued legal education system 

While the existing donor-assisted and self-supported training programs for legal 
professionals have covered considerable ground, there are still members of the legal 
profession and court system that have limited access to quality training. In addition, 
many key areas of Mongolian law and practice have not been adequately addressed. 
More importantly, continued legal education is frequently ad hoc, not part of a systematic 
approach to providing quality education for the legal profession and not tied to a merit 
system for advancing in one's profession. 

As outlined below, to assist in the development of a comprehensive continued legal 
education system NCSC will identifY gaps in the legal training currently available, 
support the development of the principles of systematic, modern continued legal 
education in Mongolia, and develop courses for legal professionals and court 
administrators on topics not covered by existing training programs. 

Task 1.1: IdentifY training gaps, training priorities and the principles for continued 
legal education (Month 2 after work plan submission and ongoing) 

Using the results of a survey oflegal professionals, focus groups with legal professionals, 
and reviews of currently available training programs, material and trainer capacities, 
NCSC will outline the current education and training resources needs. The survey will be 
conducted in collaboration with a survey of all legal professionals undertaken by the 
MOl later in May. In addition, NCSC will collect international models and practices of 
continuing legal education and observe training currently conducted in preparation of a 
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two-day workshop with key stakeholders to share infonnation and develop 
recommendations for: 

• Establishment of guiding principles for judicial and other legal practitioner 
education in Mongolia. 

• Identifying priority training areas 
• Establishing the subject matter and fonnat of anticipated training programs. 
• Identifying existing training capacities to cover these gaps . 

Task 1.2: Develop training courses/or already identified areas o/need (Month 3-12 
after work plan submission.) 

The MOJ, the GCC, the Supreme Court, the Prosecutor General and other related 
agencies have already indicated the need for specialized training in the following areas: 
Basic English language training for a select group of key justice agencies staff, court 
administration, and specialized prosecutor training that enhances court efficiencies. 

Task 1.2.1. English Language Training (Beginning in September 2001) 

One goal of the JRP is to increase the capacity oflegal professionals to absorb and 
evaluate foreign legal concepts and models. Exposure to foreign ideas and practices is 
the most effective way to assure that Mongolians can make infonned decisions about the 
transfonnation of their justice system. Today, English is the unofficial language of 
international law and commerce, and the language of the Internet. As a result, foreign 
models and concepts of law and justice are difficult to access by lawyers who cannot read 
English texts. 

To enhance the capabilities oflawyers in key justice system agencies to assess foreign 
law and legal concepts, NCSC will support a one-time English language training for 
selected members of the legal profession. These individuals will come from the MOJ, the 
judiciary, the prosecutor's office, and may include police officers and bailiffs. 
Approximately 40 individuals will be selected. 

The course will involve daily half-day sessions to be conducted over a 6-months period. 
Salaries for those participating will be borne by their relevant agency. All students who 
receive English training will be asked to remain a resource for English language needs of 
their agency for a number of years as determined by the agency. Those who receive 
sufficiently high test scores at the end will be asked to teach English in their agency and 
will have an opportunity to participate in a specialized train-the-trainers course. A 
bidding process will be initiated to select the organization to conduct this training. 

Task 1.2.2 Court administration training (Month 6-9 after workplan submission) 

As outlined under Priority Task 2, NCSC will develop a court management manual for 
court administrators and judges. The proper implementation of this manual will be 
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greatly assisted by training GCC staff in training court administrators and judges in the 
implementation process. 

Further training for court administrative personnel may be needed in other areas of court 
administration particularly after new case management processes have been implemented 
in various courts (see Priority Task 2). 

Task 1.2.3: Specialized prosecutor training (Months 3-12 after workplan 
submission) 

The majority of the donor effort to date has been aimed at judicial training. Although the 
proper functioning of the legal system, especially the ability of the courts to process cases 
efficiently, greatly depends upon the professionalism and efficiency of the prosecutors, 
prosecutor training has been largely ignored. The General Prosecutor's Office has taken 
the responsibility for conducting training courses as well as establishing training 
priorities for its lawyers, but does not have the resources to address the broad range of 
training needs of prosecutors to fulfill their mandate in a democratic free market society. 
The GTZ recently provided some assistance but lacks the resources to support the 
development of the more extensive training needed. 

In order to assist current efforts of the General Prosecutor's Office and the GTZ in 
building a comprehensive, sustainable prosecutor's training program that will enhance 
the Mongolian prosecutors' capability to efficiently fulfill their dual role as gate keepers 
to the justice system and attorneys for the people, NCSC will conduct the following 
activities: 

Develop a prosecutor training plan (Month 1-2 after work plan approval) 

After coordinating meetings with the GTZ to explore the possibility of sharing resources, 
NCSC will meet with a designated group of representatives of the Prosecutor General's 
office to assess the office's current training plans and develop a comprehensive program. 
Activities will involve: 

Selection and development of priority curricula. The curricula will be chosen with the 
goal of enhancing the practical application of existing Mongolian law and procedure. At 
least for the first year, they should also augment the prosecutors' preparations for the 
qualifYing exam. It is estimated that NCSC will support the development of 6 courses for 
approximately 20 prosecutors each. At least one of these courses will be scheduled to be 
held outside of Ulaanbaatar. 

Selection of instructors. While most instructors will be prosecutors, NCSC will 
encourage the use experts from other legal fields, especially judges. This will increase 
the uniformity of understanding and practice of Mongolian law among judges and 
prosecutors; help create a training pool of judges who can be used to teach other judges, 
and lay the foundation of joint prosecutor, judge training in specialized areas. 
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Identification of training sites. For training in Ulaanbaatar the facility at the Prosecutor 
General's office is available. In addition, prosecutor training could be held at the Judicial 
Training Center, the Legal Retraining Center and other appropriate locations. If the 
training is held at the Judicial Training Center, it presents an important step in building a 
multi-discipline, coordinated training that can later be moved to the National Training 
Center. While most training courses will be held in U1aanbaatar, providing training 
opportunities in the Aimags is essential and a particular challenge. NCSC will coordinate 
with the GTZ and possibly the Hans-Seidel-Foundation to explore with the Prosecutor 
General's office the availability of appropriate training locations outside Ulaanbaatar as 
well as the feasibility of distance learning technologies. 

Development of a program budget. After a comprehensive training prograrn has been 
outline, a budget estimate will be developed to identifY which program sections can be 
instituted with JRP support, which parts can be conducted by the Prosecutor General's 
Office and where additional outside funding is needed. 

Collection and creation of training materials. Based on already existing training material 
curricula will be updated or newly developed to reflect adult learning principles and 
include interactive training exercises, "real life" hypotheticals, and videotaped training 
scenarios. A special emphasis will be on developing stand-alone curricula that can be 
used as self-study material and for distance learning. 

Creation of a training schedule. Training schedules will be designed according to 
priority training needs and assure that training does not conflict with the requalification 
exam preparations. 

Training of Instructors. The selected instructors will undergo a 2-3 day training seminar. 
This seminar will include a "Train the Trainers" module conducted by an adult education 
consultant. It will also allow time for the instructors to develop the program's training 
goals and strategy. 

Task 1.3 Support of Existing Judicial Training Efforts (Beginning immediately and 
ongoing) 

Coordination with the ongoing donor-supported programs involved in training the 
judiciary is essential to avoid duplication. NCSC will identifY if ongoing programs 
require support, such as curriculum development, including distance learning components 
for specific subject areas, enhancing trainer capacities and training evaluation, facilitation 
of cooperative agreements between government and donor entities, or providing JRP staff 
expertise for select training programs. Possible recipients of these kinds of assistance are 
the Judicial Training Center, the ADB sponsored Legal Retraining Center, the GTZ 
supported judicial training programs, and the training supported by the Hans-Seidel
Foundation. 

NCSC's resources will be focused on programs that stress the practical application of 
existing Mongolian law, are key for a continued legal education system, can be sustained 
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in the long run and can be easily integrated into the training concept for the new National 
Legal Training Center. 

During the first program year NCSC will take the following steps: 

• Observe and evaluate ongoing judicial training programs sponsored by the 
GTZ, SOROS, the ADB and the Hans-Seidel-Foundation. NCSC will 
evaluate the curricula, the effectiveness of instruction techniques and the 
quality of the instructors. 

• Identify areas of the law and legal practice not covered by other training 
programs. Examples of such areas are: 

• Judicial Ethics 
• Rules of Court 
• Computer Training on New Case Filing Systems 
• Sentencing Law and Practice 
• Rules of Evidence 
• Judicial Decision Making and Management 
• The Adversarial Process 

• Identify areas where NCSC may provide assistance to the existing Training 
Centers, particularly assistance in the form of training materials, visual aids or 
distance learning material and expert staff support. 

NCSC projects that it will support the development of 2 new training courses for judges 
(one to be held in Ulaanbaatar and one outside) in addition to providing technical and 
material support to existing course to address priority training needs. The first 
specialized judges training will be conducted over a three day period in Ulaanbaatar for 
approximately 20 judges with the support of one out of country expert. A similar training 
program in November-December will be held for judges in one Aimag. 

Task 1.4 Assist in planning for the development of a National Legal Training Center 
(Ongoing) 

Since the new National Legal Training Center will not be built for at least the next two 
years, NCSC's main mission during that time will be to assist in the development of the 
concept for the center, including organizational plans, developing plans for faculty and 
staff recruitment, assist in the creation of training programs and materials, and coordinate 
donor efforts to make the center a sustainable institution. 

Partners 

Partners in this priority task, particularly in the effort to build and sustain a National 
Legal Training Center will be the MOJ, GCC, the Supreme Court, the Judicial Training 
Center, the Legal Retraining Center, the Prosecutor General's Office, GTZ, Soros, the 
World Bank, and the Hans-Seidel-Foundation. 
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Anticipated Results 

The ultimate goal of this priority task is the development of a standardized continuing 
legal education system for all legal professionals. The project activities proposed for this 
year establish the basis for such a system by identifYing training needs and gaps and 
linking current training efforts. The efforts geared to support courts administrative 
functions will prepare court staff to efficiently administer handling of cases. Training for 
prosecutors will increased their ability to present cases in court more efficiently 
potentially reducing the burden on the courts, assist the judges in their efforts to make the 
courts run efficiently and will help increase public confidence in the system as whole. 
The support for existing judicial training programs will enable judges to render better
informed decisions and the number of revisions of these decisions should decline. Cases 
will be decided more efficiently and with a greater degree of finality. The efficiency of 
the entire system will be enhanced. 

The ultimate result of the English language training will be that key Mongolian legal 
professionals will be better able to evaluate foreign legal models and absorb foreign 
expertise. They will have the ability to gain a fuller understanding of international 
standards and the best practices in foreign countries. Indicators will be that training 
participants are sufficiently competent to read documents and conduct basic research in 
English after one year. Measurement will be by means of Toefl or other recognized 
standardized test. 

Time Lines 

The identification of training gaps and observation of on-going training has begun. The 
first workshop to begin the development of the principles for continued legal education in 
Mongolia will be held later this summer. 

After bids have been received, the English language training is planned to begin in 
September 2001 and to continue for 6 months, followed by a language skills test. 

Initial communications with the Prosecutor General's office have begun. The office has 
designated a liaison for this component and will designate select prosecutors from various 
court levels in U1aanbaator and from Tov Aimag to participate in program development 
roundtables by May. By June-july the Curriculum and instructors and training sites will 
be selected, and a budget created. By August-September, training materials will be 
developed or purchased. A Train the Trainers Seminar (2-3 days) will be held by early 
October. 

The timeline for supporting ongoing judicial training will begin in May with a donor 
coordination meeting, followed by the donor program assessment and judicial training 
needs assessment to be completed by June. In July a roundtable discussion will be held 
with the JTC and others to develop specialized judicial training programs. This will be 
followed by planning for the first specialized judges training to be conducted in the early 
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fall. A similar training program in November-December will be held for judges in one 
Aimag. 

Priority Task 5: Development of an Effective Mongolian System to Qualify Lawyers 
(IR 1 - activity 5: Design and Implement a system of legal qualifying exams). 

Objective: To create uniform mechanisms for qualifYing legal professionals in support 
of Strategic Priority 2.5, 6.5 - Task 6.5.7 

Context 

A key mechanism to assure that those who are practicing law in court possess the 
necessary qualifications is the requirement to pass a standardized qualifYing exam. The 
need for such an exam has been recognized by all stakeholders involved in the 
development of the Strategic Plan for the Justice System for Mongolia when they 
formulated Strategic Principle 2.5 - To create a uniform mechanism for qualifYing legal 
professionals. Similarly, the Ministry of Justice has identified this as one of its most 
immediate priorities. Legislation mandating testing of judges, prosecutors and private 
attorneys will be proposed in the Fall 2001 session of Parliament. Passage is expected by 
September and testing could potentially start in the late spring of2002. 

Opportunities and Constraints 

Widespread support for implementing standard qualification requirements for the legal 
profession provide an opportunity to develop a testing mechanism that is one piece of a 
comprehensive system to assure that legal professionals are well equipped to operate in a 
democratic justice system. Generally such qualifYing tests are designed to test new 
lawyers. The German model for conducting these tests may reflect the needs of the 
Mongolian system more closely but poses a number of difficulties for the current 
Mongolian situation. In Germany, these tests are held after an intensive two year 
internship period. The high costs of this approach have lead many German states to 
reconsider this concept and require significant adjustments for the Mongolian situation. 
A mixed system using American Bar Exam elements as well as elements of the German 
testing model is currently proposed for Mongolia. Of particular concern for 
administering the first test is that the best hybrid model is impractical for testing all 
currently practicing legal professionals in a fair and transparent manner within the 
proposed time frame. Both, the time to prepare for such a test is insufficient for the 
professionals and the difficulty of training sufficient graders to analyze responses to 
essays questions from approximately 370 judges, 350 prosecutors and up to 700 
advocates would pose insurmountable obstacles to testing in early 2002. Only the use of 
multiple-choice tests for all legal professionals, possibly with a follow-on essay test for 
judges and prosecutors who pass the first part, would significantly alleviate these 
problems. 

It is essential that these tests are administered in a transparent manner that will be seen as 
fair and relevant to the new laws. If conducted in a fair and open manner, testing 
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provides an opportunity to improve the public's perception of the competence of the legal 
profession and the justice system. 

Testing also creates an enormous demand for training in preparation of the tests. The 
existence of an effective entrance examination for the legal profession will create a 
demand for improving the curriculum and standard of teaching in the law schools. This 
may become an important activity in subsequent years. 

Planned Activities 

Task 1. Test Development (Month 1-5 after work plan approval) 

The NCSC can use its familiarity with the experiences of other transitional legal systems 
and its expertise with German and American practices to assist the Ministry of Justice in 
the design and implementation of such an examination for attorneys that reflects both the 
Mongolian legal system and the best practices from the German and American testing 
experience. 

NCSC will assist the MOJ and the GCC in examining the experiences of other countries 
in their efforts to re-certifY legal professionals, particularly in the context of the transition 
from Marxist to democratic/market societies. Georgia is recognized as having had the 
most thorough examination process and a leader of this effort will be invited to 
participate in a one day workshop on the lessons learned and the changes wrought 
through their re-certification experience. 

Following the German model, NCSC will assist in the establishment of an Examination 
Council to lead the testing effort. Such council should consist of representatives of the 
MOJ, judiciary, the prosecution, private bar, and academia. Working with German 
donors, the JRP will assist in developing the test format for the 2002 testing. (NCSC will 
also participate in the design of the test format in subsequent years, but given the 
preference for the German model, it is anticipated that the GTZ and other German donors 
will take the leading role.) The NCSC staff and Mongolian and German experts will 
work with the MOJ and the Council to design a format for the examination. The NCSC 
will facilitate a conference later this summer or early fall to introduce the testing concept 
and training plan (see below) to Mongolian stakeholders. 

Working in conjunction with Mongolian stakeholders and other assistance providers, 
NCSC will facilitate a three day workshop for up to 30 Mongolia participants to prepare 
them for the task of developing the exams and exam writing techniques. NCSC will 
explore opportunities to work with the GTZ and the Hans-Seidel- Foundation to provide 
the German expertise needed . 

If the relevant legislation is passed NCSC would facilitate the printing and particularly 
security arrangements for the examination early next year. This is to insure that public 
perceptions of honesty and transparency of the examination process is maintained. 
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Task 2. Training to Prepare Legal Professionals for the Examination (Month 5-12 
after work plan approval) 

In order for the requalifying exams for already practicing professionals to be fair and 
transparent legal professionals have to have the opportunity to adequately prepare for the 
examination. In addition to assisting in the creation and presentation of the exam NCSC 
will create a training program designed specifically to prepare legal professionals for the 
exam. 

Unlike other anticipated NCSC training efforts, this program will focus on transferring 
substantive knowledge of the law. It will be designed to train every judge, prosecutor 
and lawyer in the country who wishes to attend. It will be designed with the expectation 
that the exam will be given not only in the year 2002, but in an adjusted format, also in 
following years. It is the expectation that the training program will always be a part of 
the exam process. The training will be designed therefore to be practical in its scope, 
streamlined in its organization and sustainable in all of its aspects. 

Realization of this program is dependent upon passage oflegislation creating an 
examination process. NCSC can participate in the examination program only if the new 
examination legislation establishes a fair process of creating the examinations and 
administering them that complies with the requirements of the Mongolian Constitution. 
If such legislation is passed, the following steps will be taken: 

Gathering and developing teaching materials: In close cooperation with the authors of 
the exam questions NCSC will assist the Council to develop the training materials that 
will best prepare the judges and lawyers for the exam. The current assumption is that the 
tests will focus on 6 subject areas. For each subject specialty a Mongolian expert will be 
recruited to develop the test questions and training material. 

Recruiting and Training Instructors: Working closely with the MOJ and other partners 
NCSC will identify instructors that are true expert in the field(s) oflaw he or she will 
teach. They can come from academia, the judiciary, the General Prosecutor's office, the 
Ministries, advocates, or from the teaching staffs of ongoing training programs. The 
program will recruit two teams of instructors to take turns training in Ulaan Baatar and in 
the Aimags. While one team is training in UB, the other will be training in the field. 
Fifteen to twenty instructors will be needed. 

The instructor training will focus on teaching judges, prosecutors and other lawyers the 
basic law as well as some exam taking techniques. NCSC will sponsor a three-day 
seminar to prepare the trainers to teach the course. This seminar will stress the 
importance of uniformity and consistency in presenting the topic areas to the legal 
professionals. This will help avoid any criticism that the same quality instruction was not 
provided to all participants. 

Locating Training Facilities and Establishing Training Schedule: Engaging the MOJ 
and other partners NCSC will identify appropriate facilities in UB and in the Aimags. 
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The training sessions will be scheduled close to the time of the exam but spread over time 
to insure that every judge and lawyer has the opportunity to be trained. NCSC will meet 
with the Examination Council to determine a training schedule. 

In early 2002, NCSC will assist in distributing training materials to insure that the 
participants have the materials far enough in advance to study and be prepared for the 
test. The actual Test Preparation Training will be given over a 2-3 month time period 
early in 2002. Each training session will last two weeks and cover the topics to be tested 
in the exam. NCSC, in coordination with other partners will monitor the training effort 
around the country to ensure quality and consistency of the instruction. 

Partners 

A task force including the Ministry of Justice, the General Prosecutor's Office, and the 
Supreme Court is taking responsibility for the drafting the necessary legislation for re
qualification oflawyers. According to the proposed law, the MOJ will be responsible for 
the creation and administration of the tests. Design of the test will involve cooperation 
with legal experts who will actually write the questions. The experts will come from the 
Ministry of Justice, the courts, the Prosecutor General's Office, universities, NGOs and 
other donors, such as the Hans-Seidel-Foundation and the GTZ. Testing of questions will 
undoubtedly involve these entities and the Lawyers Association under the direction of bar 
testing experts. 

Anticipated Results [including indicators) 

The ultimate results will be a test that will be perceived by the public and lawyers as fair 
both in its administration, and in the effectiveness in certifYing attorneys have the 
knowledge they need to practice law. 

The ultimate result of the training effort will be that every judge and lawyer in Mongolia 
will be given the opportunity to be prepared for the qualification exam. Every judge and 
lawyer who participates will be given the same quality instruction, the same study 
materials. This will establish confidence among the practitioners and the public in the 
fairness of the process. It will help support the legitimacy of the eventual results of the 
examination. 

Intermediate indicators will include (I) cooperation with leading academic, justice 
system representatives, and civil society experts in the creation of test questions; (2) 
successful design of a transparent test format and grading system. Media coverage of the 
passage of the law and preparation of the tests will be a significant indicator of changing 
public perceptions of the competency of the legal profession. 

Impacts of the re-certification oflegal professionals would be that legal professionals 
themselves will have an immediate incentive to improve their skills relative to the new 
laws of Mongolia. The broader impact will be on public confidence in the legal 
profession, and thus the overall legal system. 
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Time Line 

Assistance in design of Test will begin in May. Exam topics will be identified by June. 
A conference on the concept and draft law on re-certification will be held in June or 
August. A workshop for examination writers will be conducted in August or September. 
The passage of the relevant law is supposed to happen in the fall of 200 1. Training 
instructors and training facilities will be identified, training materials prepared (Books, 
videos, radio/TV scripts) late in the fall of 200 1. Instructors will be trained and a training 
schedule established in the winter of2002. Training materials will be distributed and 
training held in the spring of 2002 with testing to begin in early summer of 2002. 

Priority Task 6: Assistance to advance ethics for the legal profession 

IR 2: Activity 1: Revised legal ethics standards created, adopted and implemented 

Objective: In support of Strategic Principle 6.5 - Task 6.5.2, the purpose ofthis task is 
to assist the Mongolian government and legal profession in advancing ethics for the legal 
profession in Mongolia. 

A. Context 

Ethical behavior of legal professionals is a comer stone of a fair and democratic justice 
system that has the trust of the general public. In order to provide the legal profession 
with the tools to define, enhance and enforce the ethics rules several elements have to be 
in place, including an adequate legal framework, practitioner oriented training, and 
mechanism to report and enforce unethical decisions. 

B. Opportnnities and Constraints 

In order to assure that the legal framework for legal ethics correspond to the requirements 
of a democratic market society, the GCC is in the process of developing a new ethics 
code for the judiciary. At the same time efforts to define appropriate ethical standards for 
government officials are being discussed. This represents an opportune situation to 
review the current system available to advance ethics among the legal profession. 

C. Planned Activities 

In order to assist the Mongolian legal profession in advancing the understanding oflegal 
professionals' on ethical decisions the following activities will be conducted: 

Task 1. Provide research and consensus building assistance (Month 3-6) 

NCSC will provide research assistance and materials to the drafters of the proposed code 
of ethics for judges and those working to develop a new system for evaluating judicial 
candidates. Later this year NCSC will facilitate a stakeholders workshops to insure that 
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widespread consideration is given to the code and to insuring that the different branches 
of government involved reach a consensus on the proper criteria for judicial selection. 

D. Partners 

The GCC and the MOJ will be primary partners working on research for the ethics code 
and the selection methods for judicial candidates. Other partners will be the Supreme 
Court, the Prosecutor General's office, academicians and representatives of the private 
bar. The office of the President will be invited to participate in the workshops on all 
issues, but particularly the judicial selecting mechanism where its role in appointment 
most directly impacts the judiciary. 

E. Anticipated Results [including indicators I 

The ultimate result would be public and official faith in the honesty of judges and other 
legal professionals. Intennediate indicators include adoption of a new judicial code of 
ethics, and implementation of transparent procedures for screening judicial candidates 
that yield highly qualified candidates and are universally agreed to be impartial. 

F. Time Line 

Research materials to will be provided to the drafters of the new codes and regulations 
beginning in May. A Workshop on Ethics for the Legal Profession is planned for the late 
Summer or Fall 2001. 

SUBCONTRACTOR ACTIVITIES 

NCSC had proposed the use of three US subcontractors. The East-West Management 
Institute's (EWMI)contribution to this project was designed to support the JRP training 
component. Activities under the new priorities do not require their involvement until 
possibly later this year when the assistance ofEWMI's expert for new judicial training 
efforts may be needed. Pact's contribution to this project was planned to focus on the 
communication component, particularly linking the judicial sector and possibly a public 
education piece. The priority tasks for year one do not initially lend themselves to either 
of these efforts. NCSC and Pact will explore when the timing will be best to begin these 
efforts and how Pact can best contribute its expertise during the first project year. The 
American University will be tapped for special training in human rights in the US, as 
well as for the provision of academic feedback. The current I sl year plan does not reflect 
the need for this particular training. The academic expertise available at AU may be 
tapped for one of the proposed activities. 

C. Management Plans 

Regular reporting and communication processes have been established between the home 
office and the Mongolia project office. The project office reports to the home office in 
writing at least on a bi-weekly basis. Timesheets are submitted bi-weekly. Office and 
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project expense accounting is submitted monthly. Home office support had been 
provided for the first 6 weeks to assist in the office set-up and hiring. The Project 
Director traveled to Ulaanbatar to review the office set-up and operations, to finalize 
project negotiations with the MOJ and USAID, finalize the workplan and procurement 
plan and to develop the first year budget. The next management visit is scheduled for 
June to participate in the JRP Conference and other project activities planned for that 
time. Another management visit is tentatively planned for September to assess project 
progress and provide anyon-site substantive support that might be needed. Another 
focus for each of the management visits is to engage the German donors operating justice 
reform projects in more detailed planning and coordination efforts. 

Office space, staffing and staff development plans 

The project established an office at the MOJ. In order to accommodate all staff 
additional office space is needed and project staff is in the process of identifying 
additional premises. 

Despite some changes in the project priorities no major adjustments to the proposed 
staffing structure appear necessary. The decision for hiring one of the three full time 
program coordinators and the accountant have been finalized. Other staff is currently 
employed on short-term contracts to allow the project to make adjustments depending on 
the final project priorities and to allow for review of their capabilities. Based on project 
needs the hiring of the procurement officer, technology and IT staffwiII be postponed 
until later. 

Theprojectis designed to develop the capabilities of the Mongolian staff to 
incrementally take over the responsibilities of the expatriate staff and ultimately replace 
them. The expatriate staff will involve the Mongolian staff in all project activities and 
assess if special training, in addition to the on-the-job training, will be required. 

The project has arranged for training for the accountant in using Quickbooks and payroll 
set-up. Training on most of the standard office software is available to project staff free 
of charge through NCSC's on-line self-study program Leam2. 

Coordination with other donors and cost sharing 

Initial meetings with other international donors have been conducted to discuss their 
current areas of involvement in justice system reform as well as plans for the future to 
identify mechanisms for coordination. . 

For the activities to be conducted in year 1, priorities for coordination will be as follows: 

GTZ - for court automation, development of the qualifying exam, and prosecutor 
training 
Soros - for court automation and training provided at the Legal Retraining Center 
WB - for the development of the National Legal Training Center 
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ADB - for training provided at the Judicial Training Center 
Hans-Seidel-Foundation - for development of qualifying exams, coordinated 
training, particularly in judicial decision making 
Asia Law Centers in Melbourne and Seattle - for an upcoming conference on 
Law Reform in Developing and Transitional Economies. 

In order to begin the process of information sharing, NCSC will develop a Calendar of 
Events to track various conferences, workshops and other key events for the judicial 
sector. Regular donor coordination meetings will be scheduled for the following months. 

Monitoring and evaluation plans 

Baseline data collection is under way. Initial review of court data indicates that, while 
most data to be collected for the PMP and other project tracking from the courts are 
accessible, not all of them are reliable. A discussion of the data available and their 
limitations will be submitted with proposed timelines to collect the remaining data and 
suggestions for a revised PMP based on the year one priority tasks. While the majority of 
the baseline data will be available and analyzed by the initial June 1 deadline, some 
collection efforts will require more time. This is particularly true for the public opinion 
survey. For the survey of judges and court personnel arrangements are being made with 
the MOJ to coordinate their survey efforts with the JRP survey. The MOJ will survey a 
representative sample of judges, court staff, and other legal professionals at the end of 
May. NCSC considers to add a number of questions to the existing survey and share the 
costs for administrating the questionnaires and analyzing the results with the MOJ. 

Sustain ability approaches 

NCSC's approach involves careful planning of each activity to maximizing the use of 
available resources by coordinating related activities to share of resources, staff, 
information, and experience. All activities will consider not only current needs, but also 
future needs, including long term cost implications for maintaining activities, programs 
and equipment after the JRP ends. 

In addition, the JRP will use every opportunity to create in-country capabilities by 
involving and training local staff to assume project functions and carry out reforms. 
NCSC will build capacity both formally, through training and guided discussions, and 
informally, through on-the-job training, coaching, modeling, and consultation. To 
promote sustainability, NCSC will also help build on other projects (e.g., the Gobi 
Initiative network to disseminate information to courts and other justice system agencies 
outside UB), stimulate donor coordination for both present and future development, and 
work with the Mongolian stakeholders to identify alternative sources of continuing 
support (e.g., the business community, resource sharing with other organizations and 
NGOs, and internships and volunteer opportunities). To encourage the growth of 
sustainable capacity outside the formal justice system, NCSC will seek opportunities to 
outsource project work, such as the English language training, baseline and needs 
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assessments, database development or training to qualified Mongolian institutions, 
universities, and individuals. 

Initial sustainability plans for the first year priority tasks will be developed after the 
workplan has been accepted. These plans will consider human and other resources 
available in Mongolia and will be adjusted in the process as more information about local 
capacities and capabilities becomes available. 
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Conference Goal, Objectives, and Participants 

Goal: To enhance understanding of the JRP workplan among stakeholders and 
develop a cooperative environment for the implementation of the Strategic Plan for 
the Justice System of Mongolia over the next five years . 

Objectives: Present the Mongolian Judicial Reform Program (JRP) first year 
activities, as elaborated in its Year One Workplan, and begin the process of 
developing a coordinated approach to implementing the Strategic Plan. 

Participants: Mongolian stakeholders and foreign donors involved in the justice 
sector, particularly those who partiCipated in the development of the strategiC 
plan. 

1. Opening Remarks 
Minister of Justice and Home Affairs, Ts. Nyamdorj 

I am pleased to open this Conference that intends to acquaint all relevant Mongolian and donor 
organizations with the First Year Plan of the Judicial Reform Program managed by the United 
States based National Center for State Courts and to discuss the future cooperation for the 
implementation of the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongolia. The Judicial Reform 
Program recently started its activities in Mongolia with the purpose to assist the Government of 
Mongolia in implementing the priority objective of our legal system to establish and strengthen 
an independent and fair judiciary, and to enhance the efficiency of justice system agencies. 

The Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongolia sets the values that define the future shape 
of the judiciary and the Strategic Principles with the Tasks determined to allow a comprehensive 
and coordinated approach in implementing them. Given that the implementation process is a 
delicate and complex task requiring time, funding, experience, expertise and extensive 
consensus, the solicitation of the participation and assistance of relevant Mongolian institutions 
and foreign donor organizations has been the guiding principle of the implementation policy 
from the beginning. We have gathered here today to learn about the activities planned for the 
first year of the Judicial Reform Program and discuss the opportunities for cooperation 
throughout the duration of this project. 

The leadership of Mongolian justice institutions and officials in charge repeatedly expressed 
their opinions on the measures, resources assistance necessary to enhance the capacity and 
competence of their institutions in the course of numerous meetings and discussions. We see 
that the Draft Workplan of the Judicial Reform Program previously circulated among several 
agencies retlectslincorporates the above concerns . 

I understand that the main objective of this Conference is thorough consideration of tasks to be 
incorporated in future workpla)ls, ensuring and enhancement of coordination, and clear 
determination of expected results. Furthermore the intent to combine efforts is another important 
objective that will actually ensure the participation of all organizations, the representatives of 
which are present here today. 
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The outcome of the Judicial Reform Program will depend greatly on the participation of donor 
organizations, harmonization and coordination of their activities ensuring the conditions to 
support and complement each other, and the productive application of different legal system 
elements, and effective utilization of donor funds by Mongolian organizations. The Ministry of 
Justice and Home Affairs will provide SUpp0l1 and actively participate in the above activities. 

2. Implementing the Strategic Plan - Goals and Expectations 
Dr. Heike Gramckow, JRP Project Director 

The purpose of this session is to review the priority goals for implementing the Strategic Plan, 
the priority tasks for the Judicial Reform Program for the next 5 years and for the first year, and 
discuss expectations of USAID, other foreign donors, and Mongolian stakeholders. 

The JRP builds on the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongolia developed in \999-2000 
through extensive consultations with Mongolian stakeholders in the judicial system. NCSC had 
the honor to assist the Mongolian stakeholders in this process by providing assistance to the 
working groups developing the Strategic Plan. 

The Strategic Plan was adopted by the Ikh Hural in May 2000 and was endorsed by the 
government following the June 2000 elections, a tribute to its broad-based political support. A 
favorable political climate for judicial reform continued after the elections in 2000. President 
Bagabandi has since stated publicly that judicial reform is a priority for his second term. 

The Strategic Plan envisions broad-based reform to enable the entire justice system to enhance 
its operations in a modern, democratic society that supports a free market economy. Such broad
based reform needs the commitment and cooperation of all Mongolian stakeholders and 
international donors. No single organization can make the needed changes happen. USAID has 
chosen to focus its support on the judicial sector, meaning working with all courts, the GCC and 
agencies that operate in the courts, such as prosecutors. This work has to be coordinated with 
other donors and Mongolian agencies not just in the judicial sector but also with other legal 
sectors (police, corrections, private attorneys) to assure that the entire system can function 
smoothly. 

Results to be achieved by the JRP 

The objective of the JRP is to assist the Mongolian judicial sector institutions in becoming more 
efficient, more effective and more capable of responding to the needs of a democratic society and 
supporting a free market economy. In order to achieve this objective the following results, stated 
in the Strategic Plan, are targeted: 

Result I: Court administration and case management capacity strengthened. 
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Result 2: A comprehensive system for continuing education for legal professionals, 
designed, developed and made operational, possibly enhanced by the development of 
a National Legal Training Center. 

Result 3: An effective standardized qualifying system (which all lawyers will be required 
to pass before they are permitted to practice law in courts) developed and made 
operational. 

Result 4: Revised ethical standards for legal professionals developed, adopted and 
enforced. 

Result 5: Access to the Mongolian justice system broadened and improved. 

Result 6: Law school standards raised. 

Result 7: Independence of the judiciary strengthened. 

Priority Tasks for the JRP 

Results one through four are priority tasks that were identified by the Mongolian Ministry of 
Justice and other stakeholders as being particularly urgent needs of the justice sector. These 
priorities are the main focus of the JRP for the next 5 years: 

Priority Task 1: Court management and administration (Action Plan section E2, Result 1) 

Priority Task 2: Case management (Action Plan section EI, Result 1) 

Priority Task 3: Review of the organization, structure, jurisdiction and responsibilities of 
all courts and other justice system components (Action Plan sections FI, F4, Result 1) 

Priority Task 4: Training and continued education of legal professionals (Action Plan 
section C2, Result 2) 

Priority Task 5: Establishment of a professional bar system (Action Plan section C3, 
Result 3) 

Priority Task 6: Ethics for the legal profession (Action Plan section 02 [03], Result 4) 

USAID goals and expectations 

USAIO's commitment to support Mongolia in implementing the Strategic Plan is clear - the 
agency is ready to commit $10 million IF progress towards the goals of the project is being made 
- that is, Mongolia's justice system agencies are committed to operate in a democratic system 
and support a free market economy. This means, among others, a system, that provides equal 
access to justice, transparency, participatory approaches, adherence to the rule of law, and 
judicial independence - all of which are the basic values that the Mongolian justice system 
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supports as expressed in Mongolia's constitution and many other documents, and as formulated 
by all stakeholders during the first strategic planning workshop in 1999 . 

In addition, USAID, and thereby the JRP, focuses on supporting activities that are sustainable 
over the years. 

Sustainability implies that activities are structured so Mongolian agencies have the capacities and 
resources will be available to continue the process initiated by the JRP in the future without 
donor support. In a country like Mongolia, where needs are high and resources are scarce, this 
means that the JRP must create and use opportunities from the very beginning to involve local 
agencies to share responsibilities for planning, implementation and particularly for long-term 
institutionalization. All JRP activities need to be very carefully planned to ensure that resources 
are available over time and to coordinate related activities so that resources and staff can be 
pooled, and information and experiences shared. It also means that JRP work will be based on 
careful assessments of current and future needs and resources for each project supported. The 
guiding principle for the JRP is to present the Mongolian decisions makers with a range of 
options for each activity to be tackled that will allow them to develop the best approach possible 
with limited funds, outlining what can be achieved in the long-run if no outside funding is 
available and how foreign assistance can strategically be added to enhance the process, not fund 
the process in its entirety. 

Following this premise, NCSC will build on other existing projects, focus on coordinating with 
other donors not just for ongoing activities but especially for planning future work, and 
identifying possibilities for alternative resource development (e.g., through the business 
community, resource sharing with other organizations and NGOs, developing internships and 
volunteer opportunities). 

The JRP will focus particularly on opportunities for guided outsourcing of project work to 
qualified Mongolian institutions, universities, and individuals through subcontracts (for example, 
conducting background research and needs assessments, or just components of it). 

First year JRP workplan 

Following feedback from the MOl, other stakeholders and US AID, a workplan for the first year 
was developed and approved by the end of May. The tasks in the first year are: 

l. Strengthening national-level court administration capabilities at the General Council of 
Courts (GCC); 

2. Developing a comprehensive manual case management system in two Ulaanbaatar 
courts, including the Capital City Court, and exploring enhancements to the automated 
GTZ and Soros courts to accommodate a streamlined case management system for the 
courts with linkages to the prosecutor's office; 

3. Assistance for the development and administration of a qualifying exam for all legal 
professionals in Mongolia; 

4. Developing capacities to build a systematic continuing legal education system for the 
judiciary and other legal professionals, including the development of a comprehensive 
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plan for continued legal education, curriculum development courses, the expansion of a 
pool of highly qualified trainers, and some English language training; 

5. Initial planning support for the establishment of a National Legal Training Center; and 
6. Assistance to advance ethics for the legal profession. 

Discussion: The discussion brought to thej()refront three interrelated issues: monitoring the 
implementation of the Strategic Plan, monitoring the implementation of the JRP, and the role of 
different Mongolian institutions, namely the Parliament and the Supreme Court in these 
monitoring activities. 

Several participants talked specifically about the implementation of the Strategic Plan. Former 
Minister of Justice Ganbold observed that the Government's decree was different than the plan 
adopted by State Ikh Hural, which led him to ask if Parliament was aware of these changes. 
Chief Justice Ganbat noted that implementation of Strategic Plan is the duty of the Mongolian 
government and State. The State Ikh Huml should adopt all necessary acts that are requiredfor 
implementation o{ Strategic Plan. The government has to give the necessary resources. 
Amarsanaa disagreed, considering the Strategic Plan a flexible document because many things 
that were not considered in adoption of Strategic Plan and the adoption process went very 
hazardously. 

Amarsanaa suggested that who is re,lpollsiblefor implementing the Strategic Plan should be 
clarified. On the Mongolian side, a Management Board and a Regulatory Board should be 
established. The Management board should have four members: the Minister of Justice, General 
Prosecutor, President of Union of Mongolian Advocates, and Chairman of Constitutional Court. 
Thesefour people should evaluate the national needs of Mongolia and on basis of this evaluation 
should recommend to USAID the financing ofsome definite activities. For instance the Strategic 
Plan will be implemented over decades, but each year these people can define what are the most 
important needs for Mongolia. The Members of the Regulatory Board, perhaps 10 people, could 
establish a bridge between the Management Board and JRP and provide expertise. The Deputy 
Minister of Justice, State. Secretary of the Ministry o{ Justice, Vice President of Union of 
Mongo/ian Advocate, Dean of the Law School of the NUM and Deputy Minister of Finance could 
be members of the Regulatory Board. 

This led to a discussion about the role (!{Mongolian Institutions in the implementation ()rthe 
JRP. Several participants noted that Parliament is concerned with the creation of an appropriate 
legal environment to support, and the Ministry is drafting several acts that address a range or 
concerns. Some activities in the Strategic Plan were agreed to be completed with assistance (if 
foreign donors. Bayasgalannoted that the MOJ has addressed these issues with donor agencies, 
and reached an agreement to implement them together. JRP staff noted the importance ()r 
working together with other donors and with all three branches (if' government, all ()j'who/11 have 
a role in implementing the Strategic Plan and the JRP. Many preparatory meetings were held 
with Parliwnefit, the Courts, and the Ministry to develop the workpian, The purpose ()f'the 
conference is to cOl1l1mmicate what part of strategic plan the JRP is implementing and what part 
others are implementing. 
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Several participants asked who is to monitor the JRP. Staff responded that this qaestion was 
being addressed and was to be decided in a the next two months. The NCSC hopes that 
participants become actively involved in assisting us develop the plan and getting the type of 
input and supervision that this project needs. USA/D, as the donor funding the JRP, has 
significant authority, .Ipecifically to approve the annual budgets and workplan, as well as 
possible audits. Amarsanaa noted that the workplan circulated to the participants indicated that 
USAID approved the workplan on June 13. He argued that it should have definite dates and 
amounts of money j()r each activity. In addition, reports or memoranda should be prepared to 
show what is being done and seek further input . 

3. Strengthening Court Operations in Mongolia 
Charles E. Ferrell, JRP Court Administration and Case Management Specialist 

The purpose of this session is to consider the implications of the Strategic Principles related to 
strengthening court administration in Mongolia on the national and local level, review the overall 
concepts proposed and the Year One activities to implement these concepts, deliberate the need 
for possible adjustments, outline the work with current partners (GCC, CCC, other trial COUlts, 
GTZ, Soros), and identify potential areas for further cooperation, particularly cooperation with 
additional stakeholders. 

Priority Task 1: Develop and strengthen court administration at the national level and 
local levels of courts 

The size and complexity of the Mongolian court system requires that court administration at the 
national level provide leadership and guidance for local administration in the individual courts. 
The General Council of Courts (GCC) has the following responsibilities: 

• Develop programs and methods to support and improve local court administration. 
• Develop and administer the national judicial budget. 
• Audit all the Aimag court financial records. 
• Administer judicial payroll and manage human resources programs. 
• Analyze statistical information on the courts' workload and develop reports on court 

activities. 
• Conduct studies and review programs to support legislation to improve the courts. 
• Provide training programs to local-level court administrative offices. 
• Issue manuals, directives and other publications. 
• Serve as the information resource to the public and media on courts activities. 

To assist the GCC in performing these responsibilities is the task of the Secretary for the GCC, 
Ganbayar. His small staff monitors and assesses the operations of the courts, provides financial 
support, and makes recommendations for new policies and procedures to the GCe. They also 
implement and promote the GCC policies and decisions in the local courts. 

The administration of the courts at the Aimag level is the responsibility of the Aimag court 
administration offices. While visiting over 12 courts and meeting with the chief judges and local 
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court administrators JRP staff has been impressed with the efficiency of the operations of the 
courts in Mongolia. It is important that local administration offices be allowed to plan, organize 
and manage their own business activities and expenditures. By decentralizing these 
administrative responsibilities, the local level courts and citizens benefit because this type of 
administration reduces bureaucracy and encourages good management and economy. 

DUring this first year of operations, the JRP will perform the following tasks and assist in 
strengthening court administration at the national level (i.e. the GCC) and at the local levels. In 
performing these tasks, the JRP will address Strategic Principles and Tasks that are contained in 
the Strategic Plan of the Justice System of Mongolia. 

~ JRP Task I: Review the statutes, policies and procedures that address court administration at 
the national and local levels. (Strategic Principle 3.4, Task 3.4.1, Task 1.1.5) 

• Review any proposed legislation that may affect the administration of the courts. 
• Assess the impact of budgetary recommendations that affect the operations of the 

courts and the GCC (Strategic Principle 1.4). 
• Develop a report that outlines the strengths and weaknesses of the GCC to address the 

needs of the courts in Mongolia. Recommendations for changes in the GCC or local 
administrative departments will also be included with this report. 

~ JRP Task 2: Assess the needs for administrative support in the courts. 

• In cooperation with the Ministry of Justice and the Supreme Court, conduct a survey 
to identify the administrative needs of the courts. 

• Hold workshops for judges and court administrators to discuss court needs. 

~ JRP Task 3: Using the report created in JRP Task 1.3, the NCSC will develop an action plan 
with prioritized recommendations for changes and enhancements to the GCC to strengthen 
court administration at the national and local levels. 

~ JRP Task 4: The JRP staff will develop training curricula to enhance court administrative 
practices. This entails developing a course on court administration and conducting a training 
seminar on budgeting, human resource management and professional ethics (Strategic 
Principle 6.5, Task 6.5.10). 

Priority Task 2: Strengthening and developing a case management system 

Case management is the systematic monitoring of a case through the judicial process from time 
of registration to the rendering of a decision. A basic requirement for any case management 
system is a good records management system. Strategic Plan Principle 6.2 calls for unifolm 
court forms. Implementing a case management system requires uniform court forms and a good 
records management system to track the progress of filed cases. The key elements of any case 
management system are: 

• Uniform records management system. 
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• Established timelines for deciding cases. 
• A commitment by the judges to process cases within timelines. 
• The ability to continuously monitor the progress of cases . 
• A statistical reporting system to track the progress of cases. 

A case management system can be automated or manual. The GTZ and Soros have implemented 
an automated system in six District courts in Ulaanbaatar. This system has a well-developed 
reporting system to monitor the progress and timelines for cases. Several other courts have 
implemented a series of manual registers and indices to monitor and track cases. 

The JRP stall will work closely with the GTZ and Soros to enhance the current software. The 
GTZ and Soros are incorporating changes to the reporting system to include the requests from 
judges to develop better and more comprehensive management reports. The software will also 
be expanded to assist the Prosecutor General's office in filing cases. The JRP staff will work 
closely with the GTZ to recommend any changes to the software to enhance the case 
management functions. During this first year the JRP will perform the following tasks to 
strengthen and develop a case management system for Mongolia: 

:.- JRP Task I: Develop a case management system for implementation in the Capital City 
Court (Strategic Principle 6.2. Task 6.2.2, 6.2.3). 

• Assess current operations. 
• Evaluate record keeping practices and recommend changes as necessary. 
• Meet with judges, lawyers and staff for consultations. 
• Develop recommendations for case management practices in the CCC. 
• Conduct workshop for all personnel affected by case management. 
• Assess technical requirements for implementation of case management system. 

:.- JRP Task 2: In cooperation with the GTZ and Soros staff, evaluate the automated case 
management system implemented in the Songino-Khairkhan District Court. 

:.- JRP Task 3: Develop the design for a case management system for the Capital City Court and 
conduct a workshop so that all parties are aware of the changes to be implemented. 

:.- JRP Task 4: Install the case management system in the Capital City Court and develop a 
mechanism to monitor and track the progress and results of the new system. 

,. JRP Task 5: Based on the results of the Capital City Court implementation and the evaluation 
of the automated court in Sogino-Khairkhan, develop a plan and identify the requirements for 
implementation of a case management system in the District Courts in Nalaikh and 
Bagannur. 

.,. JRP Task 6: Conduct a detailed hardware and software assessment of the other automated 
District Courts in Ulaanbaatar. Collect and evaluate management reports li'om these courts 
and develop recommendations for changes in case management practices as necessary. 
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'" JRP Task 7: Develop a detailed implementation plan to upgrade and install equipment and 
software in all the District Courts in Ulaanbaatar. Evaluate the feasibility of connecting all 
the courts together. 

Comments: Chief Justice Ganbat emphasized several priorities from the Strategic Plan, starting 
with capacity building in the GCC and establishing the Council's appropriate function. In 
addition, the term court management should be clarified. Who should participate in this 
management and how should it be implemented? The participants heard the word 
"management" many times, but have only a superficial understanding of it. He also noted that 
the provision of needed equipment and other resources is of great concern and recommended 
that the information system include the Supreme Court. 

Ganbat suggested that the program should include two rural courts as well, perhaps one Aimag 
court and one Intersoum court. All four courts together should represent the courts' status 
overall. Organizing seminars jointly with the Supreme Court on human resources management 
and resource management is a good idea. 

Dulgur, a Memher of Parliament, noted that the Spring session considered several drqfts related 
to powers of the judiciary and some of these legal acts will he considered in the Fall Session. 
The JRP plan contains many usefid measures and ideas that should find their expression in the 
new or amended Acts. For example, there is a law on the courts of Mongolia, and it will he 
revised adopted in September or October. ff the report on the GCC comes out this summer it 
might have direct impact on adoption of the new law. They expect that according to new 
regulations, the GCC will become a more independent body and more important for 
implementation of the spirit of the Strategic Plan. So the JRP and the legal standing committee 
should work closely on this matter. 

Chimmid, a legal scholar and advisor to Parliament, noted that Parliament is adopting laws, but 
it is not clear that courts receive copies. Courts may be using old laws. Newspapers may 
publish mistaken laws. It is unclear if the courts are using the right laws. Mongolia needs a 
system that gives courts information on changes parliament adopts within one day. Though the 
project would like to have a website for new laws, Chimmid rightjidly pointed out that it is 
difficult to use the Internet, especially for judges in rural areas. Disseminating ofJicial 
illfomwtion is not even budgeted. While the judge can buy copies of laws, one can find different 
versions of the labor law that do not match. The laws are not delivered to judges and judges do 
110t have the money to buy them. JRP staff noted that automated systems will give judges quicker 
access, hut the laws would not he official versions. JRP is working with the Supreme Court to 
make sure that the laws are provided, and will also work closely with GTZ on the distribution of 
their CDs. Chimid added that Legal iI(formation in computer, digital, or CD form must be OIl 

line lind printed because (ll" the d!fficulties in accessing the Oil line version in COltntl}'side. 

JRP staffnoted that the issue (!I"disseminating in/cmnation to Judiciary will involve close 
collaboration with the GCC and the courts. It is resource-illfensive to provide all in/brmation 
needed as printed l/latter. hut only (l minority (if judges and prosecutors outside UB has access to 
the Internet. The JRP are looking into how Internet access can be provided outside UB. together 
with other programs. Using compllters ill remote Aimags is difficult hecause (fservice and 
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technical problems. Chimmid noted that the secretariat of the State Great Hural has initiated a 
project to establish a modern computer legal information system. Project papers are ready, but 
they are looking for funding. Access to local courts through Internet should look at the computer 
system of Parliament an government office, and join it into one network because it might save a 
lot of resources to rely on existing resources. 

4. Developing a Comprehensive System of Continuing Legal Education 
Herbert Bowman, JRP Training Specialist 

Developing a continuing legal education program for Mongolian judges and lawyers figures 
prominently among lRP priorities. This session addressed the existing continuing education 
program in Mongolia, outlines what it will look like in he future, and introduces the steps the 
lRP intends to take in the first year to move toward making that picture a reality. 

Priority Task 4: Training and continuing education of legal professionals 

All branches of the legal profession-judges, prosecutors and advocates-have their unique roles 
to play in the judicial process. They should function, in the managerial and administrative sense, 
independent of each other. However, each branch is part of the same system. For the system to 
function effectively, each branch must function effectively. In this sense, the branches are 
interdependent. This being the case, all branches of the legal profession should be equally well
trained in law and practice. 

Because each branch of the legal profession is separate and plays a different role in the system, 
each branch has separate training needs. Therefore, each branch should take the major 
responsibility for training their own members. Since training resources are limited, each branch 
should seek ways to share their training resources with the other branches. 

Currently, everyone seems to agree there are too many law schools graduating too many lawyers 
who are ill prepared for the practice of law. The school curriculua are diverse and many are 
reported to be weak in substantive law content. 

There is no "bar exam" or other type of qualification examination. Therefore, there is no 
screening mechanism to ensure that all practicing lawyers possess the core amount of legal 
knowledge necessary to begin the practice of law. 

Efforts have been made in recent years to provide continuing legal education for judges and 
lawyers. At present, there are many organizations involved in training legal professionals: the 
Legal Retraining Center funded by ADB, the Civil Law Training Series sponsored by GTZ, the 
ludical Retraining Center supported by Soros, the Hans-Seidel Foundation legal conference 
series as well as several others. There has been some exceptional work done by these 
organizations, but there has been little coordination between them. The result has been that large 
gaps exist in the knowledge and skill levels of practicing judges and lawyers. 
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The structure we hope to help build 

The continuing legal education structure envisioned by the drafters of the Strategic Plan should 
have the following elements: 

• A bar or qualification exam that all legal practitioners are required to pass before 
practicing law (or at least appearing in court). This examination should be given soon 
after graduation from law school. 

• An introductory training program for new judges, taken in the first year of their 
judicial practice. 

• An introductory training program for new prosecutors, also taken in the first year of 
being hired as prosecutors. 

• Continuing Legal Education (CLE) programs for each major branch of the legal 
profession: judges, prosecutors, advocates. Each CLE program should be designed 
with the specific needs of its constituate members in mind. Each branch should be 
responsible for developing the curricula and sponsoring the training for its members. 

This training structure will consist of many different pieces. One cannot build the structure all at 
once, so the focus will be on creating some of the most important pieces. The main pieces of the 
structure break down into four categories: curricula, training faculty, written training materials, 
and donor support and coordination. 

First year priorities 

>- JRP Task I. Coordination and Cooperation with Existing Programs 

With the goal of coordinating donor and stakeholder training efforts, JRP will publish a Training 
Calendar and Program Newsletter, and develop from ongoing programs a list of necessary 
training topics, quality instructors, and written training materials. 

,.. JRP Task 2. Legal Resources and Training Manuals 

After four months of interviewing Mongolian legal professionals, it has become clear that 
Mongolian judges and lawyers need better access to information, specifically, written legal 
materials. 

JRP intends to address this need in the first year by creating, or helping create, the following: 

I. JRP Website to include or link to: 
o All current Mongolian statutes. 
o Past and current Tsets and Supreme Court opinions. 
o Mongolian language legal resource materials. 
o English language versions of Mongolian law and English language versions of 

Mongolian legal resource materials. 
o Links to relevant legal websites. 
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The idea is to combine the creation of this site with the JRP long-range plan to 
provide some technical support and training to Mongolian courthouses and court 
staff. The most logical starting point for the technical support aspect of the program 
is in courthouses located in areas that currently have Internet access . 

2. Training manuals. The JRP will sponsor the creation of training manuals in subjects 
of greatest use to Mongolian legal professionals. These manuals will be designed for 
use in ongoing training programs and even perhaps in law schools. 

3. Glossary. The JRP will assist in the creation of a glossary of legal terms. 

>- JRP Task 3. Special Training for Prosecutors 

To date, most donor training resources have been spent training judges. Little effort has been 
made to train Mongolian prosecutors. This being the case, JRP intends to work together with the 
General Prosecutor's Office to create a series of training sessions on special topics. The goal of 
these training sessions is to create "experts" within the prosecutor's office who are capable of 
handling special types of criminal cases. Such specialty training might include forensic 
evidence, financial crime, domestic violence, and investigation and prosecution of sex offenses. 

While the subject matter of the training may be forensic evidence, financial crimes, or some 
other area of criminal law, the sesssions will also be designed to teach broader skills and 
principles such as protection of human rights, adversarial process skills, advocacy skills, and 
comparative legal studies. 

>- JRP Task 4. Special Training for Judges 

In its first four months of operation, JRP has already identified (through many interviews and 
discussions with the Mongolian judiciary) areas of law and practice that existing programs have 
not been able to adequately cover. JRP intends to develop and present training programs in a 
few of these select areas. These specialty trainings will be created with the goal of eventually 
placing them in slots in the overall training scheme. These specialty trainings may include 
decision writing, adversarial process, ethics, and judicial independence . 

.,. JRP Task 5. English Language Training 

Knowledge of the English language can be extremely helpful to Mongolian justice sector 
Ill' professionals. Knowledge of English can assist a judge, prosecutor, or other official access to 

English language resources from the Internet and elsewhere and can facilitate the exchange of 
ideas and information with foreign colleagues. Justice sector professionals with new information 

... and ideas will help develop the Mongolian justice system. 

With this in mind, the JRP and the Ministry of Justice are currently working on a plan to provide 
... English language training for 40 Mongolian legal professionals employed by the state in the 

justice sector. These professionals will be chosen by the Ministry, but will be representatives of 
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the major branches of the profession - the courts, the GCC, the General Prosecutor's OlTice, and 
the MOJ. The anticipated starting date for the training is September 200 l. 

Discussion: The Prosecutor General suggested theoretical training as important for all legal 
professionals, regardless of the branch of government they work in, because these lawyers do not 
have a clear understanding of the society they live in and the market economy. Attorneys need to 
know about things like stocks and privatization. A lack of knowledge of these things embarrasses 
the judicial system of Mongolia. Ganbat noted that establishing the right structure of legal 
training is important. "We should pay more attention to the establishment o.fthis system. We 
think that it means some building will be built and all training centers will be under one roo.f 
But before that, we have to clarify what the structure will look like. " 

4. Ethics for the Legal Profession and Judicial Independence 
Robert La Mont, JRP Chief of Party 

The purpose of this session was to address the key components required to strengthen ethical 
behavior among the judicial profession and their implications for Judicial Independence. The 
session further addressed how provisions outlined in the Strategic Plan envision the 
implementation of a system to strengthen legal and judicial ethic, the first year and future JRP 
plans, and activities currently planned by the Mongolian stakeholders and foreign donors. 

An ethical judiciary is more important than any other aspect of the judiciary. Human rights 
cannot be protected, nor will private citizens invest in Mongolia if the judiciary is not ethical in 
its work. Yet ethics reflect a very complicated pattern of behavior and motive and are not easy 
to instill. While everyone may know the difference between right and wrong, the ethical 
behavior of judges is more demanding than that of private citizens and is dependant on specific 
rules governing the role of a judge within a nation's justice system. 

The first step in fostering judicial ethics has to be a code of ethics that reflects the needs and 
temptations of the court system in a market economy. Mongolia needs to define ethical behavior 
that is realistic, given prevailing conditions, and do it in a way that the public can understand and 
support. The JRP will provide research materials, primarily examples from other countries, to 
the drafters of this code. The JRP will be available to interpret and translate these materials. 

If a new code is elaborated, the JRP will provide a forum for discussion of this new code by 
facilitating a workshop to make sure that all elements of the legal community are satisfied with it 
and that it meets Mongolian needs, not just foreign standards. 

The next step needed to promote ethics is an enforcement mechanism. Many ethical 
requirements are already in statutes, but the means to enforce them are weak. The JRP will 
provide examples of disciplinary systems from other countries to those working on a new 
system. 

The current enforcement mechanism treats professional mistakes in the application of the law as 
ethical violations. Definitions need to be created that separate true ethical violations from 
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mistakes that, while unfortunate, are morally innocent. Different approaches are needed to deal 
with ethics and mistaken application of the law. More emphasis needs to be put on explaining 
ethical rules, particularly those involving the adversary system, which is new to judges. It must 
be easy for anyone with reason to suspect a judge's ethics to make a complaint, but judges must 
be protected from the vengeance of disappointed litigants. 

If requested, the JRP will facilitate a workshop to discuss the proposal for a new disciplinary 
mechanism to ensure that enough input has been received so that the mechanism can work fairly, 
transparently and efficiently. 

In subsequent years, the JRP would be willing to provide training on the new ethical standards to 
the judiciary, procuracy and advocates. Ethics training can be incorporated into training on other 
professional skills. If an agency to enforce ethical standards is created with a mandate to 
enforcing the new standards while maintaining judicial independence, the JRP would consider 
providing staff training. 

Other steps are of course necessary to ensure the ethical behavior of judges. Mongolia must 
commit sufficient resources to pay judges salaries that will allow them to live comfortably on 
their income and feel no need for outside income. Nothing the JRP does can achieve an ethical 
judiciary if judges do not make enough money to feed their families. 

There must be clear definitions of professional mistakes in interpretation of the law, ethical 
violations and criminal violations. Clear rules must be in place and enforcement mechanism for 
each. The JRP will help with the drafting and revision or regulations and legislation and in the 
creation of the enforcement mechanisms. 

... Discussion: Justice Batsaihan asked if the ethics of lawyers and judges were to be treated 
separately and if ethics will be included in curriculum of Universities and educational programs. 
JRP stc!tl responded thut the ethics tasks will be on-going. The focus in the first year is on 

~ creation (j{ a code. In subsequent years activities could include creating materials and including 
it in educational programs. Justice Batsaihanfurther askedfor a clarification on the difference 
between ethics and mistakes of interpretations, and whether a judge will be punished. JRP staff 
responded that an evaluation by Mongolians as to whether it would be better to separate out 
normal mistakes from moral ethical violations, so that mistakes would result in training, not 
disciplinary action. Examples from the United States and Europe suggest treating mistakes as 
d!t/erent from other violations and only if the mistakes amounted to incompetence would it result 
in disciplinary measures. 

IiiI Ganbat agreed that the issue (j/ pr(</'essiol1al ethics is important, and suggested that the program 
discuss these issues with judges and other institutions working with the coLlrts. This would 
provide an opportlmity.f()rjudges and others f() cOllvey what is needed as well as their 

;iii expectatiolls. 

Ganhat agreed that protecting judgesji'om the vengeance (){disappointed litigants is impor{(lnt. 
He noted titat, in Germany, tltejudge might be a member of a political party, lIlld in this case the 
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party protects this judge. In some places judges are like workers who are members afa trade 
union that can advocate on their behalf 

5. Developing Partnerships and Next Steps 
Robert La Mont, JRP Chief of Party 

The purpose of this session wasto outline current plans for cooperation with both Mongolian 
stakeholders and other donors and to present the next steps for the JRP to enhance coordination 
and partnerships and to gain input for JRP future activities. 

Cooperation is essential to judicial reform in Mongolia because of the limited resources and the 
urgency with which Mongolia is pursuing reform. This cooperation must be both among the 
Mongolian institutions we work with and among donor organizations. 

Mongolian institutions 

By arriving at the Strategic Plan, Mongolia has made an enormous contribution to coordination. 
It is a blue print for justice sector reform. But, Mongolian institutions need to work together to 
achieve adherence to the rule of law promised by the Strategic Plan. For example, the 
qualification of legal professionals is one area where there are different interests that must be 
reconciled, and the public's interest in competent legal professionals must be honored. The JRP 
will only participate in a testing program that is effective and has the backing of all branches of 
the legal system. The JRP is ready to assist in all phases, but the responsibility rests with the 
Mongolian institutions to come up with such a program. 

The JRP will look to its Mongolian partners to provide feedback on the results of its work and to 
help prioritize the tasks in the Strategic Plan for next year's workplan. The JRP will look for 
opportunities for partnership with Mongolian institutions. Suggestions for new ways of 
implementing the Strategic Plan will be incorporated into next year's workplan. 

Donor organizations 

Every donor organization is in favor of cooperation, but each donor organization has its own 
plans and priorities. This means that cooperation must be long-term; so that each donor can set it 
future plans with an understanding of the role the Mongolians want it to play in an overall 
structure. The Strategic Plan is a first step at creating this overall structure, but it needs to be 
amplified and clarified by consultation among all the donors. In order for this consultation to 
work, there needs to be a great deal of common understanding of each other's programs by the 
donors. Coordination must result in some benefit to each donor's program. 

NCSC will facilitate this process of cooperation in several ways. The newsletter and calendar we 
are creating and circulating to donors and Mongolian stakeholders will provide much greater 
information and understanding of the several law reform programs operating in Mongolia. This 
monthly visual presentation of all the training programs will make it easier to assess any 
duplication and the gaps. 
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Relying on this information, the survey of legal professionals conducted by the GCC, MOJ and 
Prosecutors office earlier this month, and our consultation with the donors, the JRP will create a 
preliminary draft of a comprehensive systematic retraining program. This draft will attempt to 
chart out how all of the legal professionals in Mongolia can be given the training they need to do 
their jobs in the new legal and economic environment. The draft program will identify the 
institutions and donors that are conducting training and show how their contribution fits into the 
over all program. It will also point out gaps. In consultation with Mongolian institutions, we 
will make sure that the program meets their needs for training. Working with the other donors 
the JRP will identify their training can better fit into a comprehensive systematic program, and 
how gaps can be filled by each organization. 

On court administration, the JRP is working with GTZ and Soros to improve and expand their 
work on court administration and computerization in more courts. The JRP will participate with 
them in the design of new software. 

The JRP will look for areas outside the narrowly defined justice sector to areas like education, 
where our work can be combined with that of other donors to achieve results that go beyond 
what a single donor acting alone could achieve. 

The JRP will look for opportunities to include professionals outside the judiciary in training and 
to coordinate with other donors so that legal professionals are not without the training that they 
need to do their work in a new legal and economic system. 

Discussion: Chief Justice Ganbat asked if the provisions in the qualifying exam refer to all 
lawyers without exception orjust attorney and judges who are new to the bench or the practice. 
JRP staff responded that the information about this law was provided by the MOJ. The 
qualification oflawyers is ill the Strategic Plan and part of the work the JRP contemplates. JRP 
will cooperate if ail the stakeholders agree to it. A GTZ consultant has written a plan for testing 
all legal professionals that the JRP could support if' adopted. A program for testing new 
graduates and practicing attorneys has yet to be adopted by the government or Parliament, so flO 

one knows exactly what that program will be. . 

Bayesgalanfrom the Ministry noted that there are two separate issues. One drc(fi law aims to 
establish a bar association, like other countries. This draft will be submitted thisfall. The 
government is also 10oking,trJl' other measures to implement. The second activity is 
establishment ()f a state exam system for graduates of the different law schools. The government 
will introduce a single standard for all students, which is now done separately by different 
Universities. Examining all practicing lawyers is dijlerent and should be considered in relation 
these two issues. 

Ganbat concurred that the issue (ll qualifying lawyers is important, but must/irs! be enacted by 
Parliament. We should look at how lawyers should be tested alld (lliowed to practice, and then 
howjudges should be selectedfrom among lawyers. The evaluation ()/Imvyers already working 
in institutions is separate Clnd should be decided by each branch. 
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6. Addressing Other JRP Priorities and Strategic Plan Topics 
Dr. Heike Gramckow, JRP Project Director 

This session reviewed plans to address other JRP Priorities (e.g. judicial independence, 
clarification of agencies jurisdictions and authorities, increased coordination, alternative judicial 
system mechanisms, uniform information system) and their relations to other Strategic Plan 
topics. A special focus wason addressing the linkages between various topics and JRP tasks, 
outlining the limits of the JRP scope and discussing mechanism for coordination to address 
topics outside the scope of the JRP. 

Implementing other JRP tasks 

The tasks for the first year do not address Priority Task 3 and activities proposed to address 
Results 5-7 will either be dealt with within the concept of the other tasks or will become more 
prominent in the following years. 

Priority Task 3. Review of the organization, structure, jurisdiction and responsibilities of 
all courts and other justice system components 

Following extensive consultations with Mongolian stakeholders and counterparts in the MOJ, it 
was determined that several pieces of pending legislation could dramatically impact the current 
areas of responsibilities and jurisdictions for courts and other related agencies. As a result, 
activities to support Priority Task 3 were postponed until next year. 

Coordination among different agencies within the justice system is essential to its functioning. 
Lack of communication and coordination increases turf issues and reduces efficiency and 
effectiveness. While never an easy issue, coordination among the different courts and justice 
system agencies in Mongolia, be it at the national level, within and among Aimags, or at the 
local level, is further impeded by unclear legislation that does not explicitly outline the roles and 
responsibilities in several areas, such as who has the power to issue warrants in what type of 
situations, the level of supervision the prosecution has over police investigations, the power to 
detain individuals before trials, regular review of incarceration decisions and conditions, as well 
as probation and parole supervision. In addition, lack of rules and guidelines, or insufficient 
understanding of the existing laws, continue to create confusion about the role of the appeals 
courts, the responsibilities of the Supreme Court vis-a-vis the GCC, and the role of the Tsets and 
its responsibilities vis-a-vis the Supreme Court. 

To address these issues, the project will work with all stakeholders to identify what activities 
should be conducted in the coming years, which could include: 

• Assessing current lines of authority as delineated in the law and in practice among police, 
prosecution, all courts (including the Tsets), corrections, and other regulatory 
administrative agencies. 

• Developing several models defining roles and cooperation that are based on U.S., 
European and other international best practices. 
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• Workshops to discuss the varioLls models and their implications for the individual 
agencies, including resources. 

• Develop draft legislation to accomplish needed changes. 
• Develop and implement new responsibilities and decision making models through 

procedural guidelines, memoranda of understanding, liaison functions, development of 
needed resources, including training material, trainer development, development of 
shared communication mechanisms. 

• Develop public information material and develop appropriate dissemination mechanisms 
to educate the public about the role and functions of each agency, including the Tsets . 

Through communication with all stakeholders, NCSC will develop a plan to address this issue in 
the coming years. 

Result 5: Access to the Mongolian justice system broadened and improved. 

Ensuring that all who need the assistance of the courts have access to its services is a 
fundamental responsibility for the judicial system. Without equal access to justice there is no 
justice. Currently there exists limited information about the barriers citizens may face when they 
are seeking the help of the courts. It is further unclear if alternative mechanisms, such as 
specialty courts, mediation, alternative dispute resolution (ADR), or diversion programs for low
level criminal cases offer better solutions to enhance citizen access to the courts. 

Some of the work the JRP addresses, such as enhanced court administration on the local level 
and training to increase justice system capabilities, contribute to increased access to the courts. 
In addition, NCSC will work with local partners to identify the right mix of alternatives to 
enhance access to the courts, including ADR, alternatives to criminal court procedures, small 
claims and administrative courts, and legal clinics. These can take many different forms, and 
address many different types of disputes. NCSC will work with nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs) and justice system representatives throughout Mongolia to identify the right mix of 
alternatives that fit with the formal system and with local customs and perceptions. 

Result 6: Law school standards I"dised. 

The introduction of a standardized qualifying exam for legal professionals who want to practice 
law in the courts will impact the current curricula taught at law schools throughout Mongolia. In 
the long run, students will expect that their law school education will adequately prepare them to 
participate and hopefully pass this exam. 

While the scope of the JRP does not involve direct and intensive work with law schools, the JRP 
will explore opportunities to assist in analyzing international best practices for entry level 
education needs and requirements. The JRP training work can provide models for the 
application of modern teaching methods. In addition, the JRP may provide assistance to one or 
two legal clinics in the future. 
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Result 7: Independence of the judiciary strengthened. 

All activities of the JRP will be designed to strengthen judicial independence, It is important, 
however, to consider that judicial independence has various features in different countries and its 
core meaning is that judges are independent only in their decision-making - bound only by the 
rule of law. As a result, initial JRP work will focus on strengthening judicial decision-making, 
possibly through special judicial training. Providing better access to legal information and 
higher court decisions further strengthens judicial decision-making. 

In the following years, the JRP will partner with the judiciary in reviewing different models of 
judicial independence and their fit with the Mongolian system and culture. The JRP's approach 
is to help the Mongolian judiciary and other relevant institutions to explore different views on 
the meaning of judicial independence and how it can be guaranteed. 

Implementing other parts of the Strategic Plan 

Besides the many areas that the JRP will engage in there still remain many parts of the Strategic 
Plan that are not within the scope of the JRP. The JRP will assist the Mongolian government and 
other stakeholders in identifying ways to address these areas either with their own means or by 
working with other international donors. NCSC will Closely work with those targeting other 
areas of the Strategic Plan to assure the development of well-coordinated justice system 
operations. 

Discussion: Several participants agreed that coordination among donors and Mongolian 
institutions is very important. Amarsanaa observed that in some projects there is a lack of 
understanding and 110 cooperation among them and some projects are very independent and 
push away the others. For instance, in this plan there is an issue of evaluation of computer work 
(!f GTZ But instead (if this we need other il~formation about receiving iliformation about 
networking. 

Several participants reiterated the importance of judicial independence, primarily in terms of the 
judicial budget and in terms of the drafi laws being considered in Parliament. Amarsanaa noted 
that law reform under consideration should strengthen judicial independence. Dulgur noted that 
the law on the state btu/get must be amended in order to increase independence of judiciary. 
Batsaihan, the head (if criminal chamber at the Supreme Court, noted that the Strategic Plan 
calls for thejudidal btu/get to be set at a certain percent o,fstate budget. The budgetfor the 
courts this year is 0.33% of the state budget, so there is a dire need to increase the budgetfor the 
courts. 

JRP stqff noted there are different ways to develop a judicial budget, looking into what the needs 
are V.I'. simply asking for a percentoge of the over ail budget, The JRP can provide expertise and 
training to the GCC and other institutions, but any decision to make changes to the budget 
process needs to he made in combination with the Ministry (1' Finance and Parliament. 

The Strategic Plan called for the establishment (if a fund fbI' Judicial Reform in Mongo/ia. which 
should be done by govermnellt, bllt the plan now wllsfor the World Bank and IMF to take 
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re,lponsibility forfinancing this fund. Chief Justice Ganbat agreed that establishing various 
funds are issuesfor Mongolian government institutions rather than foreign donors. 

Gemigdorja, Justice of the Supreme Court, agreed that the establishment of funds is very 
important. According to the Strategic Plan, this fund should start next year but she asked if it 
was possible to establish this fund earlier, particularly as it concerns housing and salary 
increases for judges. JRP staff noted that the program can assist in the development of needs
based budget for the judiciary, but cannot make the political decisions that righifully rest with 
the Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs, the Ministry of Finance, and Parliament. 
When asked if the JRP could do anything to pay judges' salaries, staff noted that USAlD funds 
cannot be used to pay salaries and the Mongolian Government will have to raise these funds. 
Nonetheless, JRP will encourage Parliament and the Government to provide the necessary 
funds, 

~ 7. Closing Remarks 
Sharavdorj, Chair of the Legal Standing Committee, State Ikh Hural 

_ Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, 

I would like to express my gratitude to the managemen't of the Judicial Reform Program for 
iIiI giving me the opportunity to speak at this important event. 

Adoption by Parliament on May 4,2000, of the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of 
Mongolia has set the vision of the future justice system within the framework of the current legal 
reform program, The Strategic Plan reflects the goals and objectives of the important and noble 
mission to realize the justice system and the judicial branch stipulated by the Constitution of 

'" Mongolia. 

In adopting the Strategic Plan, legislators primarily focused on providing clear and accurate 
definitions for independence, accountability, responsiveness, fairness, accessibility and 
effectiveness, the core values to evaluate the activities of the justice system. 

One year has passed since adoption of the Strategic Plan, and I am pleased to note that foreign 
countries such as the USA and Germany that have considerable experience in the related field 
are providing assistance in its implementation. One example of this cooperation is the Mongolia 
Judicial Reform Program implemented by the NCSC. The JRP is addressing several Priority 
Tasks of the Strategic Plan, specifically: 

• Strengthening capabilities of the General Council of Courts (GCC); 
• Developing a comprehensive case management system; 
• Developing capacities to build a systematic continued legal education system for the 

judiciary and other legal professionals; 
• Assistance for the development and implementation of an effective qualifying system 

for all legal professionals in Mongolia; and 
• Assistance to advance ethics for the legal profession. 
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I am confident that these very important objectives will be successfully accomplished during the 
first year of the program. 

In its spring session, Parliament considered several drafts of important legal acts such as the 
Criminal, Criminal Procedure, Civil, Civil Procedure and the Administrative Codes that may 
affect the judicial reform process. The Parliament is intending to the pass these Codes in the fall 
session. Here I should note that the draft laws envision principal changes that would extend the 
role and functions of the justice system institutions. In implementing the judicial reform, we 
should strive to make it comprehensive. We need to introduce international standards to bring 
the system closer to the international best models. Unfortunately, some institutions are very 
conservative; they pursue parochial interests without looking into the future, which impedes the 
reform process. Taking this opportunity, I would like to make comments concerning some 
aspects of the judicial reform process. Forgive me if some overlap with things already discussed. 

The Strategic Plan sets an objective to determine standards for and establish a system for the 
selection and qualification of legal professionals. The JRP is supporting this process and has 
indicated in its first year workplan that it will assist in developing and implementing an effective 
qualifying system for all legal professionals in Mongolia. This is an issue of crucial importance 
for us. I request of you to be conscientious and effective in implementing this activity. 

The personnel policy should base on the notion that all legal professionals should be good 
professionals, and judges in particular. Furthermore, we need to introduce a systematic, standard 
process in appointing and assigning legal professionals. At present legal institutions, for 
instance, the police, the prosecutor's office, the advocacy, the courts, all have separate personnel 
policies. As a result, graduates of public and private laws schools after holding various jobs in 
different public and private institutions become assistant judges and over time, they are 
appointed to judicial office. The lack of a uniform policy leads to negative practices. On the 
other hand, skilled legal professionals that work in police, prosecutors' offices and law firms are 
not likely to become judges. There is no mechanism to recruit these legal professionals to 
judicial office. The process is sporadic at this point. The judgeship must be the ultimate 
ambition and the crowning point of a legal professional's career. Judges should be selected from 
those legal professionals that are recognized as decent, fair, honest, competent and skilful 
professionals, that in fact "appear" as role models for others. My words may seem harsh. 
Unfortunately, in my opinion, there are no other ways of establishing a sound judiciary without 
setting high qualification standards for legal professionals, and without implementing a 
competent personnel management policy. This is the main reason why we need effective 
qualifying system and standards for all legal professionals. All legal professionals should be 
competent and skilled and the best ones should become judges. 

As we know, there are several projects implemented by donors in the legal sector. As a result, 
various training and retraining courses, training centers and an Academy have been set up in 
order to upgrade the qualifications and skills of legal professionals in Mongolia. However, I 
should note that there is some overlap and duplication of their activities and that coordination is 
needed. 
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A Council was established on September 14, 2000, with the purpose to coordinate, monitor, 
assess and evaluate foreign assistance projects and programs in Mongolia. The Council's main 
function is to coordinate projects to increase their effectiveness. 

The JRP included in its workplan an objective of crucial importance - assistance to advance 
ethics for the legal profession. I fully agree with the statement in the workplan saying that the 
"ethical behavior of legal professionals is a cornerstone of a fair and democratic justice system 
that has the trust of the general public." Ensuring economic guarantees of legal institutions and 
providing training will have no effect if judges, legal professionals do not adhere to their 
professional code of conduct. We should always ask each other whether high qualification, 
competence, fairness, integrity, independence and adherence to the law are attributes of our 
judges and legal professionals. Whether the professional ethics are enforced, advancing the 
ethics of judges, and legal professionals is a vital element of judicial reform. I hope that all legal 
institutions - police, prosecutor's office, advocacy and courts - will succeed in advancing their 
ethics in close cooperation with JRP. 

The President of Mongolia noted in his speech at the conference, "Judicial Power - New 
Century," organized few days ago, that all lawyers should consider the law as their God, and 
professional ethics as God's teaching. This will ensure the reputation of judges and of the 
judiciary and improve the public perception. 

In conclusion, I wish success to the JRP. Thank you for your attention. 
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Appendix A: Conference Agenda 

09:00-09:20 Opening Remarks 
Ts. NyamdOlj, Minister of Justice and Home Affairs 

09:20-09:40 Introduction of the JRP Project Team 
Robert La Mont, JRP Chief of Party 

09:40-10:45 Implementing the Strategic Plan - Goals and Expectations 
Dr. Heike Gramckow, JRP Project Director 

10:45-11 :00 Break 

II :00-11:40 Strengthening Court Operations in Mongolia 
Charles Ferrell, JRP Court Management and Technology Specialist 

II :40-12:20 Developing a Comprehensive System of Continuous Legal Education 
Herbert Bowman, JRP Training Specialist 

12:20-13:00 Ethics for the Legal Profession and Judicial Independence 
Robert La Mont, JRP Chief of Party 

13:00-15:00 Lunch 

15:00-15:20 Developing Partnerships and Next Steps 
Robert La Mont, JRP Chief of Party 

15:20-15:40 Addressing Other JRP Priorities and Strategic Plan Topics 
Dr. Heike Gramckow, JRP Project Director 

15:40-16:00 Remarks 
Sharavdorj, Chair of the Legal Standing Committee, State Ikh Huml 

16:00-17:30 Discussion 

17:30-17:45 Closing Remarks 
Robert La Mont, JRP Chief of Party 
Sharavdorj, Chair of the Legal Standing Committee, State Ikh Hural 

19:00 Dinner at Abatai Sain Khan's Palace 
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Government of Mongolia 

Ts. Nyamdorj, Minister of Justice and Home Affairs 
G. Bayasgalan, State Secretary, Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs 
N. Batbold, Officer, Government Secretariat 
N. Ganbayar, Secretary, General Council of Courts 
Otgontsetseg, Specialist, General Council of Courts 
N. Tuulhuu, General Executive Department of Court Decision 

General Prosecutor's Office 

M. Altanhuyag, General Prosecutor 
D. Erdenbalsuren, Chief of Control-Instructive, Foreign Affairs Department 
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INTRODUCTION' 

As part the Mongolia Judicial Reform Program (JRP), a project funded by USAID to assist the 
Mongolian judicial sector institutions in becoming more efficient, more effective, and better able of 
adhering to the rule of law, the National Center for State Courts (NCSC) conducted a survey of 
Mongolian judges, prosecutors, court staff and other attorneys practicing throughout Mongolia. 
The survey was designed to identify: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

The training, information, and technical assistance requirements that judges, prosecutors 
and advocates operating in Mongolia's courts need to effectively administer justice in a 
democratic, free market society . 
Respondents' perceptions of skills of judges, prosecutors and other judicial sector staff. 
Respondents' perceptions of court performance in relation to fundamental democratic 
values . 

The results of this survey provide valuable information about the areas where key judicial system 
participants require technical assistance and training and about their perception of court 
operations and judicial system capabilities. This information serves as baseline information to 
identify where project activities may be focused and to later assess if related efforts to address 
these needs achieved the desired results. 

Methodology and response rates 

Over a period of almost 3 weeks, from May 24 to June 4th
, survey questionnaires were 

administered in person by staff affiliated with the Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs (MOJ) and 
the General Council of Courts (GCC), as part of a judicial inspection tour, during which judges, 
prosecutors and court personnel were evaluated on job performance. This survey was distributed 
along with another survey conducted by the MOJ that inquired about the perception of judges, 
prosecutors and other justice system staffs' perception of court operations (for details see Judicial 
Sector Staff Perception Survey Report). The survey was administered to a total of 1438 
participants, including 220 judges, 190 prosecutors and 115 advocates. Other participants 
included court and prosecution staff as we" as representatives of the police and corrections 
agencies. The results reported here focus on judges, prosecutors and advocates only'> 

Overall, of the 543 respondents included in this survey report, 42% are judges, 36% are 
prosecutors, and 22% are Advocates. This represents 54 % of a" prosecutors and 87% of a" 
judges. The number of advocates participating in this survey was low due to the survey focus on 
justice sector staff. 

Figure A.1: Percentage of Respondents by Position (N = 543) 

Respodents' Position 

ElJudges 

• Prosecutors 

[JAdvocates 

1 The authors ofthis report are Heike Gramckow, Ph.D., Kim Mahling Clark, and Sara Daleski. The opinions 
expressed here are those of the authors and do not reflect an official position of USAID. 
2 Court staff arid other personnel in the justice system (prison staff, police) that were interviewed for the 
purposes of the Ministry of Justice are not included in the analysis. 
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The overall participation by judges was 68 % while 52 % of all prosecutors were included in the 
survey. Participation for both professions was lowest in the Western and Khangai region. The 
following table provides an overview of the representation of prosecutors and judges by region. 

Table 1: Respondents by region 

Region Judges Prosecutors 
Total Number of % of Total Total Number of % of Total 
numbers Respondents numbers Respondents 

Western 52 27 52% 45 20 44% 
Khangai 68 39 57% 54 17 31% 
Central 86 67 77% 75 41 54% 
Eastern 39 41 100% 31 24 77% 
Ulaanbaatar 91 56 61% 171 92 54% 
Total 336 230 68% 376 194 52% 

SURVEY FINDINGS 

Part A: Legal Professionals' Needs 

In order to identify the need for material, technical and training assistance, the first part of the 
survey inquired about the participants needs in these areas based on the type of cases they had 
handled during the past year. 

Access to Laws and other Legal Information 

In response to the question "Did you have appropriate access to all the laws and other legal 
information you needed for conducting your work efficiently and effectively during the past year?" 
a majority of survey participants (65%) reported that they did not have access to all the laws and 
other legal information needed for conducting work efficiently and effectively during the past year. 
Breakdowns by profession indicate that prosecutors and advocates reported a lack of access to 
these basic information resources more frequently than judges (See figure 1.1 A). 

Figure 1.1A: Access to laws and other legal information (N = 525) 

Judge 

Percent of Respondents 

Needing Access to Laws/Legal Information 

Prosecutor Ad\OCate 

Profession 
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Respondents in the Western and Eastern regions reported the highest need for laws and 
information. Only about 50% of the Khangai region expressed such need. (See figure 1.1 B) 
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Figure 1.1B. (N=525) 

Question 1.1 Percent Lacking Access to Laws 
& Information 
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When broken down by region and profession, the responses paint a more detailed picture of 
where access to laws and legal information is particularly lacking. Of particular concern is that 
over 80% of the judges in the Western region, over 90% of the advocates in the Eastern region 
and over 70% of the prosecutors in Ulaanbaatar reported lack of access to laws and legal 
information. (See figure 1.1C.) 
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Figure 1.1C. 

Percent of Respondents Lacking Access to Laws and 
Information (Position & Region) 

Judges R"osecutors Advocates 

! lIIWestem • Khangai oeentral 0 Eastem • Ulaanbaatar III All Regions 1 

Respondents who indicated that they had inadequate access to laws and other legal information 
were also asked for what type of cases they lacked sufficient access to laws and other legal 
information? 

-
-

-

Most frequently reported was lacking access to laws and other legal information for all types of -.. 
cases (35% of all respondents) and civil cases in general (18%). To a lesser extent, lack of 
information for criminal cases (eight percent) was reported. In addition, survey participants 
mentioned a range of special civil cases for which they did not have sufficient access to the laws 
and other legal information for cases that resulted from the free market economy which included 
the following types of cases; business and economic cases, partnership and company law, 
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commercial cases, land law cases, tax and insurance cases, banking, financial and credit cases, 
cases involving privatization and private property, as well as intellectual property cases. (See 
table 2) 

Variations in response rates generally reflect the different scope of responsibilities of the various 
professions. While advocates (49%) were much more likely to cite lack of information resources 
for all types of cases as compared to judges (29%) and prosecutors (33%); The lack of access to 
information resources to handle civil cases generally was mentioned more frequently by judges 
(21%) and advocates (19%) than by prosecutors (14%). Also not surprisingly, prosecutors are far 
more likely to report concerns of lack of information sources for criminal cases (18%) than either 
judges (3%) or advocates (2%). Lack of legal information to handle cases involving abuse of 
authority and administrative cases was mentioned predominately by prosecutors (14%). 

Table 2: Lack of access to information resources by types of cases and position 

Type of Cases Position Total 
Judge Prosecutor Advocate 

All types 22 (28.6%) 22 (33.3%) 23 (48.9%) 67 (35.3%) 
Civil cases 16 (20.8%) 9 (13.6%) 9 (19.1%) 34 (17.9%) 
Criminal cases 2 (2.6%) 12 (18.2%) 1 (2.1%) 15 (7.9%) 
Special business and 33 (42%) 15 (23%) (13(27%) 61 (32%) 
commercial cases 
Abuse of authority and - 9 (13.6%) 1 (2.1%) 10 (5.3%) 
administrative cases 
Other cases 4 (5.2%) - - 4 (2.1%) 
Total 77 (100%) 66 (100%) 47 (100%) 190 (100%) 

There are few notable variations by region. Respondents from the Western (in particular) and 
Central regions were more likely to report lacking access to laws and legal information for all 
types of cases. Important is also to recognize that 27% of respondents in the Ulaanbaatar region 
reported needing access to legal information for banking and finance cases. (See Fig. 1.2B) 
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Figure 1.2B. (N=190) 

Question 1.2. Case Types for Which Respondents 
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Next, partiCipants were asked about the type of information they would need to handle these 
cases effiCiently and effectively? 

Overwhelmingly, respondents mention the dire need for access to laws and textbooks (34%), as 
well as information on new and amended legislation (33%). About 8 % of the respondents 
reported a need for Supreme Court Decisions. These responses did not differ much among the 
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three target professions. However, prosecutors and judges consistently reported a higher need 
for information in all categories. (See table 1.3A) . 

0% 

Figure 1.3A. (N=293) 
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Survey participants from different regions varied in their responses regarding the types of 
information needed. Particularly, those from the Khangai region were less likely to request 
information on new and amended legislation, while those from Ulaanbaatar and the Central 
region rarely mentioned a need for Supreme Court interpretations. 
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Access to basic resources (Office supplies, communication mechanisms, support staff) 

Next, the survey inquired if respondents had access to at least basic resources (office supplies, 
communication mechanisms, support staff) to conduct their work in an efficient and effective 
manner. About 60% of all respondents, independent of their legal profession, reported a lack of 
access to basic resources. (See figure 2.1 A) 
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Figure 2.1A. (N=513) 
----------------------~ 

Judge 

Percent of Respondents 
Lacking Access to Basic Resources 

Prosecutor Ad\ocate 

Position 

Total 

It was surprising that more respondents from Ulaanbaatar reported a lack of access to basic 
resources than from any other region. (See figure 2.1 B) 
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Figure 2.1 B. (N=512) 
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If broken down by both position and region, some significant differences can be observed. First, 
judges from the Khangai region reported fewer problems with access to basic resources than 
judges from any other region, while ali advocates from that region reported lack of basic 
resources. On the other hand, compared to other judges, judges from the central region reported 
the greatest need of basic resources while advocates from that region had fewer problems than 
those in other regions. Second, prosecutors from Ulaanbaatar reported the highest need for 
basic resources compared to prosecutors from other regions. (See figure 2.1 C) 
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Percent of Respondents Lacking Access to Resources 
(Position & Region) 
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Next respondents were asked to identify what types of cases were particularly impacted by this 
lack of resources. The results indicated that 37 percent reported lacking basic resources for all 
type of cases, 19% lacked resources particularly for handling civil cases, 12% for criminal cases 
(12%), as well as "Other, recidivists, and complicated cases" (16%). 

Overall, Advocates mentioned a need for basic resources particularly for handling civil cases. 
Not surprisingly, prosecutors required basic resources for criminal cases more than judges and 
advocates. Ten percent of advocates specified particular problems with basic resources for 
commercial and privatization/property cases. (See figure 2.2A) 
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There exist some significant variation in type of cases for which respondents were lacking 
resources among the regions. Ulaanbaatar and Western region respondents are more likely than 
average to respond that they lacked basic resources for all types of cases, while Central region 
respondents are less likely to mention general shortcomings They do report a lack of resources 
for "other" cases, i.e. complex cases. Eastern region respondents were much more likely than 
others to mention lack of resources for civil cases, which was not mentioned at all, by Central 
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region respondents. Respondents of Khangai (far more than average than other groups) at 29 % 
responded that they lacked resources for Commercial cases. None of the respondents from 
Ulaanbaatar reported any special problems with basic resources for criminal cases, whereas 

. respondents from the Western region reported a high need for resources to handle criminal 
cases. (See figure 2.2B) 

Figure 2.2B. (N=74) 
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Respondents were next asked to indicate the type of resources they would need to address any 
shortcomings. Mentioned in particular were computers, printers, communication equipment, and 
stationery, as well as all types of resources. Few differences exist in breakdowns by profession, 
except that advocates report a greater need overall for all types of resources, while judges and 
prosecutors focused on computers and printers. (See figure 2.3A) 

Figure 2.3a. (N=427) 
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Among respondents from different regions, those from the West indicated the highest need for all 
types of basic resources, those from Ulaanbaatar indicated a surprisingly higher need for 
communication equipment than others. (See table 2) 
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Table 2. Type of resources needed by region 

Type of resources Western Khangai Central Eastern Ulaanbaatar All Regions 
All types 27% "11% 17% 16% 10% 16% 
Computers, printer 26% 28% 37% 30% 29% 30% 
Communications facilities 14% 11% 21% 21% 32% 22% 
Stationery 13% 19% 16% 12% 21% 17% 
Cables, Other supplies 9% 6% 4% 5% 1% 4% 
Transportation & vehicles 4% 9% 4% 5% 3% 4% 
Judges' assistants 7% 17% 11% 4% 6% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

In order to identify the resource needs respondents were asked to check a list of resources (i.e., 
staff, office equipment and facilities, other resources, information, technical assistance) to 
indicate what their court or office needed to operate efficiently. Multiple responses were possible. 

Less that 20 % of the respondents indicated that staff resources where satisfactory. Staff 
resources needed to operate efficiently included professional knowledge and skills, and to a 
lesser extent (particularly for prosecutors), improvement in structuring and organizing personnel. 
(See figure 5.1.A) Few differences exist by profession or region. 

Figure 5.1A. (N=295) 
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Office resources needed to operate efficiently included primarily computers and printers, followed 
by other office equipment, and improved working places. Additionally, respondents reported 
"Insufficient" office resources overall. This was particularly true for advocates, who expressed 
less need for computers, printers, and office equipment, but report "insufficient" resources overall 
as well as the need for improved work places. (See figure 5.2A) Overall, this trend is mirrored 
when responses are broken down by region with the exception that respondents from the East 
reported a higher need for office equipment in general while the concern for the facility conditions 
was the lowest in the Central region. 
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Figure 5.2A. (N=338) 
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Other resources needed to operate efficiently included increased salary, housing, other funds, 
and stalionery. Over 30% of all respondents reported that other resources needed to operate 
efficiently were "Insufficient". By profession, Prosecutors report a greater need for increased 
salary and housing, and Advocates for other funds. It is notable that almost 20% of prosecutors 
mentioned that the lack of stationary impeded their ability to operate efficiently. (See figure 5.3A) 

Figure 5.3A. (N=136) 
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These overall trends could also be observed in the various regions. The few variations 
expressed are not surprising. Those from Ulaanbaatar reported the highest need for increased 
salary and housing support and 30% of those from the West lacked basic resources such as 
stationary. (See figure 5.3B) . 
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Information needed to operate efficiently included Internet connectivity, networks, and an efficient 
supply of information about current laws, new laws and legislation. Over 20% of all respondents 
reported that information needed to operate efficiently was "Insufficient". Few differences exist by 
profession between Judges and Prosecutors other than the fact that prosecutors indicate a higher 
need for regular information on current laws while judges stressed access to new laws and 
legislation. Advocates, on the other hand, reported insufficient information more frequently, but 
less a need for Internet connectivity, networks and information on new laws and. (See figure 
5.4A) 
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Figure 5.4A. (N=258) 
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Among respondents from different regions those from the East were most likely to require more 
information in general. Ulaanbaatar respondents are somewhat more likely to indicate a need for 
Internet connections, which was rarely mentioned by those from the Khangai region. This may 
well be an indication of lack of expose to the Internet. Access to new laws and legislation was the 
least frequently mentioned by respondents from Ulaanbaatar. (See figure 5.4B) 
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Respondents were further asked what technical equipment they needed to better keep track of 
court cases. Independent of the profession and region, computers, software, printers, and 
Internet access were mentioned most frequently. (See figure 15.1A and B) 
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Figure 15.1A. (N=239) 
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Figure 15.1 B. (N=239) 
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Other items mentioned that are needed to operate efficiently included items to improve the quality 
of life, housing, and salaries, followed by judiciary system support (which was less frequently 
mentioned by prosecutors, better access to uniforms and offices, and moral support. Prosecutors 
reported more frequently than other professions that they needed moral support. Advocates 
mentioned access to proper office space more often than any other profession. This can possibly 
be attributed to the fact that the advocates were at one time housed in the court buildings. (See 
figure 5.7 A). The quality of housing was a particular concern for respondents in the Khangai 
region. Respondents from the West reported the highest need for support for the judicial system 
and moral support for most frequently requested by legal professionals from the East. It is 
important to mention that the responses in this category are relatively low and may not be 
representative. 
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Figure 5.7 A. (N=34) 
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Technical Assistance Needs 

When asked for their technical assistance needs to operate efficiently respondents mentioned 
primarily training and seminars, followed by books and publications, support to achieve judiciary 
independence and budget assistance, as well as incentives through honors, prizes, and awards. 
By profession, Prosecutors reported primarily a need for training and publications. Advocates 
mentioned training, publications and prizes/awards. Judges mentioned primarily seminars, 
followed by support for judicial independence and publications. (Figure 5.5A) 
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... Figure 5.5A. (N=67) 

Technical Assistance Needed to Operate Efficiently 
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Requests for various types of technical assistance differed Significantly between various regions. 
Training was most frequently mentioned by those from the East, Ulaanbaatar and the West. 
Training was the only type of technical assistance mentioned by respondents from the West. 
(See figure 5.5B). 
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In order to identify the most urgent training needs, respondents were asked to identify if there had 
been any particular types of cases that they had dealt with over the past year that they felt they 
were not well trained. 

On average, close to half of all respondents had been in situations during the past year where 
they felt that they were lacking training to handle a particular case or situation appropriately. 
Prosecutors generally were more confident in their own abilities than were judges or advocates. 
(See figure 3.1A) 
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Figure 3.1 A. (N=495) 

Percent of Respondents Dealing with Cases for 
Which they Lack Training 

Judge Prosecutor Advocate Total 

Profession 

.~----------.--...... --

Among respondents from different regions, those from the West were the least likely to report 
lack of training to handle the types of cases they had dealt with over the past year. The highest 
need for training was expressed by respondents form the East and from Ulaanbaatar. While the 
high need for training reported by those from Ulaanbaatar could be explained by the larger variety 
of cases and higher complexity legal professionals in Ulaanbaatar may be facing, it is difficult to 
explain the difference between those located in the West and other regions. (See figure 3.1.B). 
On the other hand, when later asked for which type of cases they needed training, those from the 
West were said they need training for all types of cases, indicating tha.t they may be handling a 
more limited range of cases in their courts. (See figure 3.2B). 
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Figure 3.1 B. (N=494) 
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When responses by profession from different regions are compared, prosecutors and judges 
generally follow the overall trend. Advocates, however, differ, those from the East report the least 
need for training. (Need to rephrase) (See figure 3.1 C). 
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Figure 3.1 C. 

Percent of Respondents Dealing with Cases for Which 
They Lack Training (Position & Region) 
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When asked for what type of cases they felt they were lacking training, respondents mentioned 
business and economic (24%), civil (20%), banking, finance and credit (11%),3 all types (10%), 
and criminal (9%) cases . 

Some of the results could be expected. For example, advocates were far more concerned about 
lack of training for civil cases than either judges or prosecutors; prosecutors mentioned lack of 
training for criminal cases more often than the other professions. It is surprising though, that 
prosecutors were most concerned about training for business and economic cases, while 
advocates reported little concern for training for banking, finance and credit cases. (See figure 
3.2A) 
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Figure 3.2A. (N=202) 
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Few notable differences exist by region. Those in the Eastern region are less likely to state that 
they lack training for business and economic cases, possibly a result of not having to deal with 
these types of cases frequently. Interestingly, those in the Khangai are more likely to lack training 
for banking and finance cases. Surprisingly, those in West are more likely to state that they lack 
training for all types of cases they handled over the past year. While they are less likely to report 
lack of training than respondents from any other region (see figure 3.1.B), they lack training in 

3 Banking, finance, and credit cases could be considered a subset of business and economic 
cases. 
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general. I am not sure what you are trying to say; perhaps the sentences need to be shorter and 
more direct. (See figure 3.2B) 

Figure 3.2B. (N=202) 
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Considering the case types that respondents had identified as lacking training; it is not surprising 
that a high need for training in business, tax, and insurance law was mentioned. Still, the most 
frequent response was the need for all types of training. 

Among the different professions, Judges requested all types of training less frequently than 
Prosecutors or Advocates. Advocates indicated a need for all types of training most frequently. 
(See figure 3.3A) 
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Figure 3.3A. (N=236) 
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Respondents from the West and Khangai regions were more likely to express a need for all type 
of training. Those from the Khangai and Central region reported a particular high need for 
business, tax and insurance law. Respondents from the West were especially interested in short
term, specialized training. (See figure 3.2B) 
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Figure 3.36. (N=236) 
,-----------~~------

Question 3.3. Training Needed to Deal with Cases 
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In order to identify exposure to training survey respondents were asked if they had participated in 
any training programs in the last three years. Half of all respondents had participated in some 
form of training in the past three years. Judges (80%) were more than three times as likely as 
Prosecutors (26%) and more than twice as likely as advocates (36%) to have received some form 
of training over the past three years. (See figure 4.1 A) 

,-----
Figure 4.1A. (N=529) 

Percent of Respondents Participating in 
Training in the Previous Three Years 

Judge Prosecutor Advocate Total 

Position 

1 
i 

Overall. those in the Khangai region are somewhat less likely to have received training (50%). 
while those in the Central region seem to have received more training than others (61%). It is 
surprising that the least exposure to training was reported by respondents from Ulaanbaatar 
(42%). (See figure 4.16). 
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When broken down by both position and region, judges from Khangai and the East report the 
least amount of training received, even though in both regions close to 70% of the judges 
received some training. Among advocates, those from the Eastern region received the most 
training (63%), among prosecutors, those from Khangai received more training than other 
prosecutors (almost 42%). (See figure 4.1C). 
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Figure 4.1 C. 

Percent of Respondents PartiCipating in Training in 
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The most frequently reported training subjects included civil law, economic and market economy 
laws, banking and finance, Constitution and human rights issues, and just general continuing 
professional education topics. Breakdowns by profession reveal that Prosecutors were more 
likely to have received training in economic law, banking and finance than in general civil law or 
constitution and human rights issues, both of which are of higher importance for this profession. 
Problematic is also the fact that Advocates reported having received no training in 
constitutional/human rights issues. (See figure 4.3A) 
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There are few important differences reported by respondents from various regions. General civil 
law training was reported most frequently by respondents from Ulaanbaatar and the Central 
region. Special civil law training related to market economy topics was reported most frequently 
in the East and West, and constitutional/human rights training most frequently in the Khangai 
region. (See figure 4.38). 
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Judges constitute the majority of those who attended Soros Foundation- and GTZ-sponsored 
training. Advocates attended training sponsored by organizations other than those listed (see 
References). Training by the Asia Development 8ank (through the LRC) was reported primarily 
by Prosecutors, advocates reported receiving training primarily by other training providers. (See 
figure 4.4A) 
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Despite a high concentration of training held in Ulaanbaatar, the training conducted by foreign 
donors mentioned all achieve a good representation of participants from all regions. (Unclear?) 
(See figure 4.4B). 

Figure 4.4B. (N=204) 
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When asked which organization organized the training, Judges and Prosecutors participated 
overwhelmingly in training organized by the Judicial Retraining Center, whereas Advocates 
attended training by other organizations. About 10 percent of the respondents partiCipated in 
training organized by the Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs. Again, it is notable that Advocates 
are being served by organizations others than those who are providing training for the rest of the 
court community. (See figure 4.5A) 
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Further, despite a concentration of training in Ulaanbaatar, all training organizers included a good 
spread of participants from all regions. (See figure 4.5B). 
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Survey respondents were further asked about the most helpful aspects of the training they had 
received. Overall, comparative study of theory and practice, as well as new legislation and its 
interpretation and application was most frequently mentioned. It is important to note that 
Prosecutors mentioned "subject related parts", I.e. applied special topics training as the most 
helpful training component. (See figure 4.6A) 
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Figure 4.6A. (N=182) 
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Considering the high need for training overall, it is not surprising that the most frequent response 
to the question "What parts of the training were the least helpful?" was "all were helpful." Almost 
one-third of the Advocates reported that time management training was not helpful. Less 
reported but equally divided responses included teaching methodology and aspects not related to 
the training subject. (See figure 4.7A). 
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Survey respondents indicated that the most effective forms of training included discussions, 
followed by practice and theory internships. Few differences exist by profession, although 
Judges were less likely to report short-term specialized training as effective. Prosecutors were 
most likely to report discussion as an effective training methodology. (See figure 4.8A) 
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The subjects reported most frequently for training include business and market economy related 
laws, new legislation and its application, civil procedure code, human rights, and professional 
theory aspect issues. Advocates focused more on civil procedure code and human rights, 
whereas Judges and Prosecutors focused more on business and market economy related laws, 
followed by new legislation. Prosecutors were less likely to report that civil procedure training 
was important. (See figure 4.9A) 
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A few differences exist among respondents in various regions. Those in the East considered 
training in business and market economy laws most important while they placed little importance 
on professional theory. In contrast, those from the Khangai deemed professional theory highly 
important. Little importance was placed by respondents from the West and Khangai region on 
training on new legislation. (See Table 3) 
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Table 3: Most needed training topics by region (n = 145) 

Training Topic Western Khangai Central Eastern Ulaanbaatar All Regions 
Professional theory 15% 29% 12% 0 8% 12% 
Applying new legislation 5% 0 18% 25% 19% 15% 
New legal subjects 10% 0 6% 5% 11% 7% 
Civil procedure code, human 25% 6% 18% 10% 14% 15% 
rights 
Criminal law, related legislation 0 0 4% 0 8% 3% 
Business & market economy law 25% 29% 22% 40% 19% 25% 
International practice 5% 6% 8% 0 11% 7% 
Rehabilitation of reputation 0 12% 0 5% 0 2% 
Commercial law, finance, taxes 10% 18% 8% 10% 8% 10% 
Money laundering 0 0 2% 5% 3% 2% 
Administration, management 0 0 2% 0 0 1% 
Judicial independence 5% 0 2% 0 0 1% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Training was also mentioned as one area where technical assistance was needed. Respondents 
were most concerned about access to training on a permanent basis, followed by professional 
training, language courses, and short-term training. Advocates reported less need for language 
training courses. Overall, short-term training was the least needed type of training mentioned. 
Similar trends can be observed when the responses are broken down by region. (See figure 
5.6A) 
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When asked for suggestions to.improve the quality of training, the most frequently reported 
suggestion (particularly by Advocates) was to systematically include education on new 
legislation. Other suggestions included the addition of computer courses, training management 
by a professional organization, and the addition of new subjects and short-term specialized 
training. (See Table 4). 
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Table 4: Suggestions to improve the quality (N=161 

Suggestion Judge Prosecutor Advocate Total 
Organized by professional organization 14% 8% 3% 11% 
Improved training material needs, resources 7% 8% 3% 6% 
Include new subjects 10% 8% 13% 10% 
Systematic new legislation application 27% 40% 55% 35% 
instruction 
Include study tours 3% 10% 6% 6% 
Include related training materials, manuals 3% 10% 10% 6% 
Include short-term specialized training 12% 8% 6% 10% 
Include language courses 8% 0 0 4% 
Include computer courses 16% 10% 0 11% 
Other 0 3% 1% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Administrative support 

In response to the questions "Did you get the administrative support you needed to handle all 
types of cases that you dealt with last year efficiently?" Overall, 62% responded in the affirmative. 
Judges reported a higher level of administrative support. Only 55% of all prosecutors who 
participated in the survey thought they received the administrative support needed. Not 
surprisingly Advocates reportedly received the least support. 

Judge 

Figure 6.1A. (N=374) 

Percent of Respondents that Received 
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Prosecutor Advocate 

Profession 

1 
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Those in the Western regions reported lacking administrative support most frequently. Still, their 
responses did not differ much from those from other regions outside Ulaanbaatar. Overall all 
legal professionals from Ulaanbaatar report the highest need for administrative support (53%). 
With the exception of prosecutors in the West and Central regions, and advocates in the West 
and Khangai regions who reported surprisingly high administrative support, breakdowns by 
profession in the regions follow the overall trends. (See figure 6.1 B) 
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Type of Cases for which administrative support is needed 

When asked for what type of cases they were lacking administrative support, most answered "For 
al/ types of cases". Not surprisingly prosecutors mentioned criminal cases with similar frequency 
but did not mention civil cases. Over 80% of Advocates choose the option "for all types of cases", 
the rest choose civil cases. Judges mentioned lacking administrative support for criminal cases 
less often than for all types of cases, civil and other, recidivists, and complicated cases. (See 
figure 6.2A) 
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Type of Administrative Support Needed 

The administrative support needed to handle cases includes transportation and vehicles, 
related legislative materials, and improved working conditions. Over 20% of all respondents 
reported that there is never sufficient administrative support for the proper preparation of cases. 
Naturally this is of particular concern for prosecutors and advocates more than for judges. Lack 
of transportation was another issue frequently mentioned, particularly by Judges. Prosecutors 
were further lacking relevant legislation and related material. (See figure 6.3A) 
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As can be expected, the need for transportation was less frequently reported by respondents 
from Ulaanbaatar than from any other region. Particularly respondents from the Khangai region 
(68%) stated a need for transportation vehicles. Respondents from Ulaanbaatar were most likely 
to report insufficient support to prepare for cases than those from other regions, while lack of 
access to relevant legislation and related materials was most frequently mentioned by those from 
the East. (See figure 6.3B) 

Figure 6.3B. (N=98) 
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Respondents were asked specifically about technical assistance involving information and 
training on budgeting and human resources issues. Over 90% of all legal professionals indicated 
a dire need for this kind of support. (See figure 11.1A) 
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Figure 11.1A. (N=260) 

Percent of Respondents Requesting Information & 
Training on Budgeting and Human Resources 

Judge Prosecutor Advocate Total 

Profession 

Responsiveness of the GCC 

Survey participants were asked about their perception of the responsiveness of the Gee to the 
courts' needs for training. Overall, one can assume that advocates and prosecutors would have 
less information about the operations of the Gee and would therefore primarily report their own 
perception of the availability of the various services the Gee provides to the courts. It is 
surprising that the majority of Advocates and Prosecutors find the GCC responsive to all issues. 
All professions perceive a high responsiveness to training requests and operational issues, about 
60% mention that the Gee is responsive to personnel issues. Around 50% find the Gee 
responsive when it comes to financial issues. Responsiveness to financial and budget issues is 
the lowest for all professions but particularly for judges. Only 30% and 25% respectively of the 
judges find the Gee responsive to financial and budget issues. (See figure 12.1 A) Those from 
Ulaanbaatar were generally more critical of the Gee than those from other regions. (See figure 
12.1.B) 

Figure 12.1A. [(N=346, Training), (N=345, Operations), 
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Figure 12.1B. [(Training, N=346), (Operations, N=345), 
(Personnel, N=344), (Finances, N=319), (Budget, N=345)] 
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For Financial matters the GCC receives the highest ratings from Prosecutors in the Western and 
Central region. The GCC receives the lowest ratings from Judges in the Central region, 
Prosecutors in the Khangai and Ulaanbaatar regions, and Advocates in the Eastern and 
Ulaanbaatar regions. (See figure 12.1 C) 
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For Personnel matters, the GCe received the lowest ratings from Judges in Ulaanbaatar, 
Prosecutors in the Khangai, Eastern, Ulaanbaatar regions, and all Advocates, particularly in the 
Eastern region. (See figure 12.1 D) 
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For Operational matters, GCC receives the lowest ratings from Judges in Ulaanbaatar, 
Prosecutors in the Khangai, Eastern, and Ulaanbaatar regions, and Advocates in all regions. 
(See figure 12.1 E) 
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Related to Training Requests, GCC receives the highest ratings from Judges in all regions. The 
GCC receives the lowest ratings from Prosecutors in the Eastern and Ulaanbaatar regions, and 
Advocates in all regions. (See figure 12.1 F). 
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Regarding the GCC's responsiveness to Budget matters, ratings from all respondents and 
regions tend to be low. Ratings are somewhat higher from Judges and Prosecutors, with the 
exception of Judges in the Central region and Prosecutors in the Ulaanbaatar region. (See figure 
12.1G) 
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Figure 12.1G. 

Gee Responsiveness: Budget Matters 
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The most important problem to be solved in the courts 

When asked "What is the most important problem to solve in your court?" the most frequent 
answer was working conditions, followed by lack of office equipment. Respondents' views 
differed on certain issues. For Judges, the most important problems were working conditions and 
office equipment. Prosecutors also mentioned working conditions and office equipment most 
frequently but also had concerns about the management structure, and social security issues. 
Advocates reported primarily issues related to the management structure of the courts, working 
conditions, and fairness as the most important problems. (See figure 13.1A) 
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Overall these trends are mirrored in the various regions with some particular variations: Central 
region respondents were more likely to mention working conditions as the main problem while 
those from Ulaanbaatar saw this as a less important issue. Eastern region respondents were 
more likely than others to report needing office equipment. Those from the West and 
Ulaanbaatar were more likely to report management and structure problems than others, while 
Khangai region respondents were particularly concerned about social security issues. (See figure 
13.1 B) 
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Figure 13.18. (N=220) 
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When asked if the Chief Judge of the court monitors the time limits set for case decisions all 
respondents generally agreed that the Chief Judge of their court did so. Advocates and 
Prosecutors were somewhat less likely to agree. (See figure 14.1A) No significant differences 
exist among the respondents from different regions. (See figure 14.1 B) However. only 57% of the 
prosecutors in the Eastern region and only 35% of the advocates in Ulaanbaatar support this 
statement (See figure 14.1 C) 
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Figure 14.1 B. (N=298) 
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Part B: Perceptions of Skills of Legal Professionals in the Judicial Sector 

For the second part of the survey judges, prosecutors and advocated were asked to express their 
opinions about the skills of those operating in the judicial sector. The same questions were asked 
about judges, prosecutors, and advocates. The purpose of this section is to establish a baseline 
to assess changes of perception over the time of the project and to gain further insight into the 
needs of judicial sector professionals. 

Skills of Judges 

The first question posed to survey respondents was "Do you feel that the Judges operating at this 
court have the skills to handle all types of cases that have come before them in the past year?" 

Overall, 61 % of the respondents reported that Judges operating at their court had the skills to 
handle all types of cases that have come before them in the past year. Naturally, Judges 
responded more frequently (73%) that other judges in their court were skilled, while less than half 
of all Advocates (44%) and just 51% of the Prosecutors reported that Judges had the skills to 
handle all types that have come before them in the past year. (See figure 7.1 A) 

Figure 7.1A. (N=428) 
-----~----------~ 

Percent of Respondents Slating Judges are Skilled 

Judge Prosecutor Ad\.Ocate Total 

Profession 

Some differences exist by region. Those from the West were most likely to reply that Judges 
have the skills needed (73%) while less than half of the respondents in Ulaanbaatar shared that 
opinion. (See figure 7.1B) 

Figure 7.1B. (N=427) 
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When the responses are disaggregated by both position and region these trends hold overall with 
some revealing variations. Advocates in the Khangai region expressed high regard for the skills 
of the judges there (almost 90% responded positive) while advocates operating in Ulaanbaatar 
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gave judges a very low score (less than 15%). Similarly, prosecutors in Ulaanbaatar were quite 
critical of the skills of the judges in Ulaanbaatar (40%) while a majority of prosecutors in the 
Western regions were satisfied with the judges' skills (75%). (See figure 7.1C) 

While the overall higher response rates from Judges in all regions, Prosecutors in the Western 
region, and Advocates from the Khangai region account for the overall positive ratings and some 
of the regional variations, the picture these results paint is one of significant concern over judges' 
skills expressed by prosecutors and advocates in most regions, particularly in Ulaanbaatar. 
Getting a negative response to this question from Advocates is not surprising. Advocates in most 
countries are critical of the skills of the judges they are appearing before. The limited confidence 
expressed by prosecutors is a serious concern. While some of this "attitude" may stem from 
Soviet times when prosecutors controlled the court proceedings and judges frequently were less 
skilled this perception may be an indicator for the need to increase judges skills significantly and 
is an expression of lack of confidence in the ability of judges even from the otherwise stoutest 
defender of the justice system. 
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Type of cases for which judges lack skills 

Those who responded that judges did not have the skills needed were asked to specify for what 
type of cases Judges lacked sufficient skills? Judges themselves mentioned civil cases most 
frequently, as did advocates. Not surprisingly, prosecutors mentioned a lack of skills for criminal 
cases most often. (See figure 7.2A) 
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Variations among different regions mirror the overall results: Other than respondents from the 
Khangai region who indicated with equal frequency that judges were lacking skills for all types of 
cases. lack of skills to handle civil cases was most frequently mentioned in all regions. Concern 
about skills to handle criminal cases was particularly high in the Western and Eastern regions. 
(See figure 7.2B) 

Figure 7.2B. (N=141) 
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Respondents mentioned that the type of skills that Judges lacked to handle cases well were 
mainly the ability to understand and apply laws followed by professional skills and knowledge. 
Prosecutors were more concerned about Judges' professional skills and knowledge. while 
Advocates were more concerned about judges' comprehension skills. Judges were more 
concerned about their own responsibility and ability to evaluate evidence. (See figure 7.3A) 
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Figure 7.3A. (N=131 ) 
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The responses by region are similar. Some differences between regions exist but. given the 
number of question categories the number of responses per questions grows smaller. making it 
difficult to come to meaningful conclusions. Lack of professional skills were particularly 
mentioned by respondents from the East and Khangai region. while limited skills to evaluate 
evidence was a particular concern raised by respondents from Ulaanbaatar. (See figure 7.3B) 
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Skills of Prosecutors 

In response to the question "Do you feel that the Prosecutors operating at this court have the 
skills to handle all types of cases that have come before them in the past year?" the answers do 
not differ much from those given for judges. Not surprisingly, advocates were most critical of the 
skills of prosecutors, only 44% thought prosecutors had sufficient skills. Interestingly, prosecutors 
are more critical of their colleagues than judges are of other judges (32% of prosecutors state that 
their fellow colleagues lack the skills to handle all types of cases that have come before them in 
the past year), prosecutors also get higher marks from judges than vice versa. (See figure 8.1A) 

Figure 8.1A. (N=413) 

Percent of Respondents Stating Prosecutors are II 
Skilled 

Judge Prosecutor Advocate Total 

Profession 

Among respondents from different regions, those from Ulaanbaatar are significantly more critical 
of the skills of prosecutors than those in the other regions. Less than 50% of the respondents 
from Ulaanbaatar indicated that prosecutors had the skills needed to handle all types of cases 
that had come before them in the past year; while over 70% from the Eastern region expressed 
confidence in prosecutors' skills. (See figure 8.1 B) This trend holds even when the results are 
broken down by both position and region. Judges, Prosecutors, and Advocates from 
Ulaanbaatar are least likely to state that Prosecutors are skilled. (See figure 8.1C) 
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Type of cases for which prosecutors lack skills 

When asked for what type of cases Prosecutors lacked sufficient skills, not surprisingly, all, 
independent of their professional background mentioned criminal cases first. Prosecutors were 
also concerned about their colleagues' skills to handle business and economic cases as well and 
cases that involved abuse of authority/administrative matters. Over 20% (who stated?) also 
stated that prosecutors lacked the skills for all types of cases they had dealt with over the past 
year. (See figure 8.2A) 
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These trends continue when responses from different region are reviewed. they just appear more 
pronounced due to the small respondent number by region. One difference can be observed in 
responses from the Eastern region where respondents were more critical of prosecutors' skills to 
handle criminal cases versus civil cases. (See figure 8.2B) 

Figure 8.2B. (N=119) 
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When asked about the type of skills prosecutors lack to handle these cases well. judges 
mentioned most frequently the ability to understand and apply laws. while prosecutors and 
advocates criticized the lack of professional skills. (See figure 8.3A) 
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Smaller numbers of respondents make the results for the various regions less reliable but more 
pronounced. Lack of professional skills was most frequently mentioned by respondents from the 
West. respondents from the East and Central region cited lack of understanding and applying the 
law. and those from the Khangai region were particularly concerned about prosecutors' lack of 
ability to evaluate evidence. (See figure 8.3B) 
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When the same question about skills to handle all types of cases that have come before them in 
the past year was posed regarding advocates, again over 60% responded in the affirmative, with 
68% of the advocates, 62% of the judges, and 53% of the prosecutors giving a positive response. 
Overall, judges and prosecutors are less critical of advocates than the latter are of them. (See 
figure 9.1 A) 

Figure 9.1A. 
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Also mirroring results for judges and prosecutors, respondents from Ulaanbaatar were less 
convinced that advocates had the needed skills (over 40%) while between 60% and 70% of those 
from other regions were more confident that advocates had the skills to handle all types of cases 
that had come before them in the past year. (See figure 9.1 B) 

Figure 9.1 B. (N=421) 
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Type of cases for which advocates lack skills 

Thirty percent of all respondents reported that Advocates lacked sufficient skill for all types of 
cases. Judges and Prosecutors were more critical of Advocates' skills in handling criminal 
cases, while Advocates expressed predominately concern over skills to handle civil cases. (See 
figure 9.2A) Breakdowns by region mirror this trend. 

Figure 9.2A. (N=101) 
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Lack of professional skills and knowledge was cited by approximately 60% of all respondents, 
independent of their legal professions. (See figure 9.3A) 
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Skills of Court staff 

Overall, confidence in the ability of court staff to have sufficient skills was relatively high among all 
legal professionals. 86% of all judges, 70% of all prosecutors and 63% of all advocates voiced a 
positive opinion. (See figure 10.1A) 
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Figure 10.1A. (N=401) 

Percent of Respondents Stating Court Staff are Skilled 

Judge Prosecutor Advocate Total 

Position 

Results from various regions by position reflect the same trends - judges express the highest 
confidence in all regions. Ulaanbaatar respondents are again the most critical of staff. (See 
figure 10.1 B) 
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Type of Cases for which court staff lack skills 

Over 40% of all respondents reported that Court Staff lack sufficient skills for all types of cases. 
Breakdowns by profession did not vary significantly, nor did responses by region. Prosecutors. 
naturally, are slightly more concerned about the courts' staff ability to handle criminal cases. 
(See figure 10.2A) While respondents from Ullaanbaatar were more concerned about skills to 
handle civil cases those from other regions mentioned lack of skills to handle criminal cases more 
frequently. Respondents from the Khangai regions were the only ones to mention lack of skills to 
handle cases involving compensation of the oppressed. 
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Type of skills court staff lack 

All respondents mentioned that Court Staff lacked professional skills and knowledge, judges and 
prosecutors were also concerned about skills to understand and apply laws and the ability to start 
cases promptly and prepare the courtroom, while advocates were more concerned with ethical 
decision-making skills and responsibility. (See figure 10.3A) Regional variations followed this 
trend overall, even though lack of professional skills and knowledge were particularly mentioned 
by respondents from the Khangai region, the ability to start cases promptly and prepare the 
courtroom was mentioned more frequently in the Western region than elsewhere and the lack of 
ethics training was a particular concern for respondents from the Central region . 
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Part C. Perceptions of Courts' Performance Related to Democratic Principles 

The last section of the survey focused on judges, prosecutors and advocates perception of court 
operations regarding fundamental values of democratic courts. 

Respondents were given a list of 20 statements on the courts' performance, and asked to 
respond to each statement using points on a scale of one to five, with one indicating the courts' 
performance was poor, and five indicating the courts' performance was excellent. The questions 
are based on the US Trial Court Standards and followed questions generally posed to US court 
staff to assess their perception of: 

• Access to Justice 
• Expedition and Timeliness 
• Equality, fairness and integrity 
• Independence and Accountability 
• Public Trust and Confidence 

For analysis purposes, the number of total responses is provided for each question by profession. 
Additionally, the mean response is calculated for each statement (to be interpreted using the 
same five-point scale). 

A final set of indicators is provided for comparison. A mean response rate was calculated for each 
respondent for each category of questions: 

• Access to Justice (Access): calculated as the row mean of the C1-C5 variables for each 
res pondent. 

• Expedition and Timeliness (Expedition): calculated as the row mean of the E1-E2 
variables for each respondent. 

• Equality, fairness and integrity (Fairness): calculated as the row mean of the F1-F5 
variables for each respondent. 

• Independence and Accountability (Accountability): calculated as the row mean of the 11-
14 variables for each respondent. 

• Public Trust and Confidence (Trust): calculated as the row mean of the T1-T4 variables 
for each respondent. 

Readers of the report are asked to keep in mind several key points. Throughout this survey 
judges routinely rate court performance higher than either prosecutors or advocates, and, since 
they also represent the largest number of respondents, the overall results are somewhat more 
favorable than if the sample would have included a statistically representative mix of these three 
professions. A majority of judges gave good or better ratings on all questions, while advocates 
did so in 11 of 20 questions, and prosecutors in 10 of 20 questions. Still, with the exception of 
only two fairness indicators, all other indicators received an overall mean rating of less than good. 
This indicates that even those who operate within the judicial system are not too satisfied with the 
performance of the courts. These findings will be of particular importance when the results of the 
public opinion survey are compared to these responses. The comparison of both data sets will 
provide a quite realistic picture of the operations of the courts and should provide valid insight into 
possible solutions to address shortcomings or misperceptions. 

Access to Justice 

In order to identify the perception of those who operate in the judicial sector, i.e. judges, 
prosecutors, and advocates about the accessibility of the justice system, five questions were 
asked inquiring about indicates that are commonly used to measure access to justice. These 
indicators include: 

• Court proceedings and other court business is conducted openly 
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• Court facilities are safe, accessible and convenient to use 
• All who appear in court hearings have the opportunity to participate 
• Judges and court staff are courteous and responsive to the public 
• The costs of access to the courts are reasonable 

For each indicator respondents were asked to rank their answer on a scale of one to five, with 1 
meaning poor performance and 5 meaning excellent performance . 

Access Indicator 1: Public proceedings 

When asked if the courts conduct their proceedings and other public business openly; the mean 
response rate was 2.97, or close to "good" response, for all professions. Judges were ranking 
the courts' performance in this aspect more positive (3.31) than prosecutors (2.77) or advocates 
(2.63). 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 0 9 6 15 
2 - Fair 22 61 45 128 
3 - Good 126 83 52 261 
4 - Very Good 55 28 9 92 
5 - Excellent 18 4 3 25 
Total numbers and mean 221 - 3.31 185 - 2.77 115 - 2.63 521 - 2.97 

Access Indicator 2: Facilities accessible 

When asked if the courts' facilities are safe, accessible and convenient to use, the responses 
were more on the negative side with a 2.46 mean for all professions, with prosecutors ranking 
facility access slightly higher (2.58) than advocates (2.47) or judges (2.36). 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 25 11 10 46 
2 - Fair 114 76 51 241 
3 - Good 69 74 42 185 
4 - Very Good 11 16 4 31 
5 - Excellent 5 3 4 12 
Total numbers and mean 224-2.36 180 - 2.58 111-2.47 515 -2.46 

Access Indicator 3: Participation is efficient 

Respondents were next asked if all who appear before the courts the courts' are given the 
opportunity to participate efficiently and without undue hardship or inconvenience. The overall 
response was almost "good", reaching a 2.84 mean for all professions. More judges expressed a 
positive view (3.26) that prosecutors (2.58) or advocates (2.41) . 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 1 14 15 30 
2 - Fair 23 72 48 143 
3 - Good 136 70 37 243 
4 - Very Good 40 19 7 66 
5 - Excellent 21 3 3 27 
Total numbers and mean 221 - 3.26 178 - 2.58 110-2.41 509-2.84 
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Access Indicator 4: Courtesy and responsiveness 

Being asked if judges and other court personnel are courteous and responsive to the public and 
accord respect to all with whom they come into contact, the response was somewhat less 
favorable, but still close to "good" response, reaching a 2.74 mean for all professions. More 
judges expressed a positive view (3.13) that prosecutors (2.43) or advocates (2.46). 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 1 14 13 28 
2 - Fair 34 90 51 175 
3 - Good 134 67 37 238 
4 - Very Good 44 10 11 65 
5 - Excellent 11 2 2 15 
Total numbers and mean 224 - 3.13 183 - 2.43 114-2.46 521 - 2.74 

Access Indicator 5: Court costs 

The next questions inquired if the cost of access to the court's proceedings and records, if 
measured in terms of money, time or the procedures that must be followed are reasonable, fair 
and affordable. The overall was more negative, reaching a 2.59 mean for all professions. More 
judges expressed a positive view (3.06) than prosecutors (2.27) or advocates (2.17). 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 9 36 24 69 
2 - Fair 52 76 49 177 
3 - Good 102 56 37 195 
4 - Very Good 39 11 3 53 
5 - Excellent 22 2 0 24 
Total numbers and mean 224 181 113 518 

Access Indicators by Regions 

It is quite interesting to observe regional variations in the perception of those who operate in the 
justice system. The table below shows the mean response rates by Region for all access 
indicators. On all indicators, respondents from Ulaanbaatar are less positive. If all access 
indicators are viewed together it is important to recognize that, despite the generally higher 
ranking by judges, no access indicator is ranked at the mid point or "good" mark. 

Access Indicator Western Khangai Central Eastern Ulaanbaatar All Regions 
Access Indicator 1 3.14 2.87 3.09 3.31 2.71 2.97 
Access Indicator 2 2.44 2.36 2.49 2.59 2.42 2.46 
Access Indicator 3 3.10 3.01 3.01 3.08 2.43 2.84 
Access Indicator 4 3.03 3.00 2.82 3.00 2.36 2.74 
Access Indicator 5 2.78 2.63 2.79 2.86 2.23 2.59 

Expedition and Timeliness of the Courts 

The next performance indicator survey participants were asked about was expeditious and timely 
handling of court matters. Using the same 5-point scale respondents were asked to provide 
rankings for 2 indicators in this category: 

• Guidelines for timely processing recognized 
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• Changes in the law and procedures promptly implemented 

Expedition and Timeliness Indicator 1: 

Asked if the court establishes and recognizes guidelines for timely processing, the response 
between judges on the one hand (3.22) and prosecutors (2.28) and advocates (2.21) on the other 
differed significantly. The more negative impression of prosecutors and advocates resulted in an 
overall mean rate of 2.67. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 

1 - Poor 2 26 27 55 

2 - Fair 25 91 45 161 

3 - Good 137 54 33 224 

4 - Very Good 41 10 6 57 

5 - Excellent 19 1 2 22 

Total numbers and mean 224- 3.22 182 - 2.28 113 - 2.21 519 - 2.67 

Expedition and Timeliness Indicator 2: Prompt implementation of new laws and procedures 

Asked if the court promptly implements changes in law and procedure, the' overall rating reached 
a 2.85 mean. Judges, again, are more positive (3) and prosecutors (2.76) and advocates (2.7) 
more critical. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 

1 - Poor 4 6 3 13 

2 - Fair 55 65 42 162 

3 - Good 119 84 57 260 

4 - Very Good 32 19 10 61 

5 - Excellent 15 7 2 24 

Total numbers and mean 225 - 3 181 - 2.76 114-2.7 520-2.85 

Expedition and Timeliness by Regions 

Again, if all indicators are viewed together by region, no access indicator reaches at least the mid 
point or "good" mark. Also, as for the Access Indicators, respondents from Ulaanbaatar continue 
to rate all indicators less positive than respondents in any other region. 

Expedition & Western Khangai Central Eastern Ulaanbaatar All Regions 
Timeliness Indicator 
E1 2.92 2.98 2.80 2.86 2.29 2.67 

E2 3.09 2.90 2.92 3.03 2.60 2.85 

Equality, fairness and integrity 

The next set of indicators is related to equality, fairness and integrity in the courts. Five indicators 
are included: 

• Adherence to laws, procedural rules, and policies 
• Cases are handled without undue disparity, using legally relevant factors only 
• Unambiguous decisions 
• Responsible for the enforcement of court orders 
• Court records are accurate and properly preserved 
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Equality, fairness and integrity Indicator 1: Adherence to the law 

When asked of the court procedures faithfully adhere to relevant laws, procedural rules, and 
policies, judges responded quite positively (3.34), prosecutors are somewhat less critical (2.78) 
than advocates (2.58). 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 0 3 10 13 
2 - Fair 22 65 37 124 
3 - Good 125 84 59 268 
4 - Very Good 56 24 7 87 
5 - Excellent 21 4 1 26 
Total numbers and mean 224-3.34 180 - 2.78 114-2.58 518 -2.98 

Equality, fairness and integrity Indicator 2: No undue disparity 

The next statement was "The court gives individual attention to cases, deciding them without 
undue disparity among like cases and upon legally relevant factors." The mean response rating 
from judges was 3.09, prosecutors ranked this at 2.47 and advocates at 2.38, leading to an 
overall slightly less positive ranking of 2.72. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 1 14 11 26 
2 - Fair 39 84 53 176 
3 - Good 130 63 39 232 
4 - Very Good 44 12 7 63 
5 - Excellent 9 3 0 12 
Total numbers and mean 223 3.09 176 2.47 110 2.38 509 2.72 

Equality, fairness and integrity Indicator 3: Unambiguous decisions 

When asked if the court renders decisions that unambiguously address the issue presented to it 
and indicates clearly how compliance can be achieved, judges supported this statement ranking 
court performance at a mean 3.28. Again, prosecutors (2.67) and advocates (2.40) were less 
convinced that courts were unambiguous and clear in their decisions. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 0 7 8 15 
2 - Fair 20 67 50 137 
3 - Good 128 84 46 258 
4 - Very Good 60 16 7 83 
5 - Excellent 10 3 1 14 
Total numbers and mean 218 3.28 177 2.67 112 2.49 507 -2.89 

Equality, fairness and integrity Indicator 4: Responsibility for the enforcement of court orders 

The question of responsibility for court orders is a difficult one since the Mongolian courts do not 
have the power per se to enforce court orders. They are, however, empowered to provide 
directions to the relevant enforcement agencies and can issue follow-up requests. When asked 
how courts are performing related to taking appropriate responsibility for the enforcement of court 
orders the overall mean rating was 3.02 or "good". This relatively positive result is mainly due to 
the judges giving themselves a mean 3.57 ranking, the highest ranking for any performance 
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indicator. In contrary, pro.secutors were particularly critical ranking this indicator at 2.52, even 
lower than the advocates (2.72). 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 0 13 7 20 
2 - Fair 11 75 36 122 
3 - Good 108 73 53 234 
4 - Very Good 70 14 13 97 
5 - Excellent 34 1 3 38 
Total numbers and mean 223-3.57 176- 2.52 112-2.72 511 - 3.02 

Equality, Fairness and Integrity Indicator 5: Accurate court records 

Next, respondents had to rank the following performance indicator: "Records of all relevant court 
decisions and actions are accurate and properly preserved according to records management 
guidelines". Overall, this indicator was ranked at 3.19, "good" with the judges ranking this 
indicator higher (3.53) than the prosecutors and advocates, both groups ranking this close to 
"good" with a 2.91 mean. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 0 3 0 3 
2 - Fair 17 46 29 92 
3 - Good 111 87 64 262 
4 - Very Good 57 25 11 93 
5 - Excellent 39 6 4 49 
Total numbers and mean 224- 3.53 167 - 2.91 108 - 2.91 499 - 3.19 

Equality, Fairness and Integrity by Regions 

Two of the equality, fairness and integrity indicators reach a ranking of "good", those related to 
the accuracy of court records and to taking responsibility for enforcement of court orders. Again, 
respondents from Ulaanbaatar rate all indicators less positive than respondents in any other 
region. 

Equality, Fairness and Western Khangai Central Eastern Ulaanbaatar All Regions 
Integrity Indicator 
F1 3.16 3.09 3.08 3.18 2.71 2.98 
F2 2.89 2.79 2.82 3.03 2.43 2.72 
F3 3.06 3.00 3.01 3.14 2.58 2.89 

F4 3.22 3.26 3.13 3.22 2.68 3.02 
F5 3.34 3.32 3.29 3.40 2.88 3.19 

Independence and accountability 

The survey next inquired about four independence and accountability indicators: 

• Institutional integrity 
• Responsible use of resources 
• Fair employment practices 
• Informed constituencies 

Independence and Accountability Integrity Indicator 1: Institutional integrity 
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The performance indicator: "The court maintains its institutional integrity and observes the 
principals of professionalism and accountability in its government relations, e.g. inter-Aimag 
operations, national/local operations", received an overall 2.87 rating. Judges ranking this 
indicator higher than "good" at 3.16, prosecutors and advocates, both groups ranked at 2.64 
mean. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 2 11 6 19 
2 - Fair 37 63 44 144 
3 - Good 121 74 44 239 
4 - Very Good 42 20 13 75 
5 - Excellent 17 2 2 21 
Total numbers and mean 219-3.16 170 - 2.64 109-2.64 498-2.87 

Independence and Accountability Indicator 2: Responsible use of resources 

This performance indicator: "The court responsibly seeks, uses and accounts for its resources", 
received the lowest rating 2.62 among all independence indicators, the lowest rating from all 
professional groups. Judges ranked this indicator at 2.76, prosecutors at 2.51and advocates at 
2.47. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 8 12 7 27 
2 - Fair 81 76 51 208 
3 - Good 91 58 35 184 
4 - Very Good 24 16 7 47 
5 - Excellent 11 2 2 15 
Total numbers and mean 215 - 3.08 164 - 2.65 102 - 2.56 481 - 2.83 

Independence and Accountability Indicator 3: Fair employment practices 

The third integrity and accountability performance indicator: "The courts uses fair employment 
practices, e.g. according to national and Aimag guidelines", received an overall rating of 2.83. 
Judges rated this indicator at 3.08, prosecutors at 2.65 and advocates at 2.56. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 5 13 12 30 
2 - Fair 48 59 36 143 
3 - Good 112 66 44 222 
4 - Very Good 36 24 10 70 
5 - Excellent 20 2 2 24 
Total numbers and mean 221 - 3.08 164 - 2.65 104 - 2.56 489-2.83 

Independence and Accountability Indicator 4: Informed constituencies 

"The court informs its constituencies about its operations" is the last integrity and accountability 
performance indicator included in this survey. It received an overall rating of 2.83. Judges rated 
this indicator at 3.03, prosecutors at 2.46 and advocates at 2.31. 

Response rating Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 21 16 43 
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2 - Fair 55 69 46 170 
3 - Good 100 60 38 198 
4 - Very Good 41 16 4 61 
5 - Excellent 16 2 1 19 
Total numbers and mean 218 - 3.03 168 - 2.46 105 - 2.31 491 - 2.68 

Independence and Accountability Indicators by Regions 

Overall, none of the Independence and Accountability Indicators reached a ranking of "good". 
Respondents from Ulaanbaatar continue to rate all indicators less positive than respondents in 
any other region. 

Independence and Western Khangai Central Eastern Ulaanbaatar All Regions 
Accountability Indicators 
11 3.10 2.87 2.99 3.18 2.54 
12 2.79 2.41 2.68 2.87 2.45 
13 3.02 2.97 2.90 3.19 2.46 
14 3.00 2.72 2.78 2.97 2.32 

Public Trust and Confidence 

The last set of court performance indicators address public trust and confidence in the courts. 
Four indicators are included: 

• Courts anticipates emergent events 
• Public perceives the courts as accessible 
• Public trust in expeditious, fair and integer court operations 
• Courts perceived as independent and accountable 

Public Trust and Confidence Indicator 1: Court anticipates emergent events 

2.87 
2.62 
2.83 
2.68 

The overall rating the courts received from all respondents was 2.76 for the indicator "The court 
anticipates new conditions and emergent events and adjusts its operations as necessary, e.g. to 
public issues like alcohol related disturbances and crime, domestic violence, corruption". Judges 
were considerably more positive (3.18) than prosecutors (2.50) or advocates (2.35) 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 1 20 18 39 
2 - Fair 38 68 47 153 
3 - Good 121 66 37 224 
4 - Very Good 41 17 7 65 
5 - Excellent 19 2 2 23 
Total numbers and mean 220-3.18 173-2.50 111 - 2.35 504-2.76 

Public Trust and Confidence Indicator 2: Public perceives the courts as accessible 

The second indicator "The public perceives the court and the justice it delivers as accessible", 
received over all the highest ratings from all professions in this performance measure category. 
The total mean was 2.94; judges rated this indicator at 3.38, prosecutors at 2.64 and advocates 
at 2.54. 
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Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 1 13 9 23 
2 - Fair 22 62 47 131 
3 - Good 118 80 47 245 
4 - Very Good 51 19 9 79 
5 - Excellent 28 3 2 33 
Total numbers and mean 220- 3.38 177 - 2.64 114 - 2.54 511-2.94 

Public Trust and Confidence Indicator 3: Public trust in expeditious, fair and integer court 
operations 

The indicator "The public has trust and confidence that the basic court functions are conducted 
expeditiously, fairly and with integrity" was rated at 2.69, which is below "good". Judges rated it 
just over "good" at 3.07, prosecutors were less convinced that the courts are performing well in 
this regard at rated at 2.45, advocates at 2.32. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 5 14 17 36 
2 - Fair 46 86 50 182 
3 c Good . 118 61 42 221 
4 - Very Good 31 12 4 47 
5 - Excellent 20 3 1 24 
Total numbers and mean 220- 3.07 176 - 2.45 114-2.32 510 - 2.69 

Public Trust and Confidence Indicator 3: Courts perceived as independent and accountable 

It is not too surprising that this indicator "The court is perceived to be independent and 
accountable and not unduly influenced by other components of government" received the lowest 
ratings in this category from all respondents. Overall, the rating reached just 2.66, less than 
"good". Even judges did not rate at a full "good" (2.92), prosecutors were even more critical 
(2.44) than advocates (2.51). This is the only indicator that was rated lower by prosecutors than 
by advocates. 

Response rating Judges Prosecutors Advocates Total 
1 - Poor 12 16 11 39 
2 - Fair 65 84 49 198 
3 - Good 97 62 39 198 
4 - Very Good 22 13 10 45 
5 - Excellent 25 2 3 30 
Total numbers and mean 221 - 2.92 177 - 2.44 112-2.51 510 - 2.66 

Public Trust and Confidence Indicators by Region 

Overall, none of these indicators reached a rating of "good", only indicator 2, Public perceives the 
courts as accessible, came close with a 2.94 rating. Again, respondents from Ulaanbaatar are 
significantly more critical of the courts' performance than their counterparts in the different 
Aimags. 
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Public Trust and Western Khangai Central Eastern Ulaanbaatar All Regions 
Confidence Indicator 
T1 2.97 3.03 2.82 3.11 2.38 2.76 
T2 3.21 3.20 3.06 3.12 2.55 2.94 
T3 2.92 3.06 2.71 3.03 2.29 2.69 
T4 3.02 2.89 2.70 2.99 2.27 2.66 

Rating of Court Performance by Region 

The following graphic provides a summary overview of the performance ratings respondents from 
the different regions provided. As mentioned above, respondents from Ulaanbaatar were 
significantly more critical of the courts' performance on every indicator. Respondents from the 
East and West generally gave the highest ratings. Overall, ratings better than 3 "good" were rare, 
most ratings ranged between 2 and 3. The indicators that received the lowest overall ratings 
were Access indicator C2, "Court facilities are safe, accessible and convenient to use", Access 
indicator C5 "The costs of access to the courts are reasonable", and Independence and 
Accountability indicator I 2 "Responsible use of resources." 

Figure Section C 1. Mean Response Ratings by Region 

Section C: Mean Response Rate (by Region) 

imWestem .Khangai o Central oEastem .Ulaanbaatar IiIAIl Regions I 

Ratings of Court Performance by Judges 

The below graphic shows the ratings judges from the various regions provided for the court 
performance measures. Overall, their ratings are more favorable, which is not surprising. 
Special concern is shown for Access indicator C2, "Court facilities are safe, accessible and 
convenient to use", Independence and Accountability Indicator 12 "Responsible use of 
resources," and Trust and Confidence Indicator T 4 "Courts perceived as independent and 
accountable". Interestingly, with few exceptions, the variation between judges from the different 
regions is not considerable, and while judges from Ulaanbaatar frequently rate lower than their 
colleagues operation in the Aimags, this is not the case for seven indicators, where judges from 
the Khangai regions are more critical. 
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Figure Section C2: Mean Response Rating Judges by Region 

Section C: Mean Response Rate by Region (Judges) 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 E1 E2 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 11 12 13 14 T1 12 T3 T4 

mWestem .Khangai DCentral DEastem .Ulaanbaatar mOuestion C (Judges. All Regions) i , 

Ratings of Court Performance by Prosecutors 

In comparison to judges, prosecutors rate court performance generally more negative, particularly 
those from Ulaanbaatar rarely rate much higher than 2.5 "fair". Prosecutors from the West and 
East are generally less critical. Overall opinions among prosecutors from different regions vary 
significantly more than opinions among judges from different regions. Particularly low rate 
prosecutors Access Indicator C5, "The costs of access to the courts are reasonable", and 
Expedition and Timeliness Indicator 1, "Guidelines for timely processing recognized." 

Figure 3. Section C: Mean Response Rating Prosecutors by Region 

Section C: Mean Response Rate by Region (Prosecutors) 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 a E2 ~ F2 F3 F4 ~ M 12 13 14 n 12 T3 ~ 

!ewestem .Khangai DCentral DEastem .Ulaanbaatar gOuestion C (ProsecUlors, All Regions) i 

Ratings of Court Performance by Advocates 

Not surprisingly, advocates are the most critical of court performance among all legal 
professionals included in this survey. Advocates from Ulaanbaatar rate particularly low. Only 12 
of the 20 indicators reach a mean rating of 2 "fair". Their counterparts from the different Aimags 
are generally more positive and more likely to give a rating of close or 3 or even above 3. Just like 
prosecutors, advocates rate prosecutors Access Indicator C5, "The costs of access to the courts 
are reasonable", and Expedition and Timeliness Indicator 1, "Guidelines for timely processing 
recognized." The lowest. 
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Figure 3. Section C: Mean Response Rating Advocates by Region 

Section C: Mean Response Rate by Region (Advocates) 
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Dear Survey Participant: 

APPENDIX 
JRP Questionnaire 

The National Center for State Courts, funded by USAID to implement the Mongolia Judicial 
Reform Program, is looking for your help in developing mechanisms to provide the training, 
information, and technical assistance Judges and others operating in Mongolia's courts need to 
effectively handle the cases arising in a democratic, free market society, 

The purpose of this survey is twofold: 

1. To identify the needs of Mongolian Judges, Prosecutors, Court Staff, and Advocates for 
training, information and other technical assistance for operating effiCiently and effectively 
in a democratic court system that supports a free market economy. 

2. To assess how Mongolian Judges, Prosecutors, Court Staff, and Advocates perceive the 
operations of Mongolian courts in relation to fundamental democratic values. 

The information gained through this data collection will 1) assist in developing training and 
technical assistance mechanisms that address the needs of Judges, Prosecutors, Court Staff, 
and other lawyers operating in the courts of Mongolia and 2) assist in restructuring operations to 
support more democratic operations. 

This survey is designed to guarantee complete anonymity. You can be completely honest, as 
none of the information can be traced back to the respondent. 

A. General Information: 

Which jurisdiction are you currently operating in? 

What is your current position/title? 

B. Judges, Prosecutors, and other legal professional's needs: 

1. Did you have appropriate access to all the laws and other legal information you needed for 
conducting your work efficiently and effectively during the past year? 

Yes No 

If no, for what type of cases did you not have sufficient access to laws and other legal 
information? 

What type of information do you need to handle these cases efficiently and effectively? 

2. Did you have access to at least basic resources (office supplies, communication 
mechanisms, support staff) to conduct your work in an efficient and effective manner? 

Yes No 

If no, for what type of cases did you not have the basic resources? 

What types of basic resources do you need? 
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3. Are there any types of cases that you have dealt with over the past year tha:t you felt not well 
trained fat? 

Yes No 

If yes, for what type of cases did you not feel well enough trained for? 

What type of training do you have need to handle these cases well? 

4. What type of training do you need? 

Have you participated in any training programs in the last three years? 

What were the dates of the program? 

Subjects of the training 

Sponsor of the training 

Which organization organized the training? 

What parts were the most helpful? 

What parts were the least helpful? 

Effective forms of training 

Most important training subjects 

Necessary skills for training (Note responses to this question were deleted from the 
report since the answers were non-conclusive) 

Suggestions to improve the quality of training 

5. What does your court/office need to operate efficientl:/? 

Please specify ... 
Staff resources 

Office resources 

Other resources 

Information 

Technical assistance 

Training 

Other 

6. Did you get the administrative support you needed to handle all types of cases that you dealt 
with last year efficiently? 

Yes No 
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If no, for what type of cases did you not have sufficient administrative support? 

What kind of administrative support would you need to handle these cases well? 

7. Do you feel that the Judges operating at this court have the skills to handle all types of cases 
that have come before them in the past year? 

Yes No 

If no, for what type of cases did the Judges lack sufficient skills? 

What kind of skills did they lack to handle these cases well? 

8. Do you feel that the Prosecutors operating at this court have the skills to handle all types of 
cases that have come before them in the past year? 

Yes No 

If no, for what type of cases did the Prosecutors lack sufficient skills? 

What kind of skills do they lack to handle these cases well? 

9. Do you feel that the Advocates operating at this court have the skills to handle all types of 
cases that have come before them in the past year? 

Yes No 

If no, for what type of cases did the Advocates lack sufficient skills? 

What kind of skills do they lack to handle these cases well? 

10. Do you feel that the Court Staff operating at this court have the skills to handle all types of 
cases that have come before this court in the past year? 

Yes No 

If no, for what type of cases did the Court Staff lack sufficient skills? 

W hat kind of skills do they lack to handle these cases well? 

11. Do you need more information and training on budgeting and human resources? 

Yes No 

12. Has the GCC been responsive with assistance in: 

T raining requests Yes No 
Operations Yes No 
Personnel Yes No 
Finances Yes No 
Budget Yes No 

13. What is the most important problem to solve in your court? 
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14. Does the Chief Justice of your court monitor time limits set for case decisions? 

Yes No 

15. What technical equipment do you need to better keep track of court cases? 

C. The following questions are designed to identify how Judges, Prosecutors, Court Staff, 
and other lawyers perceive the operations of Mongolia's courts. 

Please respond to the following questions using points on a scale of one to five meaning 

Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent 

2 3. 4 5 

-c 
~ 

~ "0 >-"0 ~ 
Expressed in percentages, numbers do not add up to 100 0 .a; 0 ~ 0 Q; 0 0 (I) 0 

due to rounding. 0.. IL 0 >0 u x 
w 

1 2 3 4 5 

Access to Justice 

The court conducts its proceedings and other public business openly 

Court facilities are safe, accessible, and convenient to use 

All who appear before the court are given the opportunity to 
participate efficiently and without undue hardship or inconvenience 

Judges and other court personnel are courteous and responsive to 
the public and accord respect to all with whom they come into 
contact 

The cost of access to the court's proceedings and records, weather 
measured in terms of money, time or the procedures that must be 
followed are reasonable, fair and affordable 

Expedition and Timeliness 

The court establishes and recognizes guidelines for timely 
processing 

The court promptly implements changes in law and procedure 

Equality, fairness and integrity 

Court procedures faithfully adhere to relevant laws, procedural rules, 
and policies 

The court gives individual attention to cases, deciding them without 
undue disparity among like cases and upon legally relevant factors 
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The court renders decisions that unambiguously address the issue 
presented to it and indicates clearly how compliance can be 
achieved 

The court takes appropriate responsibility for the enforcement of its 
orders 

Records of all relevant court decisions and actions are accurate and 
properly preserved according to records management guidelines 

Independence and accountability 

The court maintains its institutional integrity and observes the 
principals of professionalism and accountability in its government 
relations, 8.g. inter-Aimag operations, national/local operations 

The court responsibly seeks, uses and accounts for its resources 

The courts uses fair employment practices, e.g. according to 
national and Aimag guidelines 

The court informs its constituencies about its operations 

Public Trust and Confidence 

The court anticipates new conditions and emergent events and 
adjusts its operations as necessary, e.g. to public issues like alcohol 
related disturbances and crime, domestic violence, corruption 

The public perceives the court and the justice it delivers as 
accessible 

The public has trust and confidence that the basic court functions 
are conducted expeditiously, fairly and with integrity 

The court is perceived to be independent and accountable and not 
unduly influenced by other components of government 

Thank you very much for your participation. The results will be published later this summer. 
Please let us know if you would like to receive a copy of the results report. If you have any 
questions about this survey please call Robert La Mont, Chief of Party, Judicial Reform Program. 
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Mongolia Judicial Reform Program (JRP) 
Baseline Data and Targets for Performance Monitoring Plan 

Revised Performance Data Tables with December 2001 Baseline Data and Targets 

NCSC collected baseline data and set performance targets for all indicators presented in this report to the 
extent possible at the current time. The performance targets reflect the fact that on-the-ground conditions 
may require some modification of individual indicators over time (e.g. the exact description of a particular 
milestone may need to be changed). After 9 months operations on the ground NCSC reviewed the 28 
originally established indicators and identified several (9) that are not really relevant to the JRP program 
and the Mongolian situation. Twelve newly proposed indicators and adjustments to the original indicators 
are outlined in this report together with the baseline data and indicator targets. The revised JRP 
performance data tables follow. These data tables track the project achievement I) on the overall program 
results level, 2) on the intermediate priority tasks and sub-tasks result level. The latter will require more 
refinement as new legislation is passed and the program progresses. At the end of this report the original 
indicators NCSC proposes to drop from the PMP are listed with justifications for their eliminatiou. 

A few baseline data are not available at this time. First, court data for the calendar year 200 I will be 
compiled by the Mongolian Supreme Court and General Council of Courts by the end of the first quarter 
of 2002 and this report will be updated at that point. Second, the public opinion survey has been 
conducted but not fully analyzed. These data, too, will be included by the end of the first quarter of 2002. 
In addition, NCSC choose to include two indicators (19 and 20) for which data are currently not collected 
by the courts or any other entity. NCSC is hopeful, that our work over the coming year may lead the 
courts and Prosecutor General's office to collect this information. 

PART 1: OVERALL PROGRAM LEVEL INDICATORS 

Performance Data Table: (New) Indicator 1 of 31: Steps taken to develop and implement 
mechanisms to ensure access to resources for the judicial sector 

Indicator for JRP Program Objective level: Mongolian judicial sector institutions made more efficient, 
more effective and more capable of adhering to the rule of law. 

Strate~c Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: Jannary 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAID/Mongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to develop and implement mechanisms to ensure access to resources for the 
judicial sector 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC 2001* N.A. Step I 
Indicator Description: I) Assessment of budget 2002 Step2-3 
process and situation for the judicial sector, 2) 2003 St~2-4 
Assessment of resource needs for the judicial sector, 2004 Step 2 - 5 
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3) Budget development training for jUdicial sector 
officers, 4) Judicialbudget development based on 
resource and needs assessments, 5) Internal 
reallocation of resources based on resource and needs 2005 Step 2 - 6 
assessments 5) Regular three-branch communications 
about judicial budget requirements, 6) Annual judicial 
budget allocations based on needs. 
* Baseline year. 

Caveat: While steps 1-3 can be controlled by the JRP, steps 4-6 require the initiative of our Mongolian 
counterparts. 

Performance Data Table: (New) Indicator 2 of 31: Increased access to adequate resources for the 
judicial sector 

Indicator for JRP Program Objective level: Mongolian judicial sector institutions made more efficient, 
more effective and more capable of adhering to the rule of law. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Access to staff, equipment, material and capital resources for the judicial sector 
Unit of Measure: Percent of survey respondents Year Planned** Actual 
Source: NCSC 

2001* N.A. 
39% judges, 
37% prosecutors 

Indicator Description: Percent of prosecutors and 
2002 

39% judges, 
judges indicating that the courts and prosecutors' 37% prosecutors 
offices have access to basic resources to conduct 2003 4 % increase 
their work in an efficient and effective manner 2004 4% increase 

2005 4% increase 

* Baseline year. ** Targets are annual increases due to inter-office reallocation and increased 
budgets. The latter are not expected to materialize until 2003. 

JRP Performance Data Table: (Original indicator 2) Indicator 3 of 31: Percent of citizen stating 
they will be treated fairly by the courts 

Indicator for JRP Program Objective level: Mongolian judicial sector institutions made more efficient, 
more effective and more capable of adhering to the rule of law. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of citizens who say they will be treated fairly by the courts, either as a criminal 
defendant or if they file a complaint with the C()urt system. 
Unit of Measure: Percentage of those surveyed. I Year I Planned I Actual 
Source: NCSC. I 2001* I N.A. I ** 
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Indicator Description: Percentage of those surveyed 2002 ** increase 
that responded to the question: "If you have or have 2003 
had a dispute over a civil or family matter or where a 2004 
victim of a crime, would you strongly agree, 
somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or strongly 
disagree with the statement: I would be treated fairly 2005 
by the court?" answering "yes". (Question 5A of 
Public Opinion Survey). 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Targets will be set by January 31, 2002, after the public opinion 
survey has been fully analyzed. 

JRP Performance Data Table: (Original indicator 2) Indicator 4 a of 31: Percent of citizens stating 
the courts function effectively 

Indicator for JRP Program Objective level: Mongolian judicial sector institutions made more efficient, 
more effective and more capable of adhering to the rule of law. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of citizens who say they believe the courts are functioning effectively with 
regards to civil cases 
Unit of Measure: Percentage of those surveyed. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC 2001 N.A. ** 
Indicator Description: Percentage of those surveyed 2002 ** increase 
that responded to the question: "Please tell me if you 2003 
think the courts in your community handle civil cases 2004 
in an excellent, good, fair, poor or very poor manner," 
answering with excellent or good. Question 2.1 of 2005 
Public Opinion Survey. 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Targets will be set by January 31, 2002 after the public opinion 
survey has been full~ analyzed. 

Indicator Performance Data Table: (New) Indicator 4 b of 31: Percent of citizens stating the courts 
function effectively 

Indicator for JRP Program Objective level: Mongolian judicial sector institutions made more efficient, 
more effective and more capable of adhering to the rule of law. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of citizens who say they believe the courts are functioning effectively with 
regards to criminal cases. 
Unit of Measure: Percentage of those surveyed. I Year I Planned I Actual 
Source: NCSC I 2001* I N.A. I ** 
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Indicator Description: Percentage of those surveyed 2002 ** increase 
that responded to the question: "Please tell me if you 2003 
think the courts in your community handle criminal 2004 
cases in an excellent, good, fair, poor or very poor 
manner," answering with excellent or good. Question 2005 
2.2 of public opinion survey. 

Comments: * Baseline year. **Targets will be set by January 31, 2002 after the public opinion 
survey has been fully analyzed. 

JRP Performance Data Table: (Original indicator 2) Indicator 5 of 31: Percent of citizens having 
trust in the court system 

Indicator for JRP Program Objective level: Mongolian judicial sector institutions made more efficient, 
more effective and more capable of adhering to the rule of law. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDIMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of citizens who say thev have trust/confidence in the courts 
Unit of Measure: Percentage of adults surveyed. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC 2001* N.A. ** 
Indicator Description: Percentage of those surveyed 2002 ** increase 
that responded to the question: "Would you say you 2003 
have a great deal of trust/confidence, some 2004 
trust/confidence, only a little or no trust at all, in the 
Courts in your community?" answering with a great 

2005 deal or some trust. Question I. I I of public opinion 
survey. 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Targets will be set by January 31, 2002 after the public opinion 
survey has been fully analyzed 

Performance Data Table: (New) Indicator 6 of 31: Judicial Independence Strengthened 

Indicator for JRP Program Objective level: Judicial decision making and governance more 
independent 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDIMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Judicial decision making and governance more independent 
Unit of Measure: Score card for Mongolia specific 

Year Planned Actual 
judicial independence indicators 
Source: NCSC 2001* N.A. 7 
Indicator Description: Total score on judicial 2002 8 
independence scorecard*** established by NCSC 2003 10 
with input from survey results and focus groups. 2004 12 
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... I * Baseline year. 

2005 14 

*** Jndicial Independence Scale 

Independence Indicator Indicator Description Possible 2001 Total 2001 
Score Score Score 

Judicial selection Jndiciary has no influence 0 -
Judiciary participates in development 

1 I 
of selection criteria 2 
Judiciary participates in selection 1 1 
Judiciary controls development of 

3 -selection and selection process 
Judicial discipline Judiciary has no influence 0 -

Judiciary participates in development 
1 1 

of discipline criteria 2 
Judiciary participates in disciplinary 

1 1 
decisions 
Judiciary controls development of 
discipline criteria and discipline 3 -
process 

Judicial budget Judiciarv has no influence 0 -

Judiciary participates in development 
1 1 

bud~et development process 1 
Judiciary participates in budget 

I -decision making process 
Judiciary controls development of 
budget development and decision 3 -

making process 
Judicial policy judiciary has no influence 0 -

Only National Level Judiciary 
participates in judicial policy 1 I 1 
development process 
Judiciary on all court levels 
participates in policy development 2 -
process 
Judiciary on all court levels controls 
development of policy development 3 -
process 

Jndicial training Judiciary has no influence 0 -
Judiciary participates as trainers 1 I 
Judiciary participates in setting 

2 
I 

trainin~ ~oals and concepts 
-

Judiciary controls development of 
3 -

trainin~ ~oals and concepts 
Judicial decision making Judicial decisions are subject to non-

appeal supervision and undue political 0 0 
influence 0 
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Judicial decisions are subject to non-
appeal supervision by Chief Judges 

I -and higher courts but relatively free 
from political influence 
Judicial decisions are reviewed 
through appeal only but subject to I -
undue political influence 
Judiciary on aU court levels makes 
case related decisions independently. 

3 -Decisions are overturned on appeal 
only. 

Total max. score 18 7 7 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 28 of 28): (New) Indicator 7 of 31: Jndicial 
Independence Strengthened. 

Indicator for JRP Program Objective level: Judicial decision making and governance more 
independent. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Ayproved: January 26, 2001 L Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of citizens who say they believe the Mongolian iudiciary is indejlendent. .._ 
Unit of Measure: Percent of those survexed. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* N.A. ** 
Indicator Description: Percentage of respondents that 2002 ** increase 
answer the question "Would you strongly agree, 2003 
somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, strongly agree 2004 
with the statement: judges decisions are influence by 2005 
other government officials?" responding with 
"strongly disagree or somewhat disagree." Question 2006 
10 (i) [10.9] of Public Opinion Survey. 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Actual and Targets will be set by January 31, 2002 after the public 
opinion survey has been fully analyzed. 

... 

.... 

-
... 

PART 2: INTERMEDIATE RESULTS LEVEL INDICATORS ... 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 5b of 28): Indicator 8 of 31: Percent of civil cases 
accepted for adjudication .... 

Indicator for PT 1: Court administration and case management strengthened. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAID/Mongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of civil cases (including administrative cases) submitted to the court system 
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accepted for adjudication. 
Unit of Measure: Percentage. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The GCC. 2001* N.A. 29% 
Indicator Description: Proportion of cases submitted 2002 ** 
by litigants for resolution by the court system, 2003 
accepted by the court system. 2004 

2005 

Comments: * Baseline year. **Targets to be set once 2001 data have been received in March 2002. 
The percentage of civil cases not accepted for adjudication is relatively high for a civil law system. A 
preliminary review of the cases rejected indicates that the most common reason for declining to hear a 
case is that the matter should not be handle by a court but some other body. This is less a reflection of 
inefficient court operations but rather a limited understanding of the citizens of the remedies to 
resolve conflicts available to them. After administrative courts have been created acceptance of 
administrative cases has to be treated as a separate indicator . 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 6 of 28): Indicator 9 of 31: Merit appointment of 
court staff 

Indicator for PT 1: Court administration and case management strengthened 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Merit appointment of court administrative staff. 
Unit of Measure: A scorecard to measure the degree 

Year Planned Actual 
to which merit factors into hiring decisions. *** 
Source: NCSC and the GCC. 2001* N.A. 4** 
Indicator Description: Staff selection according to 2002 2-3 
minimal skills requirements that are set out in a 2003 4-5 
transparent appointment system. 2004 6 

2005 7 

Comments: * Baseline year. **To some extent the entire scale has been adopted in law or regulation 
for a score of 7, but in actual practice, the observations of the JRP and reports from Court 
Administrators indicate that in practice Mongolia only implements up to score 4. This score will be 
further refined as the JRP further observes and analyses the courts. 

*** Scorecard is as follows: 

Job descriptions with minimum requirements available but no apparent merit appointment system 1 
Job descriptions with minimum requirements available and selection of new staff according to 2 
interview results based on minimum requirements 
Job descriptions with minimum requirements available and selection of new staff according to 3 
standard test results based on minimum requirements 
Job descriptions outlining full requirements available and selection of new staff according to 4 
standard test results based on full requirements 
Job descriptions outlining full requirements available, selection of new staff according to standard 5 
test results based on full requirements, basic performance evaluation system for current staff 
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developed 
Job descriptions outlining full requirements available, selection of new staff according to standard 6 
test results based on full requirements, basic performance evaluation system for current staff 
implemented, promotions and salary increases according to performance evaluations 
Job descriptions outlining full requirements available, selection of new staff according to standard 7 
test results based on full requirements, goal based performance evaluation system for current staff 
developed and implemented, promotions and salary increases according to performance 
evaluations 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 7): Indicator 10-of 31: General Council of Courts 
the primary national court administration office 

Indicator for PT 1: Capacity of the General Council of the Courts Strengthened. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: General Council of the Courts established as the primary national court administrative 
office supported by clear statutory authority. 
Unit of Measure: A sliding scale*** to measure the 
degree to the GeC is established as the primary 

Year Planned Actual national court administrative office supported by clear 
statutory authority. 
Source: NCSC and the GCC. 2001* N.A. 1 
Indicator Description: GeC functions and authorities 2002 2-3 
are clearly defined, inter-relationship with other 2003 4-5 
courts and agencies are clearly defined. 2004 

2005 

Comments: * Baseline year. 

Caveats: The Mongolian Law on the Courts gives broad powers to the GCC that compete with 
authorities of other entities, i.e. the Supreme Court and Aimag governments. Desired changes can only be 

-

-
..... 

-

..." 

accomplished if competing legislation is harmonized. \;oj 

*** Sliding scale is as follows: 

Legislation governing GeC responsibilities and functions is reviewed for conflicts with other 1 
laws 
New legislation to eliminate regulatory and jurisdictional conflicts is introduced 2 
New legislation to eliminate regulatory and jurisdictional conflicts is passed 3 
New legislation to eliminate regulatory and jurisdictional conflicts is implemented 4 
GCC operates according to adjusted legal framework 5 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 8): Indicator 11 of 31: General Council of Court's 
Organizational Capacity Increased 

Indicator for PT 1: Capacity of the General Council of the Courts strengthened. 
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Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January26,2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: General Council of the Courts Organizational Capacity Assessment Index. 
Unit of Measure: Scorecard with scales ranging from 

Year Planned Actual 1-5. 
Source: Team of experts organized by NCSC. 2001* N.A. 0 
Indicator Description: The elements of the index 2002 ** 
includes: 1) democratic leadership principles 2003 
institutionalized; 2) modem management practices 2004 
applied; 3) human resources management based on 
needs; 4) financial resources management based on 
needs; 5) service delivery based court needs; and 6) 
external relations promote the goals of the GCC. 
Each of these elements will be scored on a six point 2005 
scale: 1= needs urgent attention and improvement; 2 = 
needs attention; 3 = needs improvement; 4 = needs 
improvement in limited aspects but not major or 
urgent; 5 = no need for immediate improvement. . 

Comments: * Baseline year. ** The original intent was that NCSC in consultation with USAID 
would create a team of experts who would review the operations of the GCC and develop more exact 
details for this index, by July 1, 2001. The current operations of the GCC are so under-funded and 
traditional-hierarchical that none of the measures apply at the current time and a review by an expert 
team would not yield additional information. In 2001 NCSC made recommendations for change to 
address these issue. NCSC will review the feasibility of using an expert team to assess the operations 
of the GeC with USAID by January 31, 2002. Resources to be used for further index development 
will include USAID resources such as the following: 
htto:llwww .usaid.{!ov/oubs/sourcebooklus {!ov/or{!cao. Ddf 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 9): Indicator 12 of 31: Administrative 
organization of the courts strengthened 

Indicator for PT 1: Capacity of the General Council of the Courts strengthened. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to strengthen the administrative organization of the courts in Mongolia. 

Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC and the GCC. 2001* Step 1 Step 1,2 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 2002 Step_2 and 3 
1) development of recommendations to strengthen 2003 Step 3 and 4 
administration of the courts; 2) facilitation of 2004 Step 4 
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roundtables and other problem solving discussions to 
develop a consensus on steps to strengthen the 
administrative organization of the courts (these efforts 
will pay particular attention to matters of centralized 
direction and local responsibilities); 3) creation of 2005 Step 4 
policy guidance to implement the new administrative 
organization; 4) implementation of the policies; and 
5) provision of technical assistance to help ensure the -success of the new administrative arrangements. 
Comments: * Baseline year. The actual steps to be undertaken will be outlined in each year's 
workplan and may require adjustments due to changes in legislation and commitment to change by the 
GCC and other Mongolian stakeholders. -. 
JRP Performance Data Table: (New) Indicator 13 of 31: Increase in judges having access to laws -
Indicator for IR 1.1: Capacity of the General Council of the Courts strengthened. 

'-

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26,2001 I CountrylOrganization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of judges having access to laws and l(!gal information 
Unit of Measure: Percentage of survey respondents Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC and the GCC. 2001* N.A. 45% 
Indicator Description: Percentage of judges indicating 2002 3% increase 
having appropriate access to all the laws and legal 2003 3% increase 
information needed to conduct their work efficiently 2004 3% increase 
and effectively. 2005 3% increase 
Comments: * Baseline year. 

JRP Performance Data Table: (New) Indicator 14 of 31: Increased responsiveness of the courts 

Indicator for IR 1.1: Capacity of the General Council of the Courts strengthened. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the jUdiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of judges responding that the GCC has been responsive to the courts' needs 
Unit of Measure: Percentage of survey respondents Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC and the GCC. a) 80% 

b) 70% 
2001* N.A. c) 65% 

d) 35% 
e) 23% 

Indicator Description: Percentage of judges indicating 2002 3% increase 
that the GCC has been responsive to a) training 2003 5% increase 
requests, b) operational issues, c) personnel issues, d) 2004 5% increase .... 
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financial matters and e) bnd et issnes. 2005 5% increase 
Comments: * Baseline ear. 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 12): Indicator 15 of 31: Sustainable case tracking 
system established 

Indicator for PT 2: A sustaiuable case tracking and management system established that supports the rule 
of law. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition . 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: Jannary26,2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intennediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken toward the establishment of an efficient sustainable case tracking and 
management (CTM) system that supports the rule of law. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* Steps 1-4 Step 1-3 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 2002 Steps 3-5 
I) evaluation of past CTM work of other donors and 2003 Steps 5-6 
the MOl; 2) establishment of priorities for a new 2004 Steps 5-6 
CTM system; 3) creation of a CTM user group; 4) Steps 5-6 
development of CTM training plans; 5) successful 
testing of the CTM system in one or more pilot 2005 
courts; 6) replication of the CTM system to cover 
additional courts. 
Comments: * Baseline year. To ensure sustainability, the definition of a CTM is a manual CTM, 
supported by partial or full technology support as feasible, that includes records management, case 
filing, use of common case ideutifiers, etc. 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 14): Indicator 16 of 31: Courts' IT capabilities 
enhanced 

Indicator for PT 2: Court system infonnation technology needs analyzed and enhanced. 

Strategic Obiective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intennediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to analyze the infonnation technology needs of the court system. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* N.A. Step 1 
Indicator Description: As used here the tenn 2002 Steps 2-4 
"infonnation technology" is meant to be broadly 2003 Step 4-5 
defined. It will include both computer and other 2004 Step 4-5 
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information technology needs, such as 
communication equipment and will embrace such 
areas as personnel, procurement and finance. Steps/ 
milestones will include: I) identification of gaps in 
existing court information systems; 2) assessment of 
GOM plans to address these gaps; 3) assessment of 2005 Step 4-5 
other donor plans to address these gaps; 4) 
identification of unmet priority needs (if any) that 
might be effectively met by JRP; 5) implementation 
of sustainable enhancements to address information 
technology needs. 
Comments: * Baseline year. Identification of unmet priority needs and implementation of sustainable 
enhancements that the JRP can address is an ongoing task that will change over time with changing 
court needs, adjustments in other donor activities, and access to sustainable resources by the GOM. 

JRP Perfonnance Data Table (New) Indicator 17 of 31: Jndges access to technical equipment 
increased 

Indicator for PT 2: Court system information technology needs enhanced. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438,002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIOIMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of judges indicating need for technical equipment. 
Unit of Measure: Percent Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* N.A. 80% 
Indicator Description: Percent of respondents to 2002 75% 
survey of judges. 2003 70% 

2004 65% 

2005 60% 

Comments: * Baseline year. 

JRP Perfonnance Data Table (Original indicator 15): Indicator 18 of 31: Courts' responsibilities 
clarified 

Indicator for PT 3: Responsibilities and jurisdictions of courts/agencies clarified and rationalized. 

Stratellic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: US AID/Mongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the jUdiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to clarify and rationalize responsibilities and jUrisdictions of courts and justice 
system agencies. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001 N.A. 1 

2002 2-3 
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2002 2-3 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 200~ 3-4 
1) development of draft regulations/legislation to 
rationalize responsibilities/jurisdictions; 2) 
sponsorship of one or more stakeholder workshops to 
discuss the responsibility/jurisdiction issue; 3) 2005 3-4 
adoption of implementing regulations andlor passage 
of implementing legislation; 4) provision of technical 
assistance to help implement the 
~11\ffiiBa!ietine year. As new areas in need of review of responsibility/jurisdiction issues are 
detected, steps 1-4 may have to be repeated. 

Perfonnance Data Table: (New) Indicator 19 of 31: Time in pre-trial detention reduced 

Indicator for PT 3 level: Responsibilities and jurisdictions of courts/agencies clarified and rationalized. 

StrateJ(ic Objective Name: Consolidate MonJ(olia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: Januarv26,2001 I Countrv/OrJ(anization: USAIDlMonJ(olia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the jUdiciary. 
Indicator: Average time in pre-trial detention between arrest and filing a case in court. Criminal 
Cases 
Unit of Measure: Number of days. Year Planned Actual 
Source: Prosecutor General's Office (17) The 

2001* N.A. ???** 
Supreme Court (??)** 
Indicator Description: The number of people and the 2002 ** decrease 
average length of time spent in pre-trial detention 2003 
between arrest and criminal cases filed in criminal 2004 
court in the last 12 months. 2005 
* Baseline year. **These data are currently not readily available. The JRP's work with the 
prosecutor's office and the courts may enhance their data collection capabilities to provide this 
information. 

Perfonnance Data Table: (New) Indicator 20 of 31: Length of time from arrest to filing the case in 
court reduced 

Indicator for PT 3 level: Responsibilities and jurisdictions of courts/agencies clarified and rationalized. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
StrateJ(ic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/OrJ(anization: USAIDlMonJ(olia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Average time from arrest to filing a case in court. Criminal Cases 
Unit of Measure: Number of days. Year Planned Actual 
Source: Prosecutor General's Office (??) The 

2001* N.A. ??? 
Supreme Court (??) 

2002 ** decrease 
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2002 ** decrease 
Indicator Description: The average time between 2000 
arrest and criminal cases filed in criminal court iu the 2005 

""Sa's€lluI<; y""t. **These data are curreutly not readily available. The JRP's work with the 
prosecutor's office and the courts may enhance their data collection capabilities to provide this 
information. 

Perfonnance Data Table: (New) Indicator 21 a of 31: Percent of Civil Cases "Protested" by higher 
courts 

Indicator for PT 3 level: Responsibilities and jurisdictions of conrts/agencies clarified and rationalized. 

Strategic Obiective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Obiective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: Jannary 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Resnlt 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the jUdiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of lower court decisions "protested" by higher courts without an appeal. Civil 
Cases 
Unit of Measure: Percent of all cases decided by 

Year Planned Actual 
lower court: civil. 
Source: The Supreme Court First half 

N.A. 7.74%** 
2001* 

2002 4%*** 
2003 0% 
2004 0% 

2005 0% 

* Baseline year. **These data are reported to and compiled by the Supreme Court. However, there is 
some inconsistency between the total number of cases reported in this report and the total number of 
cases in other reports. The JRP will examine this inconsistency and see if it indicates a problem with 
the reliability of these data. 

Caveat: The draft Civil Procedure Code will eliminate the practice of supervision, but the last amendment 

-
-

.... , 

to the Civil Procedure Code attempted to do the same thing and the practice was continued by a Supreme ... 
Court resolution making review of all cases mandatory for higher courts. The target is based on the 
assumption that the new Civil Procedure Code will come into effect in 2002, but it will take some time for 
the JRP and other donors to work with the Courts to change the practice. .." 

.... ' 
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Performance Data Table: (New) Indicator 22 b of 31: Percent of Criminal Cases "Protested" by 
higher courts 

Indicator for PT 3 level: Responsibilities and jnrisdictions of courts/agencies clarified and rationalized. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Couutry Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of lower court decisions "protested" by higher courts without an appeal: 
Criminal Cases 
Unit of Measure: Percent of all cases decided by 

Year Planned Actual 
lower court: Criminal. 
Sonrce: The Supreme Court First half 

N.A. 6.71%** 
2001* 

Indicator Description: A Supreme Court resolution 2002 4%*** 
requires all Aimag and the Capital City Court to 2003 2% 
review all lower court decisions. If a higher court 2004 0% 
judges suspects a mistake she can initiate an "appeal 
processes or trial de novo by "protesting" the 
decision. In addition, after the 10 days to file an 
appeal has elapsed, a party can go to a higher court 
judge and ask her to review a case. The judge can 
"protest" and begin an appeal process. Both of these 

2005 0% practices are referred to as "supervision" and 
represent a sonrce of delay, and an opportunity for 
corruption. The review of all cases is a tremendous 
misallocation of judicial resonrces. The practice also 
undermines the sense of independence and 
responsibility of lower court iudges. 
* Baseline year. ** These data are reported to and compiled by the Supreme Court. However, there 
is some inconsistency between the total number of cases reported in this report and the total number 
of cases in other reports. The JRP will examine this inconSistency and see if it indicates a problem 
with the reliability of these data. 

Caveat: The draft Criminal Procednre Code does not explicitly eliminate the practice of review and 
"protest." Nonetheless, the JRP will work with the Supreme Court to provide justification for a resolution 
eliminating or reducing the practice based both on international best practice and consistency with the 
Civil Procedure Code. 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 17): Indicator 22 of 31: Steps taken to establish 
continuing legal education system 

Indicator for PT 4 level: A continuing legal training education system for all legal professionals 
designed, developed and made operational. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAID/Mongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
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parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to establish a continuing education legal system and a national legal training 
center (NLTC) to serve the entire community of legal professionals in Mongolia. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* Steps 1,2 Steps 1 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 2002 Step 2, 3 
1) assessment of past legal training activities of other 2003 Step 4,5 
donors and the MOJ; 2) development of priorities for 2004 Steps 6-7 
continuing legal education; 3) facilitation of 
stakeholder meetings or consultations to agree on 
CLE concept; 4) statutes passed to support CLE; 5) 
CLE curricula developed; 6) CLE material and 
trainers available; 7) basic CLE implemented. 
1) recommendation for the NLTC developed, 2) 
stakeholder consensus on NTLC concept 3) definition 
of the mission, staffing arrangements and operating 2005 Step 8 
procedures of the NLTC; 4) development ofNLTC 
curricula, reference materials and training assessment 
materials; 5) completion of NLTC faculty training; 6) 
acquisition of the NLTC facility (undertaken 
simultaneously with steps 1-5 by the MOJ); 7) 
initiation of NL TC operations; and 8) provision of T A 
to strengthen the NLTC. 
Comments: * Baseline year. 

Caveat: The development of a National Legal Training Center will be dependent on funding provided by 
other foreign donors. Depending on the availability of funding for the Center project tasks for this 
indicator may have to be adjusted. 

Performance Data Table: (New) Indicator 23 of 31: Steps taken to develop quality continuing legal 
education material 

Indicator for Sub·PT 4.1 level: Sustainable mechanisms to develop quality CLE training material for 
legal professionals developed and implemented. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective 10: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAlOlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to maintain quality CLE training material development efforts for all legal 
professionals in Mongolia. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* N.A. Step 1 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 2002 Step 2-4 
1) Assessment of available CLE material; 2) 2003 Step 3-4 
recommendations for sustainable development of 2004 Steps 4 
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quality CLE training material provided; 3) initial 
assistance to develop quality CLE training material 
provided; 4) CLE training material development 2005 Step 4 
courses held for trainers; 4) development of quality 
CLE training material supported. 
Comments: * Baseline year. 

Performance Data Table: (New) Indicator 24 of 31: Steps taken to retain quality trainers for 
continuing legal education 

Indicator for Sub-PT 4.2 level: Sustainable mechanisms to develop and retain quality trainers for CLE 
training developed and implemented. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDIMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the jUdiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to develop and restrain quality trainers for CLE training in Mon~ olia. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* N.A. Step 1 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 2002 Step J-3 
1) Assessment of available CLE trainers and retaining 2003 Step 3-4 
system; 2) Recommendations for developing and 2004 Steps 4 
retaining CLE trainers provided; 3) CLE training-the-
trainers courses held**; 4) CLE training-the-trainers 2005 Step 4 
courses supported. 
Comments: * Baseline year. ** Given the number of trainers that will be needed and the number of 
courses that they will have to offer, this will not be a one time "check off' but will probably occur 
throughout the process of creating a sustainable CLE system. 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 24 of 28): Indicator 25 of 31: Steps taken to 
promote oral procedures and equality of all parties in court 

Indicator for PT 4 level: Procedures, informational materials and training materials developed to 
promote adoption of a more oral, adversarial process in Mongolian courts. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDIMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to promote the adoption of a more oral, adversarial process in Mongolian 
courts. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* Step I Step I 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 2002 Step 2-3 
1) facilitation of workshops for legal professionals on 2003 Step 4-5 
the implications of the adversarial principle; 2) 2004 Step 5-6 
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development of CLE training courses that enhance 
advocacy skills; 3) development of plans for pilot 
projects in two courts to demonstrate application of 
oral procedures or design of alternative means of 

2005 Step 6 
enhancing advocacy skills within the Mongolian legal 
framework; 4) implementation of the pilot project; 5) 
assessment of results; and 6) replication of pilot 
activities at additional courts. 
Comments: * Baseline year. 

Caveats: Even though Article 20 of the Mongolian Criminal Procedure Code clearly states that 
adversarial principles should be used in court hearings, none of these principles are currently employed in 
the Mongolian legal process. The Mongolian law provides for the use of more oral procedures and more 
equality of the defense with the prosecution. The JRP project can promote the increased use of oral 
procedures and equality of the parties in court within the current legal framework. True implementation 
of key adversarial principles requires policy and legislative changes. 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 18 of 28): Indicator 26 of 31: Steps taken to 
develop legal qualifying system 

Indicator for PT S level: An effective standardized qualifying system developed and made operational. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to develop and operationalize a standardized qualifying system for al1lawyers. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* Steps 1-2 Step 1 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 2002 Steps 2, 3 
1) Recommendations for qualifying system provided, 2003 Steps 4, 5 
2) Legislation introduced to Parliament and passed; 3) 2004 Step 6 
broad based consultative process for developing the 
test format; 4) training to prepare legal professionals; 
5) initial exam administration; 6) staggered 2005 Step 7 
implementation of the system, 7) universal 
application of the system. 
Comments: * Baseline year. 

Caveat: The implementation of a standardized qualifying system is dependent upon passage of 
authorizing legislation that is planned to pass in 2002. 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 19 of 28): Indicator 27 of 31: Percentage of new 
lawyers meeting qualifying standards 

Indicator for PT Slevel: An effective standardized qualifying system developed and made operational. 

olia's democratic tradition. 
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Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAID/Mongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the jUdiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of new law)'ers meeting_the standards set by the new national qualifying system. 
Unit of Measure: Percentage Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* NA NA 
Indicator Description: The national qualifying system 2002 ** 
is likely to be similar to a bar exam and meeting the 2003 
standard will mean passing the exam. 2004 

2005 

Comments: * Baseline year. **Targets to be set after legislation is passed. 

Caveats: The implementation of a nationaJ qualifying system is dependent upon passage of authorizing 
legislation that is planned to pass 2002. The precise indicator description and targets cannot be 
established until the legislation passed determines who will be required to take the test. 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 20 of 28): Indicator 28 of 31: Steps taken to 
establish legal ethics system 

Indicator for PT 6 level: Revised ethical standards for legal professionals developed, adopted and 
enforced. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 . L Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to define, implement, and enforce ethical standards for legal professionals. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* Step I Step I 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 2002 Step 2 
I) development of revised ethics standards for all 2003 Step 3-4 
legal professionals; 2) Stakeholder workshops to build 2004 Step 4-6 
consensus for ethics legislation; 3) development of 
ethics training materials; 4) provision of mandatory 
ethics training to all legal professionals; 5) inclusion 
of ethics training as a mandatory part of law school 

2005 Step 4-7 
training; 6) delegation of the power to enforce ethical 
standards to one or more legal professional 
organizations; and 7) initiation of ethics enforcement 
activities by the professional organizations. 
Comments: * Baseline year. 

Caveats: The implementation of several steps under this indicator is dependent upon passage of 
authorizing legislation that is planned to be introduced in 2002 or later. 

JRP Performance Data Table (Original indicator 21 of 28): Indicator 29 of 31: Increase access to 
the courts 
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Indicator Program Objective Level: Access to the Mongolian judicial system broadened and improved. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, politicaf 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of citizens who say they have access to court systems 
Unit of Measure: Percent of those surveyed. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSe. 2001* NA ** 
Indicator Description: Percentage of respondents that 2002 ** 
state they have access described as: a) know how the 2003 
process works; b) know where to turn for help; c) 2004 
court provides assistance; d) understanding of 
procedures; e) time to process the case; f) geographic 2005 
access. Question 5 of public opinion survey 
Comments: * Baseline year. ** Actual and targets will be set by January 31, 2002 when the survey 
results have been analyzed. 

JRP Performance Data Table: Indicator 30 of 31: Increased access to non-court settlement 
alternatives 

Indicator for IR 5.1: Alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, including smaIl claims courts and 
criminal process alternatives, designed and implemented. 

. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January26,2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of survey responding indicating that they had been involved in disputes resolved 
outside the court system 
Unit of Measure: Percent of respondents. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC and the GCe. 2001* NA ** 
Indicator Description: Alternative dispute resolution 2002 ** 
mechanisms currently include decisions by governors 2003 
and mediating by non-government entities. In the 2004 
future this may include arbitration, small claims 2005 
courts, and other legally recognized alternatives to the 
traditional court system. Question 4b public opinion 2006 
survey 
Comments: * Baseline year. ** Actual and targets will be set by January 31, 2002 when the survey 
results have been analyzed. 

JRP Performance Data Table: Indicator 31 of 31: Increased use of non-court settlement alternatives 

Indicator for IR 5.1: Alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, including small claims courts and 
criminal process alternatives, designed and implemented. 

I Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
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Strategic Obiective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the iudiciary. 
Indicator: Percent of cases resolved using alternative s stems. 
Unit of Measure: Percent of cases resolved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The GCe. 2001* N.A. ** 
Indicator Description: Case is defined as a conflict 2002 ** 
between two or more parties. An alternative dispute 2003 
system is one that is legally recognized. 2004 

.... 2005 
2006 

Comments: * Baseline year. ** There are currently no data readily available on the number of out of 
court settlements through alternative means; the JRP will strive to gain access to such information in 
the coming year. In addition, year one and two JRP activities do not include the development of ADR 
mechanism, so no targets can been set at the current time. 
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JUSTIFICATION FOR ELIMINATING ORIGINALLY PROPOSED INDICATORS 

A number of original indicators have proven to be insufficient measures for program performance for the 
JRP. Outlined below are the justifications for eliminating these measures. 

Performance Data Table: Original indicator la and b of 28 - Average time from filing to 
disposition of new cases - To be deleted. 

Indicator for JRP Program Objective level: Mongolian judicial sector institutions made more efficient, 
more effective and more capable of adhering to the rule of law. 

Justification for elimination: By statute all Civil Cases must be completed within 60 days of filing, and 
Criminal Cases within 30 days. The available data indicate that case disposition is well within this range. 
The data have proven to be reliable and no improvement in this area is needed for the coming years. 
Actually, the timelines set by Mongolian statutes may be too rigorous for successfully processing major 
civil cases and pursuing complex criminal cases. Instead NCSC identified other shortcomings in case 
processing, i.e. length of time between arrest and filing a case in court, length of time accused are 
spending in pre-trial detention without a case being filed in court, time between court decision and 
enforcement in civil cases, number of lower court decisions overturned through appeal, number of lower 
court decisions overturned through "supervisory" decisions. These are included is new measures. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia'S democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-0 I 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Average time from filing to disposition of new cases. Civil Cases 
Unit of Measure: Number of days. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The Supreme Court 2000' N.A. 41.5 days 
Indicator Description: The average time of all cases 2001 '* 
disposed of in the last 12 months between the time 2002 
when the case was filed and when it was disposed: 2003 
disaggregated by type of case: criminal or civil. 2004 

2005 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Targets will be set by December I, 200 I after the current data have 
been further validated. 

. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26,2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Average time from filing to disposition of new cases. Criminal Cases 
Unit of Measure: Number of days. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The Supreme Conrt 2000' N.A. 23.5 days 
Indicator Description: The average time of all cases 2001 ** 
disposed of in the last 12 months between the time 2002 
when the case was filed and when it was disposed: 2003 
disaggregated by type of case: criminal or civil. 2004 

2005 
* Baseline year. **Targets will be set by December I, 2001 after the current data have been further 
validated. 
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JRP Performance Data Table: Original Indicator 4a and b of 28 - to be deleted 

Indicator for PT 1: Court administration and case management strengthened. 

Justification for elimination: This indicator alone does not provide much information about stronger 
court administration or case management and could be misleading because the number of criminal cases 
filed is affected by many non-court related factors (i.e., rise in crime rates, increased police and/or 
prosecutor activities, increase in court fees, etc.). Therefore, this indicator would have to be explained by 
additional quantitative and qualitative indicators to control for such non-court related influences on case 
filings. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26,2001 I Country/Organization: USAID/Mongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Number of Criminal Case Filings 
Unit of Measure: Number of filings. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The Supreme Court 2000* N.A. 10,277 
Indicator Description: Criminal and civil courts exist 2001 ** 
at the national, aimag, inter-soum, and soum levels. 2002 
Specialty courts do not exist but are expected to be 2003 
created at the aimag, inter-soum and soum levels. 2004 

2005 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Targets to be set by December 1,2001. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Number of Civil Case Filings 
Unit of Measure: Number of filings. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The Supreme Court 2000* N.A. 21,717 
Indicator Description: Criminal and civil courts exist 2001 ** 
at the national, aimag, inter-soum, and soum levels. 2002 
Specialty courts do not exist yet but are expected to 2003 
be created at the aimag, inter-soum and soum levels. 2004 

2005 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Targets to be set by December I, 2001. 

JRP Performance Data Table: Original Indicator 5a of 28 - to be deleted 

Indicator for PT 1: Court administration and case management strengthened. 

Justification for elimination: The percentage of criminal cases not accepted for adjudication is 
reasonably low in comparison to other countries; further reduction of the number of cases not accepted is 
not needed. 
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Strategic Obiective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDIMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary . . 

Indicator: Percentage of criminal cases submitted to the court system accepted for adjudication. 
Unit of Measure: Percentage. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The GeC. 2001* N.A. 6.2% 
Indicator Description: Proportion of cases filed in the 2002 
court system, accepted by the court system. 2003 

2004 
2005 

Comments: * Baseline year. 

JRP Performance Data Table: Original Indicator 5c of 28 - to be deleted 

Indicator for PT 1: Court administration and case management strengthened. 

Justification for elimination: No administrative courts or other specialty courts have been created and 
administrative type cases are currently handled in civil courts. After the first administrative courts become 
operational, these types of cases will be disaggregated from the civil cases currently monitored under 
indicator 8 of 30. 

Strategic Obiective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26,2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDIMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and thejudiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of cases submitted to specialty courts accepted for adiudication. 
Unit of Measure: Percentage. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The GCC. 2001* N.A. ** 
Indicator Description: Proportion of cases submitted 2002 ** 
by litigants for resolution by the court system, 2003 
accepted by the court system. 2004 

2005 

Comments: * Baseline year. **Baseline data and targets to be set by December 1,2001. 

JRP Performance Data Table: Original Indicator 10 of 28 • To be deleted. 

Indicator for IR 1.1: Capacity of the General Council of the Courts strengthened. 

Justification for elimination: The ability of the GCC to deliver the needed information material to all 
courts is severely limited due to under-funding of the GCC and other entities (i.e. Supreme Court) that 
publish essential information. Instead indicators J3 (access to laws/legal information) and 14 
(responsiveness of the GCC) have been chosen to measure the ability of the GCC to provide needed 
services to the courts. 

olia's democratic tradition. 
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Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of courts receiving regular distributions of essential information from GCC. 
Unit of Measure: Percentage of courts receive # of 

Year Planned Actual materials. 
Source: NCSC and the GCC. 2001* NA 100/2 
Indicator Description: Regular distributions means at 2002 ** 
least once a month. Essential information includes 2003 
higher court decisions, MOJ rulings, and relevant 2004 
pending and newly passed legislation. 

2005 

Comments: * Baseline year. **Baseline data to be verified and targets set by December 1, 2001. 

JRP Perfonnance Data Table: Original Indicator 11 of 28 • To be deleted. 

Indicator for IR 1.1: Capacity of the General Council of the Courts strengthened. 

Reason for elimination: This indicator is less than useful because of the inability to have a meaningful 
definition of "acted upon" with respect to the wide variety of request received by the GCe. While they 
are all responded to, buc!get limitations and the reasonableness of the requests dictate how satisfactory 
those responses are for the requestors. A better measure is the budget of the GCC allocated to the courts 
(that is net of central administrative costs). This is captured in the new indicator L In addition, a range of 
other indicators measure GCC capacities (10,11,12). 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Number of requests for assistance from courts received and acted upon by General Council 
of the Courts. 
Unit of Measure: Number of requests. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The GCe. 2001* N.A. 752' 
Indicator Description: Requests for assistance include 2002 ** 
requests for legal information (not case specific), 2003 
assistance with organization, operational or personnel 2004 
issues, requests for training. Acting upon a request 2005 
means disseminating information, providing training 

2006 and on-site delivery of technical assistance. 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Baseline data to be completed by and targets set by September 1, 
2001. 

JRP Perfonnance Data Table: Original Indicator 13 of 28 • To be deleted. 

Indicator for IR 1.2: A sustainable case tracking and management system established. 

1 The Gee received: Personnel matters, 677 requests; Technical Equipment and Facilities, 34 requests; Finance and Budget,41 requests. Neither we, nor the 

Gee has a count of the final resolution, but aU have been responded to. 
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Reason for elimination: Sustainable, efficient manual case tracking systems exist in Mongolian Courts. 
The work of the JRP will focus on improving those systems to further transparency and accountability, as low 

well as efficiency in filing and records management. This indicator is replaced by indicator 15. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 1 Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and thejudiciary. 
Indicator: Percentage of total court caseload being handled by CTM systems. 
Unit of Measure: Percentage. Year Planned Actual 
Source: The GCe. 2001* N.A. (2)** 
Indicator Description: Percentage of court filings 2002 ** 
during the previous 12 months being tracked and 2003 ** 
managed by CTM systems (disaggregated by manual 2004 ** 
and automated systems). 2005 ** 

2006 ** 
Comments: * Baseline year. ** Baseline information and targets for 2002 will be completed by 
December 200 I. 

JRP Performance Data Table: Original Indicator 16 of 28 - to be deleted 

Indicator for IR 1.4: Responsibilities and jurisdictions of courts/agencies clarified and rationalized. 

Justificatiou for elimination: Cooperative agreements are useful where institutions have clearly defined 
roles and procedures of long standing can be expedited with such agreements. In Mongolia, such 
jurisdictional clarity is lacking and laws and policies are changing rapidly. With this unsettled state of the 
law and practice, it is unrealistic to expect cooperative arrangements between courts and other justice 
sector organizations are a reliable solution. In addition, this indicator is difficult to measure since the 
definition of cooperative agreement can include very vague agreements (as the sometimes exist in 
Mongolia) that do little to actually improve coordination, as well informal agreements on the local level 
that are difficult to capture. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: Janullry 26, 2001 I Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Increase in number of cooperative arrangements among courts and other justice sector 
organizations. 
Unit of Measure: Number of cooperative 
arrangements. 

Year Planned Actual 

Source: NCSC and the GCC. 2001* N.A. ** 
Indicator Description: Cooperative arrangements will 2002 ** 
include formal MOUs and the establishment of 2003 
informal procedures to foster coordination and 2004 
collaboration among courts and other justice sector 

2005 organizations. 

Comments: * Baseline year. **Baseline data to be gathered and targeisset by December I, 2001. 

JRP Performance Data Table: Original Indicator 25 of 28 - to be deleted 
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Indicator for IR 5.3: Capacity of legal clinics expanded . 

Jnstification for elimination: This aspect of enhancing access to the justice system and increasing law 
school capabilities will be covered by other donors and is no longer a focus of the JRP's work. Soros 
Foundation (Open Society Mongolia Foundation) is already working in this area and the World Bank may 
add to their efforts. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition . 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 I Country/Orl(anization: USAIDlMongoIia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 
parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to upgrade one pilot state of the art legal clinic in Ulaanbaatar and establish one 
new similar state of the art legal clinic outside Ulaanbaatar. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* N.A. ** 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones to upgrade the 2002 ** 
clinic in UIaanbaatar will include: 1) identification of 2003 
state of the art services to be provided; 2) 2004 
development of a draft plan to upgrade the clinic; and 
3) implementation of the plan. Similar steps will be 

2005 followed in the creation of the clinic outside of 
Ulaanbaatar. 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Baseline data to be gathered and targets set by December 1,2001. 

JRP Performance Data Table: Original Indicator 26 of 28 • To be deleted. 

Indicator for IR 6: Law school standards raised. 

Justification for elimination: This aspect of enhancing law school capabilities will be covered by other 
donors and is no longer a direct focus of the JRP's work. The recommendations for developing a standard 
qualification system for new lawyers may lead to higher law school standards. Indicator 27 will track the 
percentage of new lawyers that pass the new qualification exam if it is implemented in the future. 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Stratel(ic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: January 26, 2001 L Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 

.parties and the judiciary. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* N.A. ** 
Indicator Description: Steps/milestones will include: 2002 ** 
1) assessment of past efforts by other donors and the 2003 
MOJ to raise law school standards; 2) facilitation of 2004 
information gathering workshops on law school 
curricula, teaching methods and accreditation 
standards; 3} creation of a plan to raise law school 
standards (including accreditation and legal education 2005 
standards, recommendations for a uniform curricula, 
uniform exams, etc.); and 4) provision of assistance to 
help implement the 'plan. 
Comments: * Baseline year. **Baseline data to be gathered and targets set by December I, 2001. 
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JRP Performance Data Table: Original Indicator 27 of 28 - To be deleted. 

Indicator for IR 7: Independence of the judiciary strengthened. 

Justification for elimination: This indicator is now covered by indicator 6 "Iudicial Independence 
Strengthened: Iudicial decision making and governance more independent." 

Strategic Objective Name: Consolidate Mongolia's democratic tradition. 
Strategic Objective ID: 438-002-01 
Approved: Ianua~26,2001 ~ Country/Organization: USAIDlMongolia 
Country Strategic Plan - Intermediate Result 2.2: Improve the effectiveness of parliament, political 

. parties and the judiciary. 
Indicator: Steps taken to strengthen the independence of the judiciary. 
Unit of Measure: Steps taken/milestones achieved. Year Planned Actual 
Source: NCSC. 2001* Steps 1,2 1,2 
Indicator Description: Iudicial independence will be 2002 ** 
defined as the ability of judges to make decisions on 2003 
cases in their domain without any outside 2004 
interference. Steps/milestones will include: 1) 2005 
development of g recommendations to enhance 
judicial independence: and 2) initiation of actions to 
help implement the recommendations such as 2006 
consensus building activities and providing technical 
assistance to revise laws policies and regulations. 
Comments: * Baseline year. **New steps and targets for following years to be set by December 1, 
2001. 
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1. Background and Review of Judicial Councils in the United States l 

Early in the 20th Century concerns were voiced over the administration of justice in the United 
States. There was a general dissatisfaction with how the courts operated and the lack of 
efficiency in the administration of justice. Many U.S. court systems still employed antiquated 
legal and administrative procedures that dated back to the 19th century. In 1913 Wisconsin was 
the first state to address these problems by creating a judicial council. It required more than 35 
years for the total number of judicial councils to grow to 37 across the United States. Their 
overall purpose was to set direction and provide leadership for improving the administration of 
justice. Although the intentions and missions ofthese early councils were lofty and worthwhile, 
there were inherent and systemic problems associated with the accomplishment of their goals to 
improve the administration of justice. 

It was not until the late 1950s that judicial refonn began to have any tangible effects. The courts 
throughout the United States in the 1950s were faced with a judiciary that was inadequately 
compensated, under-trained with little or no continuing legal education programs, and little 
accountability to the public for disciplinary actions. Many of the early judicial councils 
recognized the problems the courts were facing and solutions to remedy these problems were 
sought. Unfortunately, many of these councils saw their primary roles as only advisory in nature 
and concentrated on reviewing pending legislation and making general recommendations for the 
improvement of the courts. The judges themselves were frequently opposed to the intrusions of 
these councils because they viewed their work as interfering with judicial independence and self
government. 

In addition, other factors contributed to the lack of success in changing the court system through 
these judicial councils. Most of the early judicial councils had little legal authority to affect 
change in how the courts operated. Some of the judicial councils only met once or twice a year 
for a half-day meeting. It is difficult, if not impossible, for a part-time group of individuals with 
varying backgrounds and expertise to address the needs and requirements of the courts. The 
issues facing the courts are too complex and involved to effectively develop policies for 
changing the judiciary as a whole. In many states the judicial councils proposed and 
recommended important and innovative changes for their respective court systems. Although 
these changes were needed and well thought out, there was little or no staff available to 
implement these changes in the courts. It was not until the late I 950s and early 1960s that 
judicial refonn began to take place in the United States. The emergence ofthe modem court 
administrator and hislher staff has enhanced the roles of judicial councils and the modernization 
of court systems in the United States. The majority of the states now have adequate central staff 
to support and implement the policies promulgated by their respective judicial councils.2 

I The authors of this report are Charles Ferrell, Heike Gramckow, Ph.D., and Kim Mahling Clark. This report was 
developed by the National Center for State Courts with USAID funds under Cooperative Agreement #492-A-00-01-
0000 I; Mongolian Judicial Reform Project. The opinions presented in this report are those of the authors and do not 
represent an official USAID position. 
2 See generally, Robin W. Tobin, Creating the Judicial Branch: The Unfinished Reform. National Center for State 
Courts: Williamsburg, Virginia, 1999. 
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The purposes and composition of judicial councils in the United States vary greatly, as 
demonstrated in "Judicial Councils and Conferences: Composition and Function',.) (Appendix I). 
The majority of the judicial councils in the United States is constituted by statute and meet 
annually or semi-annually. Although all U.S. states have some type of judicial councilor 
conference, the overall responsibilities of these entities has not changed much from the original 
councils created in the mid-20th century. The purposes of these councils for the most part are 
unchanged from earlier times (1940-50s) in that they serve in an advisory role to recommend 
improvements for the court system. There are only few states that have a judicial council with a 
direct involvement in the administration of the courts in their respective states. Two of these 
states are California and Utah. Other than California and Utah the purposes of the other councils 
are to study, advise, review, and recommend. Only in Utah and California are there specific and 
well-defined Constitutional and statutory provisions that give the authority and power to 
develop, adopt, and implement policies and procedures to improve the operation and 
administration of the courts. 

The following sections provide a short overview of the composition and responsibilities o'f the 
Judicial Councils in California and Utah. More emphasis is placed on the California system 
since it more closely approximates the role of the Mongolian General Council of Courts structure 
and mission. The experience ofthe Utah system is also of interest since that state mirrors more 
closely the needs of a less-populated, more rural country like Mongolia. 

California Judicial Council 

The California Judicial Council was created by Constitutional Amendment to serve as the chief 
administrative body of the court system. To assist the council in the fulfillment of its duties, the 
Administrative Director of the Courts is responsible for setting the direction and providing staff 
support and leadership for carrying out council policies. The Administrative Director is tasked 
with improving the quality of justice and promoting the independence and accessibility of the 
courts. The council is headed by the Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court. The other 
council members include 15 judges, 4 lawyers, 2 legislators, 4 court administrators, 1 court 
commissioner and I appellate court clerk. The council meets at least seven times per year. 

The California Judicial Council is responsible for the following: 

• Developing rules for the administration of the courts, their practices and procedures; 

• Reviewing and approving the budgets for the California judicial branch; 

.... 

• Reviewing and commenting on Legislation that affects the judicial branch of government"'" 
and approving any reports provided to the Legislature; 

• Providing guidance and direction for the improvement of the court system; 

-
J u.s. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, State Court Organization 1998. Washington, DC 
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• Responding to information requests and implementing appropriate mandates from the 
Legislature. 

In order for the California Judicial Council to perform its duties and responsibilities, the 
Administrative Office of the Courts provides staff support to the council in fulfilling its mandate 
to improve the administration of the courts. The Council has standing committees and has the 
capability to appoint ad hoc committees as required. The Executive Committee oversees the 
strategic planning process and budgetary issues. The Policy Committee reviews and takes 
position on legislation affecting the court system and also proposes a legislative agenda for the 
improvement ofthe court system. The Rules and Projects Committee establishes and maintains 
the rule-making process and assists in developing and reviewing all rules of court administration. 
Finally, Advisory Committees (ad hoc) are created for special projects to build on the collective 
wisdom and experience of its members to review and recommend policy changes for the 
administration of the courts. To assist the council in fulfilling its responsibilities and duties, the 
Administrative Director ofthe Courts and his staff are charged with providing staff support to 
the Council to fulfill its goals and objectives. The staff is charged with the duty of ensuring that 
the goals established by the Council are addressed. 

Utah Judicial Council 

The Utah Judicial Council was created by Constitutional Amendment and has the authority to 
adopt policies and rules for the administration of the court system in Utah. The Utah Judicial 
Council is composed of 14 members and is chaired by the Chief Justice ofthe Utah Supreme 
Court. There is one member who is the state bar representative and the other 12 members are 
judges from each court level in Utah. The Council has established a Board of Judges for each 
court level that adopts administrative rules for its court level and implement the Council's 
polices. These Boards also serve as liaison between the different court levels and the Council. 
The Utah Council holds monthly meetings across the state that are open to the public. 

The Utah system was selected for a review in addition to California because its overall charter is 
to develop and adopt rules and procedures for the administration of the courts. The Utah Council 
has the support of a strong and well-developed Administrative Office, much like the California 
system. Both are chaired by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. The primary differences 
between the California and Utah systems are their population and size and the composition of the 
respective councils, with the Utah council consisting primarily of judges (13 of 14 members). 

The responsibilities of the Utah Judicial Council are: 

• Adopt uniform rules for administration of the courts; 

• Develop standards for judicial performance; 

• Develop standards for court facilities; 

• Establish judicial and non-judicial staffing levels. 
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2. Responsibilities ofthe Administrative Offices in California and Utah 

Both Utah and California have well-developed and staffed Administrative Offices of the Courts 
(AOC) to support the infrastructure of the court system as well as to serve as secretariat to their 
respective judicial councils. It is the responsibility of these offices to implement the policies and 
procedures established by the judicial councils, provide the courts with day-to-day management 
support, and ensure that the courts are adequately funded and staffed. The policies and 
procedures adopted by the judicial councils could not be implemented without the staff support 
from the AOCs. 

The AOCs in both states are responsible for providing staff assistance to judicial committees, 
budgeting, revenue accounting, personnel management and financial auditing. These offices also 
draft legislation and provide testimony and research on legislation affecting the judicial system. 
The AOCs are expected to produce statistical information on the activities of the courts to 
support judicial resource increases and identifY backlogs in particular courts where resources can 
be moved to reduce caseloads. The importance of an adequately staffed AOC to serve the courts 
statewide is extremely important for the functioning of the court system. 

3. Review of Select European Judicial Councils 

The tables provided at the end of this paper (Appendix 2) reflect the distribution of 
responsibilities for judicial governance and court administration in select Western and Eastern 
European countries. These countries have similar judicial responsibilities and governance 
structures as Mongolia. The selected countries used in this report are not exhaustive but are a 
representative sample for discussion purposes. 

To enable a comparison of the structures and functions established in each country the tables 
show by subject area (task) which entity is responsibility for each task: the Judicial Branch, 
another Agency, or the Executive Branch. The countries selected for review are Poland, 
Hungary, Lithuania, Estonia, Netherlands, Germany, and Bulgaria. 

The selected European countries, like Mongolia, all have a judicial governance structure that is 
largely under the auspices of the Ministry of Justice, which is a cabinet level department under 
the executive branch of government. By contrast, there are no judicial councils in the United 
States governed by an executive branch agency or department. The judicial governance 
structures established in the selected countries, like the Mongolian GCC, all have some policy
making powers. Unlike Mongolia, however, they are guided by strong judicial leadership for 
policy setting. At the same time it is important to recognize, that other European countries, 
particularly Spain and Portngal, while following a civil law system, established judicial 
governance structures that are independent from the executive branch. 

A review of the tables for each of the selected European countries reflects an involvement by a 
judicial council and/or the Ministry of Justice in the processes of judicial selection and 
discipline. These two issues will not be discussed within the context of this report because they 
deserve a more detailed analysis that will be prepared as separate reports. 
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A review of the judicial responsibilities and governance structures in these European countries 
indicate that organizationally, they are not much different from Mongolia's judicial governance 
structure. The most apparent issue that confronts several of the European countries and 
Mongolia is the lack of a national-level support staff to provide administrative support to the 
courts and carry out the policies set by an independent jUdiciary. The structures established in 
these European countries also appear to present the problem that the court system, at least 
organizationally, is treated by the Legislative branch, as well the Executive branch, as an agency 
within the Ministry of Justice. It is important to point out that the current structures of judicial 
govemance in Germany (and other European countries) are subject of significant debates and 
that changes to the current structures that give the judiciary more responsibilities for policy 
setting, judicial governance (including court administration), have been proposed and are likely 
to come into effect in the coming years. It is also important to recognize that the significant 
control over court policies that the German state-level Ministries of Justice were introduced in 
the mid- I 930s by the Nazi govermnent in an effort to control the third branch.4 

To enhance judicial control over judicial policies and court operations, the Netherlands recently 
enacted legislation that moved much of the administrative and budgetary responsibilities of the 
courts from the Ministry of Justice and to the Council for the Administration ofthe Courts. As 
of I January 2002, the Dutch Council for the Administration of Justice will be responsible for the 
supervision of the courts and for supporting their general business operations. The Council is to 
be responsible for preparing the courts' budgets and supervising their implementation. At the 
same time, individual court boards will be given management responsibilities. This will mean a 
change in the relationship between the Minister of Justice and the judiciary. The Minister will be 
further removed from the way in which the administration of justice is actually carried out.5 

Recognizing the importance of a fully independent judiciary, the Hungarian Parliament 
undertook similar reforms in 1997 when it amended the Constitution and established the 
Hungarian Judicial Council. The Council proposes the judiciary'S budget, deals with 
disciplinary offenses of judges, makes appointments to the appellate and county courts, and 
appoints the chief justice of the Supreme Court. The IS-member Council is composed of nine 
judges elected from different courts by the judges of these courts. The other six members are the 
Minister of Justice, the Chief Public Prosecutor, the President of the National Chamber of 
Advocates, the Presidents of the Parliamentary Constitutional and Budgetary Committees. The 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court presides over the Council. 6 

4. The General Council of Courts in Mongolia 

Article 49 of the Constitution of Mongolia creates the General Council of Courts (GCC) of 
Mongolia to ensure the independence of the courts and guarantee conditions for the 
independence ofthe judiciary. Laws and internal GCC resolutions further define the duties and 
responsibilities of the GCe. 

4 Weist 1968 
5 Netherlands Ministry of Justice 200 I 
6 "Hungary" Constitution Watch. East European Constitutional Review. Volume 6, Number 2&3, 1997. 
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The GCC is composed of twelve (12) members. According to the Mongolian Law on the Courts _ 
Article 33, the members are: The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court; the State General 
Prosecutor; the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs who also shall serve as the chairperson; 
two members nominated by the State Great Hural (Parliament); two members nominated by the -
President; 2 members from the courts of each instance (six total) whose candidacies are 
submitted in accordance to Supreme Court Rules; and the General Secretary of the Council. 

The GCC has broad powers established by the Law on Courts of Mongolia for the administration 
of the courts of Mongolia. The GCC has adopted internal resolutions for their operation that 
provides more defined procedures for the administration of the courts. These resolutions include 
procedures and policies for budgetary matters, human resources, judicial discipline, court 
administration at the local trial level and, internal GCC operations. To assist the GCC in 
implementing its policies and procedures the Office of General Secretary, who is nominated by 
the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs, was established. The General Secretary has a small 
staff to carry out these duties. 

On first reading it appears that the GCC has the legal power to set policy and direction for the 
court system of Mongolia. However, several laws and Internal Rules of the GCC have been 
enacted that move much of this power to the Minister of Justice. Some examples of this transfer 
include: (1) the Chair of the GCC also heads the law enforcement agency of State government 
(i.e. the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs); (2) the staff of the General Secretary are 
employees of the Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs (MOJHA), the General Secretary is 
nominated by the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs; (3) the GCC must cooperate with the 
MOJHA and its subsidiary agencies and institutions within the framework ofthe legal reform 
program; (4) in order to submit proposals or comments to the Cabinet, the GCC must submit 
them through the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs; (5) the Chair of the GCC (i.e. the 
Minister of Justice and Home Affairs) must coordinate the development and implementation of 
judicial sector programs and projects supported by foreign organizations, and the opinions of the 
relevant organizations must be taken into account. These are a few examples where the power of 
the GCC to act independently to advance judicial reform and improvement has effectively been 
transferred to the MOJHA. 

The GCC in Mongolia is facing what so many of the Judicial Councils faced in the United States, 
in that the Council is only empowered to advise, recommend and propose policies on court 
administration and budgetary matters and has no real authority to implement such policies 
without the approval of the Minister of Justice. 

In order fulfill its responsibilities in accordance with the constitution and the Law on the Courts, 
the GCC's primary purpose should be to set the direction and provide leadership for the 
improvement of the court system. The GCC should develop policies for the advancement of a 
consistent, independent, accessible and transparent system of justice. The GCC should establish 
the direction for the improvement of the court system; develop rules for the administration of the 
courts; approve all budgets for the judicial branch of government and submit such budgets 
directly to the Parliament; review, develop and comment on all legislation that has a positive or 
negative impact on the court system; and respond to appropriate requests from the Parliament to 
discuss the operations of the courts. 
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The General Secretary of the Council should be charged with the responsibilities to accomplish 
the GCC's stated goals and objectives. Consistent with these responsibilities the General 
Secretary should be responsible for assigning staff, allocating financial and other resources to 
achieve the goals identified by the GCC. The GCC staff should be responsible for the 
development of reports and other work products as requested by the GCC. In order for the 
General Secretary's office to be responsive to the requests of the GCC sufficient staff that is well 
trained and has access to adequate resources is needed. The current staffing level of the GCC is 
insufficient to accomplish the dual tasks of serving as a true secretariat for the GCC and 
implementing the directions given by the GCC. At least five new professional staff positions 
should be created to enable the GCC to fulfill its responsibilities. The additional staff would be 
assigned as follows: 2 in finance, I in human resources, I in technology support, and I in 
statistical analysis. The current staff is too small to adequately support the GCC and the local 
courts in a meaningful manner. 

5. Functional Comparison 

To facilitate the discuss.ion of the GCC's governance and administration responsibilities, each 
area will be discussed in comparison to the United States. Comparisons to European countries 
are made where relevant. This will provide a frame of reference for each area of responsibility. 

Council Composition 

Seven of the 12 members of the GCC are judges, a ratio that is comparable to judicial councils in 
the United States and Europe. The European Union (EU) has set out a charter stipulating judicial 
sector standards that countries must meet in order to join the EU. Among their 
recommendations, a judicial council involved in selection and discipline should be comprised of 
at least half judges, with the ultimate goal being 100 percent judicial membership.7 

In several European countries, such as Hungary and Spain, the Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court is designated to chair the judicial council. The same is true in other national judicial 
councils. In some cases, such as Poland, the members of the council elect the chair of the 
judicial council. In Bulgaria, the Minister of Justice presides over the meetings but has no voting 
rights. 

Judicial Selection 

The GCC is responsible for the creation of the Judicial Professional Committee (JPC) and the 
approval of the committee's rules of operation. The committee is composed of nine judges and 
lawyers that are appointed by the GCC but cannot be members ofthe GCC. The committee is 
responsible for the screening and qualification of all judicial applicants. The GCC's Office of 
the General Secretary provides staff and administrative support to the JPC. The JPC submits a 

7 European Charter on the Statute for Judges and Explanatory Memorandum. Strasbourg, 8-10 July 1998. 
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list of qualified applicants to the GCC, which selects and nominates applicants for the President 
of Mongolia to appoint to fill a given judicial vacancy.8 

The judicial selection and qualification process in most U.S. states is not much different. The 
selection is the responsibility of a statutorily created commission that consists of representatives 
of the judiciary and other legal professions and is independent from any branch or agency of 
govermnent. In many U.S. states the Administrative Office of the Courts provides staff and 
logistical support for the selection and qualifications commissions, as does the GCC. The 
difference is that the selection of the JPC is dependent upon the GCC and the JPC's decision 
must be approved by the GCC. As a result, different from judicial selection and qualification 
commissions in the United States, the entire process is under the control of the GCC, instead of 
an independent commission. As mentioned above, a separate paper is dealing with judicial 
selection issues that will also address the composition, structure, and governance of such a 
commISSIOn. 

Judicial Discipline 

In Mongolia, Judicial Disciplinary Committees (JDCs) are created by law at each court level to 
review and decide whether disciplinary action is warranted for complaints filed against a judge. 
Each committee is composed of 3 to 5 judges from each court level within each judicial district. 
The JDCs review two general types of complaints: ethical violations and complaints that a judge 
made a professional mistake in applying the law. Depending on the severity of the ethical 
violation, the JDC issues sanctions locally, or if warranted, submits the complaint directly to the 
GCC for action. The JDC findings concerning professional errors are submitted to the JPC for 
review and possible sanction. If the JPC decides that a complaint has merit, it is presented to the 
GCC with a disciplinary recommendation. 

Judicial discipline in most U.S. states is handled by a special judicial discipline commission, and 
in some states a special court is set up for these purposes. These commissions are created by 
statute to determine whether a judge has committed an ethical, moral or criminal violation. The 
complaints are investigated by a special investigator who determines whether there are sufficient 
grounds to proceed in filing charges against the judge. While in Mongolia a disciplinary 

-

-

committee is created at each court level, only one commission decides judicial disciplinary \w: 
actions against judges on all court levels in a particular U.S. state. It is important to point out 
that judicial disciplinary commissions in the United States, whether at the federal or state level, 
do not decide upon erroneous court decisions, since the appellate process in the United States 
corrects those types of errors and omissions. Though it is rare, judges may be disciplined for 
committing frequent errors in applying the law but this process does not impact the decisions in 
the cases involved. Overall, formal disciplinary procedures for ethical or moral violations ... 
against American judges that result in rernoval from the bench are rare. Various intermediate 
reactions, such as reprimands, mediation, and fines, will have the desired effect as judges with 
frequent disciplinary citations are either not reelected and more likely to resign from the bench 
than to wait for another disciplinary action. Of course, allegations of criminal violations are a 

8 Separately the National Center for State Courts has prepared an analysis of and reconunendations for judicial 
selection and discipline in Mongolia. 
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different matter. Ifthe initial investigation leads to sufficient evidence, the disciplinary 
commission will turn the evidence over to the appropriate enforcement agency for prosecution. 

Judicial Training 

The GCC has responsibility for the training of judges and currently has a limited curriculum 
established. There is, however, little coordination of training efforts from a centralized 
viewpoint that ensures the systematic training of judges nor is there a Continuing Legal 
Education (CLE) requirement for any of the legal professionals in Mongolia. Training for 
administrative support staffis provided through the General Secretary's office . 

Judicial training for judges in the United States is provided by the State Bar Associations and the 
Administrative Offices of the Courts. Most states have a mandatory Continuing Legal Education 
(CLE) requirement for attorneys, including judges. In addition to special courses offered for 
newly elected/appointed judges, these CLE courses can cover the entire range of applied legal 
courses to courses on judicial decisions making, legal writing, ethics, judicial leadership and 
management, and other topics of value to judges. Frequently individual courts offer in-house 
workshops and seminars conducted by one of their members to share special expertise and 
experience. While standard training requirements do not exist for most court staff, training for 
the various professions that support the courts, court administrators, clerks, secretaries, court 
reporters, and interpreters are offered by the AOC, by the various professional associations, and 
again, by the courts themselves in form of in-house training. 

Judicial Budget 

In Mongolia the Ministry of Finance drafts the State Budget, which includes the courts' budget. 
The Ministry of Finance solicits no input for the courts' budget from the GCC or the staff when 
compiling the State Budget. The Ministry informs the GCC, through a letter, of the amounts and 
percentages of increases or decreases that were included in the courts' budget segment of the 
Mongolian State Budget. These mandates are provided by the Ministry well in advance of the 
time the budget is due to be submitted to the Parliament. Although the GCC staff is informed 
and aware of the actions of the Ministry of Finance, the staff continues to develop the draft 
courts' budget using expense and budget data collected from all the courts in Mongolia to 
provide the GCC with actual budget information to justify expenditures later.9 

The GCC staff uses its version of the budget to lobby the Parliament for increases to the judicial 
budget filed by the Ministry of Finance. The actual budget figures compiled by the GCC staff 
also provide the government with information on how much debt the courts have incurred in 
their operations so that if there are funds available the government can resolve all or part of this 
debt. The draft of the State Budget, prepared by the Ministry of Finance, does not include the 
GCC-approved budget amounts, and instead uses the figures established by the Ministry of 
Finance. 

9 For more information, see "The Budget Process of the Mongolian Judicial System." National Center for State 
Courts, September 200 I. 
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The U.S. Constitution and all State Constitutions clearly delineate the doctrine of separation of 
powers by creating three separate but equal branches of government. In the majority of states the 
judicial budget process is a cooperative effort among the judicial, executive and legislative 
branches of government. In some states the executive branch may provide a format for the 
courts to submit their budget requests, and in other states the judicial branch submits its budget 
directly to the legislature. But independent of who submits the budget, the determination ofthe 
budget amount and justification presented lies with the judiciary. 

Similarly, in 1997, the Hungarian Parliament authorized formation of the National Council of the 
Judiciary whose functions include preparation and submission of the judiciary's annual budget to 
the Parliament, and supervision, execution, and enforcement of the budget approved by 
Parliament. Moreover, ifthe Parliament fails to approve the Council's recommended budget, it 
has to include a justification. The Bureau of the Judicial Council, a state agency that is a part of 
the judiciary, has on staff a number of economists, accountants, and other experienced 
professionals who assist the Council in monitoring and executing the judiciary's budget. 10 

Judicial Policies/Legislation 

The GCC has broad powers to establish policies and procedures for the administration of the 
courts. These procedures can be implemented either by the GCC or the Minister of Justice. The 
GCC usually adopts the more formal rules and procedures such as the rules for the Judicial 
Professional Committee whereas the Minister of Justice issues Resolutions with regard to the 
administration of the courts or other court processes. Seldom is the GCC or the General 
Secretary's' Office asked to provide an impact statement or analysis of pending legislation 
affecting the courts. The Legal Standing Committee of Parliament does ask for testimony by the 
GCC staff on certain budgetary matters pending review by the Committee. 

In most U.S. states it is the responsibility of the Administrative Offices of the Courts to prepare 
fiscal impact statements on pending legislation. In some states the AOC does not get involved in 
commenting on or proposing substantive changes to the law, but leaves it to Bar Association 
special committees to work with legislative committees. The AOC's level of involvement in 
legislative matters varies from state to state. The AOC may either work directly on a legislative 
matter that may impact the work of the courts, inform appropriate Bar Association committees of 
its opinion, or abstain from influencing the legislature completely. The issue of judicial 
independence makes judges generally wary of influencing the legislative process. 

Court Statistics 

The Supreme Court in Mongolia is currently responsible for the collection and compilation of 
court statistics. The Supreme Court's Research Center collects data from the Aimag and Capital 
City Courts semi-annually. At the end of the calendar year the Research Center compiles a 
report on the aggregate caseloads for civil and criminal cases. The Research Center does not 
publish an Annual Report of the Judiciary on the workload and activities of the courts in 
Mongolia, as is done in many other countries. 

10 Commercial Law Center Fonndation. "Structural and Administrative Refonn in the Polish Judiciary: Report And 
Recommendations." http://www.prawo.org.pVc!cf!commentary!refonns.html. 
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In the majority of U.S. states, AOCs are usually responsible for collecting court case10ad 
statistics. The level of detail collected and reported varies according to the level of automation 
in the local courts and the specific reporting requirements mandated by the AOCs. States like 
Utah and California use caseload statistics in support of budget justifications and human resource 
allocation, as well as for supporting the development of new policies or new programs to address 
the needs of court users. Strategic planning, based in part on these court statistics, helps keep the 
judiciary forward looking and focused on finding ways of better serving the community in which 
it operates. 

Human Resources Management 

In Mongolia, all court personnel records are maintained by the General Secretary's office. The 
GCC has the power and authority to assign administrative statI and judges to any court in 
Mongolia. The GCC also approves all court administrator positions, assistant judges and 
permanent transfers of judges to other court locations within the country. If the GCC has 
approved a full time equivalent position for a particular court but without an authorization for 
funding from the GCC, then the local court administrator may seek funding from the local 
government. 

There are only a few US states that have a statewide responsibility for all court administrative 
staff, judicial staff and judges. In many states local court staff are paid from local funds and the 
judges and their staffs from state funds. The management of human resources in the court 
systems across the United States varies according to the overall judicial structure in each state. 
Increasingly, US state courts are conducting comprehensive workload assessments to determine 
the appropriate number of judges and court staff to assure the functionality of the courts and use 
these numbers to justifY requests for increases in positions. I I 

6. Assessment of the Functionality of the GCC 

Overall, the structure of the GCC is similar to that of the California Judicial Council in its 
composition. Members of both entities include judges, prosecutors and legislators. The GCC's 
authority by Constitution is broad-based and the responsibilities are delineated in more detail by 
statute. Whereas the California Judicial Council has the specific responsibility for the 
administration of the courts, approval of budgetary matters, and review oflegislation affecting 
the judiciary, the GCC does not have the same direct responsibility for these matters. Most of 
these responsibilities have been delegated by law to the Minister of Justice except in the area of 
finance where the Minister of Finance has broad discretion in the creation and approval of the 
courts' budget. 

The GCC, as constituted at this time, has little direct control over the administration of the 
courts. Either by law or resolution, many of the duties and responsibilities inherent in the 
administration of the courts have been delegated to the Ministry of Justice. The GCC is more 
involved in the areas of judicial selection, discipline and personnel matters. The majority of the 

II H. Gramckow, Estimating Staffing Needs for the Justice Sector, National Center for State Courts, Arlington, VA, 
22201. 
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GCC meeting agendas are dedicated to the discipline and transfer of judges and approval of 
routine personnel matters. Still, these meetings are, to a large extent, controlled by the Chair of 
the GCC, the Minister of Justice. 

As mentioned above, the support staff provided by the Office of the General Secretary of the 
GCC is too small to effectively carry out an expanded policy agenda and implementation plan as 
in California. Many of the administrative details that appear on the GCC's agenda should be 
handled by the support staff and not require formal GCC action. Some examples of these 
administrative tasks are: hiring approval oflocal court administrators, approval of major 
purchases for an individual court (automobile, repairs to facilities), and the assignment of an 
assistant judge to a specific court. Instead, the GCC would approve the overall plan for such 
undertakings, but not be involved in their individual implementation. 

The development of a "Model Court Governance System" for Mongolia must take into 
consideration the current and future legal, economic, and political constraints associated with the 
administration of the courts. These constraints should not be viewed as negatives but as reality 
for the next several years, as challenges that need to be addressed and overcome. Before major 
changes to the location of the GCC are considered it is more important to begin the process of 
establishing a policy directed General Council of Courts with adequate support staff to enhance 
and expand the administration ofthe courts and foster the independence of the judiciary. 

7. A Model for the General Council of Courts 

the effectiveness of any judicial council is always contingent upon the legal authority under 
which it operates, the political environment, and the degree of recognition of the courts' 
independence by the executive and legislative branches of government. It is also of paramount 
importance that the membership of a judicial council, such as the GCC, assumes a systemic 
approach to setting policy for the administration of the courts. Judicial council members cannot 
be concerned with individual agendas or projects but must concentrate on the systemic needs and 
requirements of the court system. 

The structure of the GCC and its composition encompass a wide range of disciplines within the 
judicial branch of government as well as representation from the legislative branch. The 
chairperson, the Minister of Justice, represents the executive branch. The GCC does not have 
any representation from the private sector in its current membership. 

The following recommendations are overall considerations for the improvement of the 
functionality of the GCC and the improvement of the administration of the courts. 

Recommendation 1: Expand the membership ofthe GCC 

The GCC's membership should be expanded to include representation from the other key parts 
of the executive branch of government and the Advocates' Association. Examples for possible 
inclusion of the membership would be a member from the Ministry of Finance, a law professor 
from Mongolian University, or a private sector lawyer. Given the Ministry of Finance's 
dominant role in the developing and monitoring budgets for the government, having someone 
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from that Ministry on the council would increase information sharing and understanding of the 
judiciary's specific needs. 

Recommendation 2: The Gee support staff should be enlarged 

The GCC support staff should be expanded by five positions: two in finance, one in human 
resources, one in technology support and, one in statistical analysis. The current support staff of 
five professionals is insufficient to support over 925 court personnel and manage the finances of 
the nation's courts. In addition, the advance of technology in the courts and the development of 
a court strategic plan require the expertise of a technology specialist and statistical analyst. 

Recommendation 3: The Gee should concentrate on system-wide court 
administration policy and issues 

The GCC should concentrate on those issues that affect the judicial branch of government as a 
system, such as changes and amendments to the civil and criminal procedure codes, law on the 
courts and, any other legislation or policies that affect the judicial sector. The Parliament should 
require the GCC to provide an impact statement on all legislation affecting the judicial branch of 
government. The Parliament's Legal Standing Committee should not consider any legislation 
that could impact the judicial sector and is filed without such impact statements from the Gec. 

Recommendation 4: The Gee should develop a strategic plan for the courts 

Building on the statistical data that the Supreme Court collects on court workload and caseflow 
through the judicial system, the GCC should use this information to develop a detailed strategic 
plan for the courts that is directly tied to the budget and contains measurable milestones for 
monitoring progress of the implementation of this strategic plan. This plan should be 
disseminated beyond the judicial sector to the public, Parliament and the press to demonstrate the 
needs and requirements of the court system. 

Recommendation 5: The Gee should develop the basic elements needed to improve 
the infrastructure of the court system 

The GCC should focus on establishing the basic requirements and needs to improve the 
infrastructure of the judiciary and on gaining the needed resources. At a minimum, these would 
include judicial salaries, operating expenses, legal research materials, technology, and court 
facilities. GCC staff should develop well-justified budgets, based on solid statistics, workload 
and resources assessments that the GCe's members, not its staff, can then present and defend. 
There are numerous studies available from developing countries where the judicial infrastructure 
was neglected and as a result the progress towards a free market economy was directly affected. 
An investment in the judicial sector is an investment in the economic and social stability of a 
country. 

Recommendation 6: Review chairmanship of the Gee 
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The GCC is a key component of the judicial sector and as such a reflection of the level of -
independence of the judicial branch. As a result, the trend around the world is to provide the 
jUdiciary with significant control over the functions of Judicial Councils such as the GCC. While 
the location of the GCC within the Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs itself is not a detriment 
to judicial independence, the pennanent chainnanship of the Minister can be an obstacle if the 
chair has full voting rights and the decision-making process within the GCC is hierarchical. In 
order to diminish the potential of too much control from the executive branch other democratic 
options, such as electing the chainnan for limited time periods or rotating the chainnanship 
among the different members of the GCC should be explored. 

8. Summary 

In Mongolia, policy decisions concerning the judicial sector reside with the General Council of 
Courts. In this capacity the GCC is responsible for defining the administrative structure of the 
courts and how the courts are governed. The basic legal structure and authority for the 
administration of the courts in Mongolia is in place, but what is lacking is 

a) An adequate budget to support basic needs and adequate support staff at the national level 
to administer and support the court system; and 

b) A data-based, democratic policy-making structure that provides the GCC with solid 
infonnation to develop policies that reflect the needs all courts throughout Mongolia. 

The GCC should strive to work more constructively with the Parliament and other executive 
branch agencies, especially with the Ministry of Finance. The GCC should not hesitate to speak 
out and defend the judicial system and its needs. Although the GCC should be assertive, it must 
also be willing to be more accountable to the government and the people. The GCC and the 
courts should develop infonnation and communication networks, and work cooperatively with 
the other branches of government, the media, and the public to better infonn them about the role 
of the courts and the needs of the judiciary. 
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Appendix 1 

Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 

Task Judicial Branch Other Agency Executive Branch 
Judicial selection Supreme Court selects its own chief GCC establishes a Judicial Professional The President appoints those proposed by the 

justice Committee of 9 members. It reports on the skills GCC. If he refuses, other persons shall be 
and qualifications of judicial applicants. The GCC nominated (contradicts Article 42). He also 
proposes candidates for all courts, and all chief appoints the chairmen of the civil and criminal 
judges, except the Supreme Court Chief Justice. chambers in the Supreme Court. 
The GCC fixes rules and criteria for selecting 
judges. 

Judicial discipline Judicial Disciplinary Committees are The JPC then reviews and can accept or change the The President shall remove judges on the 
established in the Aimag, CCC, and SC JOC decision. recommendation of the GCC, if the judge has 
(3-5 members). Decisions taken by repeated disciplinary action in I year, or if the 
majority vote. A judge can appeal a judge is convicted of a felony. 

eo: 
decision to the SC. 

•• Judicial training The Supreme Court operates a donor- The GCC is in charge of training of judges. -61 funded Judicial Retraining Center. 

= Judicial budget Supreme Court creates and administers GCC collects information from the different courts Though not prescribed by law, the MOF can 
Q its own budget, submitted along with from which they create budget submissions: for reduce the requested and approved budgets. 
~ outer court budgets. the courts and themselves. SC court budget is 

part of the package. 
Judicial policies! 
Legislation 
Court statistics The Supreme Court collects statistics 

from all courts. 
Human resources Staff appointed with GCC consensus. 
management 
Management of other The chief judges monitor case The GCC Secretary manages and coordinates all Support the judiciary by providing working 
resources disposition rates and provide court administration offices. The heads of the premises, vehicles and equipment, housing, and 

management and leadership in their administrative offices report to the GCC. staff. Day-to-day management rests with MOJ . 
, courts. . 

Court staff training MOJ is responsible for court staff training. Very 

-- - -- -_ .. _-- -_.- -- - ------
little if any takes place. _ _ 

-
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Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 

Task Judicial Branch Other Agency 

Judicial selection First Prsident of the Supreme Court is National Council of the Judiciary forwards judicial 
appointed by the Sejm from among nominations to the President. NCJ reviews files to 
sitting SC judges (Art. 29, SC Law). decide whether to give them life appointments. 

NCJ is constitutionally guaranteed. 

Judicial discipline Disciplinary Court must consent to NCJ determines if a judge may be transferred, 
criminal proceedings against a judge decides the number of disciplinary judges, and 
and handles disciplinary matters. It comments on ethical issues. NCJ decides if a 
hears cases in panels of three, and may judge's retirement age can be extended. 
order a rebuke, reprimand, 
disqualification, or removal if an 
infraction is found. Decisions may be 
appealed to the High Disciplinary 
Court. 

Judicial training Iustitia, the national assoc. of judges, NCJ comments on training, but there is no central 
regularly organizes workshops and training facility or program. 
seminars throughout the country. 
Appellate courts provide some training. 
Trainees are paid by the courts if they . 
are on permanent status, attend I 
lecture/week, and work for 4 days/week 
supervised by a judge mentor or court 
administrator. 

Judicial budget Only SC, Constitutional Court, and NCJ is not involved in budgetary preparation. 
Supreme Administrative Court have 
independent budgetary authority, and 
submit budget request directly to the 
legislature. Individual courts generate 
requirements, submitted to regional 
court presidents, which are 
consolidated and submitted to the MOJ. 
Presidents of courts of appeals submit 
respective budgets to the MOJ. 
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Executive Branch 
President officially appoints judges upon a 
motion from the NCJ. Has the power to block, 
but has rarely used it and cannot appoint 
someone not nominated by the NCl Justice 
Minister heads commission that administers 
judges' exam. Based on results, the Minister 
may appoint trainees to lower courts for up to 2 
years. 
MOJ is responsible for executing decisions of 
the Disciplinary Court. 

Judgeships are I of 5 specialties in Polish legal 
education, ending with a state judicial 
examination. MO] provides some training for 
judges and judicial candidates. 

r 

MOJ presents and justifies judicial branch 
budget to the legislature, as well as budget for 
the Ministry, the Prosecutor's Office, and the 
Prisons, presenting a possible conflict of interest 
because it is forced to chose between competing 
demands within the judicial sector. 
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Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 

Task Judicial Branch Other Agency Executive Branch 

Judicial policies/ NCJ comments on legislation affecting the courts. 

Legislation 
Court statistics May 2000 legislation established a national 

Penal Register, a database concerning personal 
identity, criminal offences, trials, and related 
court decisions. Managed by MOJ unit with a 
special budgetary allocation (EU 2000). 

Human resources Relevant provisions for state civil servants apply 
management to employees of the office of the Constitutional 

Tribunal. 
Management of SC, as the highest court, supervises NCJ lacks sufficient administrative support to help MOl supervises court administration. Minister 
other resources adjudication in all other courts. it adequately fulfill its responsibilities responsible for establishing courts and providing 

Individual court presidents manage (Commercial Law Center Foundation, CLCF). them with adequate resources. MOl has not 
their own courts. Presidents of the CLeF recommends creating an administrative provided modern computer equipment, and 
courts of appeal exercise administrative bureau under the supervision and direction of the many courts lack typewriters. AutomatiOJ;l, case 
supervision over district and provincial NCl Chairman, responsibilities currently handled management or financial, is limited and in 
courts in their region. by the MOJ. development in a few courts outside of Warsaw. 

Court staff training 

Relevant IawS:1997 Law on the General Courts, 1997 Constitutional Tribunal Act, Supreme Court Law. 
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Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 
Task Judicial Branch Other Agency Executive Branch 

Judicial selection SC President heads NJC. National Judicial Council nominates the President President appoints judges after being proposed 
of the SC, and appoints the presidents of the by the MOJ with the consent of the NJC. 
appellate and county courts 

Judicial discipline Disciplinary council investigates and decides Judges are not subject to criminal proceedings 
judicial misconduct unless authorized by the President. 

Judicial training NJC organizes judicial training. National Training 
Institute for Judges is to be established in 200 I. 

Judicial budget* Judiciary is financially independent NJC prepares and submits judicial budget to 
from the executive. The president of Parliament. Supervises, executes, and enforces 
the County Court of Budapest has the approved budget. Parliament must justify any 
sole authority to apportion the budget budgetary reduction. Sets standards for budgetary 
for the county and 6 local courts. apportiomnent. 

Judicial policies/ Promotions and salaries determined by NJC authorized by law to give its opinion on draft 

Legislation law. laws relating to courts and judges. 

Court statistics On his own initiative, a judge MOJ technical staff adapted indexing program 
developed a four-PC network that runs to make it available in other courts, but the 
a defendant name-based criminal case courts generally have PCs too old to run modem 
indexing program that includes case case management programs. 
disposition information. 

Human resources The new law on legal assistants (Sep NJC guides personnel policy. MOJ determines how many judges are needed in 
management 2000) aims to reduce judges' workload. each court, based on raw number of cases filed 

without differentiating between simple and 
complex cases. Ratio used to determine number 
of support staff. 

Management of NJC responsible for administrative activity of the 
other resources court presidents. Bureau of the Judicial Council 

handles administrative tasks, recruited many staff 
from unit in MOJ that had previously handled 
those tasks. 

Court staff training 
--------

Law XXXVIII of 1990 on the Promotion and Remuneration of Judges, 1997 Law on the Organization and Administration of Courts. 

Judicial salary scale determined by law. Judges are paid according to their level and time of service. 
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Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 

Task Judicial Branch Other Agency Executive Branch 
Judicial selection Council of Judges advises on lower court judicial MOJ proposes judges, from Council advice. 

nominations. Appellate judges advise higher court President appoints. For appellate judges, 
nominations. President proposes, and Seimas appoints. 

Judicial discipline Only the Seimas can only remove SC MOJ, with SC president, initiates cases against 
and Court of Appeals judges. Only judges. Law provides four foundations (seen as 
the SC president initiates case against too wide): negligence, transgression causing 
SCjudge. harm to court reputation, behavior bringing 

disgrace, and administrative law violations. 
Judicial training The Judicial Training Centre has been established A department within the MOJ addresses training 

and intensive training began in January 2000, issues. 
covering various aspects of the EC law. The 
center has acquired an important role in training 

1'# (EU 2000) . . -= Judicial budget SC president detennines extra- Judicial salary detennined by law. Govenunent 1'# = judicial salary for SC judges detennines extra-judicial salaries for SC 
-= president. MOJ determines extra-judicial salary .... . - for non-SC judges ...:l 

Judicial policies/ Following 1999 legislation calling for greater 

Legislation transparency, the MOJ now publishes on the 
internet all county and appeal court decisions 
and judgments of public interest (EU 2000). 

Court statistics 

Human resources 
management 
Management of other In December 1999, the Constitutional 

resources Court ruled that certain MOJ powers 
in the administering of justice 
contradicted the principle of judicial 
independence (EU 2000). 

Court staff training 
...... 

Relevant laws: 1994 law on the Courts of the RepiibHc of Lithuania, 1995 Statute oftheSupreme Court of Lithuanta. 
-------
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Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 

Task Judicial Branch Other Agency 
Judicial selection (all See below. Judges Examination Committee administers judges 

3 branches involved) exam (Council of Europe). 

Judicial discipline SC chief judges initiates disciplinary 
proceedings against judges. SC en 
bane initiates disciplinary 
proceedings against the SC chief 
judge. Disciplinary offenses tried by 
Judges Disciplinary Tribunal (9 
members, 3 from each instance court) 
SC en banc can remove a judge for a 
disciplinary transgression (CE). 

Judicial training The SC has an institute providing Since 1995, the nonprofit Estonian Law Center has 
professional training for judicial conducted judicial training. 
candidates. Training continues for 
up to 2 years in the courts or the 
MOJ, and concludes with ajudges' 
exam (CE) . 

Judicial budget Judges at the highest levels are paid 
independent of the Ministry. 

Judicial policies! By law, the SC approves all MOJ 
Legislation proposals concerning the number of 

other courts, their jurisdiction and 
location, and the number of judges in 
these courts. 

Court statistics 

"-----~~~ .. --.~ --~ '---
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Executive Branch 
See below. 

By law, the President or legislature must consent 
on criminal charges against judges. The Legal 
Chancellor must consent for legal charges 
against SC judges, with majority approval from 
the legislature. 

MOJ may commence proceedings against I" 
instance and circuit court judges. 

The government approved a bill in 1998 that 
provided for obligatory refresher training for 
judges. The five-year program was initiated in 
1999 . 

Lower levels of courts are linked financially to 
the MOJ. Judicial salaries are linked to public 
sector salaries, and the SC chief judges earns the 
same as the Prime Minister. 
By law, MOJ determines court rules for all but 
the Supreme Court. MOJ proposes, with SC 
approval, the number of city, county, 
administrative, and circuit courts, and the 
National Assembly determines. MOJ 
detennines, with SC approval, jurisdiction, 
location, and number of judges in these courts. 
By law, courts must submit reports on case 
progression twice per year to the MOJ, which 
establishes polices on how statistics are 
calculated. 

t ( r r 
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Human resources By law, the CJ is responsible for 
management hiring and firing of employees in his 

court. The law provides for security 
guards and clerks, reporting to the 
CJ. 

Management of other 
resources 
Court stafftraining _L- ----- ----

Estonia Courts Act indicates the following selection procedures: 
Supreme Court proposes city, county, administrative and circuit judges. President appoints. 
MOJ appoints and releases assistant judges for city and county courts, considering the opinion of the corresponding chief 
judge. 
MOJ appoints chief judges for city, country, and administrative courts, with Supreme Court approval. 
MOJ proposes chief judges for circuit courts, with Supreme Court approval. National Assembly appoints. 
President proposes chief judge for Supreme Court. National Assembly appoints. 
Supreme Court chief judge proposes Supreme Court judges. National Assembly appoints. 

Ie 

Supreme Court en bane elects members to its 4 chambers. Chief judge chairs Constitutional Review Chamber, while Supreme 
Court en bane elects chairs of3 other chambers (Civil, Criminal, and Administrative). 
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Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 

Task Judicial Branch Other Agency 

Judicial selection Appeals courts recruit their own judges, Judges are recruited at junior and senior levels. 
placing advertisements in the paper to New college-graduated candidates go through a 
announce contests. Nonnallyan competition. The top 100 are interviewed by a 
accomplished lawyer is chosen. The Selection Commission, assisted by the in-
National Assembly nominates fonnation Council for the Administration of 
candidates for the Supreme Court, Justice (CAl). Candidates with at least 6 years 
based on a list of 6 candidates experience who are practicing lawyers or 
submitted by the SC. The National professors or otherwise employed in the legal 
Assembly narrows it to three. profession are evaluated and ranked by a Selection 

Commission. 
Judicial discipline SC handles disciplinary matters 

Judicial training Young recruits go through 6 years of training. The 
first three years include theoretical courses in the 

. Center for Judicial Studies and Training and 
practical internships in the courts. At the end of the 
3 years, they chose to become either a procurator 
(prosecutor ?) or a judge. Practical training 
continues. Senior recruits also have 1~2 years of 
training. An independent body created in 1960, 
the Center for Judicial Studies and Training 
handles pennanent training. 

Judicial budget Individual court management boards CAJ to have budgetary authority for the courts, 
will prepare and administer their courts and will allocate budgets to individual courts. 
budget. SC will not under CAJ 
authority. 

Judicial policies/ 
Legislation 
Court statistics 

Human resources Individual court management boards CAJ to establish personnel policy. 

management will have authority over personnel in 
their courts. 

Structure and Functionality of the GCC: Report and Recommendations 
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Executive Branch 
The MOJ detennines the number of vacancies 
and slots to be filled. The MOJ names the top-
ranked junior candidates as assistant judges in 
training. 

The MOJ selects SC judges from the National 
Assembly's final lis! of3. 

The MOJ partially finances the Center for 
Judicial Studies and Training. 

MOJ still involved in budget preparation, in 
consultation with the CAJ. Previously, 
individual court presidents did not have the 
authority to move money between line items. 

MOJ has a Department of the Courts, and all its 
personnel are being transferred to the new CAJ 
(already functioning, pending final passage of 
legislation this fall). Government personnel 
policies will apply to court personnel. 

f f r r 
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Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 

Task Judicial Branch Other Agency Executive Branch 

Management of New legislation establishes a CAJ to have operational authority over courts, and MOJ currently has administrative authority over 

other resources management board of judges and one will recommend members of management boards. court staff. Under the new legislation, courts 
non-judge (court manager) for each CAJ will be given a staff of about 100 employees, will no longer answer to the MOJ, just the CAJ, 
court. Assumes responsibility for the mostly from the MOJ. CAJ to be responsible for though the MOJ will remain politically 
court management and administration. judicial cooperation, standards policy, research responsible for the satisfactory function of the 
District courts to manage subdistrict policy, external affairs, public services and judicial organization as a whole. The MOJ will 
courts. Proposed to modernize and advising the Minister of Justice, as well as have the authority to demand information from 
make the courts more efficient, to be developing policy guidelines for housing, security, the CAJ and give the CAJ general operational 
implemented as of Jan 2002. computerization, administrative organization and instructions. 

public information. 
Court staff training 

;:;~ 
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Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 
Task Judicial Branch Other Agency Executive Branch 

Judicial selection Judicial Service Commission recruits and proposes President can reject a candidate only once, and 
judges to Supreme Court of Cassation (SCC) and is bound by the Council proposal if repeated. 
Supreme Administrative Court (SAC) presidents, 
and the Prosecutor General. MOJ-appointed Judicial candidates must have graduated from 
commission (with se, Prosecution, Barrister law school and passed a state exam. There is a 
Council and MOJ representatives) administers one-year probationary period. 
theoretical and practical exam. 

Judicial discipline Proceedings are instituted against JSC promoted demotes, moves, and dismisses MOJ may propose disciplinary proceedings, but 
judges 3+ years on the bench by judges, prosecutors, and investigators. Judges only against regional and district court judges. 
court presidents one level above with 0-3 years of service can be dismissed for 
them (except for SAC judges, which disciplinary offenses and or professional 
are initiated by SAC president). inadequacies. SJC empowered to pass judgment, 
Disciplinary cases heard by three- which can be appealed to SAC. Judges are 
member Disciplinary Panel of the irremovable after 3 years. 
SCC. Panel empowered to acquit, 

= impose sanctions (reprimand, denial JSC decides on investing of the immunity of ... 
J. of promotion), or recommend judges, prosecutors, and investigators in cases = ~ dismissal or demotion to JSC, whose provided by the law. JSC, on request of the -= decision can be appealed to a five- Prosecutor General, may divest judges of their 
~ member Disciplinary Panel. immunity. 

Judicial training Young lawyers may sit in panels with Non-governmental Legal Institute for Training and MOJ has primary responsibility. It holds 
senior judges in the district court Development. Established to provide CLE for seminars on an irregular basis that are not 
prior to being sent to regional courts judges and other members of the Judiciary. especially relevant to new judges. Prior to 
on their own. appointment, nominees must complete a MOJ-

endorsed training program. 
Judicial budget JSC submits draft budget to Council of Ministers 

and controls its execution. Determines salary 
levels within budgetary and legal framework. 

Judicial policies/ JSC determines number and location of court MOJ proposes number and location of court 
Legislation regions (except SCC and SAC), number of judges, regions (except SCC and SAC), number of 

prosecutors, and investigators. judges, prosecutors, and investigators. 
Court statistics 
Human resources 
management 

#1 
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Judicial Governance and Court Administration in Mongolia and Select European Countries 

Task Judicial Branch Other Agency Executive Branch 
Management of other 
resources 
Court staff training . 

Relevant laws: 1994 Judicial Systems Act 

/(tl#-
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Table 15. Judicial Councils and Conferences: Composition and Function 
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Maryland 
Name 

ROO1&OO2d BeIv.een PenaIY sessioo;: 10 
~1hestalusc:t~ 
business...., todEMse means: d 
releW"gcorgestiooc:t 
_ ... to~ 

~c:tpladicea1d 
proced.res..., to ccmi:Ilra1d 
recommend ~ a1dto 
exda1ge i:feos Wth respecllo 
1he inprowrner< ct1he 
a:1l. Hi IisbcW I d j.IstK:e . ..cn::l 
1he jJdiOaI sysIem in 
MaIyIa1d', [s]Ltmit 
~kr1he 
_of1he 
aci nil Msbaoclid )Jstice.", 
{e]statishwIP,Iitees...Sld 
'W'M'a1dcoatina!e1l-.[~ 
mri<. .. , [pjlan ......... of1he 
CC<1ference in oorjln:;Iia1 Wlh 
1he ConfeIm:e Olaimarf. 

Confermced Rule 1&-108 " ... f<rtheptJ'J)OSecA 
CiruI Judges excI1aniirg i:feos an:J vieY.s 

1MIh respecllo!he dlWt cru1s 
ard 1he inlJlO""l1€l1lc:t1he 
""0 ish" .. of justice a1d 
r11CM"g ,a;Q I h i lei datU IS v.th 
respect_to~ 
canplai1sto_ 
~aIeged)rlcial 

ec., q:x::Eitbi ~' 
Who Appoin!s 
17 elected mernbeIs an:J 1 ex-clli;io 
(Chef Judge) 

CiaitcdTli1islJatil..ejudges- Ex
oIlb>,le1edEdp;gefromeacto doo.;t-2 __ 

F"""""", 

At 1east4 times a 
yea-bJt,il 
pIadice,1Ji. 
~ 

T..,ure 2 __ 

~;.~~~~:::~-r,y~~"'~=~ ....... 21££ .. ~~4:il~~t.~~::!f~~~~!R!i! ]"h'''''?'1"'~~~ 
Massachuse.s JudidalCounci S1atute SIOOyogao-..,ruIls,a1d ChefJustioec:t1heSqmne.).o(lci3l Repo1s<nmly Barnoemllasappcinedm 

_c:tpladiceand Court, OiefJudgec:t~CouoI, to1heGcMmoo- 1orger1lao4 __ ;jJstiaes 
procecI.Ja ChefJudgec:teacto_c:t1he seovefEomc:tclfice 

T"" CouoI, am 4 b9: mem_ 

Legend:-=Notap,ppwljc~allbilile~ _____ _ _ ____ .lLllhfLJe jlJ1!jgal branch 83 
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Mississippi 

Makes reocrnmer<Iatio., 
thel>DC,ma""'~and 
nlCOO1I11eI1daIl:rlhe 
inpctwem ... ofthej.xbj 
system. 

Membeos cI each regonaJ)J::iciaI 3 times a}ear 
courd, lhe 01ief JusOOeand an 
assodate justk:e, pus exofticio _cl_ 
JWgesAssociatioo, _ DisIJk:I 
JWgesAssociatioo, _ 

AssociaIon cI Cout Clerks and 
Miriisbc&:;is 

Terue 

3>","" 

t:f~h~!>.:~~~~~C'F·',:,-n';~-"'::"~~"m~%M=J ""TP::;t$]JJ§rr'@,'E!:f~,j'~~~'"~~~ New'" . JuOOaICa.nci statute .'."~ ~.rtn-cI .JudiciaBla1ch_"""";'co:...a BiennialRepa1s 3~ei.iepta.bney 
Hampshire justice; devises _10 (5), allaneygenemJ, SlaleOOllltderi<, gene3, """iisbali'" 
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~ procecUe; CXlIeds; IegislatM3Iep!eseI datv9s (2). OOI.J1Ci, deipe!lSOlIS ci 
ana~, and Jili5hes af(XJReesofgowmorand """'" (8), ,ei1a""nI housecl 
_ af(XJReesofSqllemeCout(5) jo.d;iay,presidentclbar 

Ole conre..r.ce each I:r CMI, 
CriJliB, and Farrily. Serves 
asftrunl:re>dlai1gecl 
Kleas, iclidl\;alU, of 
~and 
~clbest 

seve terms of dfi::e 

M. """'"'" 

----tL:eeg01.or'rold:--=Not applicable 
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Table 15. Judicial Councils and Conferences: Composition and Function 

Name 
New York _II-e0laf Judge; 

f'E::COldleldatbJiSbthe 
G<>Iemcrand IegislalLrefor 
<:tangos i1stabJlesruiesand 
p!aCtices. 

13100 es'ptx:ailresforthe ___ of oo.rt 

operations. 

ComposiiorV 
WhoAppoi1!s 
SIale~board 
"I!JOi1s the mem_ of1he bar and 
II-e justice _ a1oM1 orvlage coot' 

IrdJ::fes rapi9SEll rta~1JeS tan the 
St.perne Gout ct N.C. (Chai), 
Sl4lOriorGout).ljges, DislricICoort 
pJges, <istrid aIIDIre)s, _ ct 

Sl4lOriorQut, ~;and 
p<ii~defendeos, _by 
St.perne Cout 01ief, Chief Ju;tice 
em Ilredor clthe Ach'tlristrativ 
0Iica d1he Cru!s. 

AmJaIy (or as 
needed) 

Meet as needed 

Terue 

;:;';":"~~~Wif~"S:!.,.,.".~~~~~'ff!#T~~*:l;Ci!t~;'i;~";;'%Wm~~j~~~""m~_ :~ 
North Dakota JucIdaI SIatule Studies CllO"iionct<XXJTIsin AI).Ijges&.paneand!>strid 'fWceper_ ll1tlt.g1outtmndcflire, 

C<rilrence """"Iosee"'" _ CotxIs, __ """ """" ardbarrnembErs1Ne __ 
"" si11pified and IxJsil3ss DakDIa SctXJd of LaN, 1Ne merOOers 
e>qJedfed. ctbar, a1 Susrogafejtx\;jes, "'" 

MricjJaI judges, ci3Ik of &4Jreme 
Gout 

:":"''''::t.:?::;-~,~:.'3-t~>EiZ(-ii:<~§,~~~f"~~~*{t-;&,,,,1 .iJJi2diJZZ::U: 1i_iii:.i<.tuitJm.~!l 

Ohio Jucldal SlaJ.te C<lnsi:teIsr>dJlemSi1 ..UdgesdSupremeCcut,Coutd _""",,10 Tennof~ 
cor.feren;;e almilisfraOOndjJsliceand AppeaIs,ComrronPleasCcut, ~ Repoo 

make reoctlllilet daticmfor PrOOaIe Couts. Muri::ipal ald Coorty as needed to 
irnpovement 10 IegisIaILre and Co.Its couts and 

,,;i.<;:~;:-:::'{:':;ri;1):'""::'i:~;;;:ti:«'~:;'~#%.'1:<~lf~"~(%l;\""'«~~~~~~l~q;\m~~'M~~~~ '" F?'iWJS* 
Oregon JucIdaI SIaIIie SlIJdesOllJ"1Iza1ion, JuclgesdSupremeCcut,Coutct At_""", TamofdOOe 

COOerence j\>is<i:Iion, proced.Ies, and ~,TaxQut, Cin::UtCou1sand """""'Y 
jTcICIices c:i CCU1s n the stae; senkr jxfges d these ooorts. 
tdlsan ........ educaIion 

~~~~~~~~~=~=~~~~J!:_!';~S":~~.\'~.:''k7.J.r::?;~;l.-~l.4:J£!:f~~ 
Pennsylvania JtdciaICc:utiI SlpemeCoort Stuclesadll'inistJatiald 'Omeni:lers AscalledbyOief 3)1eaSb"cfi::e1"l:.lkEr 

ct P€msyiva'ia jJsIice; make Justice 
recom~IoSqlreme Couton __ by 

CXJUrtor_byCooncl sua 

:::.~it'~!~~~<C'O.';l~tl).ij;,l;<tc;'x:;',;J.,~~~;ji"'~~~~i~<'1~>;;:;,ptftii:;;;-:;Y1Ii.mi"TJf]:&:~,,~~lUi=S'~:t;7~~~ ii~ 
Puerto Rico J\JCfdaI &.paneGout _thestaled1he Excttido:JlSicesandlo!merJustices _meetrg Exollicb:tmndcflire, 

Ccrla'enre al,. "",a;o" of justice; ct II-e &.pane Cou1, Trial oourt dies .. ~ofll-e 
pn:motell-e stultofniesard ).Ijges, 5ecreIaoyd Juslice, and the ~Cout. 
_and..- AttmleyGener.ll. AIsoBcan:lof 
recom~for Dieck:lIsctll-eS!3teBar,-..or 
irnpovementof1hej_ Iaw_awdnfedallomeys,ard 
system. ciio;n IlOMIIIomeys. 

Legend:-;NotaIPppplfulca~bmler---------- -------"F,ho"e.-)iti·o,dicial branch 85 
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Rhode Island Sb.I:JEs Olga izatkA I ct ju:i:;:ia 
system; makes 
reo:,m net dab IS 10 cx:uts. 

6membe!s ct_1sIard Barl 
SIaIue (Gov.) 

Freguerpi Ten"" 
3ya<S 

JWidaI S1atJ1e {:a"icI9rs_reIaIii1llD AljJsticesSupreme,&4JElfi:lr.DislricI ArlrI..eJ\< Tennctdlice 
Caia"enc<l jldcial busiroos Md Co.rto; Md FamHy Co.rto; I SIaIu!e 

~~~~~~~~";",,..a~.o:+1t~~~~'"~ru~~!Z'::f"a:m"'t'~t:"~;1'l<1:.!l'tQ~;"- "?"f";" 

South JuddalCoU1ci S1aIUte SIOOesaga"-'ctju<jda JuddalMd~ Repatas.- Mbney_,-. 
Carolina system;ooIedsMd~ ''I'''''',tai\leS ciIaj;~,probateMd 

slatislcs. famlyOCXJrt~Md 
n..,;so-.Md 
"f'llOinIees4)«1S, III 
<his \elm ctlhei"dIice 

"~~·"'''~;<""~i<·rrk~:;r'''''''~:!Ii1f'&~!I:;l!;,;'¢>'Z:l':}~l;;t;~,~=~",,'{:;.e;;;;rl:t"t~;¢~:\':~1#:"lI!ig;'tJ'''~D.\'W.lo.~",",~.,.,0~±1~:;':~;ij].~~a:.t~_1 w::t(;! 

South Oakota JldciaI Statute Stuciesagaizali:At,n.des, Justicesandju::gssofSupemeCourt AmJaI Termofali:e 
Ga1ferenre _.Md~ct III Md CirulCanas membe!s. 

courts; reca .1. tel rdatiOIlS to Magstrate jJdges 

"""""'''.m,""~ __ ~"" __ r.,q''''"'~~~~~~m~.","".,~~"_,,,,,,,,,,=~,,,,='"~ __ ~= __ ,_._,,'. 
Tennessee Jt.diciaICoonol SIaIu!e __ ct¢cial l.egis\aIMlMdju<jda~ BEmiai A1~Md~ 

dep;irb,,,,, ~ 0Q1Sider -6atlalye membeis may be_ 4_terms 
IeOOOlIl1<lI1da IJr 
i'n_ 

JuOOaI Stabie Calsidefs rules ald law.; to .All irlJes dCOl..lts a-reoods WDse Am.taIy Tam d d'OOearelielneri 
Caterences i'nJllU"' __ ct salalyispakl"_aJBIbyslaie. 

jJstice; _sWbIelegislalla1 ~ _~ ""'probate 
IJrGeooaAssembly. <XlUlIs. Cw1s, .. t1 .. "nny 

.'iiI'_·\'-":')1t'YlO':'''=:;'"'"''''''tI'.'1.~i_;;:':''%*i~·"..",:,=",~,~\~:a ,%~\!!"",~~~a~==XlS::".r...,,~~.l!!n'alW SUJ:!j~%l 
Texas JWicialCaJncj _ SWesandmpr0ve5 Cl'iefJtm:ed~Cou1; AmJaI_ CiizemseNe~6 

acrn_ctjJstice. pesidilJpdgectCcutdCrini1al _terms<4¢nt3 
~chai"ct_ Dematt 
JurispIuder<:e~one 
_d_appoi1Iedby 
__ chai"ctflleHoose 

JudOal_CarrniIIoe; one 
_ctflleHoused 
RepesenIatiws. appoi1Ied by file 
SflE!d<e'ct file Iloose; \1M:) jJstices ct 
owts ct~ desi!T<aIed byd1ef 
iJS!ia> ctflle """""'" 0lUt; \1M:) 
disIJict ~ dasIg1a1ed byflle d1ef 
jJstice ctflle """""'" orut; Tw:> i4lesctro.rlyauts, _ 
counIy.a __ oa>1S 

desigraed by file cHefjJstice d file 
suprerreCOOl1; \1M:) jJstices dflle 
peace designated by!he cHef jJstice 
ct!he supreme ooort ard \1M:) 

m..q.,J ocut~designated try 
1te d1efjJstice dflle"""""", coot 
_sixciizen membeIs ~ by 
1te !I>/IlfI'OI', 

;::;-;:,v::l;\'mt't~~=,.".=\='~UAA""V~~$W:,'":'cni1~1!;"!2·'!'$~';;~~;;;F ;;~"_.;f""~mlf:'t:r.-,l~jo/"'''c=1I...''1>=Y~~~lW~~ila1I: 

Utah Jo:li:iaI Ccu1ci SIaile D<M!Iops lI1iform CI'ief Jtm:e ard one assodaIe jJstice ArroaI 3_terms 
__ poIDesfor1he St;mneCaJl, oneiJdgeCand 

SIa1e oa.rIs ct lJta'l. ARms; 5 DislricI Md 2 Juvenie 
CoostiO.Jtion Ccut jl.dges, Ihee Jtm:e Coort 
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Adop1s nleslJrll1e jxlges, mernilerctlJlahS!ate Bar 
aan;n_d aU cru1s. Canmissb1. AII~elected. 

except 01ief Jtm:e. 

Legelld. Not applicable 



Table 15. Judicial Councils and Conferences; Composition and Function 

Name 
Vennont 

1Asrusses_ "''''
_ctjustice. 
coon....legaledU:aOOn. 

StlXIies Olga izaliM I, nJes, 
~,and pradit1lsoflhe 
j..OOaI SjSIem. 

Frequer'lo/ 

JL<I;jes of """y genemU);,lrid QuI, Semi AmlaI 
andJuvenile and Domestic_ 
Cou1s 

One.lodge!ian Court ct Appeals, 6 Quarte<Iy 
CiWt Court judges, one General 
0lWtJUCtle, oneJuvenile and 
Domeslic_JUCtle,2a11llrne», 
and -.",.., of Ccmmtises fur 
CouI1sct .JusOOect_ard Hoose 

Tenre 

Tenndci60e 

eanm_oo S1aW!e SbJcIes~rties, SpEakerof Hcu;e.chaimanct McdHy Tennctoffice 
DisbidCou1s proceWre. and pradit1lsoflhe Hoose and Senate.J\lCb>y JL<I;jes-one __ 

Disbid CoutS and deo1<s' CcmmillEes. 2 membe!s ct each 
cfues;dele!mi'leslUTlberct CcmmitlalsfurJustice,onejudgect 
DisbidOJurtju:lges, _ CiaICom, oneJwerie Domestic 
;..Jges, cIe<ks' cO<es and oout -., Dis!rict Court judge 
peo;omeI;estaIlishes 
pradit1lsand~filc 
IlisIJict CruIs. 

~~~~'W,li')jr~'7~~~~~:1*~~~~~~~'~~'*'~}\±ItilZ4,X4~~~~ 
Washington Jtd::iaI S1atute Ccnsi:Dsmatle!sl'l3la6rlJlo At.PxJQesctautsdleOOfdcn:f .Arn.amee6'lg Tenndoflioo 

CaTerence adlJ iI aalbi I d justice. 0JLD1s d fmitedj.ll:sci::li::: 

Board ct SqJn;me 0Jurt Olefjustice and a;Oirg die! justice ct WOOh. Appoi"ded 3 yea.s 
JucIdaI RUe Supreme QuI, 3judgesctOJurtct 
_ ~SupeliorO:utardimiled 

jJisdicIion OWls, 2 membeIS ct ber, 

~~'0~1!;'l:i;~i1-*~~.~::.o;:.L\1f"1~J;g.-.;;;tw:i~v~x~,m,;&-Jr~~=~~'};tf:"-_",,;;S:::;:~:;:'-~-:::-f:·;:~;;srJ.£')~~~ ImJ 
West Virginia Juci::ialQud Stab..te Stt.diesagali2aliu .. ruIes,cnd -__ ctpmctioeard 

procedt.re; coIeds_ 

Legend; ~.~;-,aIJ'P'l'p"'lic"a"'b"'le>-------- _ _____ ----ITbejudicial branch 87 
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Table 15. Judicial Councils and Conferences: Composition and Function 

Wisconsin 
.Name 

~eCwt 
RUe 

_the~Cwt ChiefJUltioedSupreme 
and the Died<r d Slate ColJtISlpeme Court appJi\Is: one 
Cwtsinthe_C3p<dy jt$dtheCwtd 
as ""'""" and poicy acMsar J\jlpeEjsIappoI OJ rout ct 
krthejuciclaS)'Slem. appeaIs;tt*teenciotU!jIxges'one 

j.I:Igeeleded Ojthejrl;jesd_ ct juciciaI __ -'one 
munq,ai¢.Je/elecled OJ WISCCllSil 
Mroqlal.luctJes Association; 11\0 
persoos_Ojtheboaodd 
g<>.'eI11OIS dthe _ bar. hee ron-

~-00tI1tyappci-IedOjChief JIStice;. ptbic 
~acotUtaiiiii9Jatu,a 
""""'""'. a _ d coo1/aII 
appcWlIed OJ Chief JIIltioe 

SUpameCwt _proIjems" 
RUe admi_djJstice; 

_~fc< 

im_<XlI1<Ws 
i1sbucive pogans and 
semhrs. 

Judidal Qxrd S!abJIe _ ~ jlIaCIK:e, and JUltioesd&.!JremeCoul\ Courtd At/easl~ 

procecin!; _ Appeals, CiaitCoJrtand reserve on ~'s 
~1oSt.pane jJdges.'1 c31,<rcalsigJed 

Tenue 
Jud9as-Oj 
AItn_Dis>idfc<3 
_terms. _""""""" 
appci1Iedfc< 3_terms. 

Termcldfice,or l.I1bl 
sucoessor is saected. 

~""tl~{~·~~'Z<M!;I-;;":=liifPWI>ZWlm~·~,*~Zi!ii:l~r{~-'t-~·~r.-~~"'&\m-.~""S:b)'$~~_ .............. _"" __ 
Wyoming J_COlrol ~Cwt ___ ~Io 

":::.-1;\r"...· .. ~-;{_;r.i!".sI~~~l",.j£.'*Zt~~;:;?;;..'=l-~~d~>:W.iCttleJ~;Si'S6l;;{,::;~~~~J:~~~~'IlU: 
Federal Ju<ida 28USC 331 ""'-OOldiIiondbusi1ess SUpameCourt_Dis>idCOJt Onceper_ Termdolb 
Courts CcrUeren:ed intheroutsandpreJlll'eS jlXIges, ComIyCoJrt»jges.Justioos 

theU11a1 plansfc<theassi;Tn1en1d dthePeaceandMmopaCwt 
Slates jrl;jes. Promctes unifoorityct jrl;jes 

)jl8legenm~and 
eJqJedIious 00I'd.<:t d the 
routs. 

Note: The following states do not have Judicial Councils and Conferences: Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico and Oklahoma. 

FOOTNOTES: 

Ronda: 
lJudicial Administration Commission coordinates the Florida Bat Rules 
Committees. 
2Chief justice of supreme court. 3 district court of appeals judges, 3 circuit court 
judges, 3 county coUftjudges, one state attorney, one public defender, one clerk 
of the court, 4 members of Florida Bar, including the president of the Florida Bar, 
president of the senate and speaker of the house, general council of the governor, 
attorney general, 6 members of the public, and 1 member of the Florida 
Conference of District Court of Appeals Judges. 

Indiana: 
3A11 justices of the supreme court; all judges of the court of appeals. the judge of 
the tax court; aD circuit, superior. probate, and county court judges; all municipal 
court judges who are serving on a full time basis; any retired judge who seNeS as 
a special judge and nolifies the conference of the service; full-lime magistrate is 
non-voting member. 
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Kentucky: 
4Chief justice of tlte supreme court; chief judge of the court of appeals; 4 circuil 
judges, and four district judges; president of the Kentucky Association of Circui 
Court Clerks; 3 members of the State Bar of Kentucky, and the chairman of the 
House and Senate Judiciary Committees. 

Louisiana: 
~Chief justice of the supreme court, one associate justice, 2 col.d of appeals 
judges, 2 district court judges, 1 member Of the louisiana City Judges 
Association, 1 member of IheJuvenile and Family c;ourt Judges Association, 2 
members of Louisiana State Bar Association, a member of the Young Lawyers 
Section, 1 member of the Louisiana State Law Institute, 1 member of the House, 
one member of the Senate, a member ofthe Louisiana District Attorneys 
Association, 1 member of the louisiana Clerk. of Court Association, 1 non
atiOtney, and a noo-voting secretary. 

-------tL,egend: .. ~=Not applicable 
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New York: 
6Chiefjudge of court of appeals, presiding justice of appellate division of each 
judicial department, one trial justice of the supreme court for each court for each 
judicial department. one judge each: court of claims, county court, surrogate's 
court, family court, civil court of New York City. the criminal court of New York 
City, one jooge of a city court outside NYC, one judge of a district court, one 
justice of a town or village court, and from eaCh' judicial department, one member 
of the bar of the stale. The chair and ranking minority members of each of tile 
committees on judiciary and on codes of the senate and assembly are ex offu:io 
members. 

Pennsylvania: 
7Chief justice of Pennsylvania, 2justices of supreme court. court administrator, 
president judge of superior court, president judge of commonwealth court, 
president judge of the court of common pleas of Philadelphia and Allegheny 
counties, president of the Pennsylvania Conference of State Trial Judges, 3 
judges of court of common pleas, 1 judge not from appellate orcourt of common 
pleas, 3 non-judge members of the bar of the supreme COllrt, 1 non-judge 
member oftha bar of the supreme court. 3 non-lawyers electors, 1 member of 
each the Senals and the House, 3 members appointed by the Governor one 
member of Senate of Pennsylvania appointed by minority leader of Senate, one 
member of House of Representatives appointed by minority leader of House of 
Representatives. 

South CaroJina: 
sChief justice of the supreme court, two circuit court judges; 2 family court judges; 
2 probate judges; attorney general, dean or faculty member of Law School of 
University of South Carolina; president of the South Carolina Bar; lieutenant 
gO\lemor; speaker of the House of Representatives; chairman of the Senate 
Finance Committee; chair of House Ways and Means Committee; chairmen of 
House and Senate JudiciaryCommittees, director ofthe legislative council; 6 
others, at leasl4 of whom are members of the bar; two judges of magistrate 
courts and two masters-in-equity. 

Tennessee: 
~One judge each from the: supreme court. court of appeals, court of crimiOaf 
appeals, circuit cour1judge, criminal court judge, general sessions court judge; 
one chancellor, the speaker of the Senate, chairman of House Judiciary 
Committee, attorney general, administrative director to supreme court, 2 layman, 
2 members of bar of Tennessee who practiced law at least 3 years. 

Vermont: 
10AIthough authorized by statute the Council has not been called together for 20 
years and has no function. 

Wisconsin: 
11 One supreme courtjuslice designated by the supreme court; a court of appeals 
judge designated by the court of appeals; director of slate courts or his Of her 
designee; 4 circuit jUdges designated by the Judicial Conference; chairpersons of 
the Senats and the Assembly Ccmmittees dealing wilhjudicial affairs or member 
of each committee designated by the respective chairperson; attorney general or 
his or her designee; revisor of statutes or an assistant designated by the revisor; 
deans of the law schoots of the University of Wisconsin and Marquette University 
or a member of the respective law school faculties designated by the deans; the 
state public defender or his or her designee; president-elect of the state bar or a 
;member of the board of governors of the state bar designated by the president
elect and 3 additional members thereof selected by the state bar to serve 3-year 
terms; one district attomey appointed by the governor; and 2 citizens at-targe 
appointed by the governor to serve 3-year terms. 

.... 

"" 
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Judicial Selection 
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Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 
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... 

Judicial selection is an area of the utmost importance. The quality of judges will be directly 
responsible for the quality of justice in Mongolia. While the President has the Constitutional 
power and responsibility to select judges, it has been recognized that candidates need to be 
evaluated before they are submitted to the President. The GCC has taken this role. 

The United States has had many experiments in judicial selection and the results of these 
experiments are summarized in publications that are attached to this report. Many of these 
experiences are directly applicable to Mongolia and have been translated into Mongolian. These 
experiences apply to two areas of judicial selection that Mongolia is exploring as part of the 
revisions to its law on the courts. The first area is the creation of a judicial selection 
commission, the second area is the procedures for such a commission, including application 
procedures, investigation procedures, and evaluation criteria. 

A. Creation of a Judicial Selection Commission 

Independence from political influence and representation of the diverse interests of society has 
proven to be keys to successful judicial selection in the American experience. Transparency in 
operation reinforces independence and gives the public greater confidence in this critical element 
of the justice system. 

Independence could be achieved by making the Judicial Nominating Commission an 
independent creation of the Law on the Courts, which receives logistical support from the GCC. 
Independence can be further insured by a diverse membership. Members should be recruited 
from judges, advocates, prosecutors, academics and lay people. Representatives from Aimags 
outside of Ulaanbaatar should be reserved a number of seats. Members could be nominated by 
the Supreme Court, the General Prosecutor, The Minister of Justice and NGOs. Members would 
be sworn to work independently only to select the most qualified judges and not to work as 
representatives of their nominating body. There must be strict rules on recusal requiring 
members of the commission to disqualify themselves from participation with respect to any 
candidate who is a friend, co-worker or family member. 

B. Procedures 

It is contemplated that lower court judges will be selected from graduates with law degrees and 
trained as judges in a magistrates school similar to the French institution. Higher Court judges 
will be selected among sitting judges who apply. 

1. Candidates 

a. Who should be able to apply for appointment to Trial Courts 
Anyone who has graduated and has passed the "Bar Examination" that will be required for all 
legal professionals should be allowed to apply to be appointed as a judges. This should include 
both recent graduates and attorneys who have practiced law in as advocates and prosecutors. (It 
might be worth considering giving prosecutors extra consideration in the evaluation process.) 
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All applicants should apply themselves. The law should be changed so that other organizations -
cannot nominate candidates. This is an opportunity for improper use of influence. Other persons 
or bodies can express their opinions in letters of recommendation, but allowing certain 
candidates to be nominated by officials or official bodies creates the impression that those 
candidates will be favored and that the process is not fair or transparent in allowing the most 
qualified candidates to succeed. 

Notices of tests to fill vacancies should be printed in newspapers, posted in all courts where 
attorneys are likely to see them, and posted in other places likely to attract notice. 

b. Who should be able to apply for appointment to Higher Courts: 

Only people who are currently or have been judges in the last five years should be considered for 
appellate court positions. 

All sitting judges should be able to apply. Announcements of vacancies should be published in a 
manner that they are read by all judges in Mongolia. 

If a judge is newly appointed, it might be worth considering making himlher wait a period of 
time before applying, but on balance, not applying a specific restriction might be better. If the 
judge does not have enough experience, the selection process will eliminate them, but in some 
circumstances, the most qualified judge interested in the vacant position might be one who was 
recently appointed. It would be a loss to the justice system to mechanically exclude someone 
who might be the most qualified. 

2. Consideration of Candidates 

a. Trial Courts 

The tests of core competencies should count for the majority (80%) of a candidate's score. 

Candidates who fall below a predetermined level of correct answers on the tests should be rated 

_. 

.... 

... 

..., 

"not qualified" and not ranked. The remaining candidates should be ranked according to their i.; 
scores. 

Writing samples should be graded by three graders and if the scores are more than one apart, 
they should be graded by two additional graders, and the average taken. Writing samples should 
constitute 12% of the score. (A separate paper on "Evaluation Criteria" discusses the criteria for 
legal reasoning that should be used for writing samples.) 

Recommendations should be given a small proportion of the score, no more than 8% unless they 
reveal that the candidate is not qualified or there is serious doubt. In these cases, unless the 
doubt is resolved in the candidate's favor, they should be found "not qualified." 

Poor health, criminal background, and tax irregularities ought not to be counted as part of the 
score, but simply eliminate candidates as "not qualified." 
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b. Higher Courts 

The tests of core competencies should count for about 30% of a candidate's score. 
An evaluation of the candidate's prior opinions should count for about 50% of a candidate's 
score. (A separate paper on Evaluation Criteria discussed the criteria for legal reasoning that 
should be used in evaluating prior opinions.) 

Candidates who fall below a predetermined level of correct answers on the tests should be rated 
"not qualified" and not ranked. Candidates who have more than one out of 10 serious errors in 
their prior opinions should be considered "not qualified." The remaining candidates should be 
ranked according to their scores. 

Recommendations should be given a small proportion of the score, unless they reveal that the 
candidate is not qualified or there is serious doubt. In these cases, unless the doubt is resolved in 
the candidates' favor, they should be found "not qualified." 

Poor health, criminal background, and tax irregularities ought not to be counted as part of the 
score, but simply eliminate candidates as "not qualified." All such irregularities should be 
reported to the disciplinary committee if the candidate is currently a judge. 

c. For All Candidates 

The tax records for the applicant should be requested from the tax authorities. Tax records will 
verify employment. Although sources of income not listed are not likely to show up as taxable 
income, any private employment listed for which tax was not paid might indicate that the 
employment did not take place or that the enterprise was not honestly complying with tax 
regulations. If the private employer was not complying with tax laws, it should be held against 
the candidate only if s/he was in a position to know that the company was not complying with 
tax laws and do something about it. 

Criminal Records should be requested from police authorities to verify statements made in the 
application. 

Interviews should be conducted with the judges before whom the applicant has appeared and the 
opposing attorneys in the cases in which the applicant appeared. While the opposing attorney 
may have disagreed with the applicant, allegations of poor knowledge or improper conduct 
should be taken seriously and prompt interviews with a broader range of professional associates. 

Questions about the applicant's father that are currently asked of applicants are not suitable to a 
free country where everyone should be judged on his/her own merit. 

3. Presentation to the President for Appointment 

Giving the President a choice of nominees serves to promote democracy and responsibility in 
that the President as the highest elected official can take credit for good appointments and must 
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bear public responsibility for bad appointments. The current system of nominating only one 
judge for a Presidential appointment [check] dilutes Presidential responsibility, especially if the 
nominating procedures are opaque. Therefore it is suggested that the Judicial Nominating 
Commission nominate more than one candidate if possible for each vacancy. The President 
should be required to choose from among the candidates within 30 days. The President must 
choose from those proposed and cannot choose someone not on the list. 

a. Trial Courts 

The Commission should solicit applications and conduct tests twice per year for candidates for 
trial court judge. When a vacancy appears, the commission should offer the position to the 
highest scoring candidate on the list who has not yet been appointed. If the highest scoring 
candidate does not want that position, it should be offered to the next highest ranking, and so on 
until three candidates have accepted. If less than three candidates out of the list of all qualified 
candidates accept, then only the names of the accepting candidates should be submitted to the 
President, even ifthere are only two or one names. 

b. Higher Courts 

For Supreme Court vacancies, the President should be presented with the three highest ranking 
candidates. For Chief Judge of an Aimag the President should be presented with the three 
highest ranking candidates. If there are fewer than three qualified candidates, the Commission, 
by majority vote may present only two to the President, or solicit more applications from judges 
to enlarge the pool. If there is only one qualified candidate, the Commission must solicit 
additional candidates and evaluate them before making any presentations to the President. For 
other Aimag judges the President should be presented with the three highest ranking candidates, 
unless there are only one or two candidates who have applied for the position and been found 
qualified. 

4. Transparency 

The Judicial Nominating Commission should make public the names and employment histories 
of all candidates who apply for a vacancy. The Judicial Nominating Commission should also 
make public all outside comments on the candidates. Interviews conducted by the Commission 
do not need to be made public, nor do the committees' deliberations as they are likely to involve 
private matters about the candidate. The names of the candidates submitted to the President 
should be made public. Members must present all communication they receive about any 
candidate to the commission and if it is unsolicited, it must be made available to the public. This 
will increase public confidence that improper influence is not being exerted on the commission. 

Attachments: 

A. AJS Handbook: Establishing a Judicial Selection Commission 
B. AJS Handbook: Evaluation Criteria (with notes JRP suggestions for Mongolia attached.) 
C. Proposed Questionnaire for Trial Judges 
D. Proposed Questionnaire for Appellate Judges 
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Model Judicial Selection 
Provisions 
INTRODUCTION 

Since its founding in 1913, the American Judicature Society has been dedicated to 
improving the quality of the judiciary. Improving the judiciary meant improving judicial 
selection methods that often were confusing or controlled by political party organizations. 
These methods of selection often required electioneering by judicial candidates and led to 
appointments based on political obligations rather than objective qualifications. 

The Society developed what has been termed a judicial "merit" selection plan. The plan 
establishes a nonpartisan commission composed of both lawyers and nonlawyers who 
recruit and screen applicants and ultimately submit names of the most qualified candi
dates to an appointing authority. The appointing authority then makes the final selection 

_ after:~l!d",c~!lgJu-,_ther .i.I1Vf!§~@.tiv.c:_p_r(}(;e~<fil1~. These elet:l1c!ll~.a~e_pres,,-nt.iI1,,-a..ch(lL. _______ ~~_ 
34 states currently having some form of "merit" or "commission" plan for judicial 
selection. 

Apart from these fundamental characteristics, the legal bases and forms of commission 
plans vary. Some states have established their plans by constitutional provisions with 
accompanying implementing court rules or legislation. Other states based their plans on 
legislation or executive orders. Executive orders are also used where the mayor of a city 
has appointing powers for that city's judicial offices. Some states have one commission for 
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all vacancies in the state while others have one commission for each judicial district in the 
state. Commission plans can be statewide, or exist in only certain districts or municipali
ties. Some commission plans encompass all vacancies, while others fill vacancies on 
certain courts and still others exist to fill only interim vacancies. 

The model provisions that follow are a product of the experience with judicial selection 
over the past few decades. These provisions incorporate existing constitutional and 
statutory provisions, executive orders, earlier efforts to develop selection plans, and 
recent experiences of judicial nominating commissioners across the country. The model 
provisions are divided into three parts: 

Part One Establishing a Commission Plan Through Constitutional Provisions 

Part Two Implementing A Commission Plan: Model Court Rules (or Legislation) 

Part Three Establishing a Commission Plan by Executive Order (or Legislation) 

Because one goal of the commission method for selecting judges is to shelter the commis
sion as much as possible from outside political pressures, this selection method ideally 
should be established by the state constitution. In any event, constitutional provisions 
will be required whenever commission plan legislation would conflict with existing 
constitutional provisiOns. An opportune time for adopting the provisions is during a state 
constitutional convention. If the constitution is not under revision, amendment is often 
possible by referendum or act of the state legislature. Because these latter alternatives are 
often difficult to achieve, commission plan legislation can be used whenever the constitu
tion allows the legislature to determine how judges are selected. Executive orders may be 
used whenever the chief executive has the power to make judicial appointments. 

The model judicial selection provisions outline the essential components of a nominating 
commission including commission membership and basic procedures. Each article, sec
tion, or rule that has been subject to debate is followed by suggested alternate provisions. 
Provisions that do not appear to be self-explanatory have been supplemented with brief 
commentary. 

The merit plan as proposed by the American Judicature Society and the American Bar 
Association and in existence in many states includes some form of retention review. 
Jurisdictions differ, however, as to the form that a retention review should take. 

For further information on merit selection and various merit plans the reader may wish to 
consult the following American Judicature Society publications: 

Judicial Merit Selection: Current Status, July rg85, by Donna Vandenberg. 1985. 10 pages. 
$1.25. Order #294. 

Includes seven pages of charts indicating characteristics of merit selection plans for each 
merit plan state. 
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.... The Handbook for Judicial Nominating Commissioners, by Marla N. Greenstein. 1984. 138 
pages. $7.95. Order #8577 . 

Provides guidance for commissioners by outlining suggested procedures for each step of 
the nominating process. (ISBN 0-938870-32-7) 

Judicial Selection in the United States: A Compendium of PrO<lisions, by Larry C. Berkson, 
Scott Beller and Michele Grimaldi. 1981. 182 pages. $7.50. Order #8565. 

Lists on a state-by-state basis how judges are selected for each level and type of court; 
includes a brief history of judicial selection in the U.S., constitutional and statutory 
citations, and tables showing selection methods. (ISBN 0-938870-02-5) 

The United States District Judge Nominating Commissions: Their Members, Procedures and 
Candidates, by Alan Neff. 1981. 204 pages. $7.50. Order #8568. 

Reviews history of selection of U.S. district judges and analyzes structure and perfor
mance of commissions used by senators in 29 states to recruit, evaluate and recommend 
applicants for nomination to U.S. disttict court judgeships. (ISBN 0-938870-03-3) 

Judicial Retention Elections in the United States, by Susan M. Carbon and Larry C. Berkson. 
1980.90 pages. $4.00. Order #8566. 

Presents a history of retention elections and a discussion of the debate about their utility. 
Specifies each state's provisions for such elections and outlines seven principal reasons 
why 33 judges have been defeated on retention ballots between 1942 and 1979. (ISBN 
0-938870-01-7) 

The United States Circuit Judge Nominating Commission: Its Members, Procedures and Candi
dates, by Larry C. Berkson and Susan B. Carbon. 1980.260 pages. $7.50. Order #8561. 

Analyzes the history, structure and performance of the commission used by President 
Carter to recruit, evaluate and recommend applicants for nomination to U.S. circUit 
judgeships. (ISBN 0-938870-09-2) 

Literature on Judicial Selection, by Nancy Chinn and Larry C. Berkson. 1980. lOB pages. 
$4. Order #8564. 

A comprehensive, annotated listing of the literature on state and federal judicial selection. 
(ISBN 0-938870-05-X) 

The Key to Judicial Merit Selection: The Nominating Process, by Allan Ashman and James J. 
Alfini. 1974.337 pages. $5.75. Order #8128. 

Provides empirical analysis of the work of judicial nominating commissions. Examines 
five jurisdictions where the merit plan is used to select judges. (ISBN 0-938870-11-4) 
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Establishing a Commission Plan Through 
Constitutional Provisions 

Art._§l 

Section 1. Nomination and Appointment. 

The governor shall fill any vacancy in an office of_ court justice or _ court judge by 
appointing one person nominated by the judicial nominating commiSsion [for the disttict 
where the vacancy occurs J. The judicial nominating commission shall nominate no more 
than five nor less than rwo qualified persons for each vacancy. If the governor fails to fill a 
vacancy within 30 days from the day the names are submitted, the [chief justice J 
[presiding judge for that disttict J shall appoint one of the nominated persons. 

Alternative A-providing only for interim appointments 

Art._§l 
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Section 1. Nomination and Appointment. 

The governor shall fill any vacancy occurring between elections in an office of _ court 
justice or _court judge by appointing one person nominated by the judicial nominating 
commission [for the disttict where the vacancy occurs]. The judicial nominating commis
sion shall nominate no more than five nor less than two qualified persons for each 
vacancy. If the governor fails to fill a vacancy within 30 days from the day the names are 
submitted, the [chief jusdce] [presiding judge for that district] shall appoint one of the 
nominated persons. 

Commentary: 
Although the number of names submitted to the governor need not be fixed at five, the 
number should be sufficiently low so that the commission nominates only the most 
qualified candidates. Five names appears to be the optimum because it gives the governor 
a real choice while limiting the governor's appointing power. Commissions in less popu
lated areas may have difficulty finding five qualified nominees and should therefore be 
allowed the fleXibility to submit fewer names. In some states, the names submitted to the 
governor are listed in alphabetical order to avoid any indication of a commission's 
preference. Thirty days is ·allowed as a reasonable amount of time for the governor to 
conduct an investigation of the nominees. In the event that the governor fails to act within 
that reasonable time period, a judicial officer may appoint from the commission's list. 
This provision ensures that the final appointment will be made within a reasonable time 
and from the list of nominees. The separation of functions allows for independent and 
nonpartisan evaluations and nominations by a responsible commission and final 
appointment by a governor who is politically accountable. 

Art._§2 

Section 2. Judicial Nominating Commission. 

[The] [Each] judicial nominating commission shall consist of seven members. Three 
attorney members shall be selected for [six-year] [four-year] terms by the bar of the 
[state] [judicial disttict] except as provided by Art. ~3. Four nonattorney members 
shall be appointed [from among the residents of the same area] for [six-year] [four-year] 
terms, except as provided in Art. _§3, by the governor [subject to confirmation by a 
majority of the members of the senate]. Appointments and elections to the commis
sion[s] shall be made with due consideration to geographic representation and without 
regard to political affiliation. Vacancies shall be filled for an unexpired term in like 
manner. No member of[ the] [a] nominating commission may hold any other office under 
the United States, the State or other governmental entity for which monetary compensa-
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tion is received. No member shall be eligible for appointment to a state judicial office so 
long as he or she is a commission member and for: [four] [three] years thereafter nor serve 
for more than two full terms as a member of the nominating commission. 

Alternative A-providing for a majority of lawyer members 

Art.~2 

Section 2. Judicial Nominating Commission. 

[The] [Each] judicial nominating commission shall consist of seven members. Four 
attorney members shall be selected for [six-year] [four-year] terms by the bar of the 
[state] (judicial district] except as provided by Art. ~3. Three nonattorney members· 
shall be appointed [from among the residents of the same area] for [six-year] [four-year] 
terms, except as provided in Art. _§3, by the governor [subject to confirmation by a 
majority of the members of the senate]. Appointments and elections to the commis
sion[ s] shall be made with due consideration to geographic representation and without 
regard to political affiliation. Vacancies shall. be filled for an unexpired term in like 
manner. No member of[ the] [a] nominating commission may hold any other office under 
the United States, the State or other governmental entity for which monetary compensa
tion is received. No member shall be eligible for appointment to a state judicial office so 
long as he or she is a commission member and for [four] [three] years thereafter nor serve 
for more than two full terms as a member of the nominating commission. 

Alternative B-pT01Iiding for judge as ex-officio chairman 

Art._§2 

Section 2. Judicial Nominating Commission. 

[The] [Each] judicial nominating commission shall consist of seven members. Three 
attorney members shall be selected for [six-year] [four-year] terms by the bar of the 
[state] [judicial district] except as provided by Art. ~3. Three nonattorney members 
shall be appointed [ftom among the residents of the same area] for [six-year] [four-year] 
terms, except as provided in Art. -!j3, by the governor [subject to confirmation by a 
majority of the members of the senate]. The [chief justice] [presiding judge] shall act as 
ex-officio chairman over the commission but shall only vote when to do so would change 
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the result. Appointments and elections to the commission[ s] shall be made with due 
consideration to geographic representation and without regard to political affiliation. 
Vacancies shall be ftIled for an unexpired term in like manner. No member of [the] [a] 
nominating commission may hold any other office under the United States, the State or 
othet governmental entity for which monetary compensation is received. No member 
shall be eligible for appointment to a state judicial office so long as he or she is a 
commission member and for [four] [three] years thereaftet, nor serve for more than two 
full terms as a member of the nominating commission. 

Commentary: 
In a democratic society it is important that public bodies such as judicial nominating 
commissions be broadly representative of the communities they serve. Care should be 
taken to ensure that the composition of the commission be reflective of the demographic 
makeup of the state or district. Considerations should include, for example, race, ethnic
ity and gender. If a judge is a member of the commission, the judge should have limited 
power to avoid exercising undue influence over other commission members. A method 
for selecting the atrorney members has not been specified since bar organizations vary 
significantly ftom state to state. Many states hold elections to select the attorney 
members, while in other states bar leaders handle the appointments. Members should 
serve for a period long enough to enable them to develop selection skills. No member of a 
commission should seek judicial office until a sufficient amount of time has passed to 
ensure a commission's objectivity and preserve public confidence. Commission members 
should be limited to two terms to ensure that the commission continues to be representa
tive and vital. 

Art._§3 

Section 3. Terms of Initial Commission Members. (six-year term) 

The initial members of [the] [each] judicial nominating commission shall serve for terms 
as follows: the three attorney members for two, four, and six years respectively, and the 
four nonattorney members for two, three, five and six years respectively. 

Section 3. Terms of Initial Commission Members. (four-year term) 

The initial members of [the] [each] judicial nominating commission shall serve for tetms 
as follows: the three nonattorney members for one, two, and three years respectively, and 
the four attorney members for one, two, three and four years respectively. 
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Alternative A-providing for a majority of lawyer members 

Art._§3 

Section 3. Terms of Initial Commission Members. (six-year term) 

The initial members of[ the] [each] judicial nominating commission shall serve for terms 
as follows: the three nonattorney members for two, four, and six years respectively, and 
the four attorney members for two, three, five and six years respectively. 

Section 3. Terms of Initial Commission Members. (four-year term) 

The initial members of[ the] [each] judicial nominating commission shall serve for terms 
as follows: the three nonattorney members for one, two, and three years respectively, and 
the four attorney members for one, two, three and four years respectively. 

Alternative B-providing for judge as ex-officio chairman 

Art.-.§3 

Section 3. Terms of Initial Commission Members. (six-year term) 

The initial members of [the] [each] judicial nominating commission shall serve for terms 
as follows: the three attorney members for two, four, and six years respectively, and the 
three nonattorney members for two, three, five and six years respectively, and the judge, as 
chairman, for six years or until the [judge] [justice] leaves hislher judicial position, 
whichever occurs first. 

Section 3. Terms of Initial Commission Members. (four-year term) 

The initial members of[ the] [each]judicial nominating commission shall serve for terms 
as follows: the three attorney members for one, two, and four years respectively, and the 
three nonattorney members for two, three and four years respectively, and the judge, as 
chairman, for four years or until the [judge] [justice] leaves hislher judicial position, 
whichever occurs first. 
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Commentary: 
The terms of the commission members should be staggered to encourage an independent 
commission and to provide some continuity . 

Art.~4 

Section 4. Reimbursement and Administrative Assistance. 

(a) Members of[ the] [each] judicial nominating commission shall be reimbursed for all 
expenses incurred in the carrying out of their official duties. Additional compensation 
may be prescribed by law. 

(b) The State Administrative Office of the Courts shall make staff, equipment and 
materials available to assist [the] [each] commission in carrying out its official duties. 

Commentary: 
To foster an effective commission, certain minimal services should be made available. 
These services should include typists, copying facilities, stationety and postage and be 
provided to the commission promptly upon request. 

Art._§5 

Section S. Powers of the Judicial Nominating Commission. 

[The] [Each] judicial nominating commission shall have the power to adopt any rules and 
procedures which aid in its selection of the most qualified nominees for judicial office. 

Optional alternative retention provisions: 

Art._§6 

Section 6. Retention Elections. 

Any judge who seeks additional terms for the same judicial office shall be retained in 
office by vote of the electorate. The retention election shall be nonpartisan and shall 
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require the affirmative vote of[ a majority] [60% ] of those voting on the question to retain 
the judge. 

or 

Art._§6 

Section 6. Retention by Commission. 

Any judge who seeks additional terms for the same judicial office shall be retained in 
office by a finding of the judicial nominating commission that the judge has served 
competendy and with integrity. 

Commentary: 

The competence of all judges should be periodically reviewed although appropriate fOt ns 
of retention may vary. In some jurisdictions it may be preferable to hold retention 
elections, in others to delegate the responsiblity to a judicial nominating commission 
familiar with the task of evaluating judicial ability. Combinations of these procedures are 
also possible. For example, the commission could rate the judges up for retention, 
publicize the rating, and allow the public to then vote in a retention election. One criterion 
to consider in choosing a procedure is the number of judges to be evaluated. Regardless of 
the form it takes, judicial retention should be designed to ensure that only qualified judges 
remain on the bench. 
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Evaluative Criterial 

Establishing Criteria 

"$ part of the orgllnizlltional mlleting, commissioners will find it helpful to identify the 
eyaluative criteria to be used in the aele<:tion process. The cnteria needed fOr a 

. panicular judicial position depend on the role the judge will play. By examining the 
core criteria which relate to the work of every judge, and adding criteria for different 
judiCial roles. a commissioner will be able to determine the qualities to be 60ught in a 
judicial nom inee. 

The following examination of evaluative criteria Is based on: state constitutional ana 
statutory requirements for judicial office. literature on jUdiCial selactlon and the 
judicial process, and literature on judiCial performance evaluation. aefore beginning 
the selection process, commissioners should bacomatamlliar with the minimum lagal . 
qualifications for .tlle judicial vacancy in questIon. Qualifications releting to ege. 
citi~enship, residency or a lioenseto practice law often appear in stateconstltutionaor 
statutes. Other sources for judiCial evaluation inClude repons by the medii, court 
obeervers and bar association&. 

The appenclix to this chapter contains suggested measures. In question form. tor each 
criterion. Each question has been designed to highlight particular espects of an 
applicant'S background. By conSidering each of the questions. a commlsslonershoul!2 
gain insight inlo wllether any given apPIiCllnt will make a good Judge. 

" judicial nominating commi$Sionar will find it helpful to use fleXible. subjeetiVe 
criteria when screening and evaluating candidates for Judicial office. BelOW is a liat of 
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14 suggested criteria fOr judicial selection. 

Roles and Their Criteria 

Qualilies for all judges: 

• suitable age 

• gOOd h8allh 

• impartialitY 

• industry 
• Integrity 

• professional skills 

• community contaCls 

• social awareness 
Additional qualities for appellate judges: 

• collegiality 

• writing ability 
Additional qualilies for trial judges: 

• decislven_ 

• judicial temperament 

• speaking ability 
Additional qualities for supervisory judges: 

• edmlnistraliva ebility 

• In18rpersonal skills 

Qu.llllfII 'Dr All .IUd,," 
Suitable Age. A candidate for jUdicial office should be old enough 10 have I8gal 
experience but not too old to possess the level of energy demandaa by a judiCial 
poeition. Any age limitations will depend on individual circumstances such as; health. 
energy. vitality and mandatory retirement reqUirements. Sinoe II line must be drawn 
somewhere. however. thare i8 ample justification for a maxlmllm 11ge of 60 If the 
candidate would be II first time judge and an age of64 fOr promotion to a higher court. 
The public is entitled to the apPOintment of persons wllO are able to render long and 
vigorou6 service as part of the judiCiary. A maximum age ia al80 conaistenl with the 
policy behina mandatory retirement plans. now existing In 39 statea and requiring 
judges to rellre from the bench atagas ranging from 70 to 75. Theaes of appointment 
should be sufficiently low to avoid ajuage's mandatory retirement just as lhe JUdgehae 
reached peak effectiveness. 

Good MeaJrh. The demands of Judielal office require a high level 01 performance and. 
consequently. appllc:ants should be ph¥slcally and mentally healthy. Good physical 
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health requires judges to be free of debilitating ailmants, Injuries and diseases. Good 
mental health requirBS an indiVidlJallo have a sound, alerl mind Bnd a high degree of 
emotional stability. An applicant'S health Should nOI interfere with judicial duties or 
adversely affect the ability to function as a fair and imparlllll jUdge. 

Imparriallry. A gOOd judge should possess the abUltyto treat oases objectively regard
les& ofthe identity of Ihe paniesorthe SUbject matter ohhe controllersy. The judge will 
be required to consider the facts before the court neutrally and with an open mind. A 
judge will be asked to ignore personal predilections and "disengage himself so far as 
possible. of every influence thai Is personal or that comes from the partlcularsiluation 
which Is presented to him, and base his judicial deCision on elements of an objective 
nalure,"2 

An applicant who Is an attorney, must be able to make the transition from a trained 
advocate 10 an independent fact-finder and ellaluator, He or She must be capable of 
punlng aside a tenaancy to piCk sides ana be al)18 to analyze tne facts Of any given 
Controversy objectillely. 

Finally. ajudge should carry an impression offalrness to the parties to a controversy, to 
the attorneys anCl to other judges. Actors in that Judge'S coun shOuld 1eel confident 
that their side will be affOrded fair and indepandent conslder~lon. 

Industry. The demanas of rising caseloads and backloggecl calendars have aocentu
ated the importance of selecting industrious judges. If, in the pUl,lt was ever valid to 
consider a judgeship a form of sinecure for lawyars who were readY to work less. that 
assumption is no longer valid today.3 The impact of caseload pressures on lhe core 
requirement of judicial industrlousn!$; applies with equal sirength to Doth trial and 
appellate courts. 

The quality of industry incorporates several types of work habits., Dedication is one 
aspect of industry and include&a willingness to devot89ufficlent, or even extra. time to 
complete tasles. Industry al$O demands diligence, inVOlvIng steady and constant 
applicetionto the task at hand •• Punctuality 1611150 required. Ajudge should be prOmpt 
and prepared. To retain public confidence in the administration of justice, a judge 
must be In the habit of opening court on time. Another aspect of industry is deciSive
ness, which Is of particular imporcance to trial judgea.. io keep casas moving. a judge 
must be willing and able 10 reach decisiona with confidence and without hesitatiOn. 
Finally, an industrious jUdge Is I good administrator, knowing how to managetimeand 
ensure that any judicial lIaff work at peak efficiency. 

Inregrffy. The responSibility of jUdges for making decisions tha~ affect lives and for
tunes requires the selection 01 men and women of unqueatiOnecl integrity. At a min
imum integrity means Intellectual honesty, moral vigor and professional uprightness. 
II also requires a sense 01 honor, trustworthiness and abSOlute sincerity and reliability • 
Ajudge wltllintegrity is unawervingly ethical. Ethical conduct by judg. requires, at a 
minimum. commitment and adherence to the law, the Code of Judicial Conduct and 
the COde of Professional Responsibility. 
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Professional Skills. All judges ere expeCted to be well-versed in fundamental legal 
areas. Even jUdges who are assigned to courtS where they will halle only one type of 
case must be prepared to hear a variety of Issues covering procedure. evidence and 
constitutional law as well as the substantive areas of their court'$ jurisdiction. 

Neither 9r8dl.lation from law school nor the fulfillment of a minimum requirement of 
years admined to practice is sufficient to acquire the prof_ional skiJIs needed for 
judicial office. Soth the length and type of legal experience should be taken into 
account. As a general rule. about 10 years of litigation experience would indicate a 
familiarity with COurt procedures and legal subjects. 

Legal analytiC ability is equally valuable. laeally. a judicial candidate should possess 
intelligence. a capacity for abstract thought and Intellectual curiosity. 

Tne quality of Clarity of ttlought and expresslon •.• meana lucidity in reasoning. a 
sense of order or arrangement. The mOdeljudg8 must know Instincti>IfJly Ihe diller
ence bet ...... n lhot whlen io important lind that which Is mlllViy Interesting. He ml.llt 
know well the material fallacies of reasoning and aVOid them.' 

Judges ire often asked to become experts in different areas of the law with each 
assignment. Effective judges can adapt to a variety of assignments. Thus. a quaJifieCl 
judicial candidate must be able to achieve a lellel of expertise in one area and yet freely 
move into another when a new asSignment creates such a demand. 

Community Contacts. Judges are In a position to enhanoa the public's view of the 
court. II is deSirable for judges to act as a court liaison 10 the community. When judges 
publish anicles. teaCh, and participate in community activities. they benefil'both the 
oourt and the publio. In partloular, participation in community activities can enable 
jIJdges to be more :>ensitive to the problems and concerns of attorneys practicing 
before them es well as those of the parties to a dispute. In addition. the community Is 
likely to become more sensitive to the pressures of the court and in tllm more 
supportiveofthe needs of the court. Judges. In snort. should maintain an awareness of 
their publiC role. 

A judge 8no,,'e strille to makelh. court as visible to !he public as Is conal$tem with 
tho prl1lllCY needed for meditatlllB. studiO",. and deliberate dBCision milking. Tne 
only bUSlnas. of acoult IS puDlic bUSiness. Therefore. heshouklloillate and accept 
procedllres Which will ma~e the coun system and Its Judges aCCOuntable to the 
people for the public flmas utilized IInCl for tile public power conferred upon the 
courtS and i"dg"s .• 

SOCIBI AwarenesS. "Tha great tides and currents which engulf the rest of men do not 
turn aside in tneir course lind pass the jUdg8e by," said Justice Carej020 in hlslBotures 
on The Nature of !tl, JudiCial Process.7 Judicial decisions. even when they only 
Bnempt to resolVe the rignts of the Immediate parties, must sometimes delve into the 
realm of social or PUblic pclicy. Thus. It is useful for judges to halfe some familiarity 
with and sensitivity to the range of social issues which otten confront tne couns. 

At the same time. however, judges must be aware of and sensitive to the uses Bnd 
limitations ofthe law as a loolfor correcting socilll prOblems. Assuredly, not BIIIiIry case 
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requires changes in legal doctrine or a refashioning of principles 10 meet some 

perceived need of publiC policy. The law must have a degree of stability and predicte

bility from past tnrough fLlture generations. Vet, a judge should have an interest in 

Improving the law and its service to people. Improving the law will induce a willing
ness, when circumstances require. to permit enenees in legal doctrine; bringing the 
law into conformity with changed social conditions and eVOlving concepts of SOCial 
justice . 

Addltlpnal Q"alllles for Appellate Judges 
Unlike trial court jUdges, appellate judges are all proleSsional writers. An appellate 
judge must write his or ner opinions and do so in iSOlation from the lawyers, jurors, 
witnesses and litigants nOrmally encountere.: tly trial Jucges. However. no matter how 

isolated tile appellate judge may oe when actually writing an opinion, appellate judges 
must !lave tns aoWty !o work witr, ~heir colleagues in the pro~s$ of collective 
decision-making. 

Collegiality, The coU!;ctive ~ecis:on :r;SK,:'\g aspect of an appellate judge's role 
rtlquires loyalty 10 Ine appeliste court. Appeilate judges are engaged in an attempt to 
express the law. Tnis commo(\ puq::ose demar.QS IOY~!IY to tne court as botn an 
institution and a cOliectlor: o( c:verse ,,1dlvidualS 

Collegiality requires judges 10 understand and respect their colleagues' differing 
views. Personality disputes Should be minimized ana the art 01 compromise devel
oped. All a part 01 tne art of compromise, a ,udge mU$! oe capable of both g;lIlng and 
receiving critiCism. 

A good appelle~ judge reeogni%es tnal h&IS part 01 a9'8&ter whole. wllic!\ is itself 
pen of a process. Tnus. ~e cares about the ql.lAlity of atl aec,s,ons renClered by his 
court, nOt Simply nis OW" opinions To mat ;)no. ne is sl<iliet/ in the art of 
compromise-he maMls. and 18kn, sug9estiont. bur tie never c:ompromiH$ his 
principles. He re.oews l\i~ coll8agues' opInions as ca,elully as lie can ana wnen. 
ullimat81~, he dissgrees. t,,, e";:>re~~s mat disagreement He circ .. lllte9 all of lIis 
opinions. including nls d;S~nts. as o,omptiy as possiDle. I:>~use ne knows that 
there is no "xcuse to, _",nseesss.r\" juo:clel Clelay.-

Writing Ability. Since appellate jOldges spena a major psrt of their lime writing opin
iOns. II is cruCial that .hey be able to produce lucid and I.l"derstandable opinions. The 
organization of an cPI:1icn WI\! per.uadl; :\5 ,eflders through its logIC sna internal 

coherence. As one prominent prOfessor noted: 

The quality of a :uagfj's ol),n:on h •• Q gOOd Cletl to 00 WIlli w!lether he is a 900Cl 
judge. If his opin;ons "r~d~or9anize:r. or illlt6rate, or marred by f.IOacies ofiogiC. Or 
lengrnenea Oy worOy ,"(olevance. ne ;s no. goad at performong 0,,11 of sn appellate 
judge'!; maloqoC$. Mer" aVQidanc" ofttll!,se v.ces. 1Mugn. aces r.otalone make one 
8 9coc\ judge. Oua,ity in opinions and. ~ tr.ii $arne token. quality In tll81 aspect 01 
judiCial pertormance. oepends ultimstely upon ti1f, soundness of reasoning anO 
ollCislon comBinfod in t;'IS op:r.lon.' 

Additional Qualities for Tria! Jud{!es 
Trial judges mus! De capable of dealing with a wilie range of aClors in the" counrcom. 
Not onlY must a trial j .. :lge respond to attorneys anc! their clients out tne), must also 
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react to witnesses and be able to instruct jurors on the law. 

Oec/sivenesa. A trial judge must be capable of making quick decisions onder pressore. 
Often a trial JUdge will be required to rule on objections as soon es they are raised. 
Motions, too, will require prompt decisions if cases are to progress. A trial judge must 
be able to keep cases moving and be willing and able to reach decisions. lie or she 
must be able to quICkly assimilate law and facts and to respond to issues raised by 
counsel with confidence and without hesitation. The judge must be willing to make 
hard decisions and be able to rule with firmness. 

Judicial Temperament. The judge's jOb includes contact with lawyers, membersofthe 
public and court employees and requires an inordinate amoLln! of an elusive quality 
called Judicial temperament. JUdicial temperament encompasses a variety of nOble 
qualities. One ofthese qualities Is dignity. To be dignified ajudge must possess "quiet, 
tactful wa)/s, and calm yet firm assurance.",Q Dignity alloM a jUdSBlo carry aU'lhority 
and inspire rellpect for the court. JudiCial temperament alao reqUITfi senaitivltyand 
understanding. An understanding jUdge is sensitlva to the feelings ofthose befor!! the 
court, recognizing that each and every case is impcnant to all the participants. Finally, 
a candidate is not temperamentally suited for the bench unlass he or she possesses 
great patience. Patience Is simply the ability to be even-tempered and to exercIse 
restraint. 

Speaking Ability. A trial judge should speak effectively in order to be understOOd by 
those appearing before tile bench as well as by viSitors in the courtroom. More 
importantly. any defendant appearing before a jUdge withoLlt coLlnsel mLlst under
stand the Judge's questions relating to iSsues such as whether the defendant is eligible 
for oourt appOinted counsel. Finally, communication skills are essential for a close 
working relationship with a jury. The judge must give the jury an understanding of its 
role and Instruct the jurors on the law uSing plain Engli~h •. 

Addl1lonal QIIII"lel for SUpervl80ry .Judges 
Many judges have responsitlillties apart from adjudication. Some fillapacial positions 
such as presiding or chief judges that reqUire advanced supervi80ry skills. As an 
administrator, a judge should be able 10 delegate responsibility and use the time and 
talents of his or her staff wisely. In addition. a judge actins in a supervisory capacity 
will need certain interpersonal sldlls. 

Administrative Abiiffy. Where e Judge has administrative responSibilities, he or she will 
need to be a good organizer. Organization skills Include an ability to delegate certain 
administrative responsIbilities and to use II staffwlsel)'. Administrative ability includes 
keeping fllas and papers well-organlzed and keeping abreast of office activities. 

Interpersonal Skills. All !Supervisor, aludge should also possesa certain interpersonal 
skills. When superviSing an administrative staff or other Judges. a Judge should nave 
the ability to motivate others. A good superviGDr should review the work of II staff and 
keep Ihe staff Informed of its level of performance. When overseeing other judges. II 
supervisory judge shoula tie akilled at mediation. For exllmple, when judges have 
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differing views on court administration. the Supervising judge may need to encourage 
compromise. 

Conclusion 
By adopting concisely defined criteria for judicial&elaclion. It nominating cDmmisslon 
will be equipped !Deffectively screen and evaluate candidates for jUdicial office. When 
these criteria and suggested measures for evaluation have been adoptad In advance. 
many of Ihe frustrations Bnd apprehensions of commlssloneT$ will be eliminated. 
Commissionars !\quipped with a solid Idea of what they should look for In any given 
applicant will be secure In their final recommendations to the appointing authority. A 
commission that has aefined Its standards for evaluBting jUdiCial candidates willg.in 
confidence that it has chosen those best qualified to hold ludicial office. 

,. This Chapter is, in I,rge pan. an abslract of a report of Ihelp_clal AJS Committe" on 
Ouallflcations Gulaellnes fOr JUdicial Candidates. 

2. B. CardO':O. THE NATURE OFTHE JUDICIAL. PROCESS 121 (1921) (The StorrsL.ecturea 
at Yale University). 

3. E. 08~i!l. Ten CommBntlmenrs tortIJeNew JUClge. 47 A.S.A.J. 1175. 1178(19611 reprintlltl 
in 65 A.SA.J. 574. 575 (1979). 

4. "rnerlcan Bar ,6,$$Qclelion. GU'Oe~INU ~O" .sUOICIM, SE\.ECTION ("11'1 {ul\llull-
IiShad drill!). 

5. R. AlaiBert. WIJ., Mllkes a GOOd Judge? (pI. '), 14IJA Rep. 1,2 (Winter. 1.1. 
6. N. Heffernan. Wiler Makes II Good JudeG1 <pt. 2) 14 tJA Rep. 4,5 (Spring, 1982). 
7. Cardo20 •• upra nom 2., at 168. ' 
8. S. ROberts. Whll' Mekes. Good Judg611pl. 2).14 IJA Rap. 4.B (Spring. 1982). 
9. R. ~8tI8r. Whet Milk"" /I Good Judge? (pt. 21. 14 IJA Rep. 4.8 (Sprlns. 11182). 

10. B. S~ienteQ, THE PERSONALITY OF THE JUDGE 42 (1874) (Benjamin III. Cardozo 
L.ec:tu/'G$. Acsccialion Of the Bar of the City of New YOrk). 
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Additional Criteria for All Judicial Candidates: 

Substitute section on "Suitable Age" 

A candidate for judicial office should be old enough to have legal experience, but not too old to 
possess the level of energy demanded by a judicial position. In Mongolia, the Constitution 
specifies that members of the Supreme Court must be at least 35 years old and have 10 years 
experience in law. Members of other courts must be at least 25 years of age and have 3 years 
experience in law. In most countries, more experience would be desirable, but in Mongolia, a 
lawyer who was educated in the socialist period and has not kept up with changes in the legal and 
economic system may have experience that is no longer applicable to the position of judge. Thus, 
the committee should look at relevant education and experience more than age as a guide to 
qualification. Candidates who are close to the mandatory retirement age of 65 under the Public 
Service Law should not be considered, as they will be lost, just as they are acquiring experience 
and skill in their position. 

New section on "Legal Reasoning" 

The GTZ survey of 160 decisions identified weakness in legal reasoning as a major problem in 
these decisions. The American Judicature Society presumes that candidates will have this 
reasoning skill, because judicial candidates will be lawyers with 10 years of practice in the United 
States. Law school and practice require the development of legal reasoning to an extent that it 
can be presumed to have been developed in all judicial candidates. Because it is not developed in 
existing judges, there can be no presumption that it exists in candidates in Mongolia. 

'The candidate should demonstrate the ability to write an opinion in which he identifies the facts 
from the evidence. S/he should be able to summarize the uncontested facts that are necessary for 
the decision and summarize the evidence for the contested facts and explain why s/he finds a 
particular set of facts to be justified by the evidence and not the other. This ability to weigh 
evidence and explain why s/he accepts certain facts is critical to public acceptance of judicial 
decision making. 

The candidate should be able to identify the law, which applies to the case. The law may come 
from different codes in a single case and the sections of law that apply will depend on the facts in 
the case. It is not enough to simply cite a code section, the candidate must be able to explain why 
a particular section is the correct law that applies to the particular case. 

Application of the law to the facts. The candidate should be able to explain how the law applies to 
the facts and determine the result. The reasoning process should be logical and include every 
important issue. The candidate should be able to explain the result in clear language. 
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Proposed Application for Position as Judge (Name: Trial Courts) 

Application for appointment to a Trial Court 

I. Name 
2. Mailing address: 
3. Phone number and e-mail if any: 
4. Birthplace: 
5. Birth date: 
6. Marital status: 
7. If married, spouse's full name, address and phone number if different from above: 
8. If married spouse's occupation, and employer: 
9. List any prior marriages (ending in divorce or death): 
10. Children's' names, ages and addresses if different from #2: 
II. If any children arc over 18 years old, give their occupation and employer or school: 
12. All places of residence since beginning to practice law: 
13. Schools attended (high school, all universities or institutes): dates and degrees: 
14. Name and dates of all professional trainings, workshops Or classes you have taken since your 

degree: 
15. Date and grade of all professional tests taken: 
16. Have you ever taught at a law school or a continuing legal education course'! If so specify the 

courses and the sponsoring institution. 
17. If you previously applied for a position as judge, specify when and the positions sought. 
18. List any law related lectures, speeches or presentation you have given as well as any articles or 

books you have written or contributed to: 
19. Present professional partners, associates or employers: 
20. Prior professional partners, associates or employers and dates: 
21. Public offices held and dates: 
22. Activities in Professional organizations, including responsibilities held: 
23. Activities in NGOs: 
24. Are you a member of a political party'? _yes, _no; If yes, are you willing to resign from the 

political party prior to being appointed as a judge'? 
25. Do you have any physical limitations, especially hearing, speech or eyesight impairments? If yes, 

please describe and identify the doctor(s) who have treated you. 
26. Have you undergone any psychiatric treatment or treatment for a mental condition or illness or 

treatment for addiction to alcohol or drugs? _ yes; _no If yes, please describe and identify 
those who have treated you: 

27. Describe the nature of your present practice of law, including any field you know particularly well: 
28. List five cases that you have acted as an advocate or prosecutor in the last four years along with the 

court, the name of the judge and the opposing attorney. 
29. Have you ever been charged with or investigated for any professional misconduct as a lawyer or 

judge? _ yes, _no. If yes, please describe and state before whom thc charges were brought. or 
who conducted the investigation and the outcome . 

.30. Have you evcr been charged with any crime or administrative violation, except a minor traffic 
infraction? _yes; _no. If yes, describe it and how it was resolved . 

.31. Is there any circumstance in your professional or personal life that creates a substantial question as 
to your qualifications to serve in the judicial position for which you arc applying or might interfere 
with your ability to serve? 

.32. List the names and address of those persons who are in a position to comment on your 
qualifications for judicial position and of whom and inquiry may be made by the Commission. 
(Include at least one judge hefon! whom you have tried a case and at least one lawyer who was 
opposite you in a case.) 

.3.3. List all sources of income for you and your spouse over the last five years. Give the amount of the 
income, the date and the service or thing for which the income was given. Give the name and 



address of the employer, client or business partner who paid. If you have any adult children, give 
the same information for their sources of income over the last four years. 

34. List all property you own over the value of 50,000 19S. (including apartment, house, vehicle, major 
furniture and expensive watch and jewelry). If the property was acquired by means other than the 
income listed above, describe the source of the money or other means by which the properly was 
acquired. 

35. List all debts lhal you (and your spouse) currently owe, the amount, terms of repayment and to 
whom you owe them. 

36. Have you within the last ten years gambled? If so, specify. 
37. Have you (or your spouse) ever owed a debt which you have been unable to repay? 
38. Do you (or your spouse) own any stock in any private company, or do you own any other interest 

in a private business? If yes, what is the business and what was your interest? 
39. Have you (or your spouse) ever been a corporate officer of a private business? 
40. Has any private business in which you (or your spouse) had an interest filed for bankruptcy or had 

a petition for bankruptcy tiled against it? 
41. Have you ever been a party to a lawsuit, either as plaintiff or defendant'! If so, please describe. 
42. Why do you want to be a trial court judge? What do you think best qualities you to be selected for 

such a position'! What would you seek to accomplish if appointed'! 
43. Submission of this application expresses my willingness to accept an appointment to the __ 

Court. 
44. Submission of this application gives my permission to the Commission to investigate the 

truthfulness of my answers and authorizes all persons to give truthful information about me to the 
Commission. 

45. My signature below certifies that all the statements in this application are complete and true, and 
that I am subject to criminal penalty [under section _ of the criminal code] if any of these 
statements are incomplete or untrue. 

46. Attach you're a) identify document as a civil servant, if any; b) notarized copies of you diplomas, 
and record of professional courses, and professional qualification certificates; c) three 3x4 photos; 
d)copies of your labor and social insurance books; d) a sample of your writing on a Icgaltopic 
(you can use court papers filed in an actual case). 

Signed: Dated: _______ _ 

-
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Proposed Application for Position as Judge (Appellate and Supervisory Courts) 

Application for appointment to an Appellate ISupervisory Court (including the Supreme Court). 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

Name: 
Mailing address: 
Phone number and e-mail if any: 
Birthplace: 
Birth date: 
Marital status: 
If married, spouse's full name, address and phone number if different from above: 
If married spouse's occupation, and employer: 
List any prior marriages (ending in divorce or death): 
Children's' names, ages and addresses if different from #2: 
If any children are over 18 years old, give their occupation and employer or school: 
All places of residence since beginning to practice law: 
Schools attended (high school, all universities or institutes): dates and degrees: 
Name and dates of all Continuing Legal Education Classes you have taken since your degree: 
Date and grade of all professional tests taken: 
If you have ever previously applied for a position as a Appellate or Supervisory judge, specify 
when and the position sought. 
Descrihe your current and former judicial responsihilities and the types of cases you regularly 
handle. 
List 10 significant cases in which you presided as judge and provide the name of the case, the case 
number, a brief description of the case, the name, address and phone number of the lawyers 
involved in the case. Attach copies of all orders or decisions in those cases that involved included 
substantial discussions of legal issues. 
List any decisions you made as a judge that have been reversed or modified by a appellate or 
supervisory court, including the name of the court and the number of the case. 
List any law related lectures, speeches or presentation you have given as well as any books you 
have written or contributed to: 
Have you ever taught in a law school or taught a Continuing Legal Education Course? If so, give 
specifics of the institution sponsoring the teaching and the cOurses taught. 
Present proressional partners, associates or employers: 
Prior professional partners. associates or employers and dates: 
Public offices held and dates: 
Activities in Professional organizations, including responsihilities held: 
Activities in NGOs: 
Have you ever been a party to litigation? If so give details. 
Any honors, prizes award or scholarships that you have received. 
Are you a memher ora political party'? _yes, _no; Iryes, are you willing to resign from the 
political party prior to being appointed as a judge'! 
Do you have any physical limitations, especially hearing, speech or eyesight impairments? If yes, 
please describe and identify the doetor(s) who have treated you. 
Have you undergone any psychiatric treatment or treatment for a mental condition or illness or 
treatment for addiction to alcohol or drugs'! _ yes; _110 If yes, please dcscribt: and identi fy 
those who have treated you: 
Describe the nature of your present judicial practict:, including any field you know particularly 
well: 
Have you ever been charged with or investigated for any professional miscondu<.:t as a lawyer or 
judge'? _ yes, _no. If yes, please descrihe and slate hefore whom the charges were hrought, or 
who conducted the investigation and the outcome. 
Have you ever heen charged with any crime or administrative violation, except a minor traffic 
infraction? _yes; _no. If yes, describe it and how it was resolved. 



35. Is there any circumstance in your professional or personal life that creates a substantial question as 
to your qualifications to serve in the judicial position for which you are applying or might interfere 
with your ability to serve? 

36. List the names and address of those persons who are in a position to comment on your 
qualifications for judicial position and of whom and inquiry may be made by the Commission. 
(Include at least one judge before whom ·you have tricd a case and at least one lawyer who was 
opposite you in a case.) 

37. List all sources of income for you and your spouse over the last four years. Give the amount of the 
income, the date and the service or thing for which the income was given. Give the name and 
address of the employer, client or business partner who paid. If you have any adult children, give 
the same information for their sources of income over the last four years. 

38. List all property you own over the value of 50,000 tgs. (including apartment, house, vehicle, major 
furniture and expensive watch and jewelry). If the property was acquired by means other than the 
income listed above, describe the source of the money or other means by which the property was 
acquired. 

39. List all debts that you (and your spouse) currently owe, the amount, terms of repayment and to 
whom you owe them. 

40. Have you (or your spouse) ever owed a debt which you have been unable to repay? 
41. Do you (or your spouse) own any stoc.:k in any private company, or do you own any other interest 

in a private business? If yes. what is the business and what was your interest'? 
42. Have you within the last ten years gambled? If so, specify. 
43. Have you (or your spouse) ever been a corporate oftic.:er of a private business? 
44. Has any private business in which you (or your spouse) had an interest filed ~or bankruptcy or had 

a petition for bankruptcy. filed against it? 
45. Have you ever been a party to a lawsuit, either as plaintilf or defendant? If so, please describe. 
46. Submission of this application expresses my willingness to accept an appointment to the __ _ 

Court. 
47. Why do you want to be an appellate judge? What do you think best qualifies you for elevation to 

such a position? What you seek to accomplish if appointed? 
48. Submission of this application gives my permission to the Commission to investigate the 

truthfulness of my answers and authorizes all persons to give truthful information about me to the 
Comm ission. 

49. My signature below certifies that all the statements in this application are complete and true, and 
that I am subject to criminal penalty [under section __ of the criminal codeJ if any of these 
statements are incomplete or untrue. 

50. Attach you're a) identify document as a civil servant, if any; b) notarized c.:opies of you diplomas. 
and record of professional courses, and professional qualification c.:ertificates; c) three 3x4 photos; 
d)copics of your labor and social insurance books; d) a sample of your writing on a legal topic 
(you cun lise court papers filed in an actual case). 

Signed: __________ _ Dated: .. , 
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Background] 

The budgeting process of the Mongolian court system is similar to that ofthe U.S. Federal court 
system. Both systems collect data from the local courts for input into a National Courts Budget. 
The Mongolian and U.S. court systems used a structured format for the collection of financial 
data from the various courts. When all the data are collected and incorporated into the National 
budget, it is presented to a policy- making authority for approval. The U.S. court system budget 
is approved by the Federal Judicial Conference and the Mongolian court system budget by the 
General Council of Courts (GCC). 

The budgeting process for the U.S. Federal courts collects detailed information on each expense 
category as well as other data to incorporate this information into a strategic plan for the Federal 
Courts. The data currently collected in Mongolia are not sufficient to support a true strategic 
planning effort comparable to the sophisticated budgeting process that the U.S. Court system 
utilizes. StilI, the Mongolian GCC staff collects over 20 separate line item categories of expenses 
from the courts throughout Mongolia. These categories are inclusive of all personnel costs, 
operating expenses and capital improvements but lack any detailed definition. 

In the U.S. Federal system, the President and the Office of Management and Budget are 
precluded by law to reduce the Federal Courts budget. In reviewing the fifty states and territories 
of the U.S. and their respective procedures for submitting their budgets, the following procedures 
exist (See Attachment # I): 

Where Is The Budget Submitted - 23 directly to Legislature, 19 to the Executive, 9 to both 
Legislative and Executive 

Can Executive Amend Budget - 18 yes, 33 no 

Is Judicial Appropriation Filed as Separate Bill- 14 yes, 37 no 

The Average Judicial Percentage ojState Appropriation - 1.68% in the U.S. vs .. 029% for 
Mongolia 

In Mongolia the Ministry of Finance drafts the State Budget that includes the courts budget. The 
Ministry solicits no input on the courts budget from the GCC or the staff when compiling the 
State Budget. The Ministry informs the GCC through a letter the amounts and percentages of 
increases or decreases that were included in courts budget segment of the Mongolian State 
Budget (See Attachment #2). These guidelines or mandates are provided by the Ministry well in 
advance of the time the budget is due to be submitted to the Parliament. Although, the Gec staff 
is informed and aware of the actions of the Ministry of Finance, the staff continues to develop 
the draft courts budget using the expense and budget data collected from all the courts in 
Mongolia. The GCC staff submits their draft courts budget to the GeC for approval and 
subsequently submits an approved Gce copy to the Minister of Finance. The draft of the State 
Budget, prepared by the Ministry of Finance does not include the GCC approved budget but the 

1 Developed by the National Center for State Courts with USAID fund under Cooperative Agreement #492-A-00-
01-00001; Mongolian Judicial Reform Project 
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one prepared by the Ministry. Unlike the U.S. system the Mongolian court system does not enjoy '-' 
the autonomy of preparing and implementing its own budget. 

The Judiciary's Control over its Own Budget ..., 

The court system of Mongolia, by Constitution is a separate and independent governmental 
entity of the State Government of Mongolia. The Constitution of Mongolia creates the court -
system in Mongolia and establishes the GCC for the purposes of guaranteeing the independence 
of the judiciary. Article 48 states that the courts shall be financed from the State bUdget. The 
courts budget is financed from the State budget and is a separate line item in the State budget but 
the Law on Finance and Economics places the monitoring and control of the State budget under 
the supervision of the Ministry of Finance. Thus, the Ministry of Finance mandates the 
percentage of increases or decreases in every agencies budget including the court systems 
budget. Although one could argue all kinds of legal doctrine and separation of powers, the reality 
is that the Ministry of Finance has control over the courts budget. 

The GCC staff collect budget and expense data from 22 Aimag Courts and the Capital City Court 
to create the budget for the trial courts throughout Mongolia. The Aimag Courts have 
supervisory control over the lower level courts (Soum, Intersoum) and administer these court. 
budgets through the Aimag Court budget. The trial court budget constitutes one budget package 
of three that are submitted to the GCC for approval. The other two budget components that make 
up the National Courts Budget are the Supreme Court and GCC budgets. The GCC staff prepares 
a draft budget and submits this budget to the GCC for approval. The GCC approved budget is 
then submitted to Parliament where the staff is provided an opportunity to testify before the 
Legal Standing Committee to incorporate the GCC approved budget in lieu of the Ministry of 
Finance's version of the courts budget. Although the Legal Standing Committee has in the past 
supported the GCC approved budget; the Budget Standing Committee must also approve these 
amendments. Historically, there has not been sufficient support from the Budget Standing 
Committee to accept any changes to the courts budget. 

When the Parliament enacts the State Budget for Mongolia, a separate appropriation is made 
directly to the Supreme Court and one to the GCC for its own budget and one for the trial courts. 
The Ministry of Finance informs the GCC staff of the amounts of the budget allocation for the 
Aimags and Capital City Courts, the Supreme Court and the GCC. The GCC staff then informs 
each of the 22 Aimags and Capital City Courts court administrators the amount ofthe budget 
allotted to them. This decentralization of the budget provides some flexibility for the local courts 
to manage their own budgets and react to local needs and requirements. The local courts must 
maintain their budgets in accordance to a prescribed format and report quarterly to the GCC staff 
on expenditures. Other than including the Supreme Court in the National Courts Budget the GCC 
has no administrative authority over the Supreme Courts' budget appropriation or its 
expenditure. 

Although the GCC staff performs an admirable job of putting the budget together and 
representing the GCC approved budget before Parliament their hands are pretty much tied by the 
Ministry of Finance. To say that the courts have control over their own budget would be an 
incorrect statement for Mongolia. 
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Recommendations 

Financial independence of the courts in Mongolia must be tempered by accountability to the 
public and to the Parliament of Mongolia. At the same time, the judiciary should not be viewed 
as subservient to the other branches of govermnent. The judiciary must be given more authority 
and responsibility to create and manage their own budget. The Govermnent of Mongolia should 
enact new laws and/or administrative procedures that enforce the authority and accountability of 
the judiciary to manage their own resources and budgets effectively . 

Recommendation 1. The budget for the Courts of Mongolia should be submitted directly 
to the Parliament for funding. The Minister of Finance should have no authority to reduce the 
courts budget. Parameters and limits should be set by. Parliament and a prescribed format 
established by the Ministry of Finance so that the courts budgets could be easily included in the 
State budget prepared by the Ministry of Finance 

Recommendation 2. The GCC should have the authority to allocate funds across budget 
items and programs without prior approval of the Ministry of Finance. Currently the Ministry of 
Finance precludes any movement of funds within a budget without their expressed approval. . 

Recommendation 3. The GCC should have the authority to carry over unspent funds 
with the proper accounting and justification to the Parliament. 

Recommendation 4. The GCC should develop and adopt certain performance standards 
that the Parliament can use to evaluate the success of judiciary programs that the courts have 
implemented and the Parliament has financed. For example, the courts need a judge in a certain 
Inter-soum court to reduce caseload backlogs. The GCC staff would use caseload statistics to 
compare the caseload per judges in various Inter-soum courts and also show that the gasoline 
allotment would only permit two trips per year whereas 8 to 10 were necessary in order to 
maintain a level of caseload per judge. The improvement of the number cases per judge in the 
rural areas would be improved by assigning additional judges to the rural areas more often. This 
improvement in caseload per judge could be justified statistically. 

Recommendation 5. The Parliament should involve the GCC in determining costs of 
proposed legislation affecting the court system. For example, if Parliament were to change the 
amount of filing fees for civil cases, the GCC staff should prepare a budget impact statement to 
illustrate the plus or minus in revenue collections. 

Recommendation 6. The court system of Mongolia must examine how they are 
conducting their business. The courts must become more diligent in the application of the law, 
amend their current practices and become more accountable. The courts (and/or the GCC) should 
inform the public and the Parliament about the key issues facing the judiciary. 

Recommendation 7. A more detailed strategic plan should be developed in conjunction 
with the submission of the courts budget. The GCC staff has in place a good basic accounting 
and budgeting system that can be improved to provide the necessary information and data to be 
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included in a detailed Strategic Plan for the Courts of Mongolia. This Strategic Plan should be 
made available to the public and Parliament. 

Recommendation 8. Funding increases and court initiatives should be tied directly to a 
strategic plan for the courts. Justifications and monitoring mechanisms must be included to 
measure the progress and success of these initiatives. 

Recommendation 9. The GCC staff should provide a detailed explanation for each 
expense category of the budget. There should also be performance measures included for each 
expense category. The definitions for each of the 20 plus budget categories should include at a 
minimum their purpose, application and justification. The GCC staff should also identifY 
performance measures if funding increases are sought that can reflect the progress and the results 
of the increased funding. 
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Attachment #1 

Table 17. Preparation and Submission of the Judicial Branch Budget 

Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 

Caiifo~~-ia 
Colorado 
Connecticut 

Delaware 
District o~gq_ll:lmbia 

Florida 

~ Geo_r~i~ 
Hawaii 

Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 

Kansas 
K~rl~ucky 

louisiana 

Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 

Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 

Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 

Pennsylvania 
Puerto Rico 

Rhode Island 

South Carolina 
South Dakota 

Tennessee 
Texas 

Uta-h 
Vermont 
Virginia 

WashingtC;"n 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin69 

Wyoming 

Who Prepares the Budget? 
Aoe 
AOe2 

AOe 
AOe 

AOe 
AOe 
AOe 

Other' 
AOe 

AOe 

Other'S 

l~jvhjUa'1 co'urts 
eOLA 
AOe 
COLR19 

AOe 

AOe 
AOe 

Other" 

AOe'" 
AOC26 

Other" 
AOe 
AOe 
eOLA 
AOe 
AOe 

AOe 
AOC 
AOe 
AOC39 

Individual courts 
AOC44 

AOe 
AOCS2 

AOe 
AOe 
Other" 

AOCS$ 
AOe 

, , ! " ~ ~ 

Individual courts 

eOLR 
AOC 

Other" 
Individual courts 

Other'"·· 

AOC 
AOe 

AOc6s 
AOe 
AOe 
Individual courts72 
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Branch Review of Budget? 
Yes, byAOC 
Yes, byeOLA 
Yes,othefJ 
Yes, byAOC 

"'Both ttle' A6c'~'nd 'COLRs 
Yes, by COLA 
Yes,byAOC 

Yes, other 
,y~~~ O:t~erl,~ 

"Yes,other'14 

Yes, byeOLA 

'Yes, 'by AOC17' 

Yes, by COLA 
Yes, byCOLR 
Yes, byCOLR 
Yes, by COLA 

Yes, byCOLR 
Yes, byeOLA 

BOth the Aoe- and'-COLR23 

Yes, by AOC 
Yes, byAOC 
Yes, othe~ 
Yes, byCOLR 
80th the AOC and COLR33 

Yes, byCOLR 
Yes, byCOLR 
Yes, byAOC 

Yes, by COLA 
Yes, byCOLR 
Yes, byCOLR 
Yes, byAOC 
Yes,other"1 
Yes, byAOC 
Yes, byAOC 
Yes, byeOLA 

Yes, byAOC 
Yes, byCOLR 
Yes',byAOC 

Yes, byAOC 
':'es, byAOC 

Yes, by AOC 

Yes, byCOLR 
Yes, by COLRs7 

Yes, byCOLA 
Yes, by AOCS9 

'ye~" ot,~efl 

Yes. bycOLR 
Yes. by AOe 

Yes, byCOLfl 
Yes, by COLR66 

Yes, byCOLR 
N073 
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Where Submitted? 
To the executive branch 
To the legislature 
To legislature and executive branch 
To the, leg_islature 

"'0,, 
To legislature and executive branch 
To the legislature 
To the,ex~cutive branch 

To legislature and executive bra~~~h'" ' 
-" 
To the legislature 

To the eX~,l:Itjv,e, branch 

To the'legi'slature 

To the legislature 
To the legislature 
To the executive branch 

,T9 .t~e IElg~slat~re 

To'Jegisiature'~md executive bran~h20 
T() the legislature 

-"To th~' I~gisi~ture 
To the executive branch 
To the executive branch27 

To the executive branch29 

To the legislature31 

To the executive branch34 

To the legislature 
To the executive branch 
To the executive branch 

To the legislature 
To the legislature 
To the executive branch 
To the executive branch40 

To legislature and executive branch42 

To legislature and executive branch 
To legislature and executive branch47 

To the executive branch 

To the executive branch 
To the legislature 
To the legislature 

To legislature and executive branch56 

T\,?, the legislature 

To the legislature 

To the executive branch 
To the executive branch 

"To th~ executiv~ branch 
To the legislature 

To the leg!slatur~62 

To the legislature 
To the executive branch 

To the legislature 
To the executive branch 
To legislature and executive branch70 

To the legislature 

Legend: -~Not applicable 
AOC~Administrative Office of the Courts 
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Table 17. Preparation and Submission of the Judicial Branch Budget -
Does Legislature Take Is Judicial Judicial Percentage of 

Can Executive Branch Official Cognizance of Appropriation Filed as State Budget -Amend Budget? Budget? Se~arate Bill? BUdget Period A~eroQriation 
Yes, routinely No1 No Biennial, Oct-Sep 1.9 Alabama 
No No No Annual, Jul-Jun 1.3 Alaska 
No Yes No Biennial,4 Jul-Jun 2.4 Arizona .... 
No Yes Yes5 Biennial, Jul-Jun .5 Arkansas 

Yes, routinely Y~s", No Ann'ua'i:"J'ul~J~'~ 2.0 California 
No Yes No Annual, Jul-Jun 3.07 Colorado 
Ve!;:. f()ut,inely Yes No Biennial. Jul·Jun 2.0 Connect!cut 

Ves, routin~h;'ll> Yes11 Annual, f2 Jul.Jun 
.. 

Del~~re 
.... 

No 2.9 
No Annual, Oct-Sep District of Columbia 

No Yes No . -A:rmual, J~I-Jun .6 Florida 

No Yes'6 No Annual, ,Jul,·Jun, 1.0 ~?or~ija_ 
Slenriia!; 18 Jul-Jun 

.. ~ 
Np, Yes Yes 2.8 Hawaii 

No Yes No 'An~~~-I:' Jut-Jun 1.0 Idaho 
No Yes Yes Annual, Jul.Jun .7 illinoiS 
yes, routinely Yes No Biennial, Jut-Jun .4 Indiana .... 
No Yes Yes Annual, Jul.Jun 2.3 Iowa 

Yes. routinely Yes No Annual. Jul-Jun 1.0 K~ulsas 
No Yes Yes Annl}al,21 ~ul-Jun 2.4 Kentucky 

No Yes Yes Annual, Jul-Jun .5 Louisiana 

-" No Biennial, Jul.Jun 1.9 Maine 
No Yes28 No Annual, Jul-Jun 1.5 Maryland 
Yes Yes NO"" Annual, Jul.Jun 2.0 Massachusetts 
No32 Yes Yes Annual,Oct-Sep 1.0 Michigan 
No Yes No Biennial, Jul.Jun 1.0 Minnesota 
No Yes Yes Annual, Jul-Jun 1.5 Mississippi 
-" -'" No Annual, Jut-Jun 1.4 Missouri 
Yes" r~utirle,lf7 Ye~, No Annual, Jul-Jun 1.0 f\o1,9ntana 
yes, routineiyss Yes No Biennial, Jul.Jun 2.0 Nebraska 
No Yes Yes Biennial, Jul-Jun 1.0 Nevada 
No Yes No Biennial, Jul.Jun 1.7 New Hampshire 
yes, routinely Yes No Annual, Jut-Jun 2.1 New Jersey 
No Yes Yes4$ Annual, JuI-Jun 2.5 New Mexico 
No45 Yes Yes46 Annual, ~r-Mar 1.2 New York 
Yes, occasional1~ Yes No49 Biennial, Jut-Jun 3.051 North Carolina 
No Yes Biennial} ~un.Jun53 .9 North Dakota 

No Yes No Biennial, Jul.Jun .4 Ohio 
yes, occasionally Yes Yes Annual, Jut-Jun 1.0 Oklahoma 
No Yes Yes Biennial. Jut-Jun 3.6 9~egon 

Yes, routinely Yes No Annual, Jut-Jun .5 Pennsylvania 
No Yes No Annual, J~I-:lun 3.0 Puerto Rico 

No Annual, Jut-Jun 2.0 Rhode ISla'~d 
Yes, routinely Yes No Annual, Jul-Jun .8 South Carolina 
No Yes No Ann!Jal, ~ul~~un 1.2 South Dakota 

Yes, routinely Yes No Annual, Jul.Jun .5 Te~nesse~' 
No Yes No Biennial, Sep-Aug .4 Texas 

Yes: routinel~ Yes No Annual, Jut-Jun 2.5 Utah 

NoM Yes No Annual. Jut-Jun 2.0 Vermont ... 
Yes, routinel¥ No No Biennial, Jl!I-Jun 1.2 Virginia 

No Yes No Biennial, Jun-Jun .1 Washington 
No67 YesGS No Annual, Jul-Jun 1.5 West Virginia 
yes, routinely No No Biennial?' Jul.Jun .9 Wisconsin 
No Yes No Biennial, JuJ-Jun 2.0 Wyoming 

Legend:··~·~ot apphcable; 
AOC = Administrative Office of the Courts 6 The judicial branch 95 



l1li Table. 17. Preparation and Submission of the Judicial Branch Budget 

FOOTNOTES: 

Alabama: 
lThe AOe may be asked to appear before the legislature for direct presentation of 
the budget in budget hearings. 

Alaska: 
2Four area Court Administrators create initial input to the Administrative Fiscal 
Office. The Administrative Office creates the initial budget submission document. 

Arizona: 
3Chief Justice and Vice Chief Justice. 
4FY99 is annual; FYOO-01 is first biennial. 

Arkansas: 
50nly judicial salaries are in the General Appropriations Act. 

California: 
6Judicial Council also involved. 

Colorado: 
7This percentage represents the judicial operating budget from the General Fund. 
It does not include the Public Defender's Office or the Alternate Defense Counsel. 

Delaware: 
sEaeh court and judicial agency submits a draft budget request to the Chief 
Justice through the AOC. The Chief Justice for the entire court system prioritizes 
major adjustments, enhancements, and new initiatives after considering AGC 
recommendations. The court office making the request strikes requests not 
shown on the Chief Justice's prioritized listing. The adjusted budget requests are 
then filed electronically by each area. 
9Chief Justice through AGC. 
l'1"he Governor recommends all appropriations to the General Assernbly. 
liThe courts' budget requests are available to the General Assembly because 
they receive copies of it. But it is the Governor's recommended budget that the 
General Assembly reviews together with the Judiciary's budget requests 
presented by the Chief Justice. 
12Sy law, the period is biennial; by practice it is annual. 

District of Columbia: 
l~ith the enactment of the National Capital Revitalization and Self-Government 
Improvement Act of 1997, DC Courts began to receive direct funding from the 
federal government. The AGC continues to have responsibility for the initial 
preparation of the budget. After review by the Joint Committee on Judicial 
Administration, the budget is submitted directly to the Office of Management and 
Budget, through the President and sent to Congress. 

Florida: 
14Chief Justice. 

Georgia: 
15Court of Last Resort and Councils of Trial Courts (AOC). 
t6Judiciai Branch budget is included in Governor's Budget request to legislature. 
legislative Budget Office reviews continuation budget, and can make 
adjustments. The legislature also reviews requests for new funding. 

Hawaii: 
17The central budget office directs the preparation and consolidation of the budget. 
18State operates on a biennial budget cycle; however, a supplemental budget 
request is prepared for the off years. 

Indiana: 
Isrhe Division of State Court Administration, an agency of the Court of last 
Resort, prepares most of the state-funded portion of the state judicial branch's 
budget. The Intermediate Appellate Court prepares a separate budget for its 
operations. 

Kansas: 
~ 2°Budget is submitted simultaneously to both the legislature and the Governor. 
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Kentucky: 
21Annual budgets enacted biennially. 

louisiana: 
22 Judicial Budgetary Control Board. 
ZlPrior to each session of the legislature, the Judicial Budgetary Control Board 
submits a proposed budget for the judicial branch to the Supreme Court for its 
approval. 

Maine: 
241n consultation with the Chief Justice. 
2511 the Governor does not include in state's budget anything in the Judicial Branch 
budget, the reason must be stated. 

Maryland: 
2&rhe lower trial court (District Court) prepares its own budget section which is 
consolidated by the AOC with all other judiciary components. 
27The executive branch combines the Judicial budget into a single budget for 
legislative approval. The Executive Branch can comment upon but cannot reduce 
Judiciary budget. 
28legislature can reduce or add to Judiciary budget. Executive Branch can only 
comment. 

Massachusetts: 
~he-Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court submits the budget requests of 
the judicial branch to the budget director for inclusion in the budget submitted by 
the Governor. (G.l.c. 211, §2A.) In doing so, the Chief Justice may use 
estimates prepared by the Chief Justice of the Appeals Court and the Trial Courfs 
Chief Justice for Administration and Management. The Governor may amend the 
Chief Justice's requests'. 
3OCopies of judicial branch budget estimates are routinely sent to the House and 
Senate Committees on Ways and Means when submitted to the Governor. The 
annual appropriation bill notes the judicial estimates as well as the Governor's 
requests for the courts. 

Michigan: 
3tThe budget is submitted directly to both the executive and legislative branches. 
3~he Governor makes recommendations regarding the judicial budget. 

Minnesota: 
33Conference of Chief Judges is a representative trial court body. Each district 
elects a Chief Judge and Assistant Chief Judge. 
~he executive branch incorporates judicial branch budget requests without 
recommendation. 

Missouri: 
3srhey may recommend a different amount or recommend nothing. 
u.rhey get a judicial budget request with the governor's recommendation and do 
what they choose. 

Montana: 
37Statute states that the executive branch must submit budget without charge but 
does not require executive branch to fund the total request. 

Nebraska: 
3ilExecutive branch makes a request which includes the Judicial budgel-based 
upon their analysis of AOC's request 10 the legislature and copied to the executive 
branch. The practice also is that the legislature introduces its own legislation, 
which becomes the budget bill. 

New Jersey: 
39Each vicinage (judicial district) prepares a request which is reviewed by the AGC 
and a Budget Committee made up of Assignment Judges (Chief Judges) and 
senior management. Those requests are consolidated into one judicial branch 
budget submission. . 
4OAOC also sends information to the legislature. 

_. __ . Legend: -=Not applicable 
AOC=Administrative Office of the Courts 



Table 17. Preparation and Submission of the Judicial Branch Budget 

New Mexico: 
41The Chief Judges Council, primarily through its Budget Committee, reviews all 
budget submissions and sets priorities among them. 
42To the legislature and executive branch simultaneously. 
43As of last year's appropriation process. Some parts of the courts' budget 
continue to be included in the over-all appropriations legislation, such as across
the-board salary increases. 

New York: 
44Courts prepare initial estimates, regional offices (District Administrative Judges 
Offices) modify and prioritize court estimates and the ACe prepares final state 
budget request amounts and submission for certification and approval of the Court 
of Appeals. 
4~e Governor may comment on submission in the executive budget. but may 
not change the requested amounts. 
'*The judiciary budget and legislative budget are combined in a single 
appropriation bill. 

North Carolina: 
471t is first formally submitted to the executive branch for inclusion in the 
Governor's budget. In practice, however, it is presented directly to the legislature 
~ the judicial branch. 

Yes, but in practice the executive branch does not, and the judicial branch 
presents its budget directly to the legislature. 
4SGeneraJly, this is no. Judicial branch appropriations are set forth in separate 
sections of the statewide current operations and/or expansion bill. Separate 
"omnibus courts~ bills have also been used. 
50Biennial budgets are prepared for each Ulong sessionH of the General Assembly 
(odd-numbered years), subject to revision in the "short session" (even years); a 
separate budget is prepared for each year. 
s'This includes appropriations for non-core functions placed in the court budget, 
including prosecution, indigent defense, juvenile probation, and other programs. 

North Dakota: 
S2lnput is provided from each district. 
S3For a two year period, from July 1 of an odd number year to June 30 of an odd 
number year. 

Oregon: 
S4Trial courts, appellate courts submit their request to AOC. AOC does its own 
and all the statewide charges and accounts. 

Pennsylvania: 
ss-rhe appellate courts each prepare their own initial budget requests (and are 
reviewed and compiled into a comprehensive budget request by AOC). The AOC 
P!epares the initial requests for the lower courts. 
~e judiciary submits its budget to the governor in October, and to the 
legislature in February. 

South Dakota: 
S7Unified Judicial System is completely state funded. All budgetary matters are 
administered by the SCAO under the authority of the Supreme Court. 

Tennessee: 
ssAOC after input from Supreme Court and trial judges. 

Texas: 
59The Judiciary section of the Comptroller of Public Accounts Department submits 
the state-funded portion of the budget for courts, other than the appellate courts, 
to the legislature. 

Legend:"-:; liIot applicable; ---
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Utah: 
SOSudget recommendations are prepared by each court level and program. They 
are submitted to the Judicial Council which prepares the final budget through the 
AOe. In Utah, the Judicial Council is created by Constitution and is the 
Administrative Authority for the Judiciary. 
Sl By Judicial Council 
62The budget is submiHed to both the Governor and the legislature. The 
Governor, by law, must submit a balanced budget to the legislature. The courts 
also submit their original request to the legislature. 
ssrhe Governor submits a budget for the state as a whole-including the state 
courts. The executive branch is bound by the Governor's request. The courts 
submit their original request also to the legislature. They are not bound by the 
Governor's request. 

Vermont: 
64The executive branch includes the judiciary's budget (as amended by the 
executive branch) in its budget submission. 

Washington: 
65For appellate courts only. Budgets of trial courts are prepared locally. 

West Virginia: 
66 Administrative Director of the Courts prepares budget submission for review and 
approval by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court may seek supplemental 
tP,propriations. The legislature mayor may not grant. 

The Governor may increase the judicial budget submission, but may not reduce 
it. WV Const., Art. 6, Section 51 (10). 
6$Legislature may increase, but may not decrease judicial budget submission. WV 
Const., Art. 6, Section 51 (5). 

Wisconsin: 
~he judicial budget, in general, is treated the same as those of executive branch 
agencies. The primary difference is that 60% of the courts funds is contained in 
"sum sufficienr rather than usum certain~ appropriations. 
70By statute, all executive branch agency budgets are submitted simultaneously to 
the executive branch and the legislature. This procedure is also followed by the 
~udicial branch. 
lThe executive budget bill contains appropriations for the biennium, but is 

comprised of separate annual appropriations for each year of the biennium. 

Wyoming: 
72Each District Court submits their own budget requests. The AOC prepares the 
budget request that includes the Supreme Court, county courts and law library. 
73-rhe AOC reviews and makes recommendations to the Supreme Court and 
county court, law library budget's-Justices are the final review. The District Court 
judges have a District Court Judges' Budget Review Committee which reviews the 
District Court requests. 
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ATTACHMENT #2 

Ministry of Finance and Economics of Mongolia 

July 9, 2001 No. 0laJ2206 Ulaanbaatar 

I. TO THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF COURTS 

About submitting the Budget Limitation Statement 

This Budget Limitation Statement to serve as a guideline for elaboration of the 2002 State 
Budget proposal is submitted together with the Recommendations developed by the Political 
Committee established, with the purpose of monitoring the Budget Limits, on March 16, 200 I 
according to Resolution 33 of the Prime Minister of Mongolia. 

This Budget Limitation Statement identifies the minimum level of the budget revenues 
and the maximum level of the budget expenditures. The Statement was developed in accordance 
with the "Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility" (PRGF) program designed on the basis of a 
mutual agreement with International Monetary Fund for implementation of the Platform of the 
Government of Mongolia. The Budget Limitation Statement reflects the principles emphasized 
in the PRGF program such as the provision of the economic and social development within the 
framework of the realistic financial possibilities, unemployment reduction, minimization of the 
budget deficit and achievement of the financial balance. 

The Political Committee has discussed and approved the 2002 Budget Limitation 
Proposal; advised to improve the quality of the budget making process and emphasized the 
importance of an effective implementation of the main measures reflected in the Government 
Platform. 

Would you take into account that the budget proposals, where the planning of the 
minimum level of revenues and the maximum level of expenditures did not meet the 
requirements of the Budget Limitation, will not be received for the development of the integrated 
State Budget by the Ministry of Finance and Economics. 

Let me inform you that your budget proposal for the year of 2002 shall be developed 
within the levels of the minimum revenue and maximum expenditures identified in this Budget 
Limitation Statement, and submitted to the Ministry of Finance and Economics, according to the 
Law on the Budget, by the August 20th of this year. 

Attached are 7 pages. 

Minister Ch. Ulaan 
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE MINISTRIES FROM THE POLITICAL COMMITTEE 
DEVELOPED ON THE BASIS OF CONSIDERATION OF THE BUDGET LIMITATION 

STATEMENT 

We recommend to the relevant ministries and the Aimags' and the Capital City authorities 
to analyze in the development of2002 and mid-tenn (2002- 2004) budgets the following issues, 
which aim to improve the budget balance, increase the budget revenues and raise effectiveness of 
expenditures, and to reflect the feasible measures in the next year budget proposal. 

1. To finalize and get approved the draft ofa Law on the Management and Financing of the 
Organizations Supported by the State Budget. On the basis of this document, to take 
fundamental measures for improvement of effectiveness of budget expenditures. 

2. To reflect on the Land Refonn issue in conjunction with improvement of the budget 
management and increase of the budget revenue sources, and to develop a policy for 
consideration of the Land Refonn as one of the factors important for increase of revenues. 

3. To develop tourism, and to export work forces as a way to increase the convertible currency 
revenues. 

4. To consider the Retirement Policy Refonn as an integrated process (touching many issues 
such as retirement age, pension rate etc.), to conduct a research on bettennent of the 
connections between the budget effectiveness and the social welfare policy, and to get some 
of these issues solved in a gradual way. 

5. To intensifY the process of establishment of the Open Trade Zones in conjunction with the 
budget policy. 

6. To intensifY the process of privatization, especially the privatization in the social sector. To 
consider the possibilities of selling some economic and industrial enterprises to both foreign 
and national investors with the relevant credentials. To promote the growth of the budget 
revenues through the privatization policy. 

7. To change the hidden economy into the open type, and to take measures to expand the tax 
Income sources. 

8. To conduct intensive structural changes in some sectors. For example, through the structural 
refonns in the defense sector, to address the social issues pertinent to this sector and to raise 
effectiveness of the budget expenditures. 

9. To propose investment only for the measures, which will have the most effective results, and 
to plan and develop projects, such as construction of enterprises, which will increase the 
budget revenues and promote the economic growth. In this way, to improve the foreign trade 
balance. 
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10. To expand the sources of tax revenues for the budget, and to consider in the budget the issue 
of establishing the network of wholesale trade, which will require the relevant investment. 

I I. It is important to think about the ways to achieve the balance of economic and social 
development and set up criteria to its measurement. For instance, to study and compare the 
situations in developing countries, the neighboring states and in Mongolia related to the per 
capita ratio of medical doctors, students, educated people and pensioners; and based on the 
results of this research to propose in the budget the expected ratios in employment, social 
welfare, education and the positions of different sectors in the domestic products. 

12. The ministries, Aimags and the Capital City should develop independently the economic and 
social development guidelines and budget proposals for their sectors and regions, reach 
agreements with the Ministry of Finance and Economics, where national level guidelines and 
budgets shall be developed and submitted for approval to the State Great Hural. 

Therefore, in line with the purpose of increasing the services and productions and conducting 
structural changes, the ministries shall advance the economic and social development 
guidelines and the budget making processes by addressing concrete issues of the above
mentioned fields. Moreover, the ministries shall implement in 2002 some of the issues 
stipulated in the Government Platform and important to the wide range of popUlation, and 
pay serious attention to the measures, which will lay the ground for fulfillment of the 2003-
2004 objectives, and accurately reflect their results in the budgets. 

13. To raise the quality of work considering the issue of improving the discipline and 
accountability at all levels as one of the main factors to create savings in the economics and 
increase production of resources. 

14. To further improve the taxation system (on land, pasture etc.) by realizing the principle of 
considering the taxes as an important instrument and a financial source for the benefits to be 
rendered from the government to taxpayers. 

THE POLITICAL COMMITTEE 
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The Budget Limitation for the Year of 2002 
lin thousand tugrigsl 

Revised Limits 
2001 for 2002 
budget 

The Supreme Court 133,165.0 131,306.1 

IV. TOTAL OF VARIABLE EXPENDITURES 133,165.0 131,306.1 

Wages and additional remuneration 63,027.3 64,057.8 

Salaries 63,027.3 64,057.8 

Social insurance premiums to be paid by the employer 16,639.2 16,911.2 

Retirement and pension insurance premiums 13,613.9 13,836.4 

Retirement insurance 11,281.9 11,466.3 

Pension insurance 1,134.5 1,153.0 

Production injury and professional illness insurance 630.3 640.6 

Unemployment insurance 567.2 576.5 

Health insurance portion to be paid by the organization 3,025.3 3,074.8 

Other goods and service expenditures 49,412.9 46,251.5 

Stationery 5,325.0 5,325.0 

Electricity 2,50 \.8 2,50\.8 

Heating and fuel \3,272.7 \3,272.7 

Transportation (fuel) 5,969.2 5,969.2 

Postage and communication 7,21204 7,21204 
Water and sewage 905.2 905.2 

Local business trips 1,200.0 1,200.0 

Foreign business trips (foreign relations events) 2,222.0 2,222.0 

Purchase of books and periodicals 720.0 720.0 

Uniforms and supplies 150.0 150.0 

Current repairs 500.0 500.0 

Expenses for hosting foreign visitors 6,000.0 6,000.0 

Premise rent 303.2 303.2 

Scholarships for children of government employees 3,16104 0.0 

Subsidies and variable allowances 4,085.6 4,085.6 

Allowances for families 4,085.6 4,085.6 

One time allowances and incentives 4,085.6 4,085.6 

FUNDING SOURCE FOR THE EXPENDITURES: 133,165.0 131,306.1 

To be funded from the state budget 133,165.0 131,306.1 

NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS 1 1 

TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 65 65 

Managerial staff 3 3 

Executive staff 35 35 

Service staff 27 27 

Differen 
ce 
1+,-1 
-1,858.9 
-1,858.9 
1,030.5 
1,030.5 
272.0 
222.0 
184.4 
18.5 
10.3 
9.3 
49.5 
-3,161.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-3,16\'4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-1,858.9 
-1,858.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

Attachment to letter No. 0/al2206 of July 9, 2001 from the 
Ministry of Finance and Economics 
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Organization: The Supreme Court 

The Summary of the Central Investment Budget Limitation Statement 
lin million tugrigsl 

2001 2002 budget 2003 assumption 2004 assumption 
Capital repair 24 10 15 20 
Equipment 28 10 15 15 

Total 52 20 30 35 

The Budget Limitation for the Year of 2002 

lin thousand tugrigsl 

Revised Limits Differen 
2001 for 2002 ce 
budget 1+,-1 

The General Conncil of Courts 26,647.4 27,073.5 426.1 
IV. TOTAL OF VARIABLE EXPENDITURES 26,647.4 27,073.5 426.1 
Wages and additional remuneration 8,428.8 8,765.9 337.1 
Salaries 8,428.8 8,765.9 337.1 

Social insurance preminms to be paid by the employer 2,225.3 2,314.3 89.0 
Retirement and pension insurance premiums 1,820.7 1,893.5 72.8 
Retirement insurance 1,508.8 1,569.1 60.3 
Pension insurance 151.7 157.8 6.1 
Production injury and professional illness insurance 84.3 87.7 3.4 
Unemployment insurance 75.9 78.9 3.0 
Health insurance portion to be paid by the organization 404.6 420.8 16.2 

Other goods aud service expenditures 15,993.3 15,993.3 0.0 
StationerY 1,300.0 1,300.0 0.0 
Transportation (fuel) 1,359.6 1,359.6 0.0 
Postage and communication 1,653.0 1,653.0 0.0 
Local business trips 2,480.7 2,480.7 0.0 
Foreign business trips (foreign relations events) 1,500.0 1,500.0 0.0 
Purchase of books and periodicals 300.0 300.0 0.0 
Cost of training and production practices 3,000.0 3,000.0 0.0 
Current repairs 400.0 400.0 0.0 
Fees and other expenses 3,000.0 3,000.0 0.0 
Expenses for hosting foreign visitors 1,000.0 1,000.0 0.0 

FUNDING SOURCE FOR THE EXPENDITURES: 26,647.4 27,073.5 426.1 
To be funded from the state budget 26,647.4 27,073.5 426.1 

NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS I I 0.0 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 8 8 0.0 

Managerial staff I I 0.0 
Executive staff 7 7 0.0 

Attachment to letter No. 0/a/2206 of July 9, 2001 from the 
Ministry of Finance and Economics 
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Organization: The General Council of Courts 
The summary of the Central Investment Budget Limitation Statement 

lin million tugrigsl 
2001 2002 budget 2003 assumption 2004 assumption 

Capital repair 
Equipment 

Total 

27 25 30 
25 0 30 
52 25 60 

The Budget Limitation for the Year of 2002 
lin thousand tugrigsl 

30 
40 
70 

Revised Limits for 2002 
2001 budget 

Local courts 1,469,587.7 1,479,338.1 
IV. TOTAL OF VARIABLE EXPENDITURES 1,469,587.7 1,479,338.1 
Wages and additional remuneration 730,106.4 758,687.4 
Salaries 730,106.4 758,687.4 

Social insurance premiums to be paid by the employer 192,748.1 200,293.5 
Retirement and pension insurance premiums 157,703.0 163,876.5 
Retirement insurance 130,689.0 135,805.0 
Pension insurance 13,141.9 13,656.4 
Production injury and professional illness insurance 7,301.1 7,586.9 
Unemployment insurance 6,571.0 6,828.2 
Health insurance portion to be paid by the organization 35,045.1 36,417.0 

Other goods and service expenditures 537,048.5 510,672.5 
Stationery 42,953.2 42,953.2 
Electricity 31,391.4 31,391.4 
Heating and fuel 241,737.1 241,737.1 
Transportation (fuel) 54,801.1 54,801.1 
Postage and communication 50,728.7 50,728.7 
Water and sewage 12,746.6 12,746.6 
Local business trips 30,606.0 30,606.0 
Purchase of books and periodicals 3,311.0 3,311.0 
Uniforms and supplies 2,280.0 2,280.0 
Current repairs 11,764.6 11,764.6 
Fees and other expenses 18,879.7 18,879.7 
Premise rent 9,473.1 9,473.1 
Scholarships for children of government employees 26,376.0 0.0 

Snbsidies and variable allowances 9,684.7 9,684.7 
Allowances for families 9,684.7 9,684.7 
One time allowances and incentives 9,684.7 9,684.7 

FUNDING SOURCE FOR THE EXPENDITURES: 1,469,587.7 1,479,338.1 
To be funded from the state budget 1,469,587.7 1,479,338.1 

NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS 28 28 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 937 937 

Managerial staff 81 81 
Executive staff 508 508 
Service staff 348 348 

0 The ScholarshIps were reduced by 17,584.0 thousand Tugngs, and 60 Yo of It remams. 
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Difference 
/+,-/ 
9,750.4 
9,750.4 
28,581.0 
28,581.0 
7,545.4 
6,173.5 
5,116.0 
514.5 
285.8 
257.2 
1,371.9 
-26,376.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-26,376.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
9,750.4 
9,750.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
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1. Introduction 

Justice systems in most nations around the globe are struggling to develop a 
solid approach to estimating staffing needs for the courts and other justice sector 
agencies. Most systems are under constant pressure to reduce costs, frequently 
in spite of rising workloads and increasing demands for quality services. 
Traditionally most governments allocated a certain percentage of the overall 
budget to each sector without much consideration for the actual staffing and 
resource needs or work demand fluctuations over time. More recently, often as a 
result of lacking resources, courts, prosecutors' offices and other justice system 
agencies have taken a closer look at their staffing and other resources needs to 
identify, if a more efficient use of staff time and change in staff allocation could 
offset budget limitations and to provide a solid justification for requests for budget 
increases to hire additional judges and staff. 

In the US, more comprehensive methods to estimate the number of judges, 
prosecutors, public defenders, staff for corrections facilities, as well as support 
staff for the courts and other agencies have been successfully applied since the 
mid 1970s. Similar efforts have been developed in other countries. Currently, 
increasing demands by the public for quality services and ever limited resources 
again led to a resurgence to enhance the justice system's ability to estimate staff 
and resources needs. In the US and other countries, including Germany, the 
Netherlands and the United Kingdom, methods for staffing estimates are being 
revised and combined with forecasting mechanisms and measures for quality of 
service. 

For example, in Germany the so-called "Pensenschlussel" (position calculator), in 
use since the 1930s, already underwent a significant review in the mid 1970s. 
This calculator combines a set of indicators to estimate staffing needs, that 
consider, among others, variations in judicial disposition rates, time needed for 
administrative work, training, sick days, vacation, and provides for add-on rates 
to account for variations in state legislation, case mix, court settings and 
population distribution (Schaffer 1984). The development of this calculator 
involved representatives of the judiciary, prosecution, Ministry of Justice, 
academicians and the private bar and was enormously time and resource 
intensive. The calculator was adjusted throughout the years to reflect changes in 
legislation, work hours and other elements. What was not included was a 
detailed assessment of the time needed to complete various processing steps for 
different types of cases (Hirth 1997). Current assessment efforts include such 
measures as well as quality indicators (Deutscher Richterbund, 1999). In1996, 
when the Ministry of Justice in Hesse failed to reach an agreement with the 
Judicial Council of Hesse about adjusting the position calculated to reflect 
changes in the legislation, the debate about the adequacy of the current national 
position calculate for all states gained pace. Almost 90% of the judiciary in 
Germany supported a workload assessment study that closely mirrors the more 
comprehensive methodologies applied in the US: Using the experience of a 
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similar study conducted in Austria, the judiciary was intensely involve in the 
methodology development and data collection process as well the analysis of the 
results to assure that judges and others understand the value of data collection 
for a study that required 3-6 months of about 20- 30 minutes of time recording 
each day by each judge selected for the study (Deutscher Richterbund 1999). 

Similarly, recent efforts in the Netherlands involve calculation of average time 
needed for processing different types of cases based on time log assessments to 
provide for more "fairness" and flexibility in the distribution of resources among 
different courts (Tragert-Schubert 2000). 

The experiences made in the US and abroad have resulted in relatively good 
measures to estimate current staffing needs but they all point to some 
shortcomings: 

• Easy and quick methods to assess staffing needs provide little reliable 
information 

• The best methods are relatively complex and require time and resources to 
implement 

• Even the best methods need adjustment over time 
• Even good methods for estimating staffing needs provide only information 

about positions needed under the current conditions; methods to forecast 
staffing needs add another layer of complexity to the assessment and have 
limited reliability. 

• Ultimately estimates for staffing needs have to be combined with measures of 
the quality of the decisions, operations and services delivered by the justices 
system. A very well functioning, cost-effective system alone does not 
automatically equate with a democratic and fair system. 

It is essential for courts, prosecutor's offices and other justice system agencies to 
identify and project their staffing needs to develop realistic budget requests, plan 
ahead and manage their operations efficiently. But it is equally important to 
recognize the limitations inherent in all methods applied and to always recognize 
that the ultimate goal is to staff the courts and other agencies adequately to 
deliver justice. 

The following sections outline the methodologies used in the US and several 
other countries, their benefits and limitations, as well as mechanism to apply 
these methods in courts, prosecutors' offices and other justice system agencies. 

2. Methodologies for Staffing Estimates 

Addressing staff resource issues requires information not only about caseloads 
(Le. the number of cases processed by individual judges, prosecutors and other 
justice system staff) but of workloads (i.e. case work, administrative work, time 
spent for community outreach etc.). 
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Many practitioners in the justice system still tend to think of their work only in 
terms of the cases they are handling or clients they are assigned to represent. 
Yet, this captures only a portion of their full workload. A certain amount of 
administrative work, tasks that are not related to individual cases (Le. general 
interdepartemental communications about processing approaches), that involve 
initial preparatory work that mayor may not lead to a court case (Le. 
prosecutorial advise to the police department) or time spent away from the office 
on non-case related business (Le., in training sessions) have always been a part 
of the work of those operating in the justice sector. Case load statistics alone 
could never account for this time. With increasing public demands for responsive 
services, and the recognition that alternative approaches, such as conflict 
resolution, community justice, diversion, and a strong prevention focus can have 
a more profound long term impact on reducing societal conflicts and crime, the 
proportion of work not related to individual cases increases. For example, in US 
jurisdictions that stress community oriented work the proportion of time police, 
prosecutors, judges, and corrections officers spend in community meetings and 
organizing volunteer groups adds considerably to the time attorneys need to fulfill 
their core responsibilities. 

Likewise, given the different amounts of time required for handling different kinds 
of cases, measuring caseload in terms of the number of cases or offenders is not 
an accurate means of comparing the amount of work done by judges and 
attorneys handling different types of cases. 

What is the best means of determining a reasonable workload for the judiciary, 
prosecutors and other justice sector staff? There is no solid consensus on this 
question. The three dominant approaches, used in the US and other countries, 
are the weighted caseload method, the Delphi method, and the normative 
method. 

The Texas Office of Court Administration, in its effort to develop good staffing 
estimating methods, undertook a survey of the most frequently methods used in 
the US for determining the need for new judges in the US (See Table 1). 

Table 1 

lID~i~~~~~~~~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ II·· ....... ··N~;;;b~~~fSi~i~~···········!1 

1~~;~?;~~~~~-Tn9W;9ht;d-C~;;,~d;;;:-Oih~~~~~I~---·--~i---··--·I 
i Statistical Technique i! 

II~-;;p~~i~""§;!~~~~=-==·~··===---··-·-··-.... ~: .. j=: ..... := .. ~====-.-. 
ig>.urv.eys of Other .?!at~~ l ___ .. _ .. _~ __ . ___ .... 
I!Political Considerations ... ___ II 3 
Source: Texas Administrative Office of the Courts, 1999 
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This survey also inquired about the factors currently used in various states to 
assess the need for new trial judges. Additionally, respondents were asked to 
rank the factors in priority order. While it is apparent from the survey data that 
states tend to use a wide variety of factors to determine the need for additional 
trial judges, there are a handful of factors which are consistently used by the vast 
majority of states and which are most often ranked among the five most 
important factors. Table 2 displays the factors that were most frequently cited by 
survey respondents. 

Table 2 

i~~.~i~~_=_.·----· -::.:-='-"'::-=. -_... .. ----_._ _ jC~~~ber ;f_ st~ti~. __ ·1 
['Number of Cases Filed ~ __ .. _ .. __ . _~ __ .JI 41 -J 
!'Nl:lmb.~r.of C~~e.~~!I~~PerJl:ldfl~._ __. _. ..L ___ . __ 4,_1 ___ ._._ 
i[c:a~~I()<:Id~~ol'll~ ... :1 39 

:1'p()p.l:lI.<:tti0n..Size._...__ ._ ........ _.__ __ ..... ___ __ ........_. .._ .1 .. _ .... _~~_ 
.. ~d~~~r of A~ti~e~e:di:~.~.~.'~~~~~~gged) ~as~s:e~ . __ .' __ l_ .. __ .... 3~__ .._ .1 
INumber of Active Pending (Le., Backlogged) Cases. IL 29 .i 

1I\JurT1.~~~()!g.as~~.gisp():>~~_._ ... _..._ ...... ...._ .. JI ........ _._ .. 3~ 
,1t-Jl:lrTl~er()!c:<:I~~S[)i~p.()se~PerJl:lcJg~ ... J 27 

11.c:~~~_IYP~~._. ____ .. _. __ ._ ........ __ . ___ . __ .. __ . _______ ._ ........... J L ___ . __ . __ 3.!_. ."-' ... -.. I 

"Population Growth ~I 26 .. 1 

I[J~§J~~ .. :r~~e~!i~ ... ______ ........ _ .. _ ...... _._ ...... _. __ .. _ .. _._._ ..... ______ J[_____ .... _2.4, _______ ..• 1 

'\I'J~iflhtedc:~sel()adln~i~to~ ... JI 23 

'!I\J.t!r.n~.r~t.~'X~~~~F'~_~l:l~fl~. ___ ...... ________ .. _.J[.__ ___ .~O' ____ ._....... . 
Source: Texas Administrative Office of the Courts, 1999 

Interestingly, the most frequently used factors were not necessarily the most 
commonly mentioned factors when respondents were asked to prioritize them in 
order of importance. The factors that were most frequently ranked among the five 
most important include: 

1) Caseload Growth: 23 states (48 percent); 
2) Number of Cases Filed: 22 states (42 percent); 
3) Weighted Case load Indicators: 19 states (40 percent); 
4) Number of Cases Filed Per Judge: 16 states (33 percent); and 
5) Population Growth: 13 states (27 percent). 

Similar indicators have been used elsewhere and have drawn significant 
criticism. For example, a report issued in the UK in 1998 criticized that using 
prior case loads does not address the current need and does little to reward 
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iii. 

efficiency or effectiveness. Courts that require fewer resources because they 
operate efficiently are actually penalized by using prior year caseloads and 
spending data. Case load data that do not count all work required were criticized 
as well as methods that only consider time spent and not the costs associated 
with the work. Another complaint was that population figures represent 
insufficient criteria for staff resource estimates. While increasing population 
numbers may affect the work of the justice system, population demographics and 
related crime rates are more relevant. Its was also recognized that time 
assessments had to be adjusted regularly to account for variation in processing 
time due to changes in case complexity or staffing expertise (Lord Chancellor's 
Office, 2000). 

Analytical Methods - Normative Analysis, Regression Analysis, Computer 
Modeling 

Courts have explored the relationships between the various data elements 
mentioned above (within single courts, in multiple courts in the same system, and 
across jurisdictional lines) through techniques like normative analysis, which 
compares a court to a "model" court. At best this approach assumes that the 
model court is appropriately managed and equipped; an assumption that mayor 
may not be correct. Problematic is also the fact that the situation of two courts 
may not be comparable. Another analytical approach uses regression analysis, 
which plots a line through data points using well established statistical 
methodologies assuming that the line then constitutes a standard to which courts 
should be compared. Some jurisdictions tested computer modeling, using sets of 
algorithmic formulas to predict probable outcomes under given circumstances 
(which mayor may not be repeated in real life), based on various assumptions 
(which mayor may not be valid), applied to such data as are available (and 
whose validity and accuracy are always subject to question). Even in 
combination, these methods have led to weak measures for a court competing 
with other agencies' demands for limited resources, especially in the face of 
legislative, executive and popular indifference, or even disbelief, regarding the 
court's needs, requests, and 'justifications for staff increases (Caylor, 2000). 

Delphi Method 

The Delphi Research Method is a technique for arriving at "true estimates" by 
sampling expert opinion. The technique has been used frequently as a source of 
external validation in weighted caseload studies, less often as a stand-alone 
process to determine the workload of the judiciary and other justice sector 
agencies. The technique is probably used far more frequently than can be 
documented, because most such studies are not published. 

The benefit of the Delphi method is its cost-effectiveness and the relatively short 
time required to develop staffing estimates. The shortcomings are that it is 
based on assumptions of a limited number of "experts" who can rarely represent 
the universe of jurisdictions and work situations that need to be reflected. While 
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experienced prosecutors may be able to estimate quite accurately how long it 
may take them and possibly their staff to process certain types of cases, few can 
make suggestions for processing times required for all types of cases in various 
types of court levels throughout the entire country. 

While this method has significant shortcomings some situations require its 
application. For example, in 1988, following an Arkansas Supreme Court 
decision invalidating the State's existing court of juvenile jurisdiction as 
unconstitutional, Arkansas had to establish an entirely new statewide juvenile 
court. The National Center for Juvenile Justice was retained to assist in 
estimating workload and determining staffing patterns for the new court. Since 
the existing juvenile court had been invalidated, its existing case records could 
not be used to determine the events necessary to initiate and dispose of juvenile 
cases. Consequently, the entire estimation process could only depend on 
"informed guesses" using the Delphi technique. Judges and their support staff 
were asked to identify the events required for case initiation, adjudication, 
disposition, and review and estimate the time required to accomplish each event. 
Case weights based on these estimates were then applied to the case load to 
determine the number of judges that would be needed to staff the statewide 
juvenile court. Using this procedure it was estimated that it would require 180 
minutes of judicial time to handle a typical juvenile case from initiation through 
closure. Using a 6-hour case hearing day and a 220-day work year, Arkansas 
concluded that a judge could hear an average of 440 cases per year. The State 
used the results of the study to staff its new courts of juvenile jurisdiction and, 
from all accounts, participants have been quite satisfied with the results (Hurt 
2000). 

The creation of administrative courts in Mongolia presents a similar situation. 
Since the operations in these courts will be new, no measures yet exist that 
would allow for appropriately estimating staffing needs for these courts. The 
Delphi method, as inadequate as it is, is the only way to arrive at somewhat 
reasonable estimates at the current time. The difficulty is, however, that almost 
no case data exist to predict the level of cases that will be filed in these courts 
and how the filing trend will develop. 

Weighted Caseload Method 

The strongest technique for estimating the need for judges and other staff is a 
weighted caseload study, which can be applied using two approaches, the least 
favored again involves the Delphi Method, building case weights based on the 
random sampling of expert opinion (judges, attorneys, clerks, litigants or other 
court system stakeholders) as to the length, frequency, variability and probability 
of particular processing events in particular case types. Although usable 
information can be obtained by this method, it is not self-validating, and it may be 
unpersuasive to funding authorities, since the resulting analysis is based on the 
opinions of interested parties. 
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The more defensible approach is to actually measure those same event 
attributes (length, frequency, etc.) by conducting an empirically derived, weighted 
case load study. The strength of this approach (when done correctly) is that the 
results obtained lead to a reasonably accurate and comprehensive picture of how 
long it took a group of judges, prosecutors or other justice systems staff to 
process a given body of cases and tasks. Even with its flaws, no other judicial 
workload assessment tool is as closely tied to the real world. 

Weighted caseload is a technique for determining how much time is required to 
process a given court's or prosecutor's offices caseload from intake to 
disposition. This technique analyzes the number of cases being filed by type, as 
opposed to the total number of cases filed, in an effort to control for the 
difference in processing time for various classes of cases (e.g., murder, traffic, 
disputes over pasture rights, divorce). Because raw case counts are not directly 
tied to the amount of time it should reasonably take to dispose of those cases, 
they are not a very good tool for determining the need for forecasting or quality 
assessments. The weighted caseload approach, however, at least shifts the 
emphasis away from caseloads to the more appropriate measure of workloads. 

A weighted caseload study addresses two key issues that are essential when 
assessing staffing needs: 

1) How much judge, prosecutor, etc. time, on average, is required to handle 
each type of case to disposition? And 

2) How much time does a typical judge, prosecutor, etc. have for handling 
cases? 

Simply stated, the number of judges needed is determined by dividing the 
amount of required judge time to dispose of all cases by the total amount of time 
judges have to hear cases. 

Since 1996, there has been a marked increase in the number of US states 
adopting weighted caseload as a tool for assessing staffing needs for the courts. 
In 1996, just 13 states employed the weighted caseload approach compared to 
23 states in 1999. 

Weighted case load studies may be particularly appropriate for geographic areas 
that vary significantly in size and populations since it provides an objective 
means to measure relative needs for judges and court support staff in judicial 
districts of different sizes. When the judicial districts throughout a region vary 
significantly in both population and geographic size, accounting for these 
differences is critical when assessing the need for additional judges and other 
justice positions. The amount of time available to handle cases may be 
substantially different in urban and rural jurisdictions because higher caseloads in 
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urban areas frequently lead to iricreased expertise and efficient processing while 
the amount of time each day a rural jurisdiction judge spends traveling from 
location to location add to their workload. 

Despite the apparent value of the weighted case load approach, some limitations 
do need to be considered. First, data collection for weighted case load is 
burdensome and expensive. Enough information must be gathered from the 
courts, prosecutor's office and other justice system agencies regarding the steps 
and time it takes to process primary events that make up particular cases. Time 
logs kept by judges and prosecutors must be monitored on a regular basis to 
ensure that enough data have been collected. Other criticism of weighted 
case load measures reflects more the type of data included than the methodology 
used. For example, one criticism that lead to changing the assessment system 
in the UK recently was related to the fact that the number of cases completed 
was used as the measure, and therefore incomplete since it does not count all 
work done. The weightings are further said to be irrelevant as they represent the 
in and out of court time rather than the cost of the work (Lord Chancellor's 
Department, 2000). 

In the UK critics also pointed out that the same weighting has been used despite 
significant changes in legislation, policy, procedure or the nature of workload for 
97.8% of cases for 8 years (Lord Chancellor's Department, 2000). Keeping the 
weights current is another critical component of the weighted caseload 
technique. Updating the weights is both time-consuming and expensive. 
However, not updating the weights periodically can potentially undo all the hard 
work and resources dedicated to creating the weighted case load system in the 
first place. In the end, weighted caseload studies are the most appropriate 
method for determining if new judges or prosecutors are necessary to ensure the 
efficient administration of justice (Texas Administrative Office of the Courts, 
1999). 

The benefit of weighted workload studies 

Different from caseweigthing studies, workload assessments describe the variety 
and complexity of the work done by judges, prosecutors, and other justice 
system staff. Advising the police in investigative matters, reviewing evidence and 
deciding to decline prosecution, handling citizens' complaints, reaching out to the 
public, working with victims, are only some of the activities that prosecutors and 
judges attend to in addition to processing various types of case, administrative 
tasks, managing their staff and operations and being involved in training efforts. 
Add to this, difference in the levels of effort required for different types of cases, 
and it becomes obvious that measuring workloads is not an easy task. 

While the work of judges, prosecutors, and their staff, and the work of other 
justice system employees requires variations in the measurement approach, the 
common thread in all assessments is work, broken down by distinguishable work 
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steps to dispose of various types of cases, and how work is distributed among 
judges and other staff throughout the court or agency. The challenge is not only 
to estimate staffing needs based on current operations and workloads but to 
simultaneously identify efficient and effective mechanism to handle the work 
(Jacoby 1987). 

When the work of courts or prosecutor offices is described by traditional 
measures of work volume (Le. number of cases) and time required to process the 
work, the full range of work conducted by prosecutors, judges and their staff is 
not considered and it is not recognize that different types of cases and different 
processing steps require different staff time. As a result the measures do not 
provide reliable information for estimating staff resources or other important 
measures such as agency performance, productivity or even just agency needs. 

The following example, using data from a US prosecutor's office,1 highlight this 
point: 

Table 3' Cases disposed by offense and prosecutor time 
Offense type Cases Average Percent Distribution 

hours per Workload in Percent Distribution 
case hours Caseload Workload 

Felonies 4,870 2.7 13,317.4 25.4 82.3 
Violent 784 4.3 3,285.2 4 20.3 
Property 2,852 2.0 5,704 14.9 35.3 
Drugs 494 2.3 1,136.2 2.6 7 
Other 760 4.2 3,192 4 19.7 

Misdemeanors 14,274 0.2 2,854.8 74.6 17.7 
All cases 19,144 0.9 16,172.2 100 100 
Source: J. Jacoby, Casewelghtlng Systems for Prosecutors: GUidelines and Procedures, 1987. 
National Institute of Justice, Washington, DC. 

These data suggest that 80% of the staff should be assigned to felony 
prosecutions and 20% to handle misdemeanor cases. If case load were the 
criterion for establishing staff resources requirements 75% of the staff would be 
assigned to prosecuting misdemeanor cases (Jacoby 1987). 

The difference between both factors is significant and a result of differences in 
assumptions. Using case load as the primary measure for estimating staffing 
needs assumes that all cases require the same effort. Using workload as the 
primary criterion recognizes the difference in effort required for different types of 
cases and the fact that many tasks performed by prosecutors, judges, and other 
justice system personnel are not directly related to a case. 

How misleading the factor case load is becomes obvious when we review the 
results presented in table 3. If we assume that the number of cases is the only 

1 This office was staffed with 20 prosecutors and the chief prosecutor. 
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indicator of work and that all cases require the same staff time one would 
assume that each case would take 0.9 hours per attorney to dispose of. 

Another important indicator for estimating staff resources required is the time it 
takes to dispose of cases in a jurisdiction. For the purpose of estimating staff 
resources it is essential to distinguish between the time it actually takes a 
prosecutor or a judge to conduct all the work required to dispose of a case (i.e. 
filing to final court decision) and the overall time between case intake and 
disposition which is frequently limited by law. 

This distinction between staff time spent and overall case disposition time is 
essential because prosecutors, judges, and other justice system staff only spend 
a fraction of the total processing time on each case and second, statutory 
regulations may require disposition within time limits that provide for less than 
adequate information gathering. 

In Mongolia, as in many other countries, statutes establish time limits for 
disposing of cases. The time limits established by law in Mongolia assure the 
speedy disposition of cases and keep delay to an almost indistinguishable level. 
Both of these measures are key to a justice system that adheres to the rule of 
law. The very short timelines established may, however, also have an adverse 
affect on the ability of police, prosecutors, defense attorneys, private litigants and 
the court to adequately consider all the determining facts of a case. 

The importance of reviewing actual processing time by individual decision 
making steps is illustrated in the next table. (Again, actual data from a US 
prosecutors' office are used). While many of the steps in the US process do not 
equate to any process step in the Mongolian system they highlight how the time 
spent by prosecutors differs by work step. 

Table 4: Estimating Time by Process Type 

Work Step Total time Calendar time' Prosecutor Work Time 
between steps 

Filing to preliminary 6 days 5 day 5 hours 3 hours 
hearing" 
Preliminary hearing to 26 days 15 days 7.5 0.5 hours 
Grand Jury hours 
Grand Jury to Arraignment 8 days 7 days 7 hours 1 hour 
Arraignment to motions 31 days 30 days 2 hours 6 hours 
Motions to Jury Trial 51 days 45 days 3 hours 45 hours 
Disposition to Sentence'" 31 days 30 days 6 hours 2 hours 
Totals 153 days 145 days 0.5 62 hours 

hours 
• Calendar time IS the time passing between processing steps minus the time the prosecutor IS 

active. 
"For criminal cases this is comparable to magistrate court hearings to determine ... and needs 
for pre-trial detention. 
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•• * The US system bifurcates court hearings to first establish guilt and in a second hearing 
determine the appropriate sentence. 
Source: J. Jacoby, Caseweighting Systems for Prosecutors: Guidelines and Procedures, 1987. 
National Institute of Justice, Washington, DC. 

As Table 4 shows, only 62 hours of prosecutor time were needed in the example 
jurisdiction, the rest of the time between case filing and disposition has nothing to 
do with the amount of time staff would expand. 

Identifying the time spent in each process step provides vital information for 
managing staff resources and planning. 

What is measured? 

The importance of measuring case load vs. workload has been addressed before. 
This leads to the question of how the complex work of judges and prosecutors 
can be translated into measurable items. Standard approaches for such studies 
have been described in the US and abroad (Jacoby 1987, Flango 1996, 
Deutscher Richterbund 1999). 

Step 1: Identify the scope of the study 

Since weighted workload assessments are time and resource consuming limiting 
the assessment to certain case types may be the only feasible way to collect this 
type of information. For example, if the majority of cases handled in a court are 
civil cases, developing well based estimates for staffing resources for the civil 
courts may provide more solid information than relying completely on less valid 
methods, such as the Delphi method. A review of case type data allows the 
identification of the major types of cases processed to make that decision. 

Step 2: Defining the case count 

It may appear easy to define what constitutes a case for the purpose of a 
workload study and how to count these cases. But how does one count cases 
with multiple 'offenders or multiple charges? The National Center for State 
Courts and the Conference of State Court Administrators, in State Court Model 
Statistical Dictionary, 1989, instructed court administrators to count each 
defendant and all charges involved in a single incident as a single case." 
(National Center for State Courts and the Conference of State Court 
Administrators 1989). In developing its standards for staffing needs of defenders 
offices, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals, in 1973 defined a case as "a single charge or set of charges concerning a 
defendant (or other client) in one court in one proceeding." For any study that 
involves more than just one court or other justice system agency it is critical to 
count cases using a uniform definition. This affords the greatest opportunity to 
develop and approve budget requests for the adjudication component of the 
criminal justice system on a systematic and balanced basis (Puritz 1995). 
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Independent of how court statistics are generally collected it is essential to count 
cases by offender or litigant. It is the defendant who is tried, convicted or 
otherwise disposed. Cases with co-defendants should be counted separately 
because both require work and because dispositions occur for each. Problems 
arise when an offender has multiple charges or counts. Multiple charges 
resulting from one offense should be counted as one case identified by the most 
serious charge. Multiple counts should be handled according to the prosecution 
strategy. For example, if someone is charged with 10 counts of public 
drunkenness over a 2 month period these multiple cases may be handled as one 
process and therefore counted as one offense. If they are handle separately and 
multiple court hearings are required they should be counted as separate cases. 

Table 5 outlines a hypothetical case flow for prosecuting a criminal case in the 
Mongolian system. 

Table 5: Sample Criminal Case Processing Flow Chart for Prosecution 

Review of 
1---+ 

Screening Filing in I" Preparation and trial 
investigatio for filing instance court 3,140 
n4,190 3,950 3,680 

'\ ~ .~ 
Investigation Cases dismissed Cases dismissed 
denied- 240 270 by court 

340 

J Prison 

Non·guilty 
sentence 

finding 
1,510 ~ Appeal Appeal 

400 Fine: 200 ~ denied 

~ ""-,,,, 
100+450 

Fine ~ 

1,230 

II 
Prison review Appeal 
1,010 + 450 granted 

100+ 50 

Step 3: Identifying processing steps for cases 

To identify work steps (related to cases and non-case work) a flow chart that 
identifies each of the process steps where work occurs should be developed. 
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This flowchart also has to identify the volume of cases that progresses from one 
step to the next. The information needed for each processing step is: 

• The first event that can be related to a specific case entering the process 
• The number of cases moving into the process; 
• The number of cases moving from one step to the next 
• The number and type of dispositions at each process step. 

Step 4: Defining case types 

Once the major functions are identified, the types of cases that are processed 
have to be determined. 

This is particularly difficult since it requires access to good agency and court 
statistics by case types. Taking into consideration the infrequency of certain 
crimes (Le., murder), the cases should be grouped into common crime categories 
beyond misdemeanor and felonies, Le. reporting categories commonly used such 
as violent crimes, property crimes, drugs, other felonies, misdemeanors. 

A flow chart for each of the selected crime categories has to be developed to 
distinguish variations in steps and time needed. 

Step 5: Calculating time for attorney effort 

Since the work of judges, prosecutors and others is the key measure, counts 
need to be taken of activities in all areas, including those not normally associated 
with case statistics. 

In order to calculate attorney time one has to consider: 

• The time spent on case-specific work 
• Time spent on general court or prosecution matters not related to 

individual cases 
• Time spent on administrative matters 
• Time spent on other business activities 

Not all attorney time can be attributed to individual cases, some of the work is 
general but essential to court or prosecution functions, other tasks essential to 
court or prosecution functions are still not case related. 

Step 6: Developing case weights 

Most of the statistics needed for case weighting systems can be derived from 
closed cases. This is particularly true for Mongolia where statutes require case 
disposition in very short periods of time. Annual counts are recommended since 
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they not only represent a relatively reliable picture of the cases handled but can 
be related to the fiscal year expenditure data (Jacoby 1987). 

The difficulty lies in having access to sufficiently reliable case disposition data for 
each processing step identified in the flow chart for each major case type. In the 
US the Administrative Office of the Courts tends to be the central depository of 
state court case activity data and is therefore generally the entity that determines 
the need for more judges and other court staff. Even in the US, however, the 
necessary case statistics are not always readily available. In a recent survey 
nineteen states (40 percent) indicated that the data have to be obtained from 
local court staff, and eight states (17 percent) noted that datalresearch products 
are provided by legislative research staff (Texas Administrative Office of the 
Courts 1999). The data currently available at the General Council of Courts, the 
Supreme Court and the Prosecutor General's Office are good but not sufficient to 
support a solid assessment by processing steps for the major case types. 

Table 6 provides an example for developing workload weights for prosecutors. 

Table 6 
Annual Workload by Case Type and Process Step 

Case Type Process Step No. Cases Avg. Time in Workload in 
Processed Hours Hours 

Violent Felony Review of 4,190 0.2 838.0 
investigation 
Screening for 3,950 0.5 1,975 
filing 
Filing in 1"' 3,680 0.2 736 
instance court 
Preparation and 3,140 2 6,280 
trial 

Appeal 700 2 1,400 . 

Prison review 1,500 0.2 300 
Misdemeanor Review of 34,856 0.1 3,485 

investigation 
Screening for 34,110 0.2 6,822 
filing 
Filing in 1 32,900 0.1 3,290 
instance court 
Preparation and 32,850 0.5 16,425 
trial 
Appeal 15,350 0.5 7,675 

Total weighted hours 49,226 

Step 7: Calculating Staff numbers 

The number of attorneys and other staff needed to process cases is calculated 
by dividing the weighted total hours by work hours available for an attomey, that 
is the average working hours per year, considering holidays, vacation time and 
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sick days. In the US, this usually comes to about 220 days per year at 8 hours 
per day per full time judge, prosecutors or other staff. This is a total of 1760 
hours per full time judges/attorney (FTE). In order to calculate the number of full 
time judges/attorneys needed, the total number of weighted hours has to be 
divided by work hours available per FTE. Using the example above this means 
49,226 divided by 1760 = 28, meaning 28 full time prosecutors are needed to 
handle this workload. 

Step 8: Study preparations 

In order to conduct the workload assessment, a time log has to be developed 
(see sample 10 in the attachment) and tested. 

Then, the study period has to be agreed upon. The time study has to cover at 
least a representative time frame for fully processing the major case types. This 
generally requires at least 6 weeks of data collection. The study recently 
conducted in Germany involved data collection for at least 3 month in lower level 
courts (Amtsgericht), 5-6 months at higher level courts (Landgericht) to assure 
that all types of case processed are captured without giving undue weight to rare 
events. 

Consideration has to be given to special time periods that influence case filing 
and staffing levels, such primary vacation times (Le., August in Mongolia) or 
seasonal variations in crime rates (such as variances due to harsh winter 
weather in January and February or high population concentration in Ulaanbaatar 
during Nadam). 

If the data collection cannot involve every prosecutor or judge, the participating 
courts and prosecutor offices need to be carefully selected to assure 
representation of urban and rural jurisdictions and other geographic variations 
that influence workloads. 

While it is important that the data collection is anonymous (otherwise honest time 
keeping is often compromised) it has to be assured that verification and 
completion of entries can be conducted. This means that the log sheet has to 
include initial identification that will be deleted after entry verification. 

It may further be necessary to develop and collect information about certain case 
elements that may add to time requirements, such as the involvement of children 
as witnesses, multiple offenders cases, or cases that involve individuals that 
require an interpreter. This information can be translated into time enhancers 
that explain time variation among different courts despite seemingly similar 
caseloads. 
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Workload variations by profession 

The workload assessment process described above has been used in the US 
and aboard to assess staffing levels for courts, prosecutors' offices, defense 
agencies and probation departments. For developing appropriate data collection 
mechanism for each profession it is important to recognize that, even when these 
professions participate in the same processing step, such as the trial, the work 
required by the judge, prosecutor or defense attorney varies not only by role and 
substance but the time needed differs. 

While the work of judges focuses predominantly on activities that occur in the 
courtroom, the majority of the work conducted by prosecutors and defense 
attorneys occurs outside the courtroom. 

For example, in addition to preparing for the court hearing and participating in the 
trial defense attorneys 

• Meet with clients to explain the proceedings before the clients appear at 
their detention hearings. 

• Investigate the circumstances of the alleged offenses. 
• Learn about the accused's ties to their families and communities. 
• Develop dispositional plans that may be preferable to institutional 

confinement. 
• Follow up with clients during dispositional reviews. 
• Monitor placement problems that may arise regarding needed services or 

conditions of confinement. 

Prosecutors 

• Respond to police requests related to the inquiry and investigation 
• Review cases presented by police for legal sufficiency for filing in court 
• Meet with police, witnesses and the defendant to hear their statements 
• Review evidence presented by police and possibly request additional 

investigative activities 
• Review detention and incarceration decisions 
• Conduct prison reviews 

Of all actors in the adjudication process, the work of prosecutors is the most 
difficult to assess since they are involve in more work steps then the other 
professionals participating in the adjudication process. The workload of a 
prosecutor's office is significantly higher than that of the corresponding court 
since prosecutors handle many police matters that never result in a court case 
and have other responsibilities, such as the review of prison operations in 
Mongolia. 

Forecasting 
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The ability to forecast staffing needs is an important factor. All forecasts rely on 
a baseline of knowledge about past workloads, to which assumptions about 
increases and decreases are applied. The reliability of forecasting reduces, 
however, as knowledge about future changes declines, and becomes more 
volatile where small units are involved (Lord Chancellor's Department, 2000) . 

Change in the number and type of cases investigated by police and cases filed 
by litigants, change in the type and complexity of cases filed, changes in agency 
operations, resources, including technology, changes in legislation and other 
influences require that even established case weights are adjusted over time. 

Using population growth or changes in demographics (Le., increasing numbers of 
young people) as well as straight-line projection of past case loads (if multi year 
information is available) can be used to approximate coming changes but they 
are not very reliable in the long run. 

Since cases result from criminal or civil matters forecasts cannot be made for 
overall caseloads but have to consider changes by case type. If new legislation 
is pending that changes if and how certain types of cases enter the justice 
system, projections need to be made. These projections frequently have to be 
based on expert assumption only since no other data are available. If staffing 
levels in one justice sector agency change, projection may be possible to 
estimate any impact on caseloads (Le., increased numbers of police generally 
result in increased numbers of investigations and arrests leading to higher 
workloads for prosecutors, judges and corrections staff). Changes in staffing 
levels and expertise within one agency, too, can influence workloads. More 
difficult to project is the impact of societal changes on caseload even though 
these may have the largest impact. As societies become more complex and less 
integrated, disagreements are more likely to arise and are less likely to be 
resolved informally (Krislov, 1995). At the same time, public trust in the justice 
sector, as well as accessibility and efficiency influence the extent to which the 
public will turn to the justice system to resolve conflicts. Krislov explains in detail 
why predicting caseloads is a complex issue that so far has eluded efforts to 
develop reliable forecasting mechanisms. 

For practical purposes jurisdictions in the US and elsewhere have to rely on the 
information available to make some assumptions for predicting changes in 
workloads despite their shortcomings. At minimum that requires the availability 
of current workload information, and a combination of case and workload data 
with expert opinions using Delphi methods to assess impact of legislation and 
population changes on workloads. 
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The Issue of Quality of Justice and Its Impact on Staffing Estimates 

The goal of weighting various categories of caseload is to identify proportionately 
how much effort is applied to different case types. It does not provide information 
about how long cases should take now and in the future (Lord Chancellor's 
Department, 2000). 

At a time when much is being published and discussed about fostering public 
trust and confidence, and making courts more user friendly, courts are often 
being forced to cut services or to reduce the amount of information offered to the 
public due to personnel shortages. The extent to which courts are able to perform 
their duties is positively correlated to public trust and confidence, access to 
justice, and equality and fairness. Conversely, the extent to which courts are 
unable to perform their duties is negatively correlated with these measures of 
quality that are expressed as trial court performance standards in the US (Rivera 
2000). 

Modern management theory, applicable both to the public and the private sector, 
calls for organizations to manage their activities by measuring empirically the 
quality of their products and services, in terms of their value to their customers. 
However, courts have traditionally measured themselves by internal 
characteristics, not the external results of their processes. 

Ten years ago, the National Center for State Courts, recognizing the inadequacy 
of this approach, developed the Trial Court Performance Standards. In the late 
1990s, it published a companion piece, the Appellate Court Performance 
Standards. These standards define the desired results of court activities. A 
series of pilot applications of the Trial Court Performance Standards has 
produced a number of suggested measures and measurement instruments for 
courts to use in determining how well they accomplish their intended results. 

At least seven US states2 have embraced a Total Quality Management 
philosophy. The state's activities are divided into defined "programs." For each 
program, a series of "performance measures" are defined. The state 
appropriations process then, in theory, focuses on the success of each "program" 
in meeting its defined "performance measures" in deciding how to allocate scarce 
public resources to obtain the best return on them. The New Mexico legislature 
applied this concept in early 1999, with the passage of the Accountability in 
Government Act. 

Still, the courts have been slow to embrace this trend toward objective 
measurement of institutional performance. Most judges strongly oppose the 
concept of empirical measurement of court activities. The resistance arises from 

2Florida, Louisiana, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, Texas and Virginia. 
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the view that the most important product of the courts cannot adequately be 
defined or measured. That product is "justice." 

Judges are right to resist performance measures, until and unless ways to 
measure the most important output of the court system can be measured - the 
justice or fairness of the decisions of judges and juries. Unless one can measure 
an organization's most important outcome, that objective will be minimized by 
focusing on accomplishment in those aspects of the organization's performance 
that be measured. For example, courts have for decades known how to speed 
up court processes - to make decisions more quickly. Despite the truism that 
"Justice delayed is justice denied," judges also know that at some point "Justice 
rushed is also justice denied." Neither the Trial Court Performance Standards 
nor the Appellate Court Performance Standards adequately address this issue 
but they are a step in the right direction. Further, measures of efficiency are not 
only indicators of good operations but are essential to supporting quality justice 
decisions. A recent project conducted by National Center for State Courts staff 
studied the relationship between speed of process and quality of outcome. The 
study indicates that "the subjective working conditions of attorneys in the 
expeditious courts are more conductive to effective advocacy, due process, and 
quality than the conditions in the less expeditious courts" (Ostrom and Hanson, 
2000). 

The "quality of justice" is mUlti-dimensional and complex. It includes quality of 
the services provide by the system, individual judges, and in individual cases. It 
also involve factors such as 

• Cost effectiveness 
• Legally correct decisions 
• Fairness 
• Effectiveness in prevention, punishment, conflict resolution 
• Accessibility 
• Transparency 
• Service oriented 
• User friendly 
• Independence 
• Integrity 

Not only are these indicators of quality of justice difficult to measure, there also 
no clear definitions for many of them and some are in conflict with each other. 
For example, speedy disposition can conflict with the need for solid evidence 
collection and assessment and identification of a defendant's needs for 
rehabilitation. Cost effectiveness may conflict with the need to provide access to 
the justice system in remote areas. 

Performance standards for individual professions are another important tool for 
assessing quality of justice. Performance standards describe minimum 
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requirements for competent conduct by judges, prosecutors, public defenders 
and others. Such standards have been implemented in several states and are 
designed to ensure that these lawyers fulfill the tasks required for their positions. 
For example, the standards for defense lawyers established in the US, among 
other things, that attorneys rnaintain contact with the client, conduct a factual 
investigation, examine the complaint for legal sufficiency, file appropriate 
motions, and conduct discovery (National Legal Aid and Defenders Association, 
1995). 

To determine if the court has adequate staffing to meet quality standards a 
combination of data collection has to occur. In addition to staffing level 
assessments, a customer satisfaction survey, and a survey of employee 
perception of court performance should be conducted (Rivera 2000). 

In an attempt to measure the fairness and justice of court processes some US 
jurisdiction used customer satisfaction surveys and surveys of justice system 
members perception of the system's operations that address the principles for 
court performance defined in the Court Performance Standards (Riviera 2000): 

• Access to Justice 
• Equality, Fairness and Integrity 
• Public Trust and Confidence 
• Expedition and Timeliness 

Another aspect to explore is the relationship of inadequate staffing levels and 
quality of justice measure by employees' perception of the court performance. 
For both surveys, sample questionnaires have been developed that can easily be 
adjusted to other countries (see National Center for State Courts' Trial Court 
Performance Standards and Measurement System Implementation Manual). 

This data collection can be expanded to include assessments of adherence to 
performance standards to individual professions, if such have been established. 
Other data can be added to provide a more complete picture: 

• Compliance with court decisions. Do the parties voluntarily comply with the 
trial verdict - paying the civil judgment or the fine and fees imposed? Are 
enforcement proceedings required? Do the parties seek to modify the 
judgment? Do they appeal the judgment? 

• Absence of outcome patterns that are clearly unfair. Courts can gather data 
on verdicts, sentences, and money judgments and correlate them with the 
race, ethnicity, gender, and socio-economic status of the litigants involved. If 
outcomes differ systematically, that is a clear indicator of lack of justice. 

• Review by objective observers. Trials can be recorded on videotape and 
presented to panels of persons with no stake in the outcome. Or independent 
observers might attend trials and make judgments on their apparent fairness. 
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It is essential to balance these quality measures with the traditional efficiency 
performance measures to assure that efficiency goals do not override the larger 
justice goals. This is further important to assure that the number of judges, 
prosecutors and other justice system staff is determined based on the capability 
to deliver justice. 

For example, the litigants' perception of fairness and justice seems to be related 
to other court performance measure. Research conducted in the US and 
Germany concluded that a participant's perception of the fairness of a court 
proceeding is not limited to whether he or she wins or loses. Even in criminal 
trials, a convicted person's perception of fairness is determined not only by the 
length of sentence, but also by his or her perception of the judge's fairness in 
conducting the trial - the extent to which the defendant felt he had an opportunity 
to tell his side of the story and the extent to which the judge appeared to listen 
without prejudgment (Tyler, 1984). A poll in New Mexico suggests that the 
judge's courtesy to trial participants is related to their perception of the fairness of 
the process (Greacen 1999). 

In examining litigants' evaluation of trial outcomes a distinction has to be made 
between satisfactions with the outcome (Le. was it a "fair" (or "just") decision) and 
litigant satisfaction with the process (Le. was it a fair process? Were you treated 
with respect? Were you treated equally with your opponent? Did you have an 
opportunity to present your side of the matter? Did the judge (or jury) hear what 
you had to say?). 

Conclusion 

Many jurisdictions in the US and abroad have recognized that the development 
of mechanisms to estimate how many judges, prosecutors and other staff is 
needed to adequately handle the work is important enough for planning and 
budgeting purposes to justify the effort required to collect data to develop solid 
workload measures. 

Weighted workload studies, sometimes in combination with Delphi studies to 
estimate changes in workload measures due to new legislation provide the most 
reliable information. In order to assure that these measures do not just provide 
staffing information based on current, possibly not well structured and managed 
operations and procedures, these measures need to be combined with measures 
of efficiency and quality of services provided. 
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.... Caseflow Management in Mongolia l 

Background 

Caseflow management is the study of how cases progress through the court system to identify 
processing bottleneck and inefficiencies, including delay in the court process and the lost time in 
providing justice. Whether the case is criminal or civil in nature the passage of time destroys the 
purposes of justice. In developing a caseflow management system there are five areas that the 
courts should measure and monitor performance, they are: (I) access to the courts; (2) 
expeditious processing of cases; (3) equality, fairness, and integrity in all procedures and 
decisions; (4) maintain independence and accountability as public institutions and, (5) build 
public trust and confidence in the courts.2 

There have been numerous studies conducted on case management throughout the United States 
and European countries. Most of these studies address situations where there is delay in the 
adjudication of court caseloads. Whereas, in Mongolia the courts are extremely fast in the 
adjudication of cases and the pending backlog of cases is relatively small in comparison to most 
U.S. Courts. In Mongolia, more than 98% of all criminal and civil matters are completed within 
30 to 45 days from the date of filing. Mongolian statutes require that all criminal matters be 
completed within 30 days of filing and civil matters within 60 days. It should be understood that 
Mongolia is a Continental System of Law whereas the U.S. is a Common Law country that has 
an impact on the courts' ability to control case flow. 

In criminal matters the Prosecutor prepares the case and files it with the court. The case is 
assigned to a judge and the case record is given to the assigned judge to handle all interim 
matters before trial. The same basically occurs in a civil action, the plaintiff or attorney files the 
complaint and evidence, gives notice to the defendant, and awaits the assigned judges' letter for 
the setting of a trial date. The defendant must seek permission from the court (judge) to examine 
the record in civil and criminal matters, a copy ofthe complaint and list of witnesses is not 
provided by the opposing side. 

The issues in Mongolian are not the typical ones of delay i.e., a high volume of cases, a lack of 
staff support and delay strategies employed by attorneys. The issues are more systemic of the 
legal culture here in Mongolia, they are: 

>- A lack of understanding and practice of the adversarial process even though Mongolian 
Laws provide for this process. 

>- Limited training of advocates in the process of examining and questioning evidence and 
witnesses. 

>- Lack of an expanded set of Rules o/Evidence for all case types. 

1 Developed by the National Center for State Courts with USAID funds under Cooperative Agreement #492-A-00-
01-00001; Mongolian Judicial Reform Program (JRP). 
2 Trial Court Performance Standards with Commentary, Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, 1997. 
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>- Insufficient training of judges in court procedure and ethics to eliminate the ex-parte 
conversations between the judge and parties in a case. 

>- Lack of training of judges and staff to record interim events. 
>- An insufficient statistical reporting system to collect data. 

Mongolia needs a caseflow management system, not necessarily to reduce delay, but to track and 
monitor the changes that need to occur in the Mongolian legal system to make it more 
transparent and fair. The events that need to be tracked are much the same as any caseflow 
system. Examples ofthe types of case management data needed are: reports on the age of 
pending cases, time intervals from date of trial to filing of decision and, number of cases 
assigned by judge. These are but a few of the reports needed to better assess the flow cases and 
the work efforts of judges. 

Records Management 

The record-keeping practices in Mongolian Courts are not akin to those in the United States 
where most jurisdictions have a central court clerk's office that receives all filings, pleadings, 
motions, etc. 

When a case is filed the attorney or plaintiff brings a complaint to a centralized filing secretary 
who logs the complaint into a register or computer system. The secretary then informs the chief 
judge of the filing and an assignment of the case is made to one of the judges. If the court is 
automated then the system has the capability of making a random judge assignment. At this point 
a formal receipt for the case is generated for the receiving judge's signature. The assigned judge 
receives the original record and all documents and maintains such records until the case is 
decided. It is here, with the assigned judge, where there are no reporting data collected. The next 
time that the case is returned to the central filing secretary or to a records clerk is when the case 
has a written decision entered. There are slight variances in this practice depending on whether 
the court has any automation to assist in generating decisions. The lack of a central filing 
repository for the case records to access the pending records impedes the ability of the 
Mongolian courts to evaluate the status of an individual case record and to aggregate data for 
case management purposes. 

In Mongolia, the chief judge does have the capability to conduct some limited tracking of 
assigned cases. This can be manual or automated and entails looking at a register of when a case 
was assigned and the date of assignment. He or she then compares the filing date to the current 
date and determines whether the case is behind schedule in accordance with the statutorily 
mandated timelines. There are however, few if any interim type statistical reports available to 
track continuances or other delays. Not until the decision is filed can the chief judge determine 
whether the assigned judge met the prescribed timelines for adjudication of the case. 

The Supreme Court requires the chief judge to submit statistical reports on the number of filings 
and dispositions each quarter. These reports are aggregate statistics on the number of filings and 
dispositions that are supplemented with other demographic data by case type. For example, in 
criminal cases the age, sex, type of crime and sentence are captured by groups or ranges. In the 
civil area there are three major types of civil cases that are reported and how they were decided, 
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for the plaintiff, partial judgment or for the defendant. The collection of all these statistics is not 
transferable to caseflow management statistics because they omit the interim data and events that 
could occur in a case. 

Recommendations for Mongolia 

Development of a Manual Casejlow Management System 

In order to implement a manual caseflow management system in Mongolia a set of statistical 
reporting forms need to be developed to collect the initial filing data, case number, style of case, 
type of case and filing date. Statistical reports need to be developed to record the interim events 
that occur after the case has been assigned to a judge. An alternative to this interim reporting by 
the judge would be to establish a central clerks operation to collect this information and enter the 
data when a motion or pleading is filed. The official disposition of a case occurs when the 
written decision is filed in the case, not on the trial date. In addition, 
statistical reports need to be developed that provide information on the age of pending cases and 
the age (time) from filing to final disposition. 

There are two alternatives to collect this data: (I) retain the current procedures and develop 
reporting forms for the judges to complete and submit to the chief judge for data entry or, (2) 
change the procedures to include a central filing clerk who receives all pleadings and motions 
who logs the data and then forwards to the assigned judge. Either of the two aforementioned 
procedures will require a buy in by the judges in each court. A certain amount of technology to 
compile this data and to track filings, pleadings and dispositions will be needed in the larger 
courts. To keep track of this data a Statistical Reporting module in ACCESS to enter and 
compile this information has to be developed. From this database system, management reports 
can be produced for the chief judge to monitor the flow of cases in the system. 

Development of an Automated Casejlow Management System 

Working with GTZ and their software developers all the functionality discussed in the 
description of the manual system can be designed into their existing system. Even though these 
changes are automated there remains the requirement for certain procedural changes as far as the 
work of the judges and clerks are concerned to collect this data. Ideally, the integration of 
statistical reporting required by the Supreme Court and caseflow management statistics could be 
integrated and become seamless to the judges. This integration would also eliminate much of the 
work currently being conducted in compiling this data by the chief judges each quarter. 

Caseload Statistics and Case Management 

The Supreme Court collects very detailed aggregate data on case filings, demographics of each 
case and final case dispositions. The Research Center for the Supreme Court analyzes the trends 
of case data and produces a good analysis of what has been occurring in the courts. The 
information collected by the Supreme Court, other than how many cases the supervisory courts 
review and how many cases are past due or late, provides little information on judicial 
accountability or workloads of judges. In a caseflow management reporting system the collection 
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of data by judge provides a wealth of infonnation on the accountability of each judge 
individually and as a whole. It is important that the judges be accountable to the public as well as 
to the judicial system itself. 

Working with the chief judge and selected judges from the Capital City Court many of these 
issues about reporting and data entry will be resolved. The JRP will conduct an interactive 
workshop in Casejlow Management in September 2001. It is anticipated that many of the fonns 
and procedures can be developed prior to the time the workshop is conducted. After a suitable 
testing of the system and refining any problems the system should be able to be implemented in 
other courts. 
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RULE OF LA W NEWSLETTER 
MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM 

June 25, 2001 

MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM (JRP) 

The Judicial Reform Program is a USAID funded project providing assistance to the Government of Mongolia in 
implementing the Strategic plan for the Justice System of Mongolia. The JRP officially opened its office in Ulaanbaatar in 
April 2001. 

Training: The JRP Project is planning to organize three-month English language training for approximately 40 legal 
professionals in September 2001. 

Conferences: "First year implementation of the Strategic Plan for tbeJustice system ofMongolia"will be held on June 
28, 2001 in Ulaanbaatar to acquaint all Mongolian key stakeholders and donor organizations with the Judicial Reform 
Program activities in 2001 and discuss the coordination and cooperation among local and foreign organizations. 

Other events: Roundtable meeting was held with representatives of donor organizations such as GTZ, Hanns-Seidel 
Foundation, UNDP, HURISTMON Project on cooperation, coordination of efforts and exchange ofinfonnation especially 
for creation of a legal infonnation resource library. 

GENERAL PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 

Training: Training on the "Prosecutor's Manual" with the assistance ofGTZ for 158 prosecutors in provinces. 

• July 16-18 - Orhon, Bulgan, Zavhan, Gobi-Altai, Huvsugul, Domod Aimags 
• July 20-23 - Seienge, Uvs, Bayan-Ulgii, Arhangai, Hentii Aimags 
• July 25-27 - Darnan-Uul, Hoyd, Tuy Aimags 
• July 26-29 - Uvurhangai, Bayanhongor Aimags 
• August 1-3 - Domogobi, Gobisumber, Dundgobi, Umnugobi Aimags 

Conferences: "Legal Reform in Developing and Transitional Countries"will be held on July 2-3, 2001 in Ulaanbaatar 
and organized in conjunction with the State Ih Hural Secretariat, Legal Retraining Center, Liberty and Rule of Law 
Association, Washington University Asia Law Center, Melbourne University Asia Law Center. 

GERMAN DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION (GTZ) 

Training: Second round training on Civil law and Civil procedure law for Judges: 

June: 4-9 Baganuur district and Khentii aimag, 18-23 Bulgan, 25-30 Orhon aimag 
July: 2-7 Selenge aimag, 6-21 Zayhan aimag, 23-28 Gobi-AUai aimag, July 30 - August 04 Bayanhongor aimag 
August: 6-11 Uvurhangai aimag, 20-25 Dornogobi aimag, August 27- September 1 Gobisumber aimag 
September: 3-8 Dundgobi aimag, 10- I 5 Darhan-Uul aimag, 17-22 Tuv aimag and Nalaih district 

HANNS-SEIDEL FOUNDATION (HSF) 

Training: June 13-15 Training of the Trainers Program on Administrative Law, Administrative Procedure and Comparative 
Law 

Conferences! "Judicial Power-New Century" wil1 be held on June 27-28,2001 in Ulaanbaatar in commemoration of the 
75th Anniversary of establishing the Court System in Mongolia; Speakers- Secretary of Supreme Court of Bavaria and 
Representatives ofHSS will make presentations. 

Otber events: Sponsoring of MoJHA Deputy Minister's visit to Gennany (June). National University of Mongolia and 
Management Academy Professors to visit Germany (September). ' 

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AGENCY (JICA) 

Events: Japanese Ministry of Justice Assessment Visit (August 13- September 17) 
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JUDICIAL RETRAINING CENTER 

Training: 

• A 14-day (70 hours) training course for judges was conducted on June 11-23 for 20 judges of Aimag, Soum, Inter
Soum and District courts. The topic of the training was "Application of branch law theoretical aspects". 

• Within the framework of the joint project of JRe and the Soros Foundation "Training of trainer-Judges" 6 Dutch 
judges provided in-country training for 12 Mongolian judges in April-May. 200 I. The judges will be specialized in 
the following fields: 

Economic and organized crime 
International and Public Law 
Human rights 
Administrative court 
Law on immovable property 
Judges position in a democratic society 

• In June the 12 Mongolian judges will be sent on a 10-day study tour to the Netherlands. After completion of the 
training program the judges will work as trainer-judges at the Center. 

• A 7-day training course for local court judges will be organized on site in beginning of July. The program will 
include: judicial ethics, court administration and the concept of new draft laws such as the Civil Code, Civil 
Procedure Code, Criminal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code. 

• The Center is planning to expand its library and purchase books for 300 US$. 

LEGAL RETRAINING CENTER 

Training: 

• Five 45-day training courses were organized in accordance with the Workplan 2001 of the Center. The training 
included subjects on the Comparative Law, International Trade Law, Banking, Finance and Taxation laws, Contract 
Law, Company Law, Cooperative Law, Investment Law, Bankruptcy Law, Labor Law, Intellectual Property Law, 
Securities Law and the human rights, legal ethics, economic crime, practical skins for advocacy, negotiation and 
dispute resolution. In total more than 170 legal professionals were enrolled in continuing legal training courses. The 
Center applies modem teaching methodologies. 
- A training course for prosecutors conducted between March 5 and April 13, 2001 
- A training course for judges conducted between April 16 and May 25, 2001 

• A one-month Legal EngJish and Computer training course for Supreme Court judges and staff, Constitutional Tsets 
members and employees was conducted in February 2001. 

• At the end of May the Center in conjunction with the Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs organized a 3-day 
training on Business Law for businessmen and administration of business entities. 

Current1y the Center is focusing on developing its external relations, improving the curriculum and the skills of trainers. 

In future the Center will organize specialized training courses for legal advisors, advocates and the management of 
courts and prosecutor's offices. 

Conferences: The International Law Department of the NUM Law Faculty, the Legal Retraining Center and the Mongolian 
Human Rights Center jointly organized a seminar "Capital punishment and the global trends"at the National University 
of MongOlia on May 1, 2001. 

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND HOME AFFAIRS 

Events: Commemoration of 80th Anniversary of Mongolian Justice System. Seminars with participation of foreign experts 
from Gennany, Russian Federation, USA (November) 

MONGOLIAN WOMEN LAWYERS ASSOCIATION 

Training: 

• August 5 - 6 Trademark & Patent Law 
• August 7 - Domestic Violence 
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Training: 
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NATIONAL CENTER AGAINST VIOLENCE 

• June 18-20 Senior Police Officers and State Prosecutors will attend Domestic Violence Awareness Workshop 
• June 20-22 Training of the Trainers with Police on Domestic Violence. 
• June 26-27 Law school professors, Teachers, Lawyers, Police officers From Ulaanbaatar and Aimags will convene 

for Networking Seminar (Swedish experts). 

Conferences: August-September Seminar for State Prosecutors on proposed DV legislation. 

Other events: 

• June 4-7 - Dale Hurst, Consultant Psychologist at detention centers ofUlaanbaatar in cooperation with the police 
will counsel DV Perpetrators 

• June 11-14 - Counseling at sobering houses in Ulaanbaatar. 

SOROS FOUNDATION 

Training: 

• June; Sponsoring working visit by 12 Mongolian Judges to the Netherlands for training at the Center for 
International Legal Cooperation and the Dutch Judicial Training Center. 

• August 6-8 Two Mongolian law professors to attend training in Kazakhstan. 

• August 21-25 Two Mongolian law professors to attend Street Law clinic training in Budapest, Hungary. 

Other events: 

• June 4-9 

• June: 

• June-July: 

Visit of Felisa Tibbetts, Executive Director, Human Rights Education Associates, Inc. 

Visit of Roy Fleming, Head of Royal Ulster Constabulary to consult with General Police 
Department on the development of a modern police-training program. 

Series of local training aimed at street level police officers and government officials, NGOs and 
media regarding crime prevention effort in Ulaanbaatar . 

THE ASIA FOUNDATION 

Training: Training of Lawyers and Actors on the CEDAW Convention (June) by CEDAW Watch Network. 

Other events: Completion of translation of the "Pasture Land Disputes and Conflict Resolution" handbook into English 
Language along with UNCHR. 

UNITED STATES AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (USAID) 

Training: June 18-29 Introducing Legislative Drafting to State Ih Hural and MoJHA of Mongolia drafting staff. New 
Orleans, USA. 

UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER ON HUMAN RIGHTS (UNHCHR) 

Training: September: Workshop on plans for implementing measures on the Human Rights protection in all aimags in 
cooperation with National Coordinator, the project team, local authorities and research units. 

Other events: 

• UNHCHR Sectoral Baseline Study and conclusions by volunteers, local researchers, members of local branch 
offices,local authorities. 

• Developing an initial draft proposal for protection of Human Rights. (August-September, 2001) 
• Compiling the public opinion on Human Rights protection draft proposal. (October, 2001) 
• Compiling the suggestions from aimags and local residents. (November, 2001) 
• Approval ofHR protection draft proposal at the local level by the Citizen's Councils. (December, 2001) 
• Compilation of the opinions from the Aimags and Capital City at the National Coordinator's Office. (December, 

2001) 
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Mongolian Legal Reform 2001 
Calendar of Events 

Organization Key: 

GTZ German Development Co-operation 
HSS Hans Seidel Foundation 
JTC Judicial Training Center 
JRP Judicial Reform Project 
LRC Legal Retraining Center 
MGPO Mongolian General Prosecutors Office 
MWLA Mongolian Women Lawyers Association 
NCAV National Center Against Violence 
SOROSSoros Foundation 
UNCHRUnited Nations Center for Human Rights 
WB World Bank 

May 

28·29 NCAV Police US Counseling 
Male Violators 

29·1 SOROS Police, T erelj Police-Media 
Media Resort Relationship 

28·2 GTZ Judges Dornod Civil Law Training 
Aimag 

30·4 GTZ Prosec. SUkhbaatar Handbook Training 

1 
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June 

(June) HSS Deputy Justice Minister to Berlin for Symposium ,-

4·8 LRC SeniorCt LRC (UB) Bus. Law 
Officers & (6 week course) Courses 

Ii,.jJ 
Prosecutors 

4·9 GTZ Judges Khentii Aimag Civil Law 
Baganuur Aimag ... 

4·9 SOROSVisit of Felisa Tibbetts, Human Rts Education Assocs. 
Development of Anticorruption and Street Law Programs 

11·15 LRC See Above 4-8 

11·23 JTC Judges JTC (UB) Multi-Subject 
Aimag, Soum, 
District 

18·23 GTl Judges Bulgan Civil Law 

18-20(?) NCAV Senior Police UB Domestic Violence 
State Prosecutors Awareness 

18·22 LRC See Above 4-8 

20·22 NCAV Police UB Train the Trainers 
Domestic Violence 

23·26 Mongolian Judges 75th Anniversary Celebration 

25·30 GTZ Judges Orkhan Civil Law 

25·30 LRC See Above 4-8 ~ 

?25? JRP Workplan Presentation Conference 

26·27 HSS Symposium- Mongolian Judiciary in the 21 st Century 
75th Anniv. Program; Speakers- Secretary of Supreme CI. of Bavaria, 
Representatives of HSS 

28·29 NCAV Dr.s, Teachers UB Networking Seminar 
Lawyers, Police (Swedish expert.) 

? NCAV Detention Center UB Counseling of DV 
Police Perpetrators 

? NCAV Sobering House UB Counseling of DV 
Police Perpetrators -
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July 

2·3 

2·7 

2·7 

6·21 

23·28 

30·04 

June-July 

August 

SOROSVisit of Roy Fleming, Royal Ulster Consta/;Julary 

GPO 

GTZ 

LRC 

GTZ 

GTZ 

GTZ 

to consult with General Police Dpt. on development of a modem pOlice 
training program. 

Judges, Scholars, UB Legal Reform 
Prosecutors, NGOs Symposium 

Judges Selenge Civil Law 

See Above (June 4·8) 

Judges Zavkhan Civil Law 

Judges Govi·Altai Civil Law 

Judges Bayankhongor Civil Law 

SOROSSeries of local trainings aimed at street level police 
officers as part of "Community POlicing Program." 

5-31 UN High Commission Human Rts Sectoral Baseline Study 

5 

6 

7 

6·11 

6·18 

20·25 

MWLA 

MWLA 

MWLA 

GTZ Judges 

Trademark & Patent Law 

Trademark & Patent Law 

Domestic Violence 

Ovorkhangai Civil Law 

SOROSTwo Mongolian law professors to attend training in 

GTZ Judges Dornogovi Civil Law 

21·25 SOROSTwo Mongolian law professors to attend street law clinic 

27·1 

? 

training in Budapest, Hungary. 

GTZ Judges Govisumber Civil Law 

SOROSSponsoring working visit by 12 Mongolian Judges to the 
for training at the Center for International 

Kazakhstan. 

Nether/ands 

3 



Legal Cooperation and the Dutch Judicial Training Center. 

June-Aug SOROSSeries of meetings between General Police Opt. Mgrs, 
and members of public, government, NGOs and media regarding crime 
prevention efforts. 

September 

3-8 GTZ Judges Dundgovi Civil Law 

10-15 GTZ Judges Darkhan Civil Law 

17-22 GTZ Judges Tov Civil Law 
Nalaikh 

(HSS sponsoring officials from Ministry of Justice, Professors from Mongolian National University and 
Academy of Management to go to Germany.) 

October 

November 

(HSS to sponsor 80th Anniversary of Mongolian Justice System. Seminars planned with international 
speakers from Germany, U.S., Russia.) 
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RULE OF LAW NEWSLETTER 
MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM 

August 15, 2001 

MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM (JRP) 

The Judicial Refonn Program is a USAID funded project providing assistance to the Government of Mongolia in 
implementing the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongolia. The JRP officially opened its office in Ulaanbaatar in 
April 2001. 

Training: 

• Interactive Training Session on Caseflow Management and Court Administration for Tuv Aimag Court judges was 
held on July 26, 2001. 

• Six-month English language training for 48 legal professionals from Ulaanbaatar will start in September 2001. 
• A workshop on "Staffing Needs in the Justice Sector" will introduce the ways to estimate staffing needs for 

Courts and Prosecutor's Offices in Ulaanbaatar on September 19. 
• A workshop on Adversarial Process for approximately 33 judges. prosecutors and advocates from UB, Erdenet and 

Huvsgul Aimag in Ulaanbaatar on September 25-27. 

Cooferences; "First year implementation of the Strategic Plan for the Justice system of Mongolia"held on June 28. 
2001 in Ulaanbaatar introduced Mongolian key stakeholders and donor organizations to the Judicial Reform Program 
activities in 2001 and discussed coordination and cooperation among local and foreign organizations. The participants 
expressed appreciation and greater understanding of the role of JRP in implementing the components of the Strategic Plan. 

• A general survey of judges, prosecutors and advocates on Court Administration and Training in Capital City and all 
22 Aimags within the scope of MoJHA Inspection oflegaJ professionals was conducted in May 2001. 

• A survey on Court Administration and Training was conducted on July 20-21 in Selenge. Bulgan, Darhan-Uul, 
Huvsgul and Orhon Aimags. 

• A survey on Court Administration and Training was conducted on July 26 in Tuv Aimag. 
• Opening of the JRP Training Office. 
• Funding of the Supreme Court Interpretations Digest. 
• Establishing of the JRP website with links to the Parliament, Prime Minister's Office, MoJHA and Supreme Court 

websites in early fall . 

..J. CONSTITUTIONAL TSETS 

Events: Visit of Chairman N. Jantsan and members J. Byambajav, N. Chilhaajav of the Mongolian Constitutional Tseis to 
Turkey upon the invitation of Mustafa Bumin, Chainnan of the Turkish Constitutional Court in May 2001. 

SUPREME COURT 

Statistical data; 

• 4.872 criminal cases involving 6.748 defendants decided in the first half of2001 shows reduction of crime by 6.8% 
and decrease in the number of convictions by 8.8% compared to the first half of year 2000. 

• State stamp duties and penalties in 11,002 civil cases decided in the first half of2001 remitted ¥384,998.900 to the 
State. 

GENERAL COUNCIL OF COURTS (Gcq 

Conferences: GCe Secretary N.Ganbayar, Supreme Court Chief Justice N. Ganbat, Deputy Minister of Justice and Home 
Affairs Ts. Munh-Orgil and Songinohairhan District Court Chief Judge T. Urantsetseg attended the International Symposium 
"Independence of the Judiciary" organized in Saint-Petersburg. Russia on July 7-14, 2001. 

The meeting of GeC held on July 3, 2001: 

• Report on the results of the Inspection of judges presented by Chairman of the Supreme Court Criminal Chamber 
D. Batsaihan and GCC Senior Officer A. Otgontsetseg. GCC proposed to transfer 5 judges who got "non-
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satisfactory" test marks to the Judicial Professional Committee, and 5 judges who have deliberately committed 
violations in justice administration and breached ethical nonns to the Judicial Disciplinary Committee for 
consideration. 

314 judges were tested during this inspection: "excellent" - 62 judges 
"good" - 190 judges 
"satisfactory" - 52 judges 
"non-satisfactory" - 10 judges. 

• Review of the Gee half-year Activity Report. 

• Development ofa 2.5 year Draft Action Plan as a follow-up of the Inspection of judges. 
• Establishing of Working Group by the MoJHA Decree to work on Draft Law on Courts. Members of the Working 

Group are as follows: Ts. Munh-Orgil, Deputy Minister of Justice and Horne Affairs 
A. DorjgotoY and Ts.Amarsaihan Supreme Court Justices 
S. Batdelger, Chief Judge of the Capital City Court 
N.Ganbayar, GCe Secretary 
A.Otgontseteseg, GCC Senior Officer 
L.Sarangerel, MoJHA Officer. 

• Qualification exams held by the Judicial Professional Committee for candidates to judicial office in Uvs, 
Domogobi, Zavhan, Gobi-Altai, and Dundgobi Aimag Courts. 

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND HOME AFFAIRS (MoJHA) 

Events: Visit of the Gennan Minister of Justice Dr. Herta Daubler-Gmelin on July 30-August 2 2001. 

GENERAL PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE (GPO) 

Training: 

• Year 2001- 12 prosecutors attended training courses for legal professionals in Irkutsk and Moskow, Russia. 
• Training on the "Prosecutor's Manual" with the assistance ofGTZ for 158 prosecutors in provinces. 

• July 16-18 - Orhon, Bulgan, Zavhan, Gobi-Altai, Huvsgul, Domod Aimags 
• July 20-23 - Seienge, Uvs, Bayan-Ulgii, Arhangai, Hentii Aimags 
• July 25-27 - Darhan-Uul, Hovd, Tuv Aimags 
• July 26-29 - Uvurhangai, Bayanhongor Aimags 
• August 2-4 - Dornogobi, Gobisumber, Dundgobi, Umnugobi Aimags 

• September - 3-month Gennan language training course in Germany for 7 prosecutors after II months of in-country 
training with the assistance ofGTZ. 

Conferences: 

• "Legal Reform in Developing and Transitional Countries"held on July 2-3, 2001 in Ulaanbaatar and organized 
in conjunction with the State Ih Hural Secretariat, Legal Retraining Center, Liberty and Rule of Law Association, 
Washington University Asia Law Center, Melbourne University Asia Law Center. 

• Prosecutor General and senior prosecutors to attend the International Prosecutor's Association Conference in 
Sydney, Australia on September 2-7,2001. 

Events: Connection to the Internet and Goverrunent lnfonnation Network with the assistance of GTZ and Hanns-Seidel 
Foundation. 

COURT DECISION ENFORCEMENT AGENCY (CDEA) 

• Establishing of the Foundation to Support National Manufacturers in connection with the "Year for Supporting 
National Industry" and donation of¥30 million to this Foundation from the prison profits. 

• Number offugitives decreased by 94 prisoners, a 49.5% decrease. The death rate caused by illness decreased by 53 
cases, a 33% decrease during the first half of2001. 

• Enforcement of 12,386 Court Orders with the total amount of¥23.5 milliard during the first halfof2001 which is 
28% of 54,391 Court Orders with the total amount of¥70,6 milliard. 
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POLICE ACADEMY 

Training; Seminar for Police Officers on September 28-29,2001. 

THE ASIA FOUNDATION (TAF) 

• "Pasture Land Disputes and Conflict Resolution" handbook translated into English Language and published 
along with the Center for Human Rights and Development Center. 

• The Asia Foundation is supporting the NGO, Women for Social Progress Movement (WSP), to conduct research on 
bylaws and regulations of Aimag Citizens' Representatives Hurals (CRH). The WSP will analyze the bylaws and 
regulations of CRH of Ulaanbaatar and 21 Aimags with respect to their decision-making procedures. Based on 
these analyses WSP will issue recommendations on improvement of local Hural bylaws to strengthen transparency 
and accountability of local Hurals and improve its public relations. The research findings and recommendations 
will be presented at a national level seminar including government officials, researchers and interested NOOs and 
citizens. After the seminar the WSP will develop a handbook on local Hurai bylaws and regulations for distribution 
to WSP branches, members of Parliament, Aimag CRH, local public libraries, and international and local NOOs 
interested in local governance issues. 

GERMAN DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION (GTZ) 

Training: Second Round training on Civil law and Civil procedure law for Judges: 

July: 

August: 

September: 

Training: 

2-7 Selenge Aimag 
16-21 Zavhan Aimag 
23-28 Gobi-Altai Aimag 
July 30 - August 04 Bayanhongor Aimag 
6-11 Uvurhangai Aimag 
20-25 Dornogobi Aimag 
August 27- September 1 Oobisumber Aimag 
2-8 Dundgobi Aimag 
10-15 Darhan-Uul Aimag 
17-22 Tuv Aimag and Nalaih District. 

HANNS-SEIDEL FOUNDA nON (HSS) 

• 2 lecturers from the NUM Law Faculty and the Management Academy to study in Bavaria, Germany to do their 
Master'S Degree in Law. 

• Study tour for a group of Senior Officers from the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, National University 
and the NUM Law Faculty to study the curricula of Gennan Law Schools in September. 

Conferences: International Symposium in Commemoration of the 80t
h. Anriiversary of establishing the Mongolian Justice 

System wil1 be held in November ZOO 1 in Ulaanbaatar. 

• Opening ceremony of the Legal Education Academy on June 26, ZOO1. The Academy will organize training 
courses for legal professionals of government institutions and the general public on criminal law, public law and 
custom-built courses upon request. The Academy is located in the Supreme Court building and has a classroom 
able to accommodate 25 students. 

• Technical assistance in refurbishing the Supreme Court courtroom. 
• Publishing of "Judicial Power - New Century" Conference materials held on June 27-28, in Ulaanbaatar in 

commemoration of the 75 t
h. Atuliversary of establishing the Court System in Mongolia 

HUMAN RIGHTS STRENGTHENING IN MONGOLIA - HURISTIMON (UNDP/OHCHR Joint Project) 
Development of the National Human Rights Action Program of Mongolia - NHRAP of Mongolia 

Training: 

• "Human Rights Situational Analysis" Workshop conducted on May 7·9, 2001. The participants included 
volunteers, legal division head officers and members of the National Coordinating Committee (NCC), in total 91 

ROL NEWSLETTER 
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people. "Theory & Methodology of Human Rights Situational Analysis" was published and distributed to the 
related organizations. 

The members of the Nee visited the countryside from June 18 until July 4, 2001 with the purpose to: 

1. assess the progress and results of activities conducted by local coordinating units; 
2. provide recommendations to enhance their activities; 
3. provide assistance. 

Based on this assessment appropriate recommendations were developed and distributed to Aimag and Capital City 
Governors. 22 NHRAP regional branches received office equipment such as computers, fax machines, photocopiers, etc. 

• Workshop on plans for implementing measures on the Human Rights protection in all Aimags in cooperation with 
National Coordinator, the project team, local authorities and research units (September 2001). 

• Study tour to South - Eastern Asian countries in September 2001. 

Conferences: '''Human Rights National Conference" will be held on the International Human Rights Day (December 10, 
2001). 

• UNHCHR Sectoral Baseline Study in cooperation with volunteers and local authorities. Report due August 2001. 
• Human Rights promotion by the National TV channel, radio and newspapers during the period July-December 

2001. 
• Developing of an initial draft proposal on Human Rights Protection in September-November 2001. 
• Approval ofHR Protection draft proposal at the local level by the Citizen's Councils in December 2001. 

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AGENCY (JICA) 

Events: Japanese Ministry of Justice Assessment Visit on August IS-September 12 2001. 

SOROS FOUNDATION 

Training: 

• Series of local training aimed at street level police officers and government officials, NOOs and media regarding 
crime prevention effort in Ulaanbaatar (June-August 2001). 

• Two Mongolian law professors to attend training in Kazakhstan on August 6-18, 2001. 
• Two Mongolian law professors to attend Anticorruption and Street Law clinic training in Budapest, Hungary on 

August 21-25, 2001. 
• Training for future street law clinic trainers at State Pedagogical University of Mongolia on development of street 

law course content and methodology (September 2001). 
• Workshop of high-level justice system officials to raise awareness of the alternative methods of criminal 

punishment and to build a consensus approach on their introduction in Mongolia among the various stakeholders 
(September 2001 tentative). 

Events: Working visit by the Dutch judges-trainers (arranged by Center for International Legal Cooperation and the Dutch 
Judicial Training Center) to further assist 12 Mongolian judges-trainers at JTC with development of content and 
methodology of selected training courses at JTC in October, 2001. 

LEGAL RETRAINING CENTER (LRC) 

Currently the Center is focusing on developing its external relations, improving the cuniculum and the skills of its trainers. 

RETRAINING CENTER FOR JUDGES (RCJ) 

Training: 7 -day training course for local court judges organized on site in beginning of July. The program included: judicial 
ethics, court administration and the concept of new draft laws such as the Civil Code, Civil Procedure Code, Criminal Code 
and the Criminal Procedure Code. 
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CENTER FOR LEGAL REFORM SUPPORT 

• "Publishing of a professional newspaper" is a one-year project funded by GTZ. This project will support the 
publishing and dissemination of a professionallegai newspaper that aims to serve as a source of infonnation to 
improve professional skills and ethics of lawyers, and provide a forum in which lawyers can freely express their 
opinion, share their experiences, successes and challenges faced in the legal reform process. The first edition of this 
quarterly newspaper will be issued in September 2001. 

• "For Your Legal Knowledge" TV Program - a project funded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of 
New Zealand. This TV Program will give people useful information regarding their civil and human rights, their 
duties to respect the rule of law, and bring knowledge concerning legal processes to claim their rights. Eagle TV 
will broadcast the TV Program. 

MONGOLIAN CRIME PREVENTION FOUNDATION 

The Foundation works with the objective to prevent crime and to support crime detection in Mongolia by implementing 
scientific research, surveys, training and other programs supported by the joint effort of those that are involved in the 
Criminal Procedure. 

The Foundation'S Steering Board has defined the 5 main areas of its activities as fonows: 
Prevention of: 

• traffic infractions; 
• crime related to environment and natural resource protection; 
• crime related to Internet and high technologies; 
• poverty and crime; 
• crime related to tax law. 

Activities planned for tbe3rd Quarter of 2001: 

• TV programs jointly with UB TV and the Traffic Police Department on: 

1. the Constitution of Mongolia, Law on Traffic Safety, Traffic Regulations and other relevant legislation; 
2. traffic lights; 
3. children and pedestrians; 
4. driver's ethics and safety of transport vehicles; 
5. city and highway roads. 

• Publishing of articles on the abovementioned issues and of 6 new articles aimed to prevent traffic infractions, 
violation of laws and legislation regarding environment protection, the Internet and taxation in the Auto Magazine 

• Other issues related to international relations and cooperation 

MONGOLIAN HUMAN RIGHTS CENTER 

Events: Translation and publishing of Victor Conde's "Handbook of the International Hnman Rights Terminology"in 
accordance with the agreement with the United States University of Nebraska Press (within August 3D, 2001). 

MONGOLIAN WOMEN LAWYERS ASSOCIATION 

Training: 

• Workshop on "Patent Law and Trademark" for legal professionals and employees oflegal institutions organized 
jointly by the Office of Intellectual Property, Foundation for Intellectual Property, GTZ, Gennan Women Lawyers 
Association, Euromarkpat Co Ltd., Mongolian Women Lawyers Association July 30, 31. The Gennan Minister of 
Justice Dr. Herta Daubler-Gmelin was the honorary guest a.nd Dr. M. Grabrucker, Judge of the Federal Patent 
Court, Chair of the Bavarian branch of German Women Lawyers Association and Mr. A. von Funer, Executive 
Director of Euromarkpat Co Ltd. facilitated the seminar. 

• Seminar on "Legal mechanisms to combat domestic violence" for members of Women Lawyers Association and 
otherNGOs took place on August I, 2001. 

• Training on Trademark & Patent Law on August 5 - 6. 
• Training on Domestic Violence on August 7. 
• Legal knowledge training for non-legal professionals in 22 Soums and 6 Bags of Tuv Aimag in conjunction with 

"Oyuntulhuur Foundation". 

ROL NEWSLETTER 
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• Translation and publishing of parts from "International Humanitarian Law" and "General Theory on Human 
Rigbts" written by Russian scholars within the scope of the AusAID funded Human Rights Resource Center and 
Education Project. 

• Implementation of the "Enhancement ofiegal protection of jockey-children" funded by the International Labor 
Organization IPECMON Program. The purpose of this project is to determine whether jockeying should be 
considered as child labor, if yes, what should be the compensation, to analyze the relevant laws and conduct a 
survey among the jockey-children, horse trainers and the general public. The objective of this Program is to 
incorporate provisions regulating the above issues in the law. particularly, the issue of insurance. The project 
Report is expected to be ready on September 1, 200 1. 

NATIONAL CENTER AGAINST VIOLENCE 

Training: Seminar for State Prosecutors on proposed Domestic Violence legislation in August-September 2001. 
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Organization Key: 
TAF 
GTZ 
HSS 
HURISTMON 
JICA 
JRP 
LRC 
NCAV 
MOJHA 
MFOS 
MWLA 
RCJ 
SGPO 
USAID 
WB 

A UGUST 2001 

Mongolia Legal Reforms 2001 
Calendar of Training Events 

The Asia Foundation 
German Development Cooperation 
Hanns-Seidel Foundation 
Project for developing the Plan for Ensuring Human Rights Protection 
Japanese International Cooperation Agency 
Judicial Reform Project 
Legal Retraining Center 
National Center Against Violence 
Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs 
Mongolian Foundationfor Open Society (SOROS Foundation) 
Mongolian Women Lawyers Association 
Retraining Center for Judges 
State General Prosecutor's Office 
U. S. Agency for International Development 
World Bank 

., ..... 
.. '. 

. ...... '. 

. 
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DATE SPONSOR ATTENDEES LOCATION TOPIC 
2-4 SGPO/GTZ Prosecutors Domogobi, Training on "Prosecutor's Manual" 

Gobisumber, 
Dundgobi, Umnugobi 
Aimags 

5-6 MWLA Trademark and Patent Law 
6-11 GTZ Judges Uvurhangai Aimag Civil Law 
6-18 MFOS Two Mongolian law professors attending training in Kazakhstan 
20-25 GTZ Judges I Domogobi Aimag Civil Law 
21-25 MFOS Two Mongolian Law Professors to attend street law clinic training in Budapest, Hungary 
27-1 GTZ Judges I Gobisumber Aimag Civil Law 

MFOS Series of meetings between General Police Departtnent managers and members of public, 
government, NGOs and media regarding crime prevention efforts. 

NCAV Seminar for prosecutors on proposed Domestic Violence legislation 

. 

SEPTEMBER2f/Ol' .' .... , . " ' .. . ... 

..... 
........ . .... , ..' " ........... , .........•.... 

DATE SPONSOR ATTENDEES LOCATION TOPIC 
2-8 GTZ Judges Dundgobi Aimag Civil Law 
10-15 GTZ Judges Darhan-Uul Aimag Civil Law 
17-22 GTZ Judges Tuv Aimag, Nalaih Civil Law 
19 JRP Officials from MOJHA, Ulaanbaatar Workshop on Staffmg Needs in the 

GCC, Supreme Court, Justice Sector 
SGPO 

25-27 JRP Judges, Prosecutors, Ulaanbaatar Workshop on Adversarial Process 
Lawyers 

HURISTMON Workshop on plans for implementing measures on the Human Rights protection in all Aimags 
in cooperation with National Coordinator, the project tearn, local authorities and research 
units 

GTZ 3-month German language training course in Germany for 7 prosecutors-trainers 
JRP 6-month English language training for 48 legal professionals from Ulaanbaatar 
NCAV Seminar for prosecutors on proposed Domestic Violence legislation 
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September 15, 2001 

MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM (JRP) 

The Judicial Refonn Program is a USAID funded project providing assistance to the Government of Mongolia in 
implementing the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongolia The JRP officially opened its office in Ulaanbaatar in 
April 2001. 

Training: 

• A six-month English language training for 48 legal professionals from Ulaanbaatar started on September 3, 2001. 
• A workshop on "Estimating Staffing Needs in the Justice Sector" will introduce the ways to estimate staffing 

needs for Courts and Prosecutor's Offices in Ulaanbaatar on September 19. 
• A workshop on Adversarial Process for approximately 33 judges, prosecutors and advocates from UB, Erdenet and 

HuYsgul Aimag in Ulaanbaataron September 25-27. 

• Funding of the Supreme Court Interpretations Digest. 
• Establishing of the JRP website with links to the Parliament, Prime Minister's Office, MoJHA and Supreme Court 

websites in early fall. 
• Providing the GCC, the Capital City and some District Courts with computer equipment. 

SUPREME COURT 

Training: 

• A workshop on "Participation of Advocates in Civil and Criminal Procedures, Interaction of Courts with 
Advocates, Issues on Human Rights Protection" to be organized jointly with the Mongolian Advocates Association 
(September-October, 2001). 

• A workshop on "Enhancement of Court Decision Enforcement Cooperation Efficiency, Assessment and Resolution 
of Related Issues" to be organized jointly with the Court Decision Enforcement Agency (September-October, 
2001). 

• Visit of Professor Joe Sburlock from the United States WesJyan University expected in October 2001. 
• Chief Justice Ch. Ganbat to attend the Conference of Supreme Court Chief Justices of the Asia-Pacific Region in 

New Zealand (October 2001). 

GENERAL COUNCIL OF COURTS (GCC) 

Meetings: The regular Session of GCC will be held on September 18, 2001. The main issue on the agenda will be the 
workplan developed in connection with the results of the inspection on professional skills, accountability and ethics of legal 
professionals. 

Events: Inspection of professional skills, accountability and ethics of assistant judges and secretaries of Capital City and 
District Courts conducted in the first half of September. 

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND HOME AFFAIRS (MoJHA) 

• Visit of Henning Scherf, Minister of Justice, Head of Senate and Governor of Bremen, Gerniany on September 5-8, 
2001. 

• Deputy Minister Ts. Munh-Orgil attended the Conference" Against Racial Discrimination" in Durban, South Africa 
from August 31 till September 7, 200 I. 

• Visit of the delegation headed by M. M. Moziakov, Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs, and Head of the 
Investigation Bureau of Russia upon the invitation ofTs. Munh-Orgil, Deputy Minister of Justice and Home 
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Affairs on September 14-16, 200 I. An agreement on the cooperation of investigative institutions of both countries 
was signed. 

• Visit of the Russian delegation headed by Major General A.P. Pleshkov, Deputy Head of the GeneraJ Department 
of Penal Institutions under Ministry of Justice and Head of the Siberia County Department of Penal Institutions 
started on September 15, 2001. 

• The MoJHA draft Civil and Criminal Codes submitted to the State Ih Hural. 
• The joint meeting of the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs and the Minister of Education, Culture and Science 

discussed the results of the July inspection of state and private law schools, and issued a decision to impose 
limitations on the activities of several law schools. 

• The Justice Minister's Council meeting issued a decision to undertake appropriate measures in connection with the 
results of the nationwide inspection of Jegal professionals. 

GENERAL PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE (GPO) 

Training: 

• Training on the "Prosecutor's Manual" with the assistance ofGTZ for 158 prosecutors in provinces concluded . 
• 7 trainer-prosecutors to be sent to Germany for 3-month language training course after 11 months ofin-country 

training with the assistance ofGTZ. 
• In accordance with the Agreement with GTZ, an additional 7 prosecutors to be enrolled in German language 

training from September 2001. These prosecutors shall be released from duty for the whole term of the language 
course (9 months). 

• 4 prosecutors - authors of the "Prosecutor's Manual" to be sent on a study tour to Germany in October 2001 with 
the assistance of GTZ . 

Conferences: Prosecutor General and senior prosecutors attended the International Prosecutor's Association Conference 
in Sydney, Australia on September 2-7, 2001. 

GENERAL POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Training: 

• 25 officers attended a training course on "Combating drugs" on August 4-29 in Cairo, Egypt. 
• 25 officers will attend a training course on "Fighting Terrorism and Organized Crime" to be conducted from 

September 8 till October 6, 2001 in Cairo, Egypt. 
• 5 officers of the National Police Department and the Institute for International Studies of Japan conducted a 

workshop for Selenge Aimag, MandaI Soum Police and Criminal Police officers from. 

Events: A "Distinguished Detective" selected from among all detectives in commemoration of the 55 th Anniversary of 
establishing the Investigation Police Agency in Mongolia. Delegation headed by M. M. Moziakov, Deputy Minister of 
Internal Affairs, Head of the Investigation Bureau of Russia participated in the celebration events. 

Statistical data: 

• 15,600 crimes registered in the first half of year 2001: 

and 

45.4% - in Ulaanbaatar 
52.1 % - in the countryside 
2.1 % - in the railway sector 
0.2% - in the aviation sector. 

• Compared to the first half of last year the number of unsolved cases decreased by 5.6%, the crime detection 
increased by 0.4%. 

• The composition of perpetrators is as follows: 8.6% - women, 63.2% - public servants, 3.8% - students, 63.2%
unemployed persons. 

COURT DECISION ENFORCEMENT AGENCY (CDEA) 

Events: Delegation headed by Major General A.P. Pleshkov, Deputy Head ofthe General Department of Penal Institutions 
under Ministry of Justice and Head of the Siberia County Department of Penal Institutions of Russia visited the CDEA of 
Mongolia, and signed an agreement on cooperation. 

POLICE ACADEMY 

Training: Seminar for Police Officers on September 28-29, 2001. 

ROL NEWSLETTER 
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THE ASIA FOUNDATION (TAF) 

Events: The Asia Foundation is supporting the NGO, Women for Social Progress Movement (WSP). to conduct research on 
bylaws and regulations of Aimag Citizens' Representatives Hurals (CRH). The WSP will analyze the bylaws and regulations 
of CRH of Ulaanbaatar and 21 Aimags with respect to their decision~making procedures. Based on these analyses WSP will 
issue recommendations on improvement oflocal Hural bylaws to strengthen transparency and accountability oflocal Hurals 
and improve its public relations. The research findings and recommendations will be presented at a national level seminar 
including government officials, researchers and interested NGDs and citizens. After the seminar, the WSP will develop a 
handbook on local Hural bylaws and regulations for distribution to WSP branches, members of Parliament, Aimag CRH, 
local public libraries, and international and local NGDs interested in local governance issues. 

GERMAN DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION (GTZ) 

Training: Second Round training on Civil Code and Civil Procedure Code for Judges: 

August: 

September: 

6-11 Uvurhangai Aimag 
20-25 Domogobi Aimag 
August 27- September 1 Gobisumber Aimag 
2-8 Dundgobi Aimag 
10-15 Darhan-Uul Aimag 
17-22 Tuv Aimag and Nalaih District. 

• Rudolf Helmhagen, the GTZ Project Expert, Regensburg Court judge, trainer of the Judicial Training Center 
conducted an in-country retraining course for prosecutors on Civil and Criminal laws. This retraining course was 
conducted in the traditional training mode of GTZ. For next year Gennan trainers will provide systematic retraining 
courses for prosecutors. 

• Thomas Schulz and Gregor Franson, GTZ Project interns conducted Gennan language training for prosecutors'. 
• Several prosecutors from the General Prosecutor's Office are to be sent to Germany on training by the end of 

September. 

• Henning Scherf, Minister of Justice, Head of Senate and Governor of Bremen, Gennany visited Mongolia on 
September 5-8, 2001. Mr. Henning Scherf had meetings with the Supreme Court Chief Justice Ch. Ganbat and 
judges, with the Deputy Prosecutor General D. Tserenbaitav and prosecutors, and with the GCC staff arranged by 
GTZ. 

• Mr. Henning Scherf gave a lecture at the Shihihutag Law School on "The Role of the Prosecutor's Office in the 
Legal System". 

• Member of the delegation, Dr. Rolf Knieper Professor of the Bremen University, GTZ Program Coordinator in 
Bremen, participated in the development of the Mongolian Civil Code from the beginning. During this visit he had 
several meetings with the working groups and MoJHA officers regarding the issues related to the Civil Code and 
the Civil Procedure Code drafting. 

• The "Legal hour''' TV program is being broadcasted on Wednesdays every two weeks on Mongolian National TV 
(ongoing). 

HANNS-SEIDEL FOUNDATION (HSS) 

Training: 

• Training on State Law, Criminal Code, Criminal Procedure Code, Local Governance for Legal Department officers 
and legal professionals from Domod, Dundgobi, Hentii, Suhebaatar, Dundgobi, Umnugobi, Gobisumber and Tuv 
Aimags conducted in Domod and Dundgobi Aimags on September 24-25. 

• Regional training on "Public Law" for legal professionals from Arhangai, Bayanhogor and Uvurhangai Aimags in 
Tsetserleg, Arhangai Aimag (October, 2001). 

• Training for legal professionals from several Ministries and Agencies on "Concept of the Constitution". "Basic 
Obligations of Administrative Organizations", "'Relationship Between Citizens and Administrative Organizations", 
"Accessible Administrative Organizations" and "Submission of Claims by Citizens to Administrative 
Organizations" (October, 2001). 

Conferences: International Symposium in Commemoration of the 80th Anniversary of establishing the MongoJian Justice 
System will be held in November 2001 in Ulaanbaatar ("Improvement of the Justice System"). 

• PubJishing of the 11 th issue of the "State Law Pages - Deliberation" on the issue of "Coordination and Lines of 
Duties of Police and Prosecutor's Office". 
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• "Mongolian Law on Administrative Liabilities" on "Shine tovchoon" radio program (September 23,2001). 
• Assistance in providing equipment for the Unified Information System (VIS) of legal institutions in cooperation 

with GTZ and Sores Foundation. 
• Technical assistance in refurbishing the Supreme Court courtroom. 
• Publishing of "Judicial Power - New Century" Conference materials held on June 27-28, in Ulaanbaatar in 

commemoration of the 75th AJU1iversary of establishing the Court System in Mongolia 

HUMAN RIGHTS STRENGTHENING IN MONGOLIA - HURISTIMON (UNDP/OHCHR Joint Project) 
Development ofthe National Human Rigbts Action Program of Mongolia- NHRAP of Mongolia 

Training: 

• Workshop on plans for implementing measures on the Human Rights protection in all Aimags in cooperation with 
National Coordinator, the project team, local authorities and research units (September 21-23, 2001). 

for Western Region in Hovd Aimag 
for Central Region in Arhangai Aimag 
for Gobi Region in Dundgobi Aimag 
for Eastern Region in Domod Aimag 
and in Ulaanbaatarwill be held on 27-28 September, 2001 

• Key stakeholders in fonnulation and further implementation of the NHRAP, including members of the NationaJ 
Coordinating Committee (NCC) as well as national volunteers active in human rights field to be sent on a study 
tour to Thailand and Philippines in October 2001. 

Conferences: "Human Rights National Conference" wi11 be held on the International Human Rights Day (December 10, 
2001). 

• UNHCHR Sectoral Baseline Study in cooperation with volunteers and local authorities. Draft report issued in 
August 200 l. 

• Human Rights promotion by the National TV channel, radio and newspapers during the period July-December 
200l. 

• Developing of an initial draft proposal on Human Rights Protection in September-November 200 I. 
• Approval of HR Protection draft proposal at the local level by the Citizen's Councils in December 2001. 

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AGENCY (JICA) 

Events: Japanese Ministry of Justice Assessment Visit by Ms. Tanaka Kazuko was on August IS-September 12 2001. 

SOROS FOUNDATION 

Training: 

• Two Mongolian law professors attended training in Kazakhstan on August 6-18, 2001. 
• Two Mongolian law professors attended Anti-corruption and Street Law clinic training in Budapest, Hungary on 

August 21-25, 200l. 
• Training for future street law clinic trainers at State Pedagogical University of Mongoiia on development of street 

law course content and interactive techniques (September 22-24, 2001). 
• Workshop for high-level criminal justice officials to raise awareness of the alternative methods of criminal 

punishment and to build consensus on their introduction in Mongolia among the various stakeholders (September 
24-25,2001). The event is co-organized by MoJHA, COLPI and MFOS. 

• Demonstration workshop on introduction of street law clinic training at the Mongolian State Pedagogical 
University for related stakeholders (organized by MSPU) on September 26. 2001. 

• Training for core group of street law teachers at secondary schools and street law clinic trainers at MSPU on 
development of street law clinic seminars for students (September 27-28, 2001). 

• George Soros, Director of the Foundation for Open Society (FOS) visited Mongolia in connection with its Sth 
Anniversary on September 8-11, 2001. O. SOTOS was received by N. Bagabandi, President of Mongolia and 
decorated with "A1tan Gadas" (Order of the North Star), one of the highest awards of Mongolia. 
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"Open Doors" a two day event showcasing the individua1s and oT¥nanizations working towards, and contributing to 
the creation of an open society in Mongolia on the occasion of 51 Anniversary of the Mongolian Foundation for 
Open Society (September 7-8, 200 I). 
Conference under the topic "Globalization and Its Achievements in Mongolia" was organized during the visit of 
George Soros. The Speaker of the State Ih Hurat, members of Parliament, ministers, scholars, researchers and 
journalists participated in this Conference. In his speech Soros evaluated the activities of MFOS and its 
achievements, and set the future goals. 
Working visit by the Dutch judges-trainers (arranged by Center for International Legal Cooperation and the Dutch 
Judicial Training Center) to further assist 12 Mongolian judges-trainers at RCJ with development of content and 
methodology of selected training courses of RCJ in October. 2001. 

LEGAL RETRAINING CENTER (LRC) 

Training: 

• 45 day training course on business law to be conducted from September 5 till October 12 for local government and 
Ministry legal advisors. 

• A two-week training course to be conducted for the Immovable Property Registration Office staff upon their 
request. 

• A DIAL Project computer training course for lawyers to be conducted in September and October. 

RETRAINING CENTER FOR JUDGES (RCJ) 

Training: 

• 20 judges are to be enrolled in a 70 hours training on September 10, 2001. 
• Training courses of the second half of 2001 are to be organized 2 times in UB and 5 times in the remote Aimags. 

The judge-trainers trained by RCJ with the assistance of the Center for International Legal Cooperation and the 
Dutch Judicial Training Center will conduct the abovementioned training courses. 

CENTER FOR LEGAL REFORM SUPPORT 

• The first edition of the "Professional Newspaper" funded by the GTZ was issued in the beginning of September. 
This edition contained various infonnation such as comments to the draft Law on Administrative Courts, 
UNHCHR recommendations on the Implementation Report of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights in Mongolia and comments of judges on the necessity to amend the Civil Code. 

• The first release of the TV Program "For Your Legal Knowledge" under the topiC "Your right to defense" 
broadcasted on September 8, 2001 was designed to infonn and explain the public about the problems related to the 
implementation of the individual's right to defense, and the ways to resolve those problems as well as evaluation of 
implementation of their legitimate right to defense. 

MONGOLIAN CRIME PREVENTION FOUNDATION 

The Foundation works with the objective to prevent crime and to support crime detection in Mongolia by implementing 
scientific research, surveys, training and other programs supported by the joint effort of those that are involved in the 
Criminal Procedure. 

The Foundation'S Steering Board has defined the 5 main areas of its activities as follows: 
Prevention of: 

• traffic infractions; 
• crime related to environment and natural resource protection; 
• crime related to Internet and high technologies; 
• poverty and crime; 
• crime related to tax law. 

Activities planned for the 3rd Quarter of 2001: 

• TV programs jointly with UB TV and the Traffic Police Department on: 

1. the Constitution of Mongolia, Law on Traffic Safety, Traffic Regulations and other relevant legislation; 
2. traffic lights; 
3. children and pedestrians; 
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4. Driver's ethics and safety of transport vehicles; 
5. city and highway roads. 

• Publishing of articles on the abovementioned issues and of 6 new articles aimed to prevent traffic infractions, 
violation of laws and legislation regarding environment protection, the Internet and taxation in the Auto Magazine 

• Other issues related to international relations and cooperation. 

MONGOLIAN WOMEN LAWYERS ASSOCIATION 

Training: Legal knowledge training for non· legal professionals in 22 Soums and 6 Bags ofTuv Aimag in conjunction with 
"Oyuntulhuur Foundation". 

• Translation and publishing of parts from "International Humanitarian Law" and "General Theory on Human 
Rights" written by Russian scholars within the scope of the AusAID funded Human Rights Resource Center and 
Education Project. 

• Implementation of the "Enhancement of legal protection of jockey-children" funded by the International Labor 
Organization IPECMON Program. The purpose of this project is to detennine whether jockeying should be 
considered as child labor, if yes, what should be the compensation, to analyze the relevant laws and conduct a 
survey among the jockey-children, horse trainers and the general public. The objective of this Program is to 
incorporate provisions regulating the above issues in the law, particularly, the issue of insurance. A Conference 
shall be organized on September 20, 2001 to discuss the project Draft Report issued on September 1,2001. 

CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEVELOPMENT (CHRD) 

Conferences: Within the framework of a project supported by TRUST FUND a meeting on "Violence Against Women" took 
place on September 9, 2001. CHRD members worked in close cooperation with the working group of legal professionals. 

• The 4th edition of the "Human Rights and Development" quarterly newsletter to be issued in September. 
• "National Human Rights Record 2001" to be finalized and published in October. 
• "Violence Against Women and the Legal Environment Records "to be issued in September. 
• "Human Rights and the Police" TV program (10 series) broadcasted by Mongolian TV. 

NATIONAL CENTER AGAINST VIOLENCE 

Training: Seminar for State Prosecutors on proposed Domestic Violence legislation in August-September 2001. 

LIBERTY AND THE RULE OF LAW ASSOCIATION 

Training: The Association in cooperation with the Center Against Violence conducted a 5-day training course for 
prosecutors of all 21 Aimags on issues of violence and legal reform (August 27-31, 2001). 
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MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM (JRP) 

The Judicial Refonn Program is a USAID funded project providing assistance to the Government of Mongolia in 
implementing the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongolia. The JRP officially opened its office in Ulaanbaatar in 
April 2001. 

Training: 

• A six-month English language training for 48 legal professionals from Ulaanbaatar started on September 3,2001. 
• The workshop "Estimating Staffing Needs for the Justice Sector" to introduce the ways to estimate staffing 

needs for Courts and Prosecutor's Offices took place in Ulaanbaatar on September 19. Over 20 officials and 
administrative officers oflegal institutions participated in this workshop. 

• The workshop on Adversarial Process for 28 judges, prosecutors, advocates and observers from VB, Erdenet and 
Huvsgui Aimag was conducted in Ulaanbaatar on September 25-27. 

• An interactive training on Case Management and Court Administration for the District Court judges of UB to be 
conducted on October 26. 

• An interactive training on Adversarial Process for judges, prosecutors, advocates from VB to be conducted on 
November 7-9 (tentative). 

• The Memorandum of Understanding for publishing the Supreme Court Interpretations Digest was signed on 
October 9 and will result in the dissemination of the Digest to relevant stakeholders. 

• Preparatory works for establishing the JRP website with links to the Parliament, Prime Minister's Office, MoJHA 
and Supreme Court to be completed by end of October. 

• Providing the GCC, the Capital City and some District Courts with computer equipment to enhance case 
management and transparency. 

• Recommendations on judicial selection (September 10, 2001) and ethics (October 1, 2001) provided to the GCC. 

SUPREME COURT 

Training: 

• A workshop on "Participation of Advocates in Civil and Criminal Procedures, Interaction of Courts with 
Advocates, Issues on Human Rights Protection" to be organized jointly with the Mongolian Advocates Association 
(October, 2001). 

• A workshop on "Enhancement of Court Decision Enforcement Cooperation Efficiency, Assessment and Resolution 
of Related Issues" to be organized jointly with the Court Decision Enforcement Agency (October, 2001). 

• Chief Justice Ch. Ganbat attended the 19th Conference of Supreme Court Chief Justices and the Conference of 
Lawyers of the Asia-Pacific Region in Christchurch, New Zealand (October 4-8, 2001) which discussed a broad 
range of issues such as judicial independence, judicial ethics, case management, court budget, training and the 
collaboration of courts of the Asia-Pacific Region. 

• Visit of Professor Joe Sburlock from the United States Weslyan University postponed until April 2001. 

GENERAL COUNCIL OF COURTS (GCC) 

Meetings: 

• The Session ofGCC of September 18: 

- approved the 2001-2003 Workplan developed in connection with the results of the inspection to evaluate the 
professional skins, accountability and ethics of judges. This workplan has 7 main Objectives. 

- endorsed the decision to conduct the inspection (evaluation of professional skills, accountability and ethics) of 
legal professionals every three years. 
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• The Session cfOCe of October 12: 

- discussed the Report on the inspection ofHovd. Bayan-Ulgii and Uvs Aimag Courts. 
- issued decisions to reappoint and transfer the following judges: 

To present to the President for appointment: 

2. G. Lhagvamaa as the Gobisumber Aimag Court Chief Judge 
3. D. Sumya as the Bayangol District Court Chief Judge 
4. D. Baatar as the Han-Uul District Court Chief Judge 
5. L. Ehle1t as the Zavhan Aimag First Inter-Soum Court Chief Judge 
6. Ts. Baasanjav as the Zavhan Aimag Second Inter-Soum Court Chief Judge 

To transfer: 

1. Transfer Chief Judge D. Baasanjav from Hovd Aimag Court to the Bulgan Aimag Court 
2. Transfer Chief Judge D. Taivanhuu from Bulgan Aimag Court to the Hovd Aimag Court 

• On October 8 the Judicial Professional Committee conducted the examination of candidates to judicial position for 
some Soum, Inter-Soum Courts. 

• The GCC staff inspected the work performance of Hovd, Bayan-VIgii and Vvs Aimag Courts (September 24 -
October 5). 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF MONGOLIA 

Events: Working Groups for drafting "'Law on Procedures for Amendments and Alterations to the Constitution of Mongolia" 
and "Law on Promotion and Advertisement in Mongolia" are set up by the respective Resolutions of the President of 
Mongolia. 

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND HOME AFFAIRS (MoJHA) 

• Visit of the delegation headed by V. V. Moziakov, Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs, and Head of the 
Investigation Bureau of Russia upon the invitation ofTs. Munh-Orgil, Deputy Minister of Justice and Home 
Affairs on September 14-16, 2001. An agreement on the cooperation of investigative institutions of both countries 
was signed. 

• Visit of the Russian delegation headed by Major General A.P. Pleshkov, Deputy Head of the General Department 
of Penal Institutions under Ministry of Justice and Head of the Siberia County Department of Penal Institutions 
started on September 15,2001. 

• The MoJHA draft Civil and Criminal Codes submitted to the State Ih Hural. 
• The Justice Minister'S Council meeting issued a decision to undertake appropriate measures in connection with the 

results of the nationwide inspection of legal professionals. 
• The Minister of Justice and Home Affairs Mr. Ts. Nyamdorj participated in the 36th Assembly of World Intellectual 

Property Organization in Geneva between September 22 and October 6, 2001. 
• The methodology for developing draft law concepts, the standard models for developing draft laws, and the 

structure of the unit to implement the "Judicial and Legal Refonn Program" funded by the World Bank were 
adopted by the respective resolutions of the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs. In addition, the Joint Resolution 
of the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs and the Supreme Court Chief Justice on "Measures to be Taken in 
Connection with the Registration of Immovable Property" was passed and is being enforced. 

• Visit of the MoJHA State Secretary Mr. B. TserendOlj to Japan on October 29. 

GENERAL PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE (GPO) 

Training: 

• In accordance with the Agreement with GTZ, an additional 7 prosecutors to be enrolled in Gennan language 
training from September 2001. These prosecutors shall be released from duty for the whole term of the language 
course (9 months). 

• 4 prosecutors-authors of the "Prosecutor Manual" are sent to Munich, Germany on a 14-day study tour. 
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Conferences: 

• Prosecutor General and senior prosecutors attended the International Prosecutor's Association Conference in 
Sydney, Australia on September 2-7,2001. 

• Prosecutor General M. Altanhuyag to attend a Conference in Utah, US on issues of rei at ions hip between the State 
and Church. 

GENERAL POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Training: 

• Several police officers were sent abroad for studies: 

- 2 officers to the Moscow Administration Academy of the Ministry ofIntemal Affairs; 
- 5 officers to the Saint Petersburg Law University; 
- 2 officers to the Volgograd Law School; 
- 5 officers to the Turkish Police Academy. 

• The Capital City Police Department in cooperation with the Legal Education Academy is conducting a training on 
Constitutional law and administrative procedures for officers and senior inspectors of District Police Departments 
(October 17-26)_ 

Events: 2 officers attended the Interpol General Assembly Conference in Budapest, Hungary. (October 2001) 

Statistical data: 

• 17,434 crimes registered in the first 9 months of year 200 I: 44.9% - in Ulaanbaatar 
52.7% - in the countryside 

And 2.0% - in the aviation sector. 

• Compared to the first 9 months of last year the number of crimes decreased by 1.5%, the number of unsolved cases 
decreased by 8. I % and the level of detection of crimes is 90%. 

• The composition of perpetrators is as fonows: 8.5% - women, 7.9% -minors, 68.3% - persons 18-35 years of age, 
25.4% - workers and herders, 4.8%- public servants, 3.8% - students, 63.6% -unemployed persons. 

COURT DECISION ENFORCEMENT AGENCY (CDEA) 

Events; The brick factory building of the 1409 penitentiary completed and made operational. 

MONGOLIAN ADVOCATES ASSOCIATION 

Training: 15 advocates to be enrolled in the 45-day training of the Legal Retraining Center (October 22-November 30). 

• 6 advocates from UB and the countryside that have records of repeated violation of professional ethics or got 
unsatisfactory marks during the inspection oftegal professionals were suspended from practice for a term of2 
years by the Decree of the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs. 

• The Decree returned the licenses of 3 advocates that were suspended from practice due to their office in State 
institutions. 

• The Information Center of the Advocates Association developed "Methodical Recommendations for Defense in 
Criminal Cases" with the purpose to enhance the effectiveness of advocacy. 

NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION OF MONGOLIA 

Conference: The workshop on "Enhancing Cooperation of Human Rights Organizations" organized jointly with the 
UNHCHR (October 8-9, 2001) discussed the cooperation of government and non-government organizations to establish 
human rights traditions and practice. A broad spectrum of government and non-government organizations dealing with 
human rights issues, and donor organizations were represented at the workshop. 

POLICE ACADEMY 

Training: Seminar for Police Officers on September 28·29,2001. 
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THE ASIA FOUNDA nON (TAF) 

Training: TAF is supporting the Grazers Association of Mongolia for its Pasture Land Conflict Management Program to 
take place during the period September 17, 2001 through March 15,2002. The purpose of this Program is to improve the 
existing fonnal practice of pastureland dispute resolution by strengthening and expanding alternative dispute resolution 
mechanisms. The program aims to produce results in conflict management but also to integrate and institutionalize conflict 
management into local governance. The Pasture Land Conflict Management Program includes training in five Aimags, 
including Arhangai, Darhan-Uul, Dundgobi, Tuv, and Uvs, to strengthen skills of Pasture Land Dispute Settling Committees 
(PLDSC). Principal participants will be local land specialists, government administration officers, and herders from the 
respective local communities and geographic areas. The Grazers Association will develop and publish practical and technical 
materials for use by PLDSCs. 

GERMAN DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION (GTZ) 

Training: Second Round training on Civil Code and Civil Procedure Code for Judges: 

September: 2-8 Dundgobi Aimag 
10-15 Darhan-Uul Aimag 
17-22 Tuv Aimag and Nalaih District. 

• A seminar on ''The Evaluation of Legal Knowledge Dissemination" organized in cooperation with MoJHA, the 
Sociology, Philosophy and Law Institutes of the Academy of Science was held last week. Within the framework of 
this seminar a public opinion survey was conducted in some UB Districts and Tuv Aimag to evaluate the radio and 
TV Programs such as «Dens", «Legal hour" and" Street Law" (October, 4-10). 

• The Mongolian Government in conjunction with the State Ih Hural Secretariat and MoJHA wi11 organize a 
Conference on the new Draft Civil Code presented to the Parliament. Dr. Rolf Knieper, Professor of the Bremen 
University, GTZ Program Coordinator shall participate in this Conference (middle of October). 

• 4 prosecutors-authors of the "Prosecutor Manual" are sent to Munich on a 14-day study tour. 

Events: The "Legal hour" TV program is being broadcasted on Wednesdays every two weeks on Mongolian National TV 
(ongoing). 

HANNS-SEIDEL FOUNDATION (HSS) 

Training: 

• Training on State Law, Criminal Code, Criminal Procedure Code, Local Governance for Legal Department officers 
and legal professionals from Dornod, Dundgobi, Hentii, Suhebaatar, Dundgobi, Umnugobi, Gobisumber and Tuv 
Aimags conducted in Dornod and Dundgobi Aimags on September 24-25. 

• Regional training on "Public Law" for legal profeSSionals from Arhangai, Bayanhogor and Uvurhangai Aimags in 
Tsetserleg, Arhangai Aimag (October 18-19,2001). 

• Training for legal professionals from several Ministries and Agencies on "Concept of the Constitution", "Basic 
Obligations of Administrative Organizations", "Relationship Between Citizens and Administrative Organizations", 
"Accessible Administrative Organizations" and "Submission of Claims by Citizens to Administrative 
Organizations", "Local Governance", "Administrative Court and Administrative Liabilities" (September 17-19, 
October 1-3, 8-10, 2001). 

Conferences: International Symposium in Commemoration of the 80th Anniversary of establishing the Mongolian Justice 
System wi1l be held in November 2001 in Ulaanbaatar ("Improvement of the Justice System"). 

• Publishing of the II th issue of the "State Law Pages - Deliberation" on the issue of "Coordination and Lines of 
Duties of Police and Prosecutor's Office". 

• "Mongolian Law on Administrative LiabiHties" on "Shine tovchoon,j radio program (September 23, 2001). 
• Assistance in providing equipment for the Unified Information System (UIS) to various legal institutions in 

cooperation with GTZ and Soros Foundation. 
• Technical assistance in refurbishing the Supreme Court courtroom. 
• Publishing of "Judicial Power - New Century" Conference materials held on June 27-28, in Ulaanbaatar in 

commemoration of the 75th Anniversary of establishing the Court System in Mongolia 
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HUMAN RIGHTS STRENGTHENING IN MONGOLIA - HURIST/MON (UNDP/OHCHR Joint Project) 
Development of tbe National Human Rights Action Program of Mongolia - NHRAP of Mongolia 

Training: 

5 

• Workshop on plans for implementing measures on the Human Rights protection in all Aimags in cooperation with 
National Coordinator, the project team, local authorities, and research units (September 21-23, 2001). 

for Western Region 
for Central Region 
for Gobi Region 
for Eastern Region 

in Hovd Aimag 
in Arhangai Aimag 
in Dundgobi Aimag 
in Domed Aimag 

and in Ulaanbaatar was held on October 1-2, 2001 

• Key stakeholders in formulation and further implementation of the NHRAP, including members of the National 
Coordinating Committee (Nee) as well as national volunteers active in human rights field to be sent on a study 
tour ~o Thailand and Philippines in November 12-19,2001. 

Conferences: "Human Rigbts National Conference"will be held on the International Human Rights Day (December IO, 
2001). 

• Human Rights promotion by the National TV channel, radio and newspapers during the period July-December 
200!. 

• Developing of an initial draft proposal on Human Rights Protection in September-November 2001. 
• Approval ofHR Protection draft proposal at the local level by the Citizen's Councils in December 2001. 

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AGENCY (JICA) 

• Japanese Ministry of Justice Assessment Visit by Ms. Tanaka Kazuko was on August IS-September] 2 2001. 
• Funding of the MoJHA State Secretary's visit to Japan on October 29. 

SOROS FOUNDATION 

Training: 

• Training for future street law clinic trainers at State Pedagogical University of Mongolia on development of street 
law course content and interactive techniques (September 22-24, 2001). 

• Workshop for high-level criminal justice officials to raise awareness of the alternative methods of criminal 
punishment and to build consensus on their introduction in Mongolia among the various stakeholders (September 
24-25, 2001). The event is co-organized by MoJHA, COLPI and MFOS. 

• Demonstration workshop on introduction of street law clinic training at the Mongolian State Pedagogical 
University for related stakeholders (organized by MSPU) on September 26, 2001. 

• Training for core group of street law teachers at secondary schools and street law clinic trainers at MSPU on 
development of street law clinic seminars for students (September 27-28, 200]). 

• George Soros, Director of the Foundation for Open Society (FOS) visited Mongolia in connection with its 5th 

Anniversary on September 8-] 1, 2001. G. SOTOS was received by N. Bagabandi, President of Mongolia and 
decorated with "Altan Gadas" (Order of the North Star). one of the highest awards of Mongolia. Conference under 
the topic "Globalization and Its Achievements in Mongolia" was organized during the visit of George Soros. In his 
speech Soros evaluated the activities ofMFOS and its achievements, and set the future goals. 

• '''Open Doors" a two day event showcasing the individuals and organizations working towards, and contributing to 
the creation of an open society in Mongolia on the occasion of 5th Anniversary of the Mongolian Foundation for 
Open Society (September 7-8, 2001). 

• Working visit by the Dutch judges-trainers (arranged by Center for International Legal Cooperation and the Dutch 
Judicial Training Center) to further assist 12 Mongolian judges-trainers at RCJ with development of content and 
methodology of selected training courses ofRCJ in October 15-19, 2001. 
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LEGAL RETRAINING CENTER (LRC) 

Training: 

• 45 days training for legal advisors was conducted in September and October 2001. 
• The next 45 days training will be conducted from October 22 till November 30, 2001 for advocates. 
• One week training on ''Trade Law" (tentative). 
• One-day computer training for judges and prosecutors within the DIAL Project. 

Events: The LRC Management Board meeting of October 5, 2001 discussed the following issues: 

i) LRC Activities Report for the first haif of year 2001; 
2) Training programs to be conducted within the framework of DIAL Project for next year. 

RETRAINING CENTER FOR JUDGES (RCJ) 

Training: 

• 2-week training for 40 judges from UB and Aimags were held in September and October. 
• 7 days training for judges and staff of the Huvsgul Aimag Court from September 28 till October I, 2001. The 

training was conducted on the following topics: 

- Concepts of Draft Civil, Civil Procedure, Criminal and Criminal Procedure Code 
- Court Management 
- Judicial Ethics. 

• The abovementioned 7 days training will be conducted in Domod Aimag Court (end of October) and in Hovd, 
Domogobi and Selenge Aimag Courts (November). 

Events: Within the framework of the "Training of Trainers" project 6 judges-trainers from the Netherlands will attend the 
classes of 12 Mongolian judges-trainers and provide advice (October 15-22, 2001). 

CENTER FOR LEGAL REFORM SUPPORT 

• The first edition of the "Professional Newspaper" funded by the GTZ was issued in the beginning of September. 
This edition contained various information such as comments to the draft Law on Administrative Courts, 
UNHCHR recommendations on the Implementation Report of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights in Mongolia and comments of judges on the necessity to amend the Civil Code. 

• The second release of the TV Program "For Your Legal Knowledge" under the topic "Court Decision 
Enforcement" broadcasted on October 6, 2001 was designed. to inform and explain the public about the problems 
related to the enforcement of court decisions, and the ways to resolve those problems. 

MONGOLIAN CRIME PREVENTION FOUNDATION 

The Foundation works with the objective to prevent crime and to support crime detection in Mongolia by implementing 
scientific research, surveys, training and other programs supported by the joint effort of those that are involved in the 
Criminal Procedure. 

Activities planned for the 3nl Quarter of 2001: 

• TV programs jointly with UB TV and the Traffic Police Department on: 

1. the Constitution of Mongolia, Law on Traffic Safety, Traffic Regulations and other relevant legislation; 
2. traffic lights; 
3. children and pedestrians; 
4. Driver's ethics and safety of transport vehicles; 
5. city and highway roads. 

• Publishing of articles on the abovementioned issues and of 6 new articles aimed. to prevent traffic infractions, 
violation of laws and legislation regarding environment protection, the Internet and taxation in the Auto Magazine 

• Other issues related to international relations and cooperation. 
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MONGOLIAN WOMEN LAWYERS ASSOCIATION 

Training: Legal knowledge training for non-legal professionals in 22 Soums and 6 Bags ofTuv Aimag in conjunction with 
"OyuntulhuuT Foundation". 

CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEVELOPMENT (CHRD) 

Conferences: Within the framework of a project supported by TRUST FUND a meeting on "Violence Against Women" took 
place on September 9, 200 1. CHRD members worked in close cooperation with the working group of legal professionals. 

• "National Human Rights Record 2001" to be finalized and published in October. 
• "Human Rights and the Police" TV program (10 series) broadcasted by Mongolian TV. 

NATIONAL CENTER AGAINST VIOLENCE 

• Launching of a community oriented three-year project in conjunction with the Swedish Association for Sex 
Education (RFSU). This project is funded by the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA). 

• Ministers of Justice and Home Affairs and the Social Welfare and Labor issued ajoint Decree on celebration of the 
20th Anniversary of becoming a signatory to the CEDAW. Several government and non-government organizations 
participated in the monthly (September 17 - October 17) campaign commemorating this Anniversary. The NCt\V's 
participation entailed activities such as providing legal and psychological advice, disseminating of related reference 
materials and manuals, demonstration of documentary films and distribution of clothes for women in the women's 
prison in Bayanzurh District (October 10-11). 

• 16 days media campaign promoting the International Day of Non-Violence Against Women and Girls (November 
25). 

• "Influence of prejudice about the men's and women's role on children" photo exhibition to open on November 21 
with the assistance of the British "Save the Children" Fund. 
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TAF 
GTZ 
HSS 
HURISTMON 
JICA 
JRP 
LRC 
NCAV 
MOJHA 
MFOS 
MWLA 
RCJ 
SGPO 
USAID 
WB 
GPO 
PA 

Mongolia Legal Reforms 2001 
Calendar of Training Events 

The Asia Foundation 
German Development Cooperation 
Harms-Seidel Foundation 
Project for developing the Plan for Ensuring Human Rights Protection 
Japanese Intemational Cooperation Agency 
Judicial Reform Project 
Legal Retraining Center 
National Center Against Violence 
Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs 
Mongolian Foundation for Open Society (SOROS Foundation) 
Mongolian Women Lawyers Association 
Retraining Center for Judges 
State General Prosecutor's Office 
U. S. Agency for Intemational Development 
World Bank 

General Police Department 
Police Academy 

Attachment 

OCTOBER 2001 . '. ... . .' .... . . 
. " . 

'.' 

. .. c·.·.: . 
DATE SPONSOR ATIENDEES LOCATION TOPIC 
28Sept-1 RCJ Judges and staff of the Aimag Huvsgul Aimag Concepts of Draft Civil, Civil Procedure, 

Court Criminal Criminal Procedure Code, Court 
ManaQement, Judicial Ethics 

1-2 HURISTMON National Coordinator, project Ulaanbaatar Workshop on plans for implementing 
team, local authorities, measures on the Human Rights 
research units protection 

2-4 SGPO/GTZ Prosecutors Dornogobi, Training on "Prosecutor's Manual" 
Gobisumber, 
Dundgobi, Umnugobi 
Aimaqs 

4-10 GTZ Some Districts of UB, Ulaanbaatar "Evaluation of Legal Knowledge 
Tuvaimag Dissemination" 

5-6 MWLA Trademark and Patent Law 
6-11 GTZ JudQes UvurhanQai Aimaq Civil Law 
6-18 MFOS Two Mongolian law professors attendingtraininQ in Kazakhstan 
17-26 GPD Officers and Senior Inspectors Ulaanbaatar Constitutional Law 

of District Police Departments Administrative Procedures 

18-19 HSS Legal professionals from Tsetserleg, Arhangai Public Law 
Arhangai, Bayanhongor, Aimag 
Uvurhangai 

20-25 GTZ Judges Domogobi Aimag Civil Law 
21-25 MFOS Two MonQolian Law Professors to attend street law clinic traininQ in Budapest, HunQarv 
22-30Nov LRC 15 advocates I Ulaanbaatar 45-day training 



.-
.. 

27-1 GTZ JudOes Gobisumber Aimag Civil Law 
HSS 3 training workshops: Ulaanbaatar Training on "Concept of the 

17-19 September Constitution", "Basic Obligations of .-
1-3 Oct, and 8-10 Oct, Administrative Organizations", 
for Officers and Senior "Relationship Between Citizens and 
Inspectors of District Police Administrative Organizations", 
Departments. "Accessible Administrative 

Organizations", "Submission of Claims 
by Citizens to Administrative 
Organizations", "Local Governance", 
"Administrative Court and Administrative 
Liabilities" 

Supreme Court A workshop on "Participation of Advocates in Civil and Criminal Procedures, Interaction of Courts with -Advocates, Issues on Human Rights Protection" to be organized jointly with the Mongolian Advocates 
Association 

Supreme Court A workshop on "Enhancement of Court Decision Enforcement Cooperation Efficiency, Assessment 
and Resolution of Related Issues" to be oroanized jOintly with the Court DeciSion Enforcement Agency -

GPO 4 prosecutors-authors of the Munich 14 days study tour 
"Prosecutor Manual" 

GPO 2 officers Moscow Administration Study 
Academy of the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs, Russia 
Saint-Petersburg Law 
University, Russia 

5 officers Volgograd Law School, 
Russia 

2 officers Police Academy, Turkey 

5 officers 
MFOS Series of meetings between General Police Department managers and members of public, 

government, NGOs and media regarding crime prevention efforts. 
NCAV Prosecutors Ulaanbaatar Seminar on Domestic Violence 

legislation 
LRC Judges, prosecutors Ulaanbaatar DIAL Project computer training course 

45 days training 
Leaal advisors 

RCJ Judges and staff of the Dornod aimag Concepts of Draft Civil, Civil Procedure, 
Aimag Court Criminal Criminal Procedure Code, Court 

Management, Judicial Ethics 
RCJ 40 judges from UB and Ulaanbaatar 2 week training 

Aimags 

NOVEMBER 2001 . . 
. - ... : ..... .• -.- -co . 

. ..•. . .. 

DATE SPONSOR ATTENDEES LOCATION TOPIC 
2-4 SGPO/GTZ Prosecutors Dornogobi, Gobisumber, Training on "Prosecutor's Manual" 

Dundgobi, Umnugobi 
. Aimaas 

7-9 JRP Judges, prosecutors, Ulaanbaatar "Adversarial Process" 
advocates from Ulaanbaatar 



12-19 HURISTMON Key stakeholders in formulation Thailand and Philippines Study tour 
and further implementation of 
the NHRAP, including 
members of the National 
Coordinating Committee (NCC) ... as well as national volunteers 
active in 
human rights field 

RCJ Judges and staff of the Aimag Hovd, Dornogobi, Concepts of Draft Civil, Civil Procedure, 
Court Selenge Aimags Criminal, Criminal Procedure Code, Court 

Manaqement, Judicial Ethics 
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November 15, 2001 

MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM (JRP) 

The Judicial Reform Program is a USAID funded project providing assistance to the Government of Mongolia in 
implementing the Strategic Plan fOf the Justice System of Mongolia. The JRP officially opened its office in Ulaanbaatar in 
April 2001. 

Training: 

• An interactive training on Case Management and Court Administration for the District Court judges of VB was 
conducted on October 26. 

• An interactive training on Adversarial Process for judges, prosecutors, advocates from UB was organized on 
November 7-9. 22 judges, prosecutors, advocates from VB participated in this training. Representatives from GCe, 
RCJ, GPO and Capital City, District Prosecutor's Offices, members of the Open Debates Society and law drafting 
working groups from SIH and MoJHA, and participants of the previous training participated as observers. 

• Preparatory works for establishing the JRP website with links to the Parliament. Prime Minister'S Office, MoJHA 
and Supreme Court to be completed by end of November. 

• Providing the GCC, the Capital City and some District Courts with computer equipment to enhance case 
management and transparency. 

• Assessment of the Dundgobi, Gobisumber Aimag and Nalaih District Courts was made for technical needs during 
the period of October-November. 

• Draft Workplan for 2002 submitted to members of the JRP Coordinating Board. 
• Recommendations to the Judicial Code of Ethics (November 19, 2001) provided to GCC. 

TSETS (CONSTITUTIONAL COURT) 

Events: The Chainnan of the Tsets Mr. N. Jantsan participated in the celebration of the 10th Anniversary of the 
Constitutional Court of Russia upon the invitation of its Chainnan Mr. M. Baglai (October 31- November 4,2001, Moscow). 
Constitutional Court delegations of27 countries participated in the International Conference «The New Century 
ConstitutionaJ Court" organized in commemoration of this Anniversary. Mr. N. Jantsan had a personal meeting with Mr. M. 
Baglai. 

Vladimir Putin, President of Russia gave a speech at the Conference and had a separate meeting with the participants. 

SUPREME COURT 

Training: 

• A workshop on "Participation of Advocates in Civil and Criminal Procedures, Interaction of Courts with 
Advocates, Issues on Human Rights Protection" to be organized jointly with the Mongolian Advocates Association 
(November, 200 I). 

• A workshop on "Enhancement of Court Decision Enforcement Cooperation Efficiency, Assessment and Resolution 
of Related Issues" was organized jointly with the Court Decision Enforcement Agency on November 2, 2001. 

• In October the Supreme Court conducted an inspection of the Capital City, Bayanzurh, Songinohairhan, Han-Uul 
and Baganuur District Courts regarding the adjudication of criminal cases and several other issues. A similar 
inspection is being conducted in Dornod and Domogohi Aimags. 

• The Supreme Court Administrative Department, the Research Center and the Union of Young Lawyers wi1l 
organize a discussion on "The Role of the Legal Staffin Judicial Refonn" among assistants to judges, secretaries of 
court proceedings of the Capital City and all District Courts (last week of November). 

-. 
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GENERAL COUNCIL OF COURTS (GCC) 

Meetings: The following regular Session of the GCe will be held on November 27. The issues on the agenda are as renows: 

- modifications to the Judicial Selection Procedure 
- modifications to the Judicial Code of Ethics 
- presenting candidates for judicial office selected on November 15, 2001 for appointment to the President of 

Mongolia. 

Events: On November 15 the Judicial Professional Committee will conduct the examination of candidates for the following 
positions: 

- Chief Judge, Hentii Aimag Court 
- Chief Judge, Bayanhongor Aimag Court 
- Chief Judge, Harharin Inter-Soum Court of Uvurhangai Aimag 
- several positions of Inter-Soum Courts Judges. 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF MONGOLIA 

Events: Working Groups for drafting "Law on Procedures for Amendments and Alterations to the Constitution of Mongolia" 
and "Law on Promotion and Advertisement in Mongolia" are set up by the respective Resolutions of the President of 
Mongolia. 

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND HOME AFFAIRS (MoJHA) 

Law Drafting; 

• The draft of the Cabinet's opinion and conclusion on the "Law on Application of Law Provisions" initiated by MP 
L. Enebish was developed and submitted to the Cabinet Secretariat. 

• The bills on amending the Law on Health, Law on Drugs, and Law on Citizens' Health Insurance were revised and 
edited. 

Recommendations and proposals to; 

Draft Resolutions of the State Ih Hural: 
• on Measures to Enforce the Law on Support of Regional Development 
• on Law Drafting 
• on Approving the General Scheme of the Regional Coordinating Boards 
• on Setting the Wage Scale of State Ih Hura! Employees, High-ranking Officials, Prosecutors, and Judges 
• on Delegation of Power. 

Other: 
• Draft Government Resolution on "Measures Regarding the Erdenet Enterprise" 
• Development Loan Agreement Between the Government of Mongolia and International Development Association 
• Loan Agreement Between Mongol Bank and leo of Spain 
• Draft Protocol on Trade and Economic Development Between the Governments of Mongolia and Russia. 

• Methodology for developing draft law concepts, the standard models for developing draft laws, and the structure of 
the unit to implement the "Judicial and Legal Refonn Program" funded by the World Bank were adopted by the 
respective resolutions of the Minister of Justice and Home Affairs. In addition, the Joint Resolution of the Minister 
of Justice and Home Affairs and the Supreme Court Chief Justice on "Measures to be taken in Connection with the 
Registration of Immovable Property" was passed and is being enforced. 

• A handbook on legal cooperation was prepared and delivered to the newly appointed Ambassadors. 
• Deputy Minister of Justice and Home Affairs Ts. Munh-Orgil is accompanying the Prime Minister on his official 

visit to the United States. 
• MoJHA inspected the activities of its Implementor)' Agency the Fire Fighting Department. 
• The progress and results of the Anti-alcohol campaign were reported to the President and a press conference was 

organized in this regard. 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS (MFA) 

Events; The Cabinet meeting discussed and endorsed the authority of MFA to sign up to the International Convention on 
Against Financing Terrorism of 1999. 
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GENERAL PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE (GPO) 

Conferences: A delegation of Mongolian prosecutors headed by the Prosecutor General attended the Conference of 
Prosecutor Generals of Asian and European countries in Guangzhou, China (November 12-19,2001). 

Events: The General Prosecutor's Office inspected the operation of the Capital City and all District Prosecutor's Offices in 
the IS! quarter of2001 and conducted the 2nd stage inspection in October, 2001. 

GENERAL POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Training: 

• The opening ceremony of the 2001-2002 Academic Year for Senior Police Officers was held on November I, 
2001. Dr. Lhaashid, Prof., Head of the Management Department, Management Academy gave a lecture on 
"Development Problems of the Modem World and Mongolia". 

• Several police officers will attended a training course on "Combating drugs" conducted by the Turkish Police in 
November (Ankara, Turkey). 

• Training on Teaching Methodology for officers-instructors of the "Training for Center Recruits" was conducted on 
October 25-26,2001. 

Events! The delegation of Mongolian Police officials participated in the round table meeting of Immigration, Customs, Tax 
and Police organizations of Mongolia and Russia (November, 2001, Ulaan-Ud, Russia). 

Statistical data: 

• 19,222 crimes registered in the first 10 months of year 2001: 

44.8% -
52.9% -
0.2% 
2.1% -

in Ulaanbaatar 
in the countryside 
in the aviation sector 
in railway sector. 

• Compared to the first 10 months of last year the number of crimes decreased by 2.0%, the number of unsolved 
cases decreased by 6.7% or by 139 cases and the level of detection of crimes is 90% and increased by 0.5%. 

• The composition of perpetrators is as follows: 8.4% - women, 7.9% -minors, 68.2% - persons 18-35 years of age, 
24.9% - workers and herders, 4.8% - public servants, 3.7% - students, 64.1 % -unemployed persons. 

COURT DECISION ENFORCEMENT AGENCY (CDEA) 

• The "Erel" unified activities for capturing fugitives were conducted in conformity with the Decree of the Head of 
the CDEA. As a result 5 fugitives were caught during the period of November 1-15,2001. 

• A 3 months campaign on enforcement of court orders related to social insurance and tax payment is being 
conducted by the CDEAjointly with the General Departments for Social Insurance and Taxation. 

Training: 

• The Heads of the Zuunharaa and Darit penitentiaries Mr. Sugarjav and Mr. Battsooj are participating in the 
International Conference for Senior Officers of Penitentiaries (Popova, Poland). 

• CDEA is conducting a training on the "Methodology of Diagnosing and Remedying of Tuberculosis" for senior 
officers and doctors of prison hospitals jointly with Soras Foundation and the National Tuberculosis Center 
(November 5-16, 2001). 

MONGOLIAN ADYOCATES ASSOCIATION (MAA) 

Training: 

• 3 advocates participated in a 4-day "Training of Trainers on Human Rights" organized by Amnesty International. 
• The MAA in cooperation with the Hanns-Seidel Academy of Legal EdUcation is planning to organize four training 

courses On the new Criminal, Criminal Procedure Codes and the Law on Administrative Court (2002). Each 
training will involve 24 advocates from VB and the countryside. 
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4 MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROJECT 

Events: The President of MAA approved the "Methodical Recommendations for Defense in Criminal Cases" and 
"Standpoint of Defense" by Decree 40 of October, 2001 and Decree 45 of November, 2001 respectively. 

NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION OF MONGOLIA 

Conference: The workshop on "Enhancing Cooperation of Human Rights Organizations" organized jointly with the 
UNHCHR (October 8-9, 2001) discussed the cooperation of government and non-government organizations to establish 
human rights traditions and practice. A broad spectrum of government and non-government organizations dealing with 
human rights issues, and donor organizations were represented at the workshop. 

• The Commission invited representatives of central and daily newspapers to discuss the possible ways of 
cooperation in order to foster and protect human rights. This meeting took place on October 18 and resulted in 
defining the guidelines for cooperation. 

• In commemoration of the International Human Rights Day the Commission announced a contest for the best essay, 
composition, radio, TV program on human rights issues among journalists, reporters and publishers. The materials 
will be accepted till November 20 and the winners awarded on December 10, the Human Rights Day. The purpose 
of this contest is to provide evidence of violation, contradictions, problematic issues on human rights, and by 
conveying this message to the public and relevant state institutions to secure the appropriate measures. 

• On December 10, 2001 the Commission shall presentthe Final Report of the Baseline Study. The same day the 
Commission wil1launch a new project to be implemented in cooperation with the UNHRHC and UNDP. 

GERMAN DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION (GTZ) 

Training: 

• A seminar on "The Evaluation of Legal Knowledge Dissemination" organized in cooperation with MoJHA, the 
Sociology, Philosophy and Law Institutes of the Academy of Science was in October. Within the framework of this 
seminar a public opinion survey was conducted in some US Districts and Tuv Aimag to evaluate the radio and TV 
Programs such as "Dens", "Legal hour" and" Street Law" (October 4·10). 

• The Mongolian Government in conjunction with the State Ih Hural Secretariat and MoJHA organized a Conference 
on the new Draft Civil Code presented to the Parliament. Dr. Rolf Knieper, Professor of the Bremen University, 
GTZ Program Coordinator was invited to in this Conference (middle of October). 

• A seminar on the new Draft Civil Code for members of the Legal and Economic Standing Committees of SIH and 
drafting groups will be organized in the middle of November. 

• The regular training for judges of the Capital City and District Courts shall be held on November 30 in cooperation 
with the Capital City Court. 

Events: The "Legal hour" TV program is being broadcasted on Wednesdays every two weeks on Mongolian National TV 
(ongoing). 

HANNS-SEIDEL FOUNDATION (HSS) 

Training: 

• Regional training on "Public Law" for legal professionals from Arhangai, Bayanhongor and Uvurhangai Aimags in 
Tsetserleg, Arhangai Aimag (October 18-19, 2001). 

• Training for legal professionals from several Ministries and Agencies on "Concept of the Constitution", "Basic 
Obligations of Administrative Organizations", "Relationship Between Citizens and Administrative Organizations", 
"Accessible Administrative Organizations" and "Submission of Claims by Citizens to Administrative 
Organizations", "Local Governance", "Administrative Court and Administrative Liabilities" (September 17-19, 
October 1-3, 8-10, 2001). 

• Academy for Legal Edocation in cooperation with MoJHA organized workshops for local Government officers of 
12 Aimags in 4 different locations. 

Conferences: International Symposium in Commemoration of the 80th Anniversary of establishing the Mongolian Justice 
System will be held on November 30, 2001 in Ulaanbaatar ("Improvement of the Justice System"). 

• Assistance in providing equipment for the Unified Infonnation System (UIS) to various legal institutions in 
cooperation with GTZ and Soros Foundation. 

• Technical assistance in refurbishing the Supreme Court courtroom. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS STRENGTHENING IN MONGOLIA - HURISTIMON (UNDP/OHCHR Joint Project) 
Development of the National Human Rights Action Program of Mongolia - NHRAP of Mongolia 

Training: Key stakeholders in fonnulation and further implementation of the NHRAP, including members of the National 
Coordinating Committee (NeC) as weB as national volunteers active in human rights field are on a study tour to Thailand 
(November 12-17). The second group will visit Philippines on November 19-26. 

Conferences: "Human Rights National Conference" will be held on the International Human Rights Day (December 10, 
2001). 

• Human Rights promotion by the National TV channel, radio and newspapers during the period July-December 
2001. 

• Developing of an initial draft proposal on Human Rights Protection in September-November 20Ot. 
• Approval ofHR Protection draft proposal at the local level by the Citizen's Councils in December 2001. 

SOROS FOUNDATION 

Events: Working visit by the Dutch judges-trainers (arranged by Center for International Legal Cooperation and the Dutch 
Judicial Training Center) to further assist 12 Mongolian judges-trainers at RCJ with development of content and 
methodology of selected training courses ofRCJ in October 15-19, 2001. 

LEGAL RETRAINING CENTER (LRC) 

Training: The next 45 days training will be conducted from October 22 till November 30, 2001 for advocates. 

Events: The LRC Management Board meeting of October 5, 2001 discussed the following issues: 

I) LRC Activities Report for the first half of year 2001; 
2) Training programs to be conducted within the framework of DIAL Project for next year. 

RETRAINING CENTER FOR JUDGES (RCJ) 

Training: 

• 7 days training for judges and staff of the HuvsguJ Aimag Court from September 28 till October 1,2001. The 
training was conducted on the following topics: 

- Concepts of Draft Civil, Civil Procedure, Criminal and Criminal Procedure Code 
- Court Management 
- Judicial Ethics. 

• The abovementioned 7 days training will be conducted in Domod Aimag Court (end of October) and in Hovd, 
Domogobi and Selenge Aimag Courts (November). 

Events: Within the framework of the "Training of Trainers" project 6 judges-trainers from the Netherlands will attend the 
classes of 12 Mongolian judges-trainers and provide advice (October 15-22, 2001). 

MONGOLIAN CRIME PREVENTION FOUNDATION 

The Foundation works with the objective to prevent crime and to support crime detection in Mongolia by implementing 
scientific research, surveys, training and other programs supported by the joint effort of those that are involved in the 
Criminal Procedure. 

Events; Articles aimed to prevent traffic infractions on the subject of traffic regulations and school children, pedestrians, 
traffic lights and signs, city roads published in the Auto Magazine November issue. 
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MONGOLIAN WOMEN LAWYERS ASSOCIATION 

Training: Legal knowledge training for non-legal professionals in 22 Soums and 6 Bags ofTuv Aimag in conjunction with 
"Oyuntulhuur Foundation". 

CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEVELOPMENT (CHRD) 

• "National Human Rights Record 2001" finalized and published in October. 
• "Human Rights and the Police" TV program (to series) broadcasted by Mongolian TV. 

CENTER FOR LEGAL REFORM SUPPORT 

Events: The special edition of the "Professional Newspaper" funded by the GTZ will cover the reading of the Draft Civil 
Code by the State Ih Hural. This edition will also publish the speeches and presentations of participants to the "Free Market 
Economy· and the New Draft Civil Code" Conference organized by GTZ on October 24, 2001. The special edition will be 
issued on November 16, 200 1. 

NATIONAL CENTER AGAINST VIOLENCE 

• Launching of a community oriented three-year project in conjunction with the Swedish Association for Sex 
Education (RFSU). This project is funded by the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA). 

• Ministers of Justice and Home Affairs and the Social Welfare and Labor issued ajoint Decree on celebration of the 
20111 Anniversary of becoming a signatory to the CEDA W. Several government and non-government organizations 
participated in the monthly (September 17 - October 17) campaign commemorating this Anniversary. The NCA V's 
participation entailed activities such as providing legal and psychological advice, disseminating of related reference 
materials and manuals, demonstration of documentary films and distribution of clothes for women in the women's 
prison in Bayanzurh District (October 10-11). 

• 16 days media campaign promoting the International Day of Non-Vioh~nce Against Women and Girls (November 
25). 

• "Influence of prejudice about the men's and women's role on children" photo exhibition to open on November 21 
with the assistance of the British "Save the Children" Fund. 

CITY LIBRARY 

Events: A Promotion Day of the Legal Information Center of the Central Library ofUlaanbaatar named after D. Natsagdorj 
will take place on November 30, 2001. The management of all legal institutions and law schools are invited to the event. The 
agenda and relevant infonnation will be placed on the Legal Information Center's WEB site http://www.mclibrary.edu.mni. 
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Court Decision Enforcement 
Geneml Police Department 
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Attachment 

HSS 
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Project for developing the Plan for Ensuring Human Rights Protection 
Japanese International Coopemtion Agency 

JRP 
LRC 
MAA 
MFOS 
MOJHA 
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NCAV 
PA 
RCJ 
SGPO 
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WB 

Judicial Reform Project 
Legal Retraining Center 
Mongolian Advocates Association 
Mongolian Foundation for Open Society (SOROS Foundation) 
Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs 
Mongolian Women Lawyers Association 
National Center Against Violence 
Police Academy 
Retmining Center for Judges 
State General Prosecutor's Office 
The Asia Foundation 
U. S. Agency for International Development 
World Bank 

NOVEMBER 20D1 . .' 
'. 

.. 

DATE SPONSOR ATTENDEES LOCATION TOPIC 
1 GPD Senior Police Officers Ulaanbaatar "Development Problems of the Modem 

World and MonQolia" 
1 Criminal Police Police officers of UB and local Ulaanbaatar One month retraining 

Department and Police Departments 
Police Academy 

2 Supreme Court A workshop on "Enhancement of Court Decision Enforcement Cooperation Efficiency, Assessment 
and Resolution of Related Issues" to be organized jointly with the Court Decision Enforcement 
Agency 

5-16 CDEA/MFOS Senior officers and doctors of Ulaanbaatar "Methodology of Diagnosing and 
National prison hospitals Remedying of Tuberculosis" 
Tuberculosis 
Center 

7-9 JRP Judges, prosecutors, Ulaanbaatar Adversarial process 
advocates from Ulaanbaatar 

12-26 HURISTMON Key stakeholders in fonnulation Thailand and Study tour 
and further implementation of Philippines 
the NHRAP, including 
members of the National 
Coordinating Committee (NCC) 
as well as national volunteers 
aclivein 
Human rights field 

30 GTZ Judges of the Cap~al City and Ulaanbaatar Regular training 
Dislrict Courts 

Oct 22 till LRC Advocates Ulaanbaatar 45 days training 
Nov 30 

--
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Regular specialized training 

"Human Rights" program 

Criminal, Criminal 
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MONGOLIA JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM (JRP) 

The Judicial Refonn Program is a USAID funded project providing assistance to the Govermnent of Mongolia in 
implementing the Strategic Plan for the Justice System of Mongoiia. 

Training: An interactive training on Adversarial Process for judges, prosecutors, and advocates from UB was organized on 
November 7-9. 22 judges, prosecutors, advocates from UB participated in this training. Representatives from GCe, RCJ, 
GPO and Capital City. District Prosecutor's Offices, members of the Open Debates Society and law drafting working groups 
from SIH and MoJHA, and participants of the previous training participated as observers. 

• The JRP website with links to the Parliament, Prime Minister's Office, MoJHA and Supreme Court will be 
launched on January 1,2002. 

• Recommendations to the Judicial Code of Ethics (November 19, 2001) provided to GCC. 
• The Coordinating Board of JRP convened on November 28 to discuss the JRP Workplan 2002. 
• Report and recommendations on the "Structure and Functionality of the GCC" (November 29,2001) developed. 
• The GeC and the Capital City Court were provided computer equipment in accordance with the JRP Workplan. 

TSETS (CONSTITUTIONAL COURT) 

Session: The Constitutional Court Middle Bench will hear a case initiated by V. Udval, Member ofthe Constitutional Court 
based on the claim submitted by P.Battogtoh on December 19,2001. Citizen P. Battogtoh claims that the provisions of the 
"Law on Administrative Liabilities" and "Law Imposing Labor as Administrative Sanction" are misinterpreting the concept 
of «arrest" indicated in the Article 16, Part 13 of the Constitution. 

• The Chairman of the Tsets Mr. N. Jantsan participated in the celebration of the 10lh Anniversary of the 
Constitutional Court of Russia upon the invitation of its Chairman Mr. M. Baglai (October 31- November 4, 2001, 
Moscow). Constitutional Court delegations of27 countries participated in the International Conference "The New 
Century Constitutional Court" organized in commemoration of this Anniversary. Mr. N. Jantsan had a personal 
meeting with Mr. M. Baglai. Vladimir Putin, President of Russia gave a speech at the Conference and had a 
separate meeting with the participants. 

• N. Jantsan, Chairman of the Constitutional Tsets gave a presentation at the Conference organized in 
commemoration of the 10lh Anniversary of the new Constitution of Mongolia and the International Day of Human 
Rights. In his presentation "Human Rights and the judiciary" he pointed out Constitution and the Judiciary are the 
major guarantees of human rights and that the protection of human rights and its implementation is the basic 
principle of democracy. Also he mentioned about the role of the Tsets in protecting human rights and gave 
examples of serious violation of human rights in Mongolia. 

SUPREME COURT 

Training: 

• A workshop on "Enhancement of Court Decision Enforcement Cooperation Efficiency, Assessment and Resolution 
of Related Issues" was organized jointly with the Court Decision Enforcement Agency on November 2, 2001. 

• A workshop on "Participation of Advocates in Civil and Criminal Procedures, Interaction of Courts with 
Advocates, Issues on Human Rights Protection" was organized jointly with the Mongolian Advocates Association 
on December 6, 200 1. As a result a joint Recommendation of the Supreme Court Chief Justice and the President of 
MAA on the ethical conduct and more active participation of advocates in the adjudication process will be issued. 

Events: The Supreme Court Administrative Department, the Research Center and the Union of Young Lawyers organized a 
round table discussion on "The Role of the Legal Staff in Judicial Reform" among assistants to judges, secretaries of court 
proceedings of the Capital City and all District Courts (November 29,2001). Ch. Ganbat, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court 
and Robert La Mont, Chief of Party of the JRP participated in the discussions. 
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GENERAL COUNCIL OF COURTS (Gcq 

Meetings: The regular Session of the Gee was held on November 27. The decisions issued are as follows: 

1. Modifications to the Judicial Selection Procedure were accepted and the Gee staff shall incorporate the 
recommendations and opinions raised during the session; 

2. The draft Judicial Code of Ethics will be modified and amended after getting the input of judges; 
3. Candidates for judicial office selected on November 15, 2001 shall be presented for appointment to the President of 

Mongolia: T. Davaasuren - as Chief Judge ofUvurhangai Aimag Second Inter-Soum Court; 
B. Tungalagsaihan - as Chief Judge of Arhangai Aimag First Inter-Soum Court; 
T. Batsaihan - as Judge ofUvurhangai Aimag Second Inter-Soum Court; 
N. Batchimeg - as Judge of Dornogobi Aimag Inter-Soum Court. 

4. The report of the Judicial Retraining Center was discussed. 

• The Judicial Professional Committee conducted the examination of candidates for the following positions: 
- Chief Judge, Hentii Aimag Court ' 
- Chief Judge, Bayanhongor Aimag Court 
- Judge of the Capital City Court. 

6 persons applied for the position of the Capital City Court judge, from which 2 candidates were qualified by the 
Judicial Professional Committee and submitted to the GCC for selection. 

• The joint inspection by the Supreme Court and GCC of the Umnugobi Aimag Court was conducted on December 
7-14. 

• The GCC transferred their 5 used computers to Umnugobi, Bulgan, Selenge, Orhon Aimag and Harhorin Inter
Soum Courts after receiving computer equipment from JRP. 

ARHANGAI AIMAG COURT 

Training: Regular and specialized training for judges and staff are being conducted according to an approved plan. 

• Promotion of court activities and legal advice on "Tamir" TV, the local TV network. 
• The Court activities report based on the year 2001 statistical data shall be released through the local mass media. 
• The Court will evaluate the activities of year 200 I and detennine. the objectives and goals for year 2002. 
• Proposals regarding the local program on protection of human rights was submitted to the Aimag Citizens 

Representative's Hural and discussed by the Hural on December 12,2001. 

OFFICE OF THE ~RESIDENT OF MONGOLIA 

• The President of Mongolia expressed his opinion in his letter ElIO of December 12, 2001 with regard to the 
consideration of the draft Criminal, Civil, Criminal Procedure and Civil Procedure Codes at the Parliament. 

• Working Groups for drafting "Law on Procedures for Amendments and Alterations to the Constitution of 
Mongolia" and "Law on Promotion and Advertisement in Mongolia" were set up by the respective Resolutions of 
the President of Mongolia. 

SECRETARIAT OF STATE IH HURAL 

• Member of Parliament N. Bayartsaihan, Chainnan of the Budget Standing Committee held a press conference with 
regard to the adoption of the State Budget for year 2002. 

• MP Ts. Damiran held a press conference on amendments and alterations to the Law on Civil Aviation. 
• Members of Parliament Ts. Baasanjav, E. Gombojav, N. Gerelsuren and Ts. Nyam-Osorrequested the Minister of 

Infrastructure B. Jigjid to review the reasons for public and administrative organizations to increase the cost of 
water, garbage usage and the proposal to increase"the public transportation cost for elderly and disabled citizens. 
They regard the above measures as serious violation of their rights that are causing public protest and anger and 
require that appropriate measures be taken in order to eliminate the conflict. 

• During the last month the State Ih Hural Secretariat received 175 letters that raised 237 issues from which 51 were 
related to the State and Government po1icy and activities, and to the draft Laws that are under consideration in 
Parliament. 
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• Interviews in commemoration of the 10th Anniversary of the new democratic Constitution with ex-members of the 
People's Ih Hural and State Baga HuraJ are being released twice a week by the mass media. P. Ochirbat, the first 
President of Mongolia, J. Urtnasan, ex-Chainnan of the People's Ih Hural, B. Chimid, Honored Lawyer, L. 
Dashnyam, ex-member of the People's Ih Hurai, S. Tumur, current MP, D. Lamjav, ex-member of the State Baga 
Hural, and N. Jantsan, Head of the Constitutional Court have been interviewed thus far .. 

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND HOME AFFAIRS (MoJHA) 

Recommendations and proposals to: 

• The conclusions of the Government to the drafts of the Law on MONTSAME Infonnation Agency of Mongolia, 
Civil Code, Law on State Audit, Law on Court Decision Enforcement, Law on Amending the Banking Law were 
discussed at the Cabinet meeting. 

• Conclusions and recommendations were given on: 

Law on Amending the Law on Financial Audit 
Law on Amending the Law on Natural Environment 
Law on Amending the Law on Forestry 
Law on Amending the Law on Hunting 
Draft Law on State Language 
Draft Law on Vocational Education 
Draft Law on Amending the Law on Culture 
Draft Law on Exemption from Customs Duties and VAT 
Draft Law on Building International Engineering Constructions on the Territory of Mongolia 
Draft Law on Citizen's Health Insurance, etc. 

• The draft of the State Ih Hural Resolution on the Expected Number, Composition and Allocation of Migrants 
between 2000-2004 years in Mongolia was developed and submitted to the Cabinet for consideration. 

• The MoJHA submitted 13 proposals on the Cabinet orders, 2 on the Prime Minister's resolution, and 2 on the 
Cabinet session minutes. 

• A recommendation was given on the amendments to the bilateral agreement on Assistance to the State Auditing 
Committee, on Supporting the Privatization of Veterinary Services, and Training Power Station Employees 
between the Government of Mongolia and Germany. 

• Ts. Nyamdorj, Minister of Justice and Home Affairs has been on an official visit to Japan on December 7-12, 2001. 
• V. A. Evdokimov, Deputy Minister of Justice of Russia and the General Director of the World Intellectual Property 

Organization Kamil Idris paid visits to Mongolia. 
• The delegation of the Immovable Property Agency visited Russia. 
• The guide to the MoJHA has been prepared and published. 
• The MoJHA has conducted inspection on the activities of Office for Registration ofImmovabIe Property and of the 

Tuv Aimag Police Unit. 
• The results of the "Rule of Law - Justice System" contest organized in cooperation with the Hanns-Seidel 

Foundation in commemoration of the 80fh Anniversary of the Justice System were announced. 
• In commemoration of the 80fb Anniversary of the development of the Mongolian Justice System officers of Legal 

Departments of the Aimag and Capital City Governor's Offices were evaluated and awarded. 
• Two special editions of "Shine Tovchoo" radio program were broadcasted on the occasion of the 80th Anniversary 

of the Justice System. 
• "Dens" TV program was released on MN-25 TV according to the schedule. 
• The Legal Infonnation Promotion and Training Cabinet and the joint WEB site of all legal institutions was 

launched on November 29,2001. 
• The regular meeting of the Coordinating Council on Preventing Crime discussed the "Implementation of the Anti

theft Program and its Problems" report (Sh. Boldbaatar, Deputy Head of GPD), the report on solving the issue of 
homeless in Ulaanbaatar (R. Jarnbaa, State Secretary of the MoL), and the report of state administrative and law 
enforcement institutions of Hentii and Suhebaatar Aimags on crime prevention. 

• The Rules for the Coordinating Council's Support Staff were adopted by the joint Resolution N0282 of the 
Minister of Justice and Home Affairs and the Chair of the Coordinating Council. 

Statistics: 

• MoJHA received 76 written and 89 oral petitions from citizens, 142 of which were resolved in due time and 23 are 
pending. 

• 27 NGOs, 3 Trade Unions. 5 condominium associations, I 1 media organizations, and 3 religious organizations 
were registered to date. 

• 5 I Copyright, 15 Brand name, and 46 Patent Certificates were issued to date. 
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• 2 requests for immigration, 3 applications for peffi1anent residency from foreigners married to Mongolian citizens 
and 2 applications for long tenn residency, in total 7 applications were satisfied. 

• 689 requests from Kazahs to leave the country are submitted to the President's Office for approval. 
• 5 applications for withdrawal from Mongolian citizenship are submitted to the relevant authorities. At present 3 

requests are approved by the President's Resolution No70. 
• 68 persons received residence pennission, 196 persons extended their residence pennission, 87 persons made 

changes in address. 65 persons newly arrived for business and private purposes were registered, 21 persons were 
removed from the registrar, and 401 invitations were issued. 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS (MFA) 

Events; The Cabinet meeting discussed and endorsed the authority of MFA to sign up to the International Convention on 
Against Financing Terrorism of 1999. 

GENERAL PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE (GPO) 

Conferences: 

• A delegation of Mongolian prosecutors headed by the Prosecutor General attended the Conference of Prosecutor 
Generals of Asian and European countries in Guangzhou, China (November 12-19,2001). 

• D. Tserenbaltav, Deputy Prosecutor General attended the meeting on the implementation of the project on 
development of a National Plan on ensuring human rights in Mongolia (November 17-27, 2001, Manila, 
Philippines). 

• The GPO established its Press Department. 
• The delegation headed by V. A. Evdokimov, Deputy Minister of Justice of Russia who was invited in connection 

with the 80lh Anniversary of the Justice System of Mongolia visited the General Prosecutor's Office. 
• The" Procedure on Issuing Ranks to Prosecutors" was adopted by the President's Decree No 89 of November 27, 

2001. 

GENERAL POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Training: 

• The Criminal Police Department and Police Academy conducted ajoint training for police officers ofUJaanbaatar 
and local Police Departments (November 1 - December 1, 2001). 

• Several police officers attended a training course on "Combating drugs" conducted by the Turkish Police in 
November (Ankara, Turkey). 

• The delegation of Mongolian Police officials participated in the round table meeting of Immigration, Customs, Tax 
and Police organizations of Mongolia and Russia (November, 2001, UJaan-Ude, Russia). 

• The GPD delegation headed by D. Sandag-Ochir visited Gennany upon the invitation of the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs of Germany. The delegation was introduced with the structure, organization and activities of the German 
Criminal Police Department. 

Statistical data: 21,611 crimes registered in the first I 1 months of year 200 I: 44.5% - in Ulaanbaatar 
53.2% - in the countryside 
0.2% in the aviation sector 
2.0% - in railway sector. 

In comparison to the same period of last year the crime decreased by 0.3%. 

COURT DECISION ENFORCEMENT AGENCY (CDEA) 

Training: 

• CDEA is conducting training on the "Methodology of Diagnosing and Remedying of Tuberculosis" for senior 
officers and doctors of prison hospitals jointly with Soros Foundation and the National Tuberculosis Center 
(November 5-16,2001). 
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• Lieutenant-Colonel D. Davaa-Ochir, Head of the Capital City Court Decision Enforcement Department departed to 
attend the 9111 Session of the Mongolian and Russian Intergovernmental Commission to be held on December 20-30, 
2001 in Moscow. 

• The "Erel" unified activities for capturing fugitives were conducted in confonnity with the Decree of the Head of 
the CDEA. As aresuit 21 fugitives were caught during the period of November 1-30, 2001. As of December 1, 
2001 149 (88.6%) fugitives from the total of 168 were caught, the remaining 19 fugitives are being searched. In 
comparison with last year the number of fugitives decreased by 48.7%. 

• 170 alcoholics are being treated at the Bagahangai Rehabilitation Center. 
• A 3 months campaign on enforcement of court orders related to social insurance and tax payment is being 

conducted by the CDEAjointIy with the General Departments for Social Insurance and Taxation. 

Statistical Data: As of December 1,2001 CDEA received 75,209 court orders with the total amount of 114.6 billion ¥. 
19,327 court orders with the total amount of 33.4 bil1ion ¥ are enforced; 17,739 court orders with the total amount of29.3 
trillion ¥ are in process; 49.3% of court orders and 54.7% of the collections are enforced. 

MONGOLIAN ADVOCATES ASSOCIATION (MAA) 
Training: 

• The MAA in cooperation with the Hanns-Seidel Academy of Legal Education is planning to organize four training 
courses on the new Criminal, Criminal Procedure Codes and the Law on Administrative Court (2002). Each 
training will involve 24 advocates from UB and the countryside. 

• Ts.Tserenjee, Director of"Erdem" Legal Aid Bureau gave a presentation on "Protection of Property Rights" at the 
"Debates on the Draft Civil Code" held in December at the NUM Law Faculty for law professors and advocates. 

Events: The Norwegian Bar Association will grant equipment for 50,OOOUS$ in year 2002 in response to the MAA's request 
to the International Bar Association. 

NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION OF MONGOLIA 

Conference: The Conference "Human Rights and the Constitution" was organized in cooperation with the State Ih Rural, 
UNDP, HURISTMON (Project for Development of the National Human Rights Action Program of Mongolia) in 
commemoration of the 10'h Anniversary of the new Constitution of Mongoiia and the International Human Rights Dayan 
December 10, 2001. The Commission presented the Final Report of the Human Rights Baseline Study, and handed the 
"Human Rights Baseline Study Report 2001" brochure to the participants. A new project on capacity building of the National 
Human Rights Commission of Mongolia supported by UNDP was officially launched during the closing ceremony of the 
Conference. 

Events: In commemoration of the International Human Rights Day the Commission announced a contest for the best essay, 
composition, radio, TV program on human rights issues among journalists, reporters and publishers. The materials were 
accepted till November 20 and the winners awarded on December 10, the Human Rights Day. The purpose ofthis contest is 
to provide evidence of violation, contradictions, problematic issues on human rights, and by conveying this message to the 
public and relevant state institutions to secure the appropriate measures. 

GERMAN DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION (GTZ) 

Training: 

• A seminar on the new Draft Civil Code for members of the Legal and Economic Standing Committees ofSIH and 
drafting groups was organized in the middle of November. 

• The regular training for judges of the Capital City and District Courts was held on November 30 in cooperation 
with the Capital City Court. 

• The "Legal hour" TV program is being broadcasted on Wednesdays every two weeks on Mongolian National TV 
(ongoing). 

• The development of "ludge-2000" and "Prosecutor-2000" software is completed and the testing phase has started. 
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HANNS-SEIDEL FOUNDATION (HSS) 

Training: Academy for Legal Education in cooperation with MoJHA organized workshops for local Government officers of 
12 Aimags in 4 different locations. 

Conferences: Assistance in organizing the "Rule of Law - Justice System" Conference in commemoration of the 80th 

Anniversary of establishing the Mongolian Justice System held on November 28-29, 2001 in Ulaanbaatar. 

• Assistance in providing equipment for the Unified Infonnation System (VIS) to various legal institutions in 
cooperation with GTZ and Sores Foundation. 

• Technical assistance in refurbishing the Supreme Court courtroom. 

HUMAN RIGHTS STRENGTHENING IN MONGOLIA - HURIST/MON (UNDP/OHCHR Joint Project) 
Development of the National Human Rights Action Program of Mongolia- NHRAP of Mongolia 

Training: Key stakeholders in formulation and further implementation of the NHRAP, including members of the National 
Coordinating Committee (NCC) as well as national volunteers active in human rights field were on a study tour to Thailand 
and Philippines on November 19-26. 

Conferences: "Human Rigbts National Conference" was held on the International Human Rights Day (December 10, 
2001). 

• Human Rights promotion by the National TV channel, radio and newspapers during the period July-December 
2001. 

• The Draft Human Rights Action Program was discussed at the "Nuht" workshop on November 27-29, 2001. The 
participants discussed and exchanged opinion on the structure, organization and activities of the National Human 
Rights Commission and developed recommendations. 

• Consideration of Draft Human Rights Action Program by the Aimag and Capital City Citizen's Representatives 
Hurals (December 7-11. 2001). 

• "Human Rights Baseline Study Report 2001" brochure is published. 

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AGENCY (JICA) 

Events: The Japanese Government at the request of the Mongolian Government will implement a grant aid project for 
Improvement of Fire Fighting Equipment and Workshop. The Project will start on Apri12002 after the signing of Exchange 
Notes between both Governments. 

SOROS FOUNDATION 

Events: Working visit by 2 Dutch judges-trainers (arranged by Center for International Legal Cooperation and the Dutch 
Judicial Training Center) on December 17, 2001. 

LEGAL RETRAINING CENTER (LRC) 

Training: The next 45 days training will be conducted from October 22 till November 3D, 2001 for advocates. 

RETRAINING CENTER FOR JUDGES (RCJ) 

Training: 7 days training for judges and staff of the Hovd, Domogobi and Selenge Aimag Courts was conducted in 
November on the following topics: 

- Concepts of Draft Civil, Civil Procedure, Criminal and Criminal Procedure Code 
- Court Management 
- Judicial Ethics. 

Events: Within the framework of the "Training of Trainers" project 2 judges-trainers from the Netherlands wi1l visit 
Mongolia on December 17, 200 1. 
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MONGOLIAN WOMEN LAWYERS ASSOCIATION 

Training: Legal knowledge training for non-legal professionals in 22 Soums and 6 Bags ofTuv Aimag in conjunction with 
"Oyuntulhuur Foundation". 

CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEVELOPMENT (CHRD) 

Training: «Human Rights" radio training program is being broadcasted on Tuesdays and Fridays of the 2,4 weeks of 
December at 2:00 pm on the following issues: 

1. human rights 
2. the responsibility of the State to protect human rights 
3. the responsibility of the State to enSure human rights 
4. equality of rights. 

• "National Human Rights Record 2001" finalized and published. 
• The Center proposed amendments relating to the issue of violence against women to the Draft Criminal Procedure 

Code. 
• "Human Rights and Police" booklet is being developed. 
• The 5th edition of the "'Human Rights and Development" newspaper will be issued in December 2001. 

CENTER TO SUPPORT LEGAL REFORM 

• The TV Program "For Your Legal Knowledge" broadcasted on December 7, 2001 was designed to inform and 
explain the public about the judicial refonns. The program will be repeated on December 21,2001 on Eagle TV. 

• The 5th edition of the "Professional Newspaper" funded by the GTZ will be issued in December 2001. 

NATIONAL CENTER AGAINST VIOLENCE 

• Launching of a community oriented three-year project in conjunction with the Swedish Association for Sex 
Education (RFSU). This project is funded by the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA). 

• 16 days media campaign promoting the International Day of Non-Violence Against Women and Girls (November 
25). 

• ""Influence of prejudice about the men's and women's role on children'" photo exhibition to open on November 21 
with the assistance of the British "Save the Children" Fund. 

CITY LIBRARY 

Events: A Promotion Day of the Legal Information Center of the Central Library ofUlaanbaatar named after D. Natsagdorj 
took place on November 30, 2001. The management and employees of legal institutions and 18 law schools, students and 
regular customers, in total 402 people attended the exhibition of briefing materials, references and legal textbooks. During the 
opening ceremony of the Legal Information Center's Day, 20 universities and schools received a Bulletin Board of the Legal 
Information Center and concluded agreement on future cooperation with the Center. 
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Organization Key: 

CDEA 
GPD 
GTZ 

Mongolia Legal Reforms 2002 
Calendar of Training Events 

COUlt Decision Enforcement 
General Police Depat/ment 
German Development Cooperation 
Hanns-Seidel Foundation 

Attachment 

HSS 
HURISTMON 
JICA 

Project for developing the Plan for Ensuring Human Rights Protection 
Japanese Intemational Cooperation Agency 

JRP 
LRC 
MAA 
MFOS 
MOJHA 
MWLA 
NCAV 
PA 
RCJ 
SGPO 
TAF 
USAID 
WB 

Judicial Reform Project 
Legal Retraining Center 
Mongolian Advocates Association 
Mongolian Foundation for Open Society (SOROS Foundation) 
Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs 
Mongolian Women Lawyers Association 
National Center Against Violence 
Police Academy 
Retraining Center for Judges 
State General Prosecutor's Office 
The Asia Foundation 
U. S. Agency for Intemational Development 
World Bank 

DECEMBER 2oo1 . . 

DATE SPONSOR ATTENDEES LOCATION 
MAA Law prolessors and advocates NUM Law Faculty 

Academy lor Local Government officers 01 4 different locations 
Legal Education 12 Aimags 
in cooperation 
with MoJHA 
WLA, Citizens Nationwide 
"Soyombo", "8 : 
II" radio 
program 

JANUARY2oo2 • 
.... . . 

DATE SPONSOR ATTENDEES LOCATION 
15 GCC Accountants 01 Cap~al City and Ulaanbaatar 

Aimag Courts 
Tue,Fri Center lor Nationwide 
2,4 weeks Human Rights 
01 Jan and 

Development 
4 times in MAA/HSS 24 advocates from UB and Ulaanbaatar 
2002 Aimags 

Arhangai Aimag Judges and court staff Arhangai Aimag 
Court 
LRC Officers 01 the State Ih Hural LRC 

Secretariat, NUM Law School 
faculty and the Police Academy. 

TOPIC 
The Draft Civil Code 

Workshops 

"How to prevent violation 01 citizen's rights, 
and what to do il their rights are violated" 

... 
••• . 

TOPIC 

"Human Rights" radio training program 

Training on the new Criminal, Criminal 
Procedure Codes and the Law on Resolving 
Administrative Case 

Regular and specialized training 

DIAL-lnterneUegal search 
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MOHl'On YnCblH YH.ltC)H xyyJIHi:iH TaBb.lIY'a&p 3'{iVIHiiH l~HAH 4-T 
-MoHroo YJJeb1H ,/l:)311 myyx YHlIC3H xyynuac 6yca,Il xyymmr X3p3I'll3X 

1'IJlUlap an6aH Cc.m.I Taiin6ap raprax 3pxnit r3J!( 3aacaH lD>,[{33,u; myyx.HHH 
6yp38 3PUll XSM.a8PaJI. 33a1J'J' 10M. 

YnCYH ,i:ll3.1l. myyx eepHihI: 6yp3H ~PXHHH Xyp33HA MOHI'OJl ynca.zx 
O,llooroop xy<UIH :rereJI,llep yitn'IHJI)K 6a.iiraa :XyyJIHy,nbUl 3ilpHM 3yfut. 
3aanntt Tdn:6apnacau TOrroOJ1hlH 3MX1TJJl1tibl xoep~ X3BJl3mrltr 1'3. 
6yxlH,llTOmuIYYJm 6aRHa. ' 

TOrrOOJIWl3MX1T3JIHiiH3XHHit~ 197J..19990Hhl3XlUdtYJIMpan 
xypT3llXxyrauaaHA,ll33A~rapracaH99TorrOOJlOPCOH601I61W1Hit 
T011HllyyJPK 6yM: xoep.!taxL X3BJl3JJJJ.. 2001 OHlol 7 ltYfMp caphlr JJYYCT8JIX 
xyrauaaHA rapracau, o;Etooroop xY'IHH TSren,nep ~ 6y" 115 
rorIOon6fkI"r8lt:: 6aih"aa 60J1Ho. 

3IDxyy 3MX1T3JlHitr xoep WOO> y,aaandtH X3BJI3JIJI. 63J1lTlXJl33 3XHW1: 
X3DJl3J1HAH TaJIaap rapcaa 3apHM caHaJI, mYYM»CJl3JIKitH naryy 3X 
63JlTf3JJHHH 1J.aHap, TOfTOonyY,[[b1r aHrimcaH 6aiblu,n 8HXaap'i, 
caii5l:pyyncHIrI 33p3rU33 6yx TOMoonyy,na,n xOJl6or,nox H.)MlJlT, 
eepliBell'nlHr 6yp3H T}'Cl'alK, T3.1U'33pdr 3PYY. HPI'3}I)I:A ItIyyll Tacnax 
~ Tan:aaprapcaH Taim6ap. 6ycaA n:ac6yJI3rJ13HTepeJDKyymK, 
6amar,l(caH OH .napaa.n.nhUl naryy aHtHBCaH HI> alUltl'llaXI\Jt mrYY lloxeMT3it 
6aia Gonos yy?r3BQ 3H3xyy3~1'alIa8.PTa6yxmtit3yt33Caumriait 
caH3Jl, IlIYYM* HpyyllC3H TOXHOJJJlOJIA 6HJ];.I(ypT8.WIa Xyll33H asaJt 60JlHO. 

I..{aBllUf,t( XCHlI 6yp YJlChUI)l33,D; myyX3lC 6aTJIaH rapracaH, XyynIDtH 
lapHM 3yM, 3aaJlTl>lr TaiVI6apnacaH TorroonYY.!I.m 3MXTI'3JJ 6on.rOH 
ltYBpaJIaap raprax 10M. 

MoHI'OJl OPOHll epsec:eHap,u;qwuun.n- rymmHpyymx.. lpx lYitrTepHi'a" 
Ten9BlU\'YIDx," HpI"3H 6yp1' xyyJJBiir H3I" Map oitnrolK, Xlp:m13X .na.aan 
onroXO.!I. 3H3XYY 3MXTnn TOllopxoit YP.!WI PVYJIH3 I'3tl3IT ryH33l1'1'n)K 

6'-. 
3H3xyy 3MXTI'3Jlldtr XlBJI:»t3.Il caHXyynribr ,nlMlJGDlr Y3YYJJC3H AMY

!.lit OnOH YJIChIH XenKJIKiIH AreR1'Jl8rIUSAID/-aae X3p3.MKyyIDK 6y" 
"lllyyx 3px MlAJIHfiH UIHH:m'3mdiH xeTen6ep~ TeCllHibl yJIHP,lIaf'II Po6epT 
Jla MORT, TecJlHi!H cypl'8llThlH M3P_' Xep5epT DoYMaH HapT ryH 
TaJl8pxan KJI3pxHi\m.e. 
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Introduction 

This memorandum looks at Judicial Ethics from a variety of view points. The first section (I. Corruption) deals with 
the problem of corruption, which goes beyond the draft code of ethics or the draft law on the courts. The next 
section outlines an improved method of enforcing ethics (II. Ethics Enforcement). The third section comments on 
the draft code of ethics submitted to the Judicial Reform Project and makes some suggestions for revisions (III. 
Comments on Judicial Ethics). 

I. Corruption 

The primary ethical problem in the Mongolian Justice system today is corruption. While corruption is impossible to 
completely quantify, the universal comments of businesspeople that all cases in conrt can be influenced with money 
must have more than an imaginary basis. It is easy to believe that corruption must be wide spread because salaries 
are so low that a judge with a family could not provide an adequate life to his family without additional income. 

The second most critical ethical problem facing the Mongolian Justice System seem to be real or wide spread belief 
in political interference. This phenomenon is even harder to document than corruption. The number of transfers 
effected by the GCC in the last year is widely believed to have been motivated by the desire to reward judges who 
had aided the new political majority. The current method of court supervision, whereby virtually every decision in 
some first instance conrts are reviewed by a supervisory judge/panel, even if there has been no appeal by the parties, 
do not promote independent decision making by individual judges. Likewise, the Chief Judge's ability to control the 
career advancement of judges reporting to him by his professional evaluations represents a strong potential source of 
influence over individual judges decision-making. 

It is important to have an ethics code in place that addresses the relevant ethical issues concretely. It is also 
important to have an efficient system in place to enforce ethics. Comments on the draft code of ethics and an outline 
for an enforcement system are the other parts of this memorandum. But, by themselves, these measures will not 
solve the ethical problems. Sources of corruption and improper influence need to be addressed both within the 
context of the law on the courts and beyond it. 

Salaries must be addressed. While Parliament seems to be sympathetic, having granted increases to judges in excess 
of those to other civil servants, the amounts from 25% to 30% are not significant enough to reduce the temptation 
for corruption. Nor are the current salaries sufficient to attract talented and honest people into the judiciary. 
Salaries need to be tripled or quadmpled before judges will be making enough so that they not only feel that they are 
making enough money for their personal and family needs, but also that they are making enough so that the will lose 
something of value if they act unethically and risk losing their position as judge. 

Both Parliament and the Ministry of Finance need to be convinced of the rational for making such unprecedented 
salary increases. The tendency to treat judges as any other civil servant is ingrained in the history of Mongolia's 
governmental structure. We must break this perception by demonstrating not just that the courts are a politically co
equal branch under the constitution, but that promoting an honest judiciary will have an enonnOUS impact on state 
revenue collection itself. Initially it is impossible to prosecute tax cheats and dishonest tax collectors in a corrupt 
judicial system. More fundamentally, a dishonest judicial system is a very large, if unquantifiable barrier to 
economic activity. Without courts to honestly enforce contracts and commercial laws, foreigners are less inclined -to 
invest and domestic savers are more likely to put savings into less productive investments where security is greater 
(such as private homes), rather than more productive investments such as factories which depend on trust in 
strangers which must be backed with contracts and law. Both Parliament and the Ministry of Finance must also be 
convinced that the judiciary is making real changes and is worthy of increased funding. 

Corruption needs to be confronted from many angles. A credible threat of prosecution needs to exist to break habits 
and customs that grew up when corruption was a financial necessity. This paper suggests that disciplinary 
investigations continue, even if the allegations would constitute a crime, because judicial discipline serves a separate 
function, where even the appearance of impropriety should be punished, a higher standard than applied in criminal 
conrt. Yet, real criminal prosecution will be vital to breaking the cycle of corruption. The criminal code and 
criminal procedure code need to be examined to identify obstacles to successful prosecution. The rule that a bribe 
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giver must be tried with the bribe acceptor dose not apply in America as it does in many continental legal systems. 
Such provisions need to be examined in light of Mongolia's current situation to determine an overall strategy for 
fighting corruption. Methods such as annual filing of income and net worth statements by judges and members of 
their households are suggested. There needs to be in place a mechanism that can investigate any unexplained 
increase in wealth and statues that would allow the prosecution offalsifying such statements or concealing assets. 

The perception of interference can be remedied with more transparent procedures in court administration, 
particularly more transparent procedures for promotion and transfer. Changing the perceptions of judges, officials 
and the public will also lead to a reduction in the tolerance for such interference. 

II. Ethics Enforcement 

The Current system: 

Currently each Aimag has a committee of judges charged with investigating and judging ethical violations. Appeals 
can be taken to the committee of the next higher level courts (for example Soumiintersoum to Aimag, Aimag to 
Supreme Court). Complaints are made by the presiding judge of the court where the suspected judge sits. 
Currently, ethical violations that would constitute crimes are not investigated, but referred to the police. 

Currently the disciplinary committees recommend three possible sanctions when they fmd an ethical violation: 1) 
Public Reprimand, 2) Reduction in Salary of20% for six months or 3) Discharge. The GCC may agree or change a 
penalty. The discharge penalty must be forwarded as a recommendation to the President. 

This process has several weaknesses. First, the judges must judge colleagues who they work closely with, so that 
impartiality is difficult. Second, since the judge's both investigate and decide ethical violations, there is a denial of 
the principle of independence by the decision maker. Third, the absence of lay people and the absence of procedures 
for transparency make the process appear opaque and subject to criticism. The public may feel that judges prefer to 
protect their own profession and avoid scandal rather than expose ethical violations. Fourth, these committees have 
no staff or budget for investigation of cases. 

The fact that penalties must be approved by the GCC further reduces the appearance of independent judgment of the 
ethical violations. The limited range of penalties may fail to correspond to the range seriousness of infractions that 
will be possible under the new ethics code. 

Proposals: 

Because Mongolia has only about 360 judges, it is feasible to have a single national body charged with investigating 
all complaints. I This body should be allowed to receive complaints from any person about supposed ethical 
violations by any judge. The body should have a small staff, including an investigator, who can receive complaints 
and make initial assessments. Experience from other countries indicates that the vast majority of such complaints 
will be by parties who did not like the result in a particular case and feel the judge was unfair. Such complaints can 
be identified fairly simply and disposed of by a letter telling the party that the proper remedy is an appeal of the 
judgment to the proper appellate court. Where appropriate, the accused judge should be allowed and encouraged to 
write a letter of explanation or apology. The head of this body should have discretion to dismiss cases where there 
is no proper allegation of an ethical violation. 

If there is cause for further investigation, the head of the body should bring the complaint to the full body, 
have the professional investigator and other staff conduct a full investigation. The accused judge should be 
advised of the complaint and allowed to supply evidence and testify. The comments of the Chief Judge of 
the court where the accused judge sits should be solicited and added to the file. 

I This proposal is follows the general outlines of the Canadian system as described in the attached "New Paradigms 
of Judicial Discipline: Application of Foreign Models in the American System" pages 1430-1433. 
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If the council believes that there is sufficient evidence of an ethical violation, a complaint should be made to Iudicial 
Disciplinary Hearing Board. This board could be made up of appellate and Supreme Court judges'. They could be 
chosen armually by lot or rotation. The Judicial Disciplinary Hearing Board ought to be composed of 5 judges. 
Adding 2 lay people and a prosecutor and advocate could be considered to make it independent. It should have 
strict rules about recusal when any of the Board members is friends with or has worked with the accused judge. The 
investigating body could present its evidence and the accused judge would be allowed to present his/her defense. 
The judge would be entitled to be represented by an advocate. Any decision should be appealable to the Supreme 
Court en bane. The decision of the Disciplinary Hearing Board or if appealed the Supreme Court should be final, 
requiring no endorsement by the GCC or other body. If the President's consent for removal is constitutionally 
required, the disciplinary board or the Supreme Court should be able forward its judgment directly to the President 
for action. 

The body conducting the investigation should have judges, lawyers and lay people represented on it. Judges will be 
able to add an appreciation of the role of the judge, but other lawyers and lay people will bring valuable outside 
experience and add to the sense of public accountability. All cases should be reported in an armual report with the 
names and personal details omitted in cases where no public punishment was decided. 

The body should investigate ethical violations that may be crimes after reporting them to the police. Even if the 
police conclude their may not be enough evidence to convict in a criminal case, there is a separate interest in 
preserving the appearance of probity in the judiciary that warrants a separate investigation for fitness as s judge. 

The investigatory body could be a unit of the GCC, but the GCC's need to work closely with judges might make 
such an arrangement difficult. It could be within the Supreme Court, except that if the Supreme Court were the body 
to try appeals, it would create a conflict with the impartiality of the Supreme Court hearing on appeal. If the body 
were in the Ministry of Justice, it might look like executive branch interference. It would be better if the 
investigatory body were under the Office of the Prosecutor General, though perhaps with its members appointed by 
the GCC. In the prosecutor's office, the body would be able to secund investigators and use the expertise of that 
office. The decision making board should probably be within the court system to remain independent. 

A private reprimand for minor cases should be added as a possible penalty. A sliding scale of salary reduction ought 
to be added to make that a more flexible punishment. Training, counseling or treatment, especially for alcohol abuse 
should be added as a requirement that can be made as a separate penalty or made together with a reprimand. The 
possibility of transfer to a less another location should be considered as a possible penalty, especially if the ethical 
violation was caused by the judges close relationship to persons in the jurisdiction where the violation occurred. 

III. Comments on Judicial Ethics 

Articles of the draft Code: 

Article 8. Subpart 2) clubs and organizations that practice invidious discrimination have a history in the United 
States, which is far more etlmically and racially diverse than Mongolia. This provision does not seem appropriate to 
Mongolia and should be replace with a more general statement such as: "a judge should not do or say anything to 
disparage any racial, national, ethnic, sexual, religious, class or social group because to do so would cast doubt on 
the ability of the judge to do equaljustice in cases involving members of such a group." 

Given the tragic history of interference in the judiciary during the socialist era by party and govermnent, a special 
provision should be added putting the duty on the judge to stop all such attempts to influence him. "A judge must 
refose to discuss pending or impending cases with any political or governmental official (except the prosecutor 
assigned to the case). A judge must report any attempt to discuss a case with him by such an official to . .. [the 
police? The prosecutor general?} 

, The standards of the Council of Europe require a minimmn of 50% judges on such a body. (See attached 
European Charter on Statues for Judges, point 5.) 
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Article 10. Subpart 3. Ex parte conversations are already prohibited, but the practice in Mongolian courts is very 
wide spread. More than a simple prohibition is needed, if it is not to continue to be ignored. For this reason a 
description of appropriate behavior should be added. E.g. "A judge should only discuss a case with an advocate, 
procuror, or investigator at a pre-set time about which the advocate, procuror (and party ifhe is not represented by 
an advocate) have advance notice. 

Article 14 subpart d): Given the frequent practice of regarding family business as personal and the shift gratuities 
and favors to family members to avoid detection, including "or any member of his/her family" might serve to 
strengthen the rule on disqualification for financial interest. 
Article IS runs up against one of the most peculiar institutions in the Mongolian judiciary. Courts run for profit 
operations such as restaurants and sheep herds. This is certainly a violation of the proscriptions of outside work to 
the extent judges work and are remunerated for these activities. Yet, it cannot be denied that they exist and they 
were created with the very benign motive of providing enough money for the judges to live on during the period of 
economic transition when salaries are inadequate and often paid in arrears. In reality some account must be taken of 
such activities if the ethical code is not to be observed primarily in the breach from the very beginning. While such 
makeshift financing should be done away with as soon as practical, until then a provision might be inserted "a judge 
may work on a cooperatively run venture.ofthe court, provided that public accounting of the fmances are made and 
the judges wOlk and remuneration for these activities is similarly public and transparent." 

Article 18: This may be only a translation issue, but given the much broader definition of "lawyer" in Mongolian 
(which includes a judge); "a judge should not practice law" in subpart 6) should be explained, e.g. "a judge should 
not practice law in any capacity other than his office." If the Mongolian is already clear, there is no need for a 
change. 

Article 20: Judges should be required annually to file statements of the income they earned over the last year and its 
source. They should also list the income of their spouse. They should list all the property they own over a de 
minimusamount, say 50,000 tgs. The statements should be given to the GCC (or the disciplinary committee.) They 
should be checked for amounts of income from sources incompatible with a judges work, and for unexplained 
increases in wealth. A random number of judges should be audited each year to verify the property statements. The 
statements should be made under penalty of criminal prosecution for false statements. (Such a system needs 
coordinated clauses in the ethics code and the Law on the Courts.) 
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Appendix M 

Training on impartiality for judges to be conducted 

Zuuni Medee, # 262, November 6,2001 

Mongolia Judicial Reform Program (JRP) is to conduct the second stage Adversarial Process 
training for the Mongolian judges, prosecutors and advocates on 7 to 9 November, 2001. 

JRP is a USAID-funded judicial reform project aimed at laying the foundation for building 
effective law-enforcement authorities capable of adhering to the rule oflaw. 

The Adversarial Process training program was created as many Mongolian lawyers expressed 
an interest in learning more about the adversarial principle and the possibilities of its 
application in Mongolia. 

The purpose of the training is to provide the Mongolian judges, prosecutors and advocates 
with information about the impartiality and neutrality of judges and the broad ability for the 
prosecutor and advocate to participate in trial- the basic elements that make up the adversarial 
principle. The program will also encourage a discussion among the legal professionals about 
application and interpretation of the Mongolian laws that call for the use of the adversarial 
principle. 

The training shall include lectures by experts from USA, Australia and Mongolia. 
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"Adversarial Trial System: We Are On Our Way" 
By B. Purevnyam l 

Udriin Sonin, 7 November 2001 

English Translation 

The introduction of the adversarial process into the Mongolian legal system in 1994 
meant that legislators recognized its advantages. It was a major step toward the 
protection of individual rights, the fundamental idea of the Constitution, making domestic 
law consistent with international treaties, and was a major measure against the drawbacks 
of procedural law. 

Article 21 of the Code of Criminal Procedure provides that "trial in the court of the first 
instance and in the appellate court shall be conducted on the basis of the adversarial 
principles." Article 10 of the Code of Civil Procedure provides that "court trial shall be 
conducted on the basis of the adversarial principles." Article 15 of the Law on Courts 
provides that "court trial shall be conducted on the basis of the adversarial principles." 

While in civil trials some judges attempt to apply adversarial principles, no definite 
concept, especially in criminal trials, has been established, and the legal mechanism is 
non-existent. The main obstacle to the application of the adversarial principles rests in 
the applicable provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

For instance, Article 211 of the Code of Criminal Procedure states "during the court trial, 
the prosecution and defense shall be conducted separately." Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the 
same article provide that "the accused, defendant, his advocate, victim, plaintiff, civil 
defendant and their representatives have equal rights to participate in the court 
proceedings by presenting evidence on any matter of importance to establishing truth in 
the case, to participate in the examination thereof, to submit requests, and to make 
statements." It is doubtful whether these provisions are consistent with the classical 
adversarial system. 

In September this year Judicial Reform Program organized the Adversarial Process 
Training for an equal number of judges, prosecutors and advocates for the first time in 
Mongolia. The training included a detailed explanation of the concept, its origins, and the 
US and Australian expenence. The adversarial process consists of the following 3 
elements: 

1. The decision maker is neutral and passive. 
2. Litigants are responsible for presenting proof and making reasoned arguments. 
3. Proof is presented in a formal setting where a complex set of rules governs the 

trial and the behavior of the litigants. 

There has always been a debate about how active a judge should be. At one end of the 
scale are those who argue that judges should be entirely passive. Their only function 
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,jjj should be to control the admission of testimony using the law of evidence. Proponents of 
this position argue that both parties play by rules designed to make the trial a fair contest. 
At the other end of the scale are those that believe a judge's primary objective is to 
ensure the discovery of the truth. According to them, a judge should actively assist the 
truth-finding process in cases where, in the court's judgment, the parties have failed to do 
so. However, the system that employs adversarial principles can in fact rest at any point 
along this broad continuum. In other words, there is no purely adversarial system. Even 
the U.S. system is a mixture of adversarial and inquisitorial procedures and practices. 

The experience of the jurisdictions that employ adversarial principles shows the 
following advantages: 

• Ensures judicial impartiality and neutrality. 
• Superior mechanism to uncover the truth. 
• Creates an open and participatory form of dispute resolution consistent with 

democratic ideals. 
• The adversarial trial provides a fixed date when the matter may be resolved. 

When compared to the classical concept, the adversarial principle introduced into the 
Mongolian legal system in 1994 is not being realized. This should be attributed to the 
existing Code of Criminal Procedure, which in Article 21 provides the "court. .. shall be 
obliged to establish circumstances both accusing and acquitting the defendant, as well as 
those aggravating and mitigating liability." According to this, that is not only obligation 
of the parties, but also of the judge. The judge has the burden of proof and plays an 
active role in trial. Article 274 of the Code states "the presiding judge shall ask the 
defendant if he/she will testify and begin examining him/her. Then the prosecutor, 
defense counsel, other defendants, their representatives, the victim, plaintiff and their 
defense counsels ask questions with the permission of the presiding judge." In other 
words, the judge begins the examination and then the patties can examine the defendant 
or witnesses if the presiding judge permits them to do so. This makes application of the 
adversarial principle difficult in the practice of the court trial. The above wording - the 
judge examines, while the parties ask questions - shows the judge's dominant role in a 
trial. 

The draft revised Code soon to be considered by Parliament envisages the adversarial 
principles as follows: separation of the prosecution, defense and trial functions, with the 
accusing evidence presented by the prosecution and the acquitting ones by the defense; 
the prosecution and defense shall have the right to examine the defendant as well as the 
participants deemed necessary, while the court shall ask clarifying questions at any stage 
of the trial. This would be the expression of the neutrality and impattiality of the court. 

If the Code is passed in this conceptual framework, it will be a major reform in court 
trials. An adversarial trial system is on the way. 
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ByG. ENKHEE 

TODA Y, according to 
Mongolian law, a person accused 
of committing a crime is innocent 
until proven guilty, Previously, in 
the communist era, the accused 
had no such right to a due process 
uf law. Yet the democratic 
reforms of the early 1990s 
provided this right. Or has it? 
Over 80 percent of professionals 
working in the current Mongolian 
judicial system were educated 
under communist methodologies. 

From November 7-9, 2001. 
'he Mongolian Judicial Reform 
Project (JRP) conducted its 
second Adversarial Process 
Training for Mongolian judges, 
prosecutors and advocates. JRP 
is a United States Agency for 
International Development 
(USAID) sponsored legal reform 
offort designed to lay the 
foundation for the development 
of effective Mongolian legal 
institutions capable of adhering to 
the rule of law. 

The JRP Adversarial Process 
Training program was created 
because many Mongolian legal 
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professionals expresscd a strong I 
interest to learn about the 
adversarial process and to explore 
how the adversarial principles 
which are currently part of 
Mongolian law, might be more 
consistently applied. They also 
expressed a desire 10 explore the 
use of trial procedures that 
emphasize the protection of civil 
and political rights of individual 
citizens. 

The purpose of the second 
Adversarial Process Training was 
to provide Mongolianjudges and 
Ia\1,Iyers with information 
regarding the basic elements that Mongolia. The majority of the 
make up the adversarial I: program was interactive and 
process-elements such as the . designed to give the participants 
impartiality and neutrality oUhe I "hands on" experience using 
judge and the broad ability of the I adversarial trial skills. The 
prosecutor and advocate highlight of the training is 
participating in court hearings. , expected to be the "mock trail" 
The program 1s larger goa) is to I competitions. which were held on 
encourage discussion within the I the last day of the program. After 
Mongolian legal community I the trial competitions, an open 
about how Mongolian laws that i discussion took place concerning 
call for the use of adversarial Ithe future of the adversarial 
principles should be interpreted i process in Mongolia. 
and applied. i TlVo dozen Mongolian 

The program included! judges, prosecutors and 
lectures by experts from the : advocates officially participated 
United States, Australia and I in the training. Apart from them, 
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10 new members of the 
Mongolian judicial 
administration also participated 
as observers. Herbert Bowman, 
JRP Training Advisor, and B. 
Otgonbayar, JRP Training 
Project Coordinator, headed the 
three-day program. Mr. Bowman 
presented lectures entitled 
"Adversarial Process-Origins 
and Definition," and "Criminal 
Trail Procedure-U.S." 

After the training, 
Bayanzurkh district judge N. 
Sukhbaatar said the training was 
valuable and would be put to use 
in the Mongolianjudicial process. 
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New Volume of 
Supreme Court 
Interpretations 
Now Available 

TheM~llanJudicjalRefonn golian judiciary to develop a 
Project (JRP). the Mongoliatl Slf.' strong and independent voice. 
p"reme Court, .nd the The Mongo-- In acltnowlcdgmcnt of the 
lian Judicial Retraining Center ' Compilation of Resolutions of 
QRO, has armounced the publica- tb:e Supreme Court of Mongolia, 
twn mits latest\'olume.ofSupreme Chief Justice ell. Ganbat stated, 
Court InteIprclations. The Ixlok is "lfirmlybeJievethiscompilation 
now avail?61e fDrlegal profesSion- wiII be a contribution (0 tbe 
alsand interested organizations and strengtbening of democracy, sla
c:irizens to acquire. bilization of the rule of law~ aud 

. This \'OIU1'n:e Contains interpre- uniform interpretation and appli· 
tationso[the law made by the Mon- cation of the law by every eiti-
go)ian,Supreme Court from April zen in Mongolia." " 
lmtoJulyWOJ. . The IRP is a Uni'ed Slales 

The Mongolian Con$.tilUtlon Agency for International :pevel
. gives the Mong~lian Supreme opmenl (USAtD) sponsored le
CoW1 tbe authorily to issue official gal refonn effort designed 10 lay 
iDterpret8tions of aU Mongolian the foundations: for the dlwelop
laws; witbtheex~tion oftheCon-- ment of effective Mongolian le
stitlltion itself. TheSeinf:e!'pretatiOffl ~al institutions capable ofadher
ale meant to guide Mongolian mgtolhe rule of law. 
judges and lawyers in their applj- pur/ies Ul/eresJed in purchas· 
calion of the laws. Ttley are also·" ing this new voWmc ofinterpreta
meant to <Cducate Mongolian cili. /;on$ should contact· J. 
zens on the meaning and impact o( EnJ:hchuluun,Judicial Retraining 
new legislation. Center- Director or Sh. 

Tbe publication or-the volume DllVlladulam, }RC Training Man· 
is part of 1he JRP's wider effort to ager. af Supreme CoW1 Building, 
pro\'ide Mon~o)ian l~ practitio- Rcvolutitmarie.s A,>enue, UlaQn· 
ne.1S witJithe mformahon they need. "baatllr-l1, tdephone: 324423. The 
to implem-eFit the lule of Jaw in proceeds from. the sales will be 
Mongolia. It is -also iepreseots. an usedrofwulthepubftcationofnw 
effort by the.J~P to assis.t the Mon- Yf'ur:S i~rp~ations. 
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